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Assessing spatial interpolation based on sampling size and point geometry in elevation mapping
applications
Maryna O. Batur
Graduate School, Geomatics Engineering Department, Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey, baturm20@itu.edu.tr
Abstract. In order to produce a correct elevation map, it is necessary to use not only
the accurate technology for data acquisition, but also to utilize an appropriate method of
interpolation, which will reflect the topographic features in a reliable manner. The first key
element in elevation map production is the proper geometrical distribution of measurement
points. The second key component is the density of measurement points, which indicates the distance between pairs in the dataset. In
this study, two different types of sampling design were taken into account, random and systematic sampling, to create the elevation
map. In random sampling, 33 points were used with the distance in the range of 15–30 km. In systematic sampling, a total of 100
points were utilized located at the distance of 5 km apart. Then, two distinct methods of interpolation were applied to produce a map:
deterministic (Inverse Distance Weighting) and geostatistical (Ordinary Kriging with application of the Gaussian, Exponential, and
Spherical fitting separately). These methods were compared using a statistical approach to validate the predictive abilities of the chosen
interpolation methods. As the results showed, the geostatistical method, namely, Ordinary Kriging with Exponential fitting, revealed
better performance compared to the deterministic. It was seen that the overall performance of the interpolated map varies with the
number of points in the dataset and strongly relates to the sampling design. In the case of systematic sampling, the accuracy of the map
was found to be much better compared to the results of random sampling. It was also proposed to use the error maps in order to identify
areas with the maximum residuals. It became apparent that in the case of random sampling, the greatest errors were mostly concentrated
in the areas where distances between the measured points were fairly large. By contrast, in the case of systematic sampling, the largest
residuals were found in areas with complex topological patterns, especially in the regions with a steep slope gradient. Choosing
the appropriate method of interpolation with the minimum error is of great importance in geostatistical operations and topographic
engineering. Thus, the current manuscript may serve as a guideline in making the right decision concerning the interpolation method in
elevation mapping applications of 1:2000000–1:1000000 scales.
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Received in revised form: 24.11.2021
Accepted: 18.01.2022
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Оцінка просторової інтерполяції на основі розміру вибірки та геометрії точок на прикладі
картування висот
М. O. Батур
Стамбульський Технічний Університет, Стамбул, Туреччина, baturm20@itu.edu.tr
Анотація. Щоб створити правильну карту висот, необхідно використовувати не тільки точну технологію збору даних, але й
використовувати відповідний метод інтерполяції, який надійно відображатиме топографічні особливості. Першим ключовим
елементом у створенні карти висот є правильний геометричний розподіл точок вимірювання. Другим ключовим компонентом
є щільність точок вимірювання, яка вказує на відстань між парами в наборі даних. У даному дослідженні для створення карти
висот було враховано два окремих типи вибірки: випадковий і систематичний. При випадковій вибірці було використано
33 точки з відстанню між ними в діапазоні 15–30 км. При систематичному відборі проб було використано 100 точок,
розташованих на відстані 5 км одна від одної. Потім для створення карти були застосовані два різні методи інтерполяції:
детермінований (зважування зворотної відстані) і геостатистичний (звичайний Крігінг із застосуванням функції Гауса,
показникової та сферичної функції). Ці методи були порівняні за допомогою статистичного підходу для підтвердження
передбачуваних можливостей обраних методів інтерполяції. Як показали результати, геостатистичний метод, а саме
звичайний Крігінг із застосуванням показникової функції, показав кращу ефективність порівняно з детермінованим. Загальна
продуктивність інтерпольованої карти змінюється залежно від кількості точок у наборі даних і тісно пов’язана з дизайном
вибірки. У разі систематичного відбору, точність карти виявилась набагато кращою порівняно з результатами випадкової
вибірки. Також було запропоновано використовувати карти помилок для визначення ділянок з максимальними відхиленнями.
Стало очевидним, що у випадку випадкової вибірки найбільші похибки зосереджені переважно в областях, де відстань
між вимірюваними точками була досить велика. На відміну від цього, при систематичному відборі найбільші відхилення
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були виявлені на ділянках зі складними топологічними структурами, особливо в областях з крутим градієнтом схилу. Вибір
відповідного методу інтерполяції з мінімальною похибкою має велике значення в геостатистичних операціях та топографічній
інженерії. Таким чином, даний рукопис може бути використаний як орієнтир для прийняття правильного рішення щодо методу
інтерполяції в програмах картографування висот.
Ключові слова: Просторова інтерполяція, Крігінг, Зворотне зважування відстані, Оцінка точності, Карта висот

Introduction
Topographic maps play a significant role in many
scientific disciplines and find numerous uses in any
type of geographic planning. As reflected in history, the
first topographic maps were primary used for planning
attack strategies and for defensive emplacement for
military purposes (Altic, 2019). Later, the use of maps
was broadened to the cadastral objectives (Williamson
and Enemark, 1996). Today, topography continues
to follow this tradition towards broader resource
strategies already being pursued. For instance, a clear
understanding of terrain helps civil engineers to make
the right decision on the choice of site construction
and supports the planning of transportation routes and
navigation. In mining science and geology, topographic
maps are used for the planning and exploitation of
natural resources. In Earth sciences and cartographic
applications, detailed ground relief serves as a base for
the forest cover estimation, sustainability and disaster
management. Rapid industrialization requires proper
land recording, boundary estimation and administrative
planning, which are impossible to carry out without
substantial understanding of the topography. In any of
these cases, a topographic map requires an accurate
estimation and should provide the high degree of trust
that consumers expect from them. With the passing
of time, techniques used for gathering information
to build a map have been dramatically improved.
The conventional survey tools were replaced with
the modern equipment, such as Global Positioning
Systems (Tusat, 2018), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(Ahmad, 2011), Remote Sensing (Alexandrov et al.
2004), Terrestrial Laser Scanners and Light Detection
and Ranging technique (Luh et al. 2014), etc., which
allow quick data acquisition even on a large scale of
data. Needless to say, all these techniques give a high
accuracy of measurement, however, it is still challenging
to choose the appropriate construction method for the
map, which will be able to reflect the accurate image
of the terrain.
The main characteristic of a topographic map
is the contour lines, which give the 3‑dimensional
understanding of the terrain on a 2‑dimensional surface.
The process of proportional spacing of the contour
lines between the measured ground points is called
interpolation. There are several indirect approaches
to interpolate the elevations, such as arithmetical,
graphical, and estimation calculations (Poklad and
Gridnev, 2013). Although these methods can provide the
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reasonably good accuracy, they assume that the slope
of ground between two known points is uniform, thus,
can be counted as roughly types and can be only used
for a very small-scale. Another method of interpolation
is based on Delaunay triangulation. According to
(de Berg et al. 2008), this method helps to reduce the
discontinuity in data and can provide a good accuracy
when interpolating small areas. However, this method
is based on a specific mathematical algorithm, which
is quite complex and time-consuming. In addition, it
is often difficult to fulfill the criteria of the algorithm,
which means that solution may not exist. On the other
hand, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) enables
a toolbox with different interpolation methods, which
are distinguished as deterministic and geostatistical.
Deterministic methods perform interpolation relying on
the specific mathematical formula that applies weighted
averages based only on the distance between measured
and predicted points, while geostatistical methods
take into account both the distance and the spatial
autocorrelation. The most convenient and frequently
used methods of deterministic and geostatistical
interpolations in GIS are Inverse Distance Weighting
(IDW) and Ordinary Kriging (OK) respectively. These
toolkits have been widely adopted in many different
studies and used in both small and large-scale studies.
For example, in (Azpurua and Dos Ramos, 2010),
interpolation methods were used in estimation of
electromagnetic field magnitude study. Application of
Kriging and IDW in spatial mapping of rainfall data was
done by (Shi and Zhang, 2007). In (Harman et al. 2016),
the effectiveness of OK and IDW was investigated in
noise mapping application. Last but not least, (Ferreira
et al. 2017) performed a comparative analysis of Kriging
and IDW in the production of hydrographic maps.
From the studies listed above, it is clearly seen that
selection of interpolation method will impact the quality
of the map. A map should be technically qualitative
and compatible with its main objectives and purposes.
In term of topographic maps, they should reflect the
topographic features according to their future usage and
utilization. To find the method of interpolation which
will ensure this proper quality of map is an important
task in mapping engineering. Moreover, the degree of
homogeneity at which spatial data is given directly
affects the performance of interpolation. For these
reasons, it was of interest to evaluate two independent
methods of interpolation, IDW and OK, by testing them
on an area of complex terrain. The overall aim of this
work is to find the most fitted interpolation method
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for elevation mapping based on the different sampling
design. To assess the uncertainties associated with
interpolation, it is proposed to build residual heat maps,
which will help to answer the two questions: 1) Are the
errors somehow connected to the complexity of terrain
and/or to the sampling size? 2) If so, which part of the
study area is revealed in the highest residuals?
Materials and methods
Study area and sampling design. The current study
was carried out on the northern coast of Turkey (41 50
N – 41 20 N and 31 30 E – 32 10 E). The study area
was chosen based on the complex features of terrain.
Figure 1 illustrates the location of the study area and
the sampling design. The sampling region has a squared
shape with total area of 2025 km2 and the perimeter of
180 km. The northern part of the research area is relatively flat, while the southern section is dominated by
hilly areas with two peaks in the SW and SE. The maximum slope is 50 % in both directions, from NW to SE
and NE to SW. The highest elevation is 1640 m above
the sea level, whereas the lowest is 38 m.
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distributed points were used located approximately
15–30 km apart. The elevation data for the study were
extracted from Google Earth database. Google Earth
uses a Mercator projection based on a spherical datum
that is a modification of the WGS84 datum.
Deterministic method of interpolation
IDW refers to the deterministic methods of
interpolation, meaning that procedure related to
calculations follows a definite law of certainty, not
a probabilistic approach. In other words, there is an
exact formula (not a random) that will always give the
certain answer. To predict the elevation of a point, IDW
will use values surrounding the prediction location,
based on the assumption that measured values closest
to the prediction location will have more influence on
prediction value than those far away. The procedure
itself consists of computing weights l The procedure
itself consists of computing weights λi of each known
point using distances di between known and unknown
points. This equation is shown in (1).
(1)
On the next step, the weighted averages for
the unknown point are calculated as the product of
previously computed weights and the values at each
known point:
(2)
Where Zun is the interpolated value and Zi is the
measured elevation.
Geostatistical method of interpolation

Fig. 1. The study area and the sampling design

Because the study is focused on the performance
assessment of two independent interpolation methods,
the determination of sample patterns and sample size
is one of the most important steps in elevation map
construction. A small number of data points and
irregularities in the sample may lead to the biases in the
results, while too large a sample can bring unnecessarily
high costs (McRoberts et al. 2015). In the current
study, two sampling designs were used, systematic
and random. In the systematic design, a total of 100
points were selected with the distance between points
of 5 km. There is a clearly uniform spread of data,
a good density and spacing. Such sampling design
systematically covers the area of interest, allowing
maximum representation of the topographic features in
the current case study. However, such sampling design
may require a high cost of field survey, thus, it is also
of interest to examine the random sampling, where
points’ spreading is lower than in the case of regular
sampling. In random sampling, 33 homogenously

The main difference between OK, which refers to
the geostatistical method of interpolation, and IDW
is that OK uses statistical models to predict unknown
value taking also into consideration the spatial
autocorrelation of dataset. In IDW, only measured values
and distance weights are used to determine unknown
points. However, Kriging weights are derived from a
semivariogram plot that describes a spatial structure of
data. The general formula of variogram is given in (3):
(3)
Where N is the number of pairs separated by vector
h, which , in its turn, is a lag distance; x means the
starting location; (x+h) corresponds for the ending
location.
The more detailed explanations can be found in
(Huang et al. 2012 and Zuvala et al. 2016).
Once the variogram is created, a mathematical
model should be fitted to the points forming the
empirical variogram. This process is similar to fitting
a least-squares line in regression analysis (Chatterjee
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and Hadi, 2015). Selecting an appropriate mathematical
function helps to improve the predictions by minimizing
the residuals from predicted to measured points. In the
current study, three different types of models were used
to fit the variogram. Table 1 lists the models along with
parameters used in variogram fitting.
Table 1. Variogram fitting models used in the study
Type of model
Gaussian

Mathematical description

Exponential

Mean error is the averaged difference between the
measured and predicted values and is calculated using
the equation (4):
(4)
Root mean square error indicates how closely the
model predicts the measured values and is given by
the equation (5):
(5)
Average standard error denotes the average of
the prediction standard error and is presented by the
equation (6):

Spherical

Performance indicators
The schematic flowchart for the model evaluation
is shown in Figure 2. The measured points, which are
also called the training dataset, are used as input for
the predictive model. The model itself is built via OK
and IDW, where model fitting and weighted averages
are intended for each of the methods respectively.
As the output, the predictive model is presented by
the interpolation maps, which are able to provide
information about the elevations in unknown locations.
When the final model is produced, it is necessary to test
it to have some idea of how well this model predicts the
values at unknown locations. For this, both the measured
and unknown values are used in model validation to
test the effectiveness of the predicted model. Statistical
measures such as mean error, root mean square error,
average standard error, mean standardized error, and root
mean square standardized error are used and they are
shown in equations (4) – (8). All measures are available
for the OK, while only mean error and root mean square
error are accessible for IDW.

Fig. 2 The conceptual workflow showing the data system and
model evaluation
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(6)
Mean standardized error is the average of the
standardized errors (see equation (7)). The closer this
measure to zero, the better the model performs.
(7)
Root mean square standardized error (see equation
(8)) should be close to 1, which means that the prediction
standard errors are valid.
(8)
Where Zm shows the measured values, Zp indicated
the predicted values, n means the total number of points
in the dataset, and σm implies the standard deviation of
measured values.
Results and discussions
Interpolation maps. The results of interpolation
based on the random and systematic sampling are summarized in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. By carefully examining the data, it is found that the OK method
with exponential and spherical fitting seems to produce more accurate results compare to OK Gaussian
and IDW in both sampling cases. In OK with Gaussian
fitting, there did not appear to be any significant pattern in the middle part and the upper left corner of the
study area (see red rectangles in Fig. 3). Even in systematic sampling, Gaussian OK did not exhibit specific details in topography compared to other methods (compare red and black rectangles in Fig. 4). On
the contrary, IDW appears to give much more information providing a more reliable representation of the
terrain, especially in systematic sampling. Regarding
the sampling design, the overall results show that systematic sampling gives a more detailed description of
topography compared to random. It goes without saying that this is mainly caused by the limited number of
samples in the random case.
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Tables 2 and 3 and shown graphically in Figure 7. For
the OK, expected model accomplishments are exhibited in a good statistical performance confirming that
predictive errors are valid.
Table 2. Results of cross validation for the random sampling
case in OK interpolation
Gaussian
0.020
1.06
98.01

MS
RMS.S
Av. St.E

OK (meters)
Exponential
0.001
1.00
84.32

Spherical
0.010
0.99
92.12

Table 3. Results of cross validation for the systematic sampling case in OK interpolation
Fig. 3. Spatial interpolation of elevation data based on random
sampling

Gaussian
0.003
0.90
81.03

MS
RMS.S
Av. St.E

(a)

OK (meters)
Exponential
0.0001
1.05
61.13

Spherical
0.002
0.91
63.09

(b)

Fig. 4. Spatial interpolation of elevation data based on systematic sampling

Statistical accuracy analysis of interpolated maps
It is not possible to draw any strong conclusions
only from the visual inspection of interpolated maps.
Some additional information needs to be given to summarize the reliability of a certain method. For this, the
regression models were used to compare measured values versus predicted. Figures 5 and 6 show the scatter
plots of actual elevations against the predicted. In general, it is observed that residuals are approximately in
the same range but vary with the sampling design. A
relatively small number of errors can be noted for the
systematic case, whereas they slightly more enlarged
for the random case. If we look at each case separately, the IDW method in random design showed significantly higher residuals compared to three other methods. However, if we examine the IDW in the systematic case, it is clearly seen that residuals have a constant
rate of change and are mostly concentrated close to the
linearly fitted function. The exponential and spherical
models of OK in systematic design do not differ substantially. The small errors centered mostly at the left
side of the line and then slightly rise in the middle part.
The predictive abilities of the models were also
evaluated based on some statistical indicators, explained
previously in this paper. The results are given in the

(c)
(d)
Fig. 5. The scatter plot of measured versus predicted elevation
values based on random sampling: (a) IDW; (b) OK Gaussian
function; (c) OK Exponential function; (d) OK Spherical function

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 6. The scatter plot of measured versus predicted elevation values based on systematic sampling: (a) IDW; (b)
OK Gaussian function; (c) OK Exponential function; (d) OK
Spherical function
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From the charts shown in Figure 7, two main aspects
can be derived: point density and sampling quality.
A random point pattern and insufficient number of
points in the dataset became marginal compared to
the systematic case. These results do not mean that a
random dataset is not suitable to generate maps, but
they indicate that it has some limitations concerning
the quality and representativeness of maps and these
limitations directly reflect the prediction variance. Thus,
it is advisable to use the systematic sampling design
with a dense location of points to produce a qualitative
elevation map.
Fig. 8. Residuals heat map for random case

Fig. 7. Bar charts of mean errors and root mean square errors
for random and systematic cases

Figures 8 and 9 show the residual heat maps for the
random and systematic cases respectively.
Heat maps allow us to present the residuals visually
in a meaningful and concise way. It involves identifying
the problem areas and evaluating the potential impact
on errors.
From Figure 8, a high percentage of errors was
observed in the areas where distance between sample
points was relatively large (in the range of 10 – 15 km).
In contrast, points separated by short distances (5 – 8
km) revealed fewer errors. Thus, it can be stated that
residuals in random sampling somehow relate to density and to the distance between sample pairs. As for
the systematic case, it can be seen from Figure 4 that
the middle and bottom parts of the map have a complex
terrain feature. There is a sharp transition from low to
high elevations and the highest residuals were found
to be concentrated in this part of the study area (see
Figure 9). Additionally, in systematic design all points
in the dataset are located at equal distances, thus, discrepancy cannot be explained by disproportioned distance between points, but rather by the complicated
patterns of topography.
Conclusions
In this study, two methods of spatial interpolation,
OK and IDW, were used in elevation map generation.
The predictive abilities of these methods were compared
by taking into account the sampling design and density
of sample points. Random sampling with 33 points and
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Fig. 9. Residuals heat map for systematic case

systematic with 100 were employed in this research
study. Because OK requires a mathematical model
to be fitted to a variogram, three different forms of
mathematical fitting were applied in the study, namely
Gaussian, Exponential, and Spherical. It was found
that the overall accuracy of the predictive model
depends on data configuration and numbers of points
in the sample dataset. In both sampling designs, the
OK with exponential and spherical fitting showed the
best statistical performance, while OK with Gaussian
revealed weaker results. IDW performed differently in
different sampling cases: in random case it showed better
results compared to systematic. The error maps were
used to evaluate areas with the highest residuals. As it
revealed, the differences in error behavior contributed
to both the sampling size and the complexity of terrain.
The primary purpose of the map generated in
this study was to determine the various elevations
and main natural formations of the region (valleys,
rivers, mountains). Taking into account that the range
of elevations in the study area is between 38 m and
1640 m with predominant hilly zones and mountainous
terrain, potential errors of interpolation being in the
range of 0 – 100 m do not constitute a critical case.

Batur M. O.

In terms of time and costs to design such a map, it is
obvious that randomized sampling is more beneficial
than regular sampling though it has the downside
that the overall precision of the final map will often
be lower. However, as the current study shows, the
geostatistical interpolation methods allow us to obtain

Journ. Geol. Geograph. Geoecology, 31(1), 3–9

reliable accuracy even in the case of random sampling.
Therefore, OK with either exponential or spherical
fitting can be successfully utilized in the production
of elevation maps whatever sampling design is used.
This research may be considered as a key step towards a
more profound understanding of elevation map creation.
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Abstract. The aim of the research is to analyze the current state of the protection of relief
types within nature reserves and national nature parks of the Ukrainian Carpathians. The
study analyzes coverage of usual and unique types of mountain and premountain relief of the
Ukrainian Carpathians within nature protection institutions. The method contains a general
geomorphological analysis of the relief of nature conservation institutions of the Ukrainian Carpathians. geomorphological structure
and zoning of the research region based on the systematization and comparison of the up to date cartographic and descriptive materials.
Comparing the map Geomorphological structure (morphostructure and morphosculpture) of the Ukrainian Carpathians (Hnatiuk et al.,
2007) and borrowed cartographic materials from the Projects of organization of nature reserves and national nature parks within the
region, special representativeness of relief types in the QGIS software is obtained. Authors set a degree of representativeness of relief
types within the territories of nature conservation institutions as well as present it in special tables and maps. Additionally, the map of
the location of nature reserves and national nature parks within the geomorphological zoning of the Ukrainian Carpathians (Rudko &
Kravchuk, 2002) is made as well as the character of protection of various geomorphological areas of mountain and premountain parts
of the region is clarified. For the first time, authors establish the degree of regional and typological geomorphological representativeness
of natural reserves and national nature parks as well as clarify the current state of protection of relief types of the Ukrainian Carpathians
in general. Based on the results of the analysis, authors develop proposals for the creation of new nature conservation institutions in the
Ukrainian Carpathians for optimization of the relief as well as proposals for the protection of the region and its use in nature conservation,
scientific, natural-cognitive, and recreational purposes.
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Стан та перспективи охорони рельєфу у заповідниках і національних парках Українських
Карпат
В. П. Брусак1, Я. С. Кравчук1, І. В. Брусак², Д. А. Кричевська1
Львівський національний університет імені Івана Франка, Львів, Україна, brusak_vitaliy@ukr.net
Національний Університет «Львівська політехніка», Львів, Україна

1
2

Анотація. Метою дослідження є аналіз сучасного стану охорони типів рельєфу у межах територій заповідників
і національних природних парків Українських Карпат. У статті встановлено стан охорони заповідними територіями типових
і унікальних типів гірського і передгірного рельєфу Українських Карпат. Методика містить загальний геоморфологічний
аналіз рельєфу заповідників і національних природних парків Українських Карпат, геоморфологічної будови і районування
регіону досліджень на основі систематизації та порівняння найновішого картографічного та описового матеріалу.
Типологічну репрезентативність заповідників та національних парків отримано у середовищі QGIS при порівнянні карти
«Геоморфологічна будова (морфоструктура та морфоскульптура) Українських Карпат» (Hnatiuk et al., 2007) та запозичених
картографічних матеріалів з Проектів організації території заповідників та національних парків цього регіону. Встановлено
ступінь регіональної та типологічної геоморфологічної репрезентативності заповідних територій, укладено відповідні
карти та складено таблиці. Додатково укладено карту розташування заповідників і національних природних парків у межах
геоморфологічного районування Українських Карпат (Rudko & Kravchuk, 2002) та з’ясовано характер охоплення охороною
різних геоморфологічних областей гірської і передгірної частин регіону. Вперше встановлено ступінь регіональної та
типологічної геоморфологічної репрезентативності заповідників і національних природних парків та з’ясовано сучасний стан
охорони типів рельєфу Українських Карпат у цілому. На основі результатів дослідження запропоновано створення нових
природно-заповідних територій в Українських Карпат та розроблено пропозиції щодо перспектив оптимізації охорони рельєфу
регіону та його використання у природоохоронних, наукових, природно-пізнавальних і рекреаційних цілях.
Ключові слова: Українські Карпати; геоморфологічне районування; збереження рельєфу: типи рельєфу; заповідник;
національний природний парк.
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Introduction
There are 14 nature conservation institutions of
national and international importance on the territory
of the Ukrainian Carpathians, such as Gorgany Nature
Reserve (NR), Carpathian Biosphere Reserve (BR) and
Carpathian, Synevyr, Vyzhnytskyi, Skolivski Beskydy,
Uzhanskyi, Hutsulshchyna, Halytskyi, Zacharovany
Krai, Synohora, Verkhovynskyi, Cheremoskyi, and
Boykivshchyna National Nature Parks (NNP). The listed
objects of the highest rank of reservation in Ukraine
are located unevenly within the studied region. Hence,
different types of mountain and premountain relief and
valuable geomorphological formations of the Ukrainian
Carpathians are covered by protection unevenly.
In some works, the state of protection and use of
geomorphological objects of the Ukrainian Carpathians
in general and its certain regions (Ivchenko, 2003; Zinko
et al., 2004; Bayrak & Teodorovych, 2020) as well as
individual reserves and national nature parks (Stoiko
et al., 1993; Krychevska, 2004; Brusak & Kobziak,
2008; Brusak & Baiunova, 2012; Hnatiuk & Brusak,
2014) and recreational assessment of the relief of the
Ukrainian Carpathians (Kravchuk et al., 2006) are considered. However, a special research for establishing the
state of protection of the relief types of the Ukrainian
Carpathians has not been performed yet.
It should be noted, that the investigations of botanists, foresters, and zoologists traditionally pay attention to the state of flora, vegetation, and fauna protections within specific nature reserves or national nature parks in relation to its diversity distributed in the
Ukrainian Carpathians, especially in its mountain part
(Stoiko et al., 1982, 1993; Andrienko & Onyshchenko,
2003). Some works clarify the state of protection and
representation of ecosystem and landscape for the individual nature conservation institutions (Stoyko et al.,
1991, 2004), as well as the state of protection of vegetation types of the Ukrainian Carpathians (Angelstam
et al., 2017).
The purposes of the study are to analyze the current state of protection of relief types of the Ukrainian
Carpathians within nature reserves and national nature
parks as well as to develop proposals for optimization
of the relief protection of the region and its use in nature conservation, scientific, natural-cognitive and recreational purposes.
Material and methods
The method contains the general geomorphological
analysis of the relief of nature conservation institutions
of the Ukrainian Carpathians and the geomorphological
structure of the research region based on systematization
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and comparison of the latest cartographic materials
such as Tectonic map of the Ukrainian Carpathians
(Glushko & Kruhlov, 1986), Geomorphological
structure (morphostructure and morphosculpture)
of the Ukrainian Carpathians (Hnatiuk et al., 2007),
State geological map of Ukraine (Matskiv, 2008),
and descriptive material (Tsys, 1968; Kruhlov, 1986;
Hofshtein, 1995; Kravchuk, 1999, 2005, 2008; Slyvka,
2001; Stetsiuk, 2010; Kravchuk & Khomyn, 2011;
Kovalchuk, et al., 2012, 2013; Kravchuk & Chalyk,
2015; Kravchuk et al., 2016).
In order to clarify the regional and typological
geomorphological representativeness of nature reserves
and national nature parks, authors make two maps such
as Location of nature reserves and national nature parks
on the map of geomorphological zoning of the Ukrainian
Carpathians and Location of nature reserves and national nature parks within different types of relief of the
Ukrainian Carpathians. Based on the second map the
percentage of different types of relief of the Ukrainian
Carpathians as well as the percentage within the territory of a particular nature conservation institution is
calculated.
For this purpose, we georeference maps
Geomorphological zoning of the Ukrainian Carpathians
(Rudko & Kravchuk, 2002) and Geomorphological
structure (morphostructure and morphosculpture) of the
Ukrainian Carpathians from National Atlas of Ukraine
(Hnatiuk et al., 2007) as well as borders of nature
conservation institutions in QGIS software. Borders
of nature conservation institutions are borrowed from
official sources such as cartographic materials from
the Projects of the territory organization of nature reserves and NNP and forest management maps in scale
of 1:25 000–1:50 000. The typological geomorphological representativeness for each nature conservation
institution is calculated using the area calculator.
Results and analysis
Nature conservation institutions of the national and
international importance of the Ukrainian Carpathians
are represented by 14 objects created over 50 years,
which differ in size, structure of the territory, and
location of settlements within them (Table 1, Fig. 1).
Gorgany NR and most of the national nature
parks (Carpathian, Synevyr, Vyzhnytskyi, Uzhanskyi,
Zacharovanyi Krai, Synohora, and Verkhovynskyi) are
mainly represented by one large area. Cluster structures
(consists of several separate areas) represented in
the territory of the Carpathian BR and Skolivsky
Beskydy, Hutsulshchyna, Halytskyi, Cheremoskyi,
and Boykivshchyna National Nature Parks.
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Fig. 1. Location of nature reserves and national nature parks on the map of geomorphological zoning of the Ukrainian
Carpathians
Legend to Fig. 1:
Nature conservation institutions: 1. Gorgany Nature Reserve,
2. Carpathian Biosphere Reserve (massifs: 2.1 Chornohora,
2.2. Uholsko-Shyrokoluzhanskyi, 2.3. Khustskyi (Valley of
Daffodils), 2.4. Marmaroskyi, 2.5. Svydovetskyi, 2.6. Kuziy-
Trybushanskyi, 2.7. Chorna mountain, 2.8. Yulivska moun-

tain), 3. Uzhanskyi NNP, 4. Boykivshchyna NNP, 5. Skolivski
Beskydy NNP, 6. Zacharovanyi Krai NNP, 7. Synevyr NNP, 8.
Synohora NNP, 9. Carpathian NNP, 10. Verkhovyna NPP, 11.
Cheremoskyi NPP, 12. Vyzhnytskyi NPP, 13. Hutsulshchyna
NPP, 14. Halytskyi NPP.

Geomorphological zoning of the Ukrainian
Carpathians (Rudko & Kravchuk, 2002):
І. Region of the Preсarpathian Upland. І.1.
Preсarpathian-Prebeskydy denudation-accumulative
upland with glacial and water-glacial forms, І.2.
Preсarpathian-Pregorgany denudation-accumulative
upland, І.3. Preсarpathian-Pokuttia-Bukovyna statum-
denudation-accumulative upland.
ІІ. Region of thrust-folded low- and medium-
mountains of Skybovi Carpathians. ІІ.1. Monoclinal-
folded low-mounaints of Beskydy Massif, ІІ.2.
Monoclinal-folded low- and medium-mountains of
Gorgany Massif, ІІ.3. Anticlinal-folded low- and
medium-mountains within Pokuttia and Bukovyna.
ІІІ. Region of structural-d enudated low- and
medium-mountains of the Vododilno-Verkhovynski
Carpathians. ІІІ.1. Structural-denudated low-mountains
of Verkhovynskyi Massif, ІІІ.2. Anticlinal-block
medium-mountains of Pryvododilni Gorgany, ІІІ.3.

Erosive low-mountains of Yasinya, Vorokhta, and
Putyla.
ІV. Region of fault-block medium-mountains of the
Polonynsko-Chornohirski Carpathians. IV.1. Fault-block
medium-mountains with remnants of the weathering
surface of Polonyna Ridge, IV.2. Fault-block medium-
mountains within Svydovets and Chornohora Ridges
with ancient glacial forms.
V. Region of the block-arch medium-mountains of
Marmarosy crystalline massif.
VI. Region of denudated low-mountains of
the Vylkanichni (Volcanic) Carpathians. VI.1.
Vygorlat-Gutynskiy erosive low-mountains, VI.2.
Verkhnyotysenska hollow with denudation-accumulative
and structural-erosion relief.
VII. Region of Zakarpattia alluvial plain with insular
volcanic hills.
National nature parks of the Ukrainian Carpathians
consist of territories provided by the NNP for permanent
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use and areas included in the NNP without withdrawal
from other land users. The features of the relatively
«young» NNP (Skolivski Beskydy, Hutsulshchyna,
Halytskyi) and the «youngest» NNP (Zacharovany Krai,
Cheremoskyi, Verkhovyna, and Boykivshchyna) is that
they do not include the territory of settlements. It should
be noted, that after the change of boundaries in 2019 of
Uzhanskyi NNP (re-subordination of lands within the
NPP) and Zacharovanyi Krai NNP (expansion of the
park) the percentage of land provided to national nature
parks for permanent use has significantly increased.
Most of the territory (76.5 %) of Hutsulshchyna NNP
are lands of other users.
The structure of the territory of nature conservation
institutions has a significant impact on the ability to
ensure appropriate conservation regime and the degree
of landscape, geological-geomorphological and biotic
representativeness. The cluster structure of the territory
significantly increases the regional representativeness of
the nature reserve or national nature park, but the island
effect requires higher costs to ensure conservation.
In the articles (Reimers & Shtylmark, 1978;
Stoiko et al., 1982; Tkachyk, 1996; Brusak, 2006) the

assessment of the representativeness of protected objects
is mainly reduced to the assessment of the characteristics
of their flora, fauna, and vegetation in quantitative and
qualitative indicators in relation to similar indicators
of regions of different taxonomic ranks within which
a particular nature protection institution is located.
In a broader sense, the term “representativeness” in
nature conservation was introduced by Andrienko,
who, in contrast to the term “uniqueness”, uses it
to assess the socio-ecological significance of nature
conservation institutions in regions of a certain
taxonomic rank (Andrienko et al., 1991). Supporting
the opinion of Tkachyk (Tkachyk, 1996), the authors
believe that representativeness is a method of knowing
the representation of certain objects of protection
(species of animals and plants, phytocenoses, genetic
landforms, landscape complexes) within the area of
nature conservation institutions for self-sufficiency
of the objects of protection, territory and necessary
conditions to ensure the preservation for a long time.
At the same time, it is important for biotic components
to ensure the spontaneous course of their vital activity
and evolution (Brusak, 2006).

Table 1. The structure of the territory of nature reserves and national natural parks of the Ukrainian Carpathians
Nature protection institution

Year of
creation

Gorgany Nature Reserve

1996

Carpathian Biosphere
Reserve
Carpathian NNP
Synevyr NNP
Vyzhnytskyi NNP

1993
(1968)
1980
1989
1995

58035.8

The area provided The area of other
for permanent use
land users
Characteristic of the territory
ha
ha
ha
ha
5344.6 100
–
–
One piece, a protection zone (3712.89 ha)
is created around the NR
39485.8 68.0
18550 32.0
Cluster, the BR does not include settlements

50495
41073.8
11238

38322
32294
8246.2

75.9
79.5
73.4

12173
8402
2991.8

24.1
20.5
26.6

Skolivski Beskydy NNP

1999

35261.2

24369.2 69.1

10892

30.9

Uzhanskyi NNP
Hutsulshchyna NNP

1999
2002

39159.3
32248

21892.6 55.9
7581
23.5

17266.7 44.1
24667 76.5

Halytskyi NNP

2004

14209.1

11826

83.2

2383.1

16.8

Zacharovanyi Krai NNP

2009

10451.4

9999.4

95.7

452

4.3

Synohora NNP*

2009

10866

10866

100

–

–

Cheremoskyi NNP

2009

7117.5

5556

78.1

1561.5

21.9

Verkhovynskyi NNP

2010

12022.9

12022.9 100

–

–

Boykivshchyna NNP*

2019

12240

10623

1617

13.2

Total
area,
ha
5344.6

86.8

One piece, the NNP includes settlements
One piece, the NNP includes settlements
One piece, the NNP does not include
settlements
Cluster, the NNP does not include
settlements
Two pieces, the NNP includes settlements
Cluster, the NNP does not include
settlements
Cluster, the NNP does not include
settlements
One piece, the NNP does not include
settlements
One piece, the NNP does not include
settlements
Cluster, the NNP does not include
settlements
One piece, the NNP does not include
settlements
Cluster, the NNP does not include
settlements

* Synohora NNP and Boykivshchyna NNP have been declared by Decrees of the President of Ukraine and are currently creating
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Table 2. Regional geomorphological representativeness of nature reserves and national natural parks of the Ukrainian
Carpathians
Geomorphological zoning
1
2. Carpathian Biosphere Reserve
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
(Rudko & Kravchuk, 2002)
2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8
+

І. Precarpathian Upland
ІІ. Skybovi Carpathians
ІІІ. Vododilno-Verkhovynski
Carpathians
ІV. Polonynsko-Chornohirski
Carpathians
V. Marmaroski Carpathians
VI. Vylkanichni (Volcanic)
Carpathians
VII. Zakarpattia Plain

++

+

++ ++

+
++

+

++

+

++

++ ++

++ ++

++

++

++

+

++

++

+

+

++

++ ++

+

++

++

+

++
+

+

Nature protection institutions: 1. Gorgany Nature Reserve, 2. Carpathian Biosphere Reserve (massifs: 2.1 Chornohora, 2.2. Uholsko-
Shyrokoluzhanskyi, 2.3. Khustskyi (Valley of Daffodils), 2.4. Marmaroskyi, 2.5. Svydovetskyi, 2.6. Kuziy-Trybushanskyi, 2.7.
Chorna mountain, 2.8. Yulivska mountain), 3. Uzhanskyi NNP, 4. Boykivshchyna NNP, 5. Skolivski Beskydy NNP, 6. Zacharovanyi
Krai NNP, 7. Synevyr NNP, 8. Synohora NNP, 9. Carpathian NNP, 10. Verkhovyna NPP, 11. Cheremoskyi NPP, 12. Vyzhnytskyi
NPP, 13. Hutsulshchyna NPP, 14. Halytsky NPP.
Location of a part of the conservated area within the geomorphological zone: ++ main part, + insignificant part.

Therefore, the assessment of the regional and
typological representativeness of the nature conservation
institution consists in comparison with, the qualitative
characteristics of its nature with similar characteristics
of the regions within which it is located. The peculiarity
of the assessment of geographical representativeness
(GR) of nature reserves or national nature parks
is to determine their place in the system of natural
regional and typological units by a set of features. This
assessment should be carried out primarily on the basis
of typological features at the level of taxa of a certain
rank according to different zoning schemes. The need
to establish GR of nature and biosphere reserves is due
to one of the main requirements for their functioning,
to be specific, they should represent the natural features
of regions of a certain taxonomic rank. It is a physical-
geographical land (province) for NR (Stoyko et al.,
1982; Tsaryk, 2009) as well as it is a biogeographical
region according to the zoning scheme of Udvardy
(Udvardy, M.D. & Udvardy, M.D.F., 1975) for BR.
The Carpathian BR and the Carpathian NNP
have the highest regional geomorphological
representativeness in the studied region, due to the
cluster structure of the territory and the transverse
elongation relative to the elongation of the Ukrainian
Carpathians (see Fig. 1).
Carpathian BR (created in 1968, biosphere status
since 1993) consists of territorially separated parts
with a total area of 58035.8 hectares. Today, after
the expansion of its territory in 1997 and 2010, the
reserve includes eight parts such as Chornohora
(20,780.8 ha), Uholsko-Shirokoluzhanskyi (15,580
ha), Khustskyi (Valley of Daffodils) (257 ha), Kuziy-
Trybushanskyi (4,925 ha), Marmaroskyi (8,990 ha),
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Svydovetskyi (6,580 ha), the botanical reserves
Chorna Mountain (747 ha) and Yulivska Mountain
(176 ha). Carpathian BR represents the features of the
geological and geomorphological structure of the four
geomorphological regions of the Ukrainian Carpathians
(Table 2).
The first state national nature park in Ukraine
was created in 1980 in the Ivano-Frankivsk oblast
with an area of 50,300 hectares. The Carpathian
NNP locates along the Prut Valley and includes two
protected forests such as Hoverlyanske in Nadvirna
district and Vysokogirne in Verkhovyna district, which
has been a part of Carpathian State Reserve since
1968. Carpathian NNP represents the features of the
geological and geomorphological structure of the three
geomorphological regions (see Table 2).
The relief and geological structure of four
geomorphological regions of the Ukrainian Carpathians
such as Polonynsko-C hornohirskyi, Skybovyi,
Vododilno-Verkhovynskyi, and Marmaros crystal
massif, is the best represented on the territory of nature
reserves and nature national parks. The island volcanic
hill is the of relief that is least protected within the
Zakarpattia Plain.
Due to the cluster structure of the territory,
Hutsulshchyna NNP and Carpathian BR have the highest
typological geomorphological representativeness, within
which nine and eight types of relief are distributed,
respectively (Fig. 2). Synevyr NNP and Carpathian
NNP are large in area but includes solid one piece object, thus they have slightly lower representativeness,
seven and six types, respectively. However, there are
three to five types of relief within almost all nature
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conservation institutions (Table 3). The least varied
relief is within Zacharovanyi Krai NNP (two types).
Fluvial relief is the most common on the territory
of nature protection institutions, as well as within the
Ukrainian Carpathians (33.4 % of the region). In particular, river valleys with a complex of terraces of different ages (type 24) are the most common in the mountain part, which spread in 10.6 % of the region. This
type of relief is common in all protected areas with an
exception of Halytskyi NNP, within which almost 60 %
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of its territory is the 26th and 25th types of fluvial relief. It should be noted that the Halytskyi NNP is located in the contact zone of the southwestern edge of
Eastern European Plain and Carpathians, thus the upland and river-valley relief of Preсarpathian-Pregorgans
and western part of Opillya are presented. In fact, the
part of Halytskyi NNP within Opollya accounts for almost 40 % of its area.

Fig. 2. Location of nature reserves and national nature parks within different types of relief of the Ukrainian Carpathians
Legend to Fig. 2:
ature conservation institutions (see Fig.1):
Types of relief (Hnatiuk et al., 2007):
Mountain structures created by the latest differentiated movements of the
earth’s crust
Denudation-tectonic mountains formed in the conditions of active uplifts
and horizontal movements of the earth’s crust
1. Folded-block medium-mountains (below 1800–1900 m) formed on

Proterozoic quartzites, shales, gneisses, Paleozoic shales, and limestones
(N2 – P)
2. Folded-block medium-mountains (а – below 1900–2000 m; b – below
1600–1700 m) with horst-anticline massifs on Cretaceous and Paleogene
argillites, limestones, marls, sandstones, Paleogene sandstones, argillites
(N2 – P)
3. Folded-block medium-mountains (below 1700–1800 m) on Cretaceous
and Paleogene sand-clay sediments (N2 – P)

4. Thrust-folded medium-mountains (а – below 1600–1800 m; b – below
1300–1400 m) with anticlinal and monoclinic mountain ranges on Cretaceous
and Paleogene argillites, sandstones, limestones, marls (N2 – P)
5. Thrust-folded medium-mountains (below 1300–1400 m) with monoclinic ridges on Cretaceous and Paleogene argillites, sandstones, limestones, marls (N2 – P)
6. Thrust-folded low-mountains (below 900–1100 m) with monoclinic
and anticlinal ridges on Paleogene argillites, limestones, marls, partly on
Cretaceous argillites, limestones, marls (N2 – P)
Structural-denudation mountains formed in conditions of less active and
medium uplifts
7. Medium-mountains (below 1300–1400 m) on Upper Oligocene and Lower
Miocene medium- and thin-rhythmic flysch (Krosnenska Suite) (N2 – P)
8. Low-mountains (below 900–1000 m) with separate anticlinal ridges on
Upper Oligocene and Lower Miocene, medium- and thin-rhythmic flysch
(Krosnenska Suite) (N2 – P)
9. Anticlinal-block low-mountains (below 800 m) on Eocene-Miocene
sandstones, argillites
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10. Anticlinal-block low-mountains (below 800 m) on Eocene-Miocene
marls, clays

17. Denudation-erosion uplands and intermountain hollows with fragments
of Pliocene-Pleistocene terraces (N2 – P)

Denudation mountains formed in conditions of medium and low uplifts

18. Denudation-erosion strongly dissected hills (N2 – P)

11. Medium-mountains (below 1200–1300 m) with ancient valley forms
and denudation plains on Paleogene sandstones, argillites (N2 – P)

19. Denudation-erosion uplands: а) with a wavy, slightly dissected relief
(depth of dissection up to 60 m); b) strongly dissected plateau-like (N2 – P)

12. Fault-block low-mountains (below 800 m) on dissected Jurassic limestones (N2 – P)

20. Denudation-terrace uplands transformed by the activity of the Oka
glaciation and water-glacial streams, sometimes with loess cover (N2 – P)

13. Low-mountains (below 1000 m) with ancient valley forms on Paleogene
sandstones, argillites (N2–P)

Stratum-accumulative plains

14. Low-mountains (below 1000 m) on Paleogene sandstones, argillites
(N2 – P)

21. Range-wavy moraine-water-glacial plains (Р1)

Volcanic and volcanic-denudation mountains formed in conditions of medium uplifts

Glacial and water-glacial plains
22. Ouval-wavy moraine-water-glacial plains with a powerful loess cover (Р)
23. Ouval-hilly alluvial-moraine-water-glacial plains with loess cover (Р)

15. Low-mountainous (below 900–1000 m) volcanic massifs, ranges, ridges (N2 – P)

Fluvial

16. Low-mountainous (below 600–650 m) volcanic plateau-like mountains,
the foothills of volcanic massifs (N2 – P)

25. Complex of medium-high medium- and weakly-dissected terraces somewhere with loess cover (PI-PII)

Premountain uplands, hills, and plains formed in the conditions of differentiated uplifts within the premountain trough

26. Floodplains and the complex of low undissected or weakly dissected terraces (PIII-H)

24. River valleys with a complex of terraces of different ages

Stratum-denudation uplands

Table 3. Representativeness of geomorphological types in nature reserves and national natural parks of the Ukrainian Carpathians
The percentage of type of relief within the nature conservation institution
Types of relief (see fig. 2)
(transcript of numbers see in Fig. 1),%
within the Ukrainian
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Carpathians,%
0.8
18.0
62.1 7.3
1
2а

6.3

2б

5.1

31.8

10.1

3

1.7

29.3

29.8

4а

2.8
4.3

5

1.4

6

7.9

7

3.1

47.4

21.5

8

2.4

0.1

64.9

9

0.3

10

1.1

11

3.8

12

0.6

13

1.4

14

0.2

15

1.7

97.7

16

1.6

2.1

17

4.1

18

0.3
1.0

19б

8.0

20

1.5

21

1.5

22

2.4

23

1.3

24

10.6

25

4.7

26

18.1

16

2.5
8.3

74.8

39.8

4б

19a

28.8

4.3

65.4

0.4
8.4

77.7

63.1

20.9

2.5

20.8

9.3

8.1
4.9

9.7

0.2

2.5

1.7
79.5

48.6

4.6
5.5

20.6

17.2

13.8

1.3

3.7
0.8

0.2

18.7

1.4
12.9

14.0

14.7
0.8

21.9

5.3

10.1

0.2

23.6

16.1

27.1

27.1

11.7

59.7

2.8

12.5

0.7

1.8

26.6

4.1

0.6

13.6
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The best protected within nature conservation
institutions are folded-block medium-mountains (types
2а and 2b) with horst-anticline massifs of Cretaceous
and Paleogene sediments and thrust-folded medium-
mountains (4b) with anticlinal and monoclinic mountain
ranges on Cretaceous and Paleogene sediments. Folded-
block medium-mountains of type 2 are conservated
above all in the Chornohora and Svydovets Massifs
of the Carpathian BR and the Carpathian NNP (type
2a is 6,3 % area of the region), as well as in Uholsko-
Shyrokoluzhanskyi Massif of the аCarpathian BR,
Uzhanskyi NNP, and Cheremoskyi NPP (2b, 5,1 %).
Thrust-folded medium-mountains (4b, 4,3 %) are under
conservation within Carpathian NNP, Skolivski Beskydy
NNP, and Synohora NNP (see Fig. 2, Table 3).
It should be noted that folded-block medium-
mountains formed on Proterozoic and Paleozoic
sediments of 1st type, which has a limited distribution
in the Ukrainian Carpathians (0.8 % of the region)
are the most covered by the nature conservation
institutions. The medium-mountains of crystalline
rocks are distributed within the Marmarosy and
Kuziy-Trybushanskyi Massifs of Carpathian BR and
Vyzhnytskyi NNP (Table 4).
The thrust-folded medium-mountains (type 4a,
2.8 %) with anticlinal and monoclinic mountain ranges
composed of Cretaceous and Paleogene flysch are well
conservated within the Gorgany NR and Carpathian
NNP. The thrust-folded low-mountains with monoclinic
and anticlinal ridges composed of Paleogene, partly
Cretaceous sediments (type 6, 7.9 %), and folded-block
medium-mountains on Cretaceous and Paleogene sandclay sediments (type 3, 7 %) are also well-conservated.
The thrust-folded low-mountains are protected mainly
within the Hutsulshchyna NNP and Vyzhnytskyi NNP
and partly protected by Skolivski Beskydy NNP as well
as the folded-block medium-mountains are protected
within the Synevyr NNP (see Table 3).
Relatively less protected are medium-mountains
with ancient valley forms and denudation plains
on Paleogene sediments (type 11, 3.8 %) which are

distributed within Carpathian NNP and Synevir NNP,
as well as low-mountainous volcanic massifs formed
in conditions of medium uplifts (type 15, 1.7 %).
The volcanic low-mountains are protected within
Zacharovanyi Krai NNP, which has expanded by 4,350.4
hectares in 2019.
Other types of relief in the mountainous part of
the region such as 5, 8, 9, 12, 16, 17, 19a are provided
with conservation more or less. Meanwhile, the lowmountains with ancient valley forms on Paleogene
sandstones and argillites are protected unsatisfactory
(type 13, 1.4 %).
Seven types of relief are not protected at all, three
of which are common in the mountains and four in the
premountain part of the Ukrainian Carpathians (see
Table 3). There are no national nature parks within
the uplands and plains of Precarpathian Upland,
which covered areas of denudation-terrace uplands
transformed by the activity of Oka glaciation and water-
glacial streams, (type 20), glacial and water-glacial
plains (types 21, 22, 23), as well as extremely rare in
the premountain part strongly dissected uplands by
denudation and erosion (type 18).
In the mountainous part of the region, anticline-
block low-mountains on Eocene-M iocene marls
and clays (type 10). Low-mountains on Paleogene
sandstones and argillites (type 14), which are rare for
the Ukrainian Carpathians, are not protected at all. Types
10 and 14 are common only within Verkhnyotysenska
(Solotvynska) hollow. It should be noted that types 14
and 18 are the least common in the study region and
occupy only 0.2 % and 0.3 % of the region, respectively.
In this regard, in order to improve the state of
protection, the issue of organization of national nature
parks within Preсarpathian-Prebeskyds, as well as
the Zakarpattia Plain is topical. There are no nature
conservation institutions of the significant area and
a high level of protection within the denudation-
accumulative upland with glacial and water-glacial
landforms near the Beskidy Massif.

Table 4. Representativeness of geomorphological types in Carpathian Biosphere Reserve
Types of relief (see fig. 2)
The percentage of type of relief within Carpathian Biosphere Reserve,%
№
within the Ukrainian Carpathians,%
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
1

0.8

2а

6.3

2б

5.1

3

1.7

4а

2.8

4б

4.3

5

1.4

6

7.9

7

3.1

82.5
85.6

16.1
72.4

58.5
36.3

24.9

42.6
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Continuation of Table 4

№

Types of relief (see fig. 2)
within the Ukrainian Carpathians,%

8

2.4

9

0.3

10

1.1

11

3.8

12

0.6

13

1.4

14

0.2

15

1.7

16

1.6

17

4.1

18

0.3

19a

1

19б

8

20

1.5

21

1.5

22

2.4

23

1.3

24

10.6

25

4.7

26

18.1

The percentage of type of relief within Carpathian Biosphere Reserve,%
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8

1.2
14.1

66.7

13.2

13.4

1.4
100

21.1

100

16.6
33.3

Carpathian BR massifs: 2.1 Chornohora, 2.2. Uholsko-Shyrokoluzhanskyi, 2.3. Khustskyi (Valley of Daffodils), 2.4. Marmaroskyi,
2.5. Svydovetskyi, 2.6. Kuziy-Trybushanskyi, 2.7. Chorna Mountain, 2.8. Yulivska Mountain

There are only two small territories such as Chorna
Mountain and Yulivska Mountain, which are parts of
Carpathian BR, within Zakarpattia alluvial plain with
the island volcanic uplands. Within the special reserves
of lower significance called “zakaznyky” the volcanic
hills are conservated. However, the dominant relief
of Zakarpattia plain which is the floodplains and the
complex of low undissected or weakly dissected terraces
(type 26) is protected only within Prytysynskyi Regional
Landscape Park (nature conservation institution of
local significance) and partly within Velykodobrunskyi
zoological reserve of general state importance (1736 ha).
This type of relief, which is one of the most common,
both in the studied region (18.1 %) in general and in the
premountain part of the Ukrainian Carpathians, is quite
well protected on the territory of Halytskyi NNP and
partially in Hutsulshchyna NNP and Vyzhnytskyi NNP.
It should be noted that at present the lowmountainous relief of the Upper Dnister Beskids is
insufficiently protected. Here is the eponymous regional
landscape park (RLP). The Decree of the President
of Ukraine by November 2020 announced the new
NPP called Korolivski Beskydy (8,997 hectares) in
the Starosambir district of Lviv oblast, which is being
formed now.
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It is also important to create a NNP or RLP on the
territory of the Makovytsia or Sinyak mountain massifs
within the Vygorlat-Gutynskiy Ridge, as well as within
the Verkhnyotysenska (Solotvynska) hollow for the
conservation of the low-mountainous relief.
The creation of new nature conservation institutions
will significantly improve the state of protection of usual
and unique types and forms of relief in the mountainous
and premountainous parts of the Ukrainian Carpathians.
The creation of national nature parks as well as granting
the status of geoparks to the most geologically and
geomorphologically valuable nature reserves of western
Ukraine (Manyuk, 2007; Bogucki, et al., 2012) will
also help to create conditions for organizing recreation
in the natural environment and opportunity to acquaint
park visitors with typical and unique landforms of the
region, which is extremely important in the context of
the formation of the ecological network of the Ukrainian
Carpathians (Brusak et al., 2009; Vashchyshyn, 2018).
Conclusions
On the territory of nature reserves and national
nature parks, the relief and geological structure of
Polonynsko-Chornohirska, Skybova, Vododilno-
Verkhovynska geomorphological regions, and
Marmarosy crystal massif are best represented. The
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relief of Zakarpatiia Plain with island volcanic hills is the
least protected. The Carpathian BR and the Carpathian
NNP have the highest regional geomorphological
representativeness in the Ukrainian Carpathians, as
well as the Hutsulshchyna NNP and the Carpathian
BR have the highest typological representativeness.
Several types of relief have the highest level of
cover by nature conservation institutions. There are
folded-block medium-mountains formed on Proterozoic
and Paleozoic sediments (type 1), folded-block medium-
mountains with horst-anticline massifs on Cretaceous,
Paleogene, and Paleogene sediments (types 2a, 2b),
and thrust-folded medium-mountains with anticlinal
and monoclinic mountain ranges on Cretaceous and
Paleogene flysch (type 4b).
The thrust-f olded medium-m ountains with
anticlinal and monoclinic mountain ranges composed
of Cretaceous and Paleogene flysch (type 4a), the thrust-
folded low-mountains with monoclinic and anticlinal
ridges composed of Paleogene, partly Cretaceous
sediments (type 6), and the folded-block medium-
mountains on Cretaceous and Paleogene sand-clay
sediments (type 3) are fairly well protected.
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Seven types of relief are not protected at all, in
particular, three in the mountains and four in the
premountain part of the Ukrainian Carpathians.
Territories of denudation-terrace uplands transformed by
the activity of Oka glaciation and water-glacial streams
(type 20), glacial and water-glacial plains (types 21,
22, 23), as well as extremely rare in the premountain
part strongly dissected uplands by denudation and
erosion (type 18) are not protected by institutions within
Precarpathian Upland. The floodplains and the complex
of low undissected or weakly dissected terraces (type
26) are not protected within Zakarpattia Plain. In the
mountainous part of the region, the low-mountainous
relief (types 10 and 14) which is common only within
Verkhnyotysenska (Solotvynska) hollow also needs
conservation.
The creation of new national nature parks within
Preсarpathian-Prebeskydy, Zakarpattia Plain, and the
Vygorlat-Gutynskiy Ridge will improve the state of
protection of usual and unique types and forms of relief
of the Ukrainian Carpathians.
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Abstract: The article is devoted to the study of the development of ecotourism in the protected
areas of the Transcarpathian region. The peculiarities of ecotourism development in the
period of globalization are considered and the insufficient involvement of nature protection
territories and their potential for the development of domestic and international tourism is
pointed out. The problem of poor implementation of sustainable tourism forms is singled out. The main accents of the relationship “urban
society – holiday-maker (tourist) – environment” have been identified. A number of works of domestic scientists, legislative, normative-
legal, strategic and program documents regulating tourist movement within the protected areas are analyzed. The essence and potential
of the studied territory on the possibilities of ecological tourism development and preconditions for the functioning of ecotourism
infrastructure have been revealed. The structural elements of ecotourism infrastructure have been singled out, namely: ecological and
educational trails, tourist routes, visit-centers, information tourist points and centers, specially equipped zones, historical and cultural
objects, accommodation and catering establishments, etc. For example, a detailed analysis of the ecotourism infrastructure of the
National Park “Synevyr” located within the Carpathian region of the Transcarpathian region has been given. On the basis of a thorough
analysis the natural, historical and cultural attractions have been studied and the most popular tourist routes within the research area
have been identified. In addition to interesting tourist sites (natural or historical and cultural), the current state of ecological trails and
tourist routes, as well as the mode of their use has been determined. The main problems and limiting factors of tourism use are used
and conservation of protected areas have been described. A detailed characteristics of the National Park “Synevyr” functioning has
been given and the latest material of natural, historical and cultural attractions, ecological and educational trails and tourist routes have
been collected and analyzed. It is proved that within the studied area the village Kolochava is the most popular tourist destination with
proper infrastructure and information and advertising support. We have proposed a number of recommendations on encouraging and
regulating of tourist traffic, improving of ecotourism infrastructure, optimal territorial management and the approximation of protected
areas to the requirements of sustainable tourism development in the protected areas of the Transcarpathian region.
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Аналіз екотуристичної інфраструктури в межах природоохоронних територій Закарпатської
області (на прикладі Національного природного парку «Синевир»)
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Анотація. Стаття присвячена дослідженню питань розвитку екологічного туризму на природоохоронних територіях Закарпатської
області. Розглянуто особливості розвитку екотуризму в період глобалізації, вказано на недостатнє залучення природоохоронних
територій та їх потенціалу для розвитку внутрішнього та міжнародного туризму, виокремлено проблему слабкого впровадження
форм сталого туризму. Визначено основні акценти взаємозв’язку «урбанізоване суспільство – рекреант (турист) – природне
середовище». Проаналізовано низку праць вітчизняних вчених, законодавчих, нормативно-правових, стратегічних та програмних
документів, що регулюють туристичний рух в межах природоохоронних територій. Розкрито суть та потенціал території
дослідження щодо можливостей розвитку екологічного туризму та передумов функціонування екотуристичної інфраструктури.
Виокремлено структурні елементи екотуристичної інфраструктури, а саме: еколого-пізнавальні стежки, туристичні маршрути,
візит-центри, інформаційні туристичні пункти та центри, спеціально обладнані зони, історико-культурні об’єкти, заклади
розміщення і харчування туристів тощо. Наведено, як приклад, детальний аналіз екотуристичної інфраструктури національного
парку «Синевир», що розташований в межах Карпатського регіону Закарпатської області. На основі ґрунтовного аналізу
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досліджено природні та історико-культурні атракції, виокремлено найбільш туристично популярні маршрути в межах території
дослідження. Окрім цікавих туристичних об’єктів (природних чи історико-культурних) визначено сучасний стан екологічних
стежок та туристичних маршрутів, а також режим їх використання. Охарактеризовано основні проблеми та лімітуючі чинники
туристичного використання та збереження природоохоронних територій. Подано детальну характеристику функціонування НПП
«Синевир», зібрано та проаналізовано новітній матеріал природних та історико-культурних атракцій, еколого-освітніх стежок
та туристичних маршрутів. Доведено, що в межах досліджуваної території село Колочава є найпопулярнішим туристичним
пунктом з належною інфраструктурою та інформаційно-рекламним супроводом. Нами запропоновано ряд рекомендацій щодо
заохочення і регулювання туристичного руху, удосконалення екотуристичної інфраструктури, оптимального територіального
господарювання та наближення заповідних територій до вимог стійкого розвитку туризму на природоохоронних територіях
Закарпатської області.
Ключові слова: екотуризм, природоохоронні території, туристична інфраструктура, сталий розвиток території.

Introduction
The globalization of life in the XXI century leads
to a significant deterioration of the environment and
determines the growing role of ecotourism (green tourism) comparing to other services in the recreation and
entertainment sector. Ecotourism is one of the most dynamic sectors of the tourism industry in the world with
the annual profit of 10 to 30 % (before the pandemic)
(Perederko, 2016).
The growth of urbanization, the expansion of industrial zones of medium and large cities provide the
increasing needs for residents to escape from urban
noise to the environmentally friendly areas and these
trends reflect the essence of the ecotourism. Modern
tourists prefer not only the existing tourist objects, but
also seeking for comfort while staying in the environmentally friendly areas. We emphasize that hiking in the
mountains or living in a tent for a person accustomed
to living in a computerized society is a real feat, and
for most of them the level of tourism infrastructure development is rather important. Therefore, the issues of
research and ecotourism infrastructure development are
relevant and require further scientific research.
Materials and methods of research
In the course of the research the essence of ecotourism and its place in the system of tourist and recreational activity, the legislative and legal mechanism and
preconditions for the development of ecotourism within
national, regional and landscape parks have been analyzed. We have studied the Draft of the Environmental
Program of the Transcarpathian Region for 2021–2023,
schemes of eco-nets in the districts and statistical data
of the Department of Ecology and Natural Resources
of the Transcarpathian Regional State Administration.
The following methodological tools have been used
in the study: methods of analysis and synthesis, historical, statistical and comparative analysis.
Results and their analysis
Being located within the Carpathian region
Transcarpathia borders on the countries of the European
Union (Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania) and
has a significant natural resource potential as 80 % of its

territory is occupied by mountains and only 20 % – by
plains. The predominance of mountain landscapes contributes to the development of the active types of tourism, among which ecotourism is becoming increasingly popular. There are a lot of definitions of ecotourism.
They contain, in our opinion, the closest to the modern interpretation of this concept is the definition given by such well-known scientists as (Hetman, 2007);
(Taranovsky, 2014); (Vorobyova, 2012); (Dutchak,
2007), (Shandor, 2012), (Zima, 2011), Mishchenko
(2010), Savitskа (2017), Posokhov (2019) and others. From the above statements the essence of ecotourism (that is, ecological tourism) follows as a branch
of tourism industry in which holiday-m akers are
inseparable from the natural environment and have to
minimize their impact on it, preserving ecosystems.
Scientists (Dutchak and Dutchak, 2007) consider that
the main features of ecotourism are:
1) the activity of a tourist ((holiday-maker) in the
natural environment that has appropriate restrictions;
2) respect for the way of life and traditions of the
local population;
3) educational activity concerning the problems of
protection of natural, historical and cultural environment (Dutchak and Dutchak, 2007).
According to the authors’ opinion, three main components, namely: cognitive, environmental and cultural should be identified in ecotourism.
Social and economic development of the
Transcarpathian region is closely connected with the
state of the environment and the environmental problems. An integral condition for the sustainable development of the studied area is a sufficient level of
attention to the state of the environment, the rational use of natural resources, and ensuring of the environmental safety. That is why the policy aimed at
achieving harmonious interaction of society and landscape areas should be implemented in the region.
The draft of the Environmental Protection Program
of the Transcarpathian region for 2021–2023 having
been developed by the Department of Ecology and
Natural Resources of the Transcarpathian Regional
State Administration includes such important components as legal aspects and the most urgent problems of
environmental protection and use of natural resources
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of Transcarpathia from the standpoint of farms, that is,
territorial communities.
The key issue of this article is the development of
not only ecotourism, but also its integral component –
ecotourism infrastructure within the protected areas of
the Transcarpathian region. It should function in such
a way as not only to meet the requirements of a comfortable holiday of a holiday-maker in the nature, but
also to preserve the state of landscape areas as much as
possible. That is, the recreational function of ecotourism
infrastructure should be subordinated to the environmental protection. In the Transcarpathian region there
are 34 objects of nature reserve fund of national importance located on the area of 167.250 hectares, including: Carpathian Biosphere Reserve, National Nature
Parks “Synevyr”, “Enchanted Land” and “Uzhansky”,
which make up 15.09 % of its total area.
According to the Draft Program, additional funds
are provided for the implementation of the most important environmental protection measures in the territory of the Carpathian Biosphere Reserve and national
natural parks of the region. Work has been carried out
on the existing objects of the nature reserve fund in the
territories which are the subjects to protection, preservation and restoration as the objects of special, scientific, aesthetic and recreational value. Additional three
objects of virgin forests located on the area of 223.3
hectares have been declared as the objects of the natural reserve fund of local importance. The main tasks
to be solved in the near future are:
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1) preservation and reproduction of biological and
landscape diversity, natural complexes, water, land
and forest resources and expansion of the regional
ecological network;
2) improving the quality of the environment in the
natural and urban areas of the Region;
3) development and improvement of systems and
means of protection of territories from natural disasters,
man-made disasters and global climate change, etc.
Transcarpathian Regional State Administration in
accordance with the letter of the Ministry of Ecology
and Natural Resources of Ukraine dated 26.07.2019
No 5/4.1–8/8269–19 approved the Draft Decree of the
President of Ukraine “On changing the Boundaries of
the Carpathian Biosphere Reserve” and Amendments
to the Decree of the President of Ukraine as of April
11, 1997 No 325 97 “On expansion of the territory
of the Carpathian Biosphere Reserve” on the area of
8381.6 hectares.
In the studied territory the measures to implement
the Decrees of the President of Ukraine dated April
11, 2019 No 133 “On Changing the boundaries of the
National Nature Park “Synevyr”, No 134 “On Changing
the boundaries of the National Nature Park “Enchanted
Land” and No 135 “On Changing the boundaries of the
National Natural Park “Uzhansky” on the total area of
11716.2 hectares have been carried out systematically.
The Fig. 1 shows the dynamics of the natural reserve
fund objects changing in the Transcarpathian Region
for the period of 2009–2020.

Fig. 1. Dynamics of development of objects of nature reserve fund in Transcarpathian region (according to statistics data of
the Department of Ecology and Natural Resources of the Transcarpathian Regional State Administration, 01.01.2020)

By the order of the Head of the Transcarpathian
Regional State Administration as of the 29th March
2019, the regulations on new objects of the nature
reserve fund were approved, in particular: forest reserve “Teresvianska Dolyna”, protected tract “Borzhava
Virgin Forests”, protected tract “Bereznyky Virgin
Forests”, protected tract “Ust-Chorniansky Virgin
Forests”, forest reserve “Pryborzhavsky”, forest re-
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serve “Zhdymyrsky”, forest reserve “Temnatyk”, forest reserve “Tesannyk”, forest reserve «Privododilny»,
protected tract “Chevona Dolyna”, Botanical Reserve
“Kholmovetska Mountain”, geological monument of
nature “Skeli”, Botanical Reserve “Silash”, Botanical
Reserve Ardov, Botanical Reserve “Kosonska
Mountain”, protected tract “Zaluzh”, etc (Zvit SEO
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Rehionalnoi stratehii rozvytku Zakarpatskoi oblasti na
period 2021–2027 roky, 2019).
Ecotourism infrastructure in the territories of the
nature reserve fund is formed by:
1) ecological and educational trails; 2) tourist routes;
3) visit centers; 4) information and tourist centers
and points; 5) specially equipped recreational zones;
6) historical and cultural objects; 7) accommodation
and catering facilities for tourists; 8) tourist equipment
rental points; 9) rental points for bicycles and other
types of ecological transport.
It should be noted that there are marking, traffic
signs and information stands or tables along ecological and educational tourist routes as well as alcoves,
benches, signboards, rain canopies, etc.
Recreants’ visits to nature protected areas cannot
be spontaneous or too massive in terms of the number
of visitors. The certain rules are applied there and they
limit the interference of visitors in natural ecosystems.
These rules include certain permitted types of activities
(photography, observation, video recording).
Accommodation and catering facilities in the area
should be environmentally friendly, which could be
proved by the obtained certificates or by their belonging to a certain network of environmental institutions.
In the Transcarpathian region, such facilities are mostly represented by private estates and mini-hotels. The
design of restaurants and cafes, as a rule, is performed
in ethnic style. They also promote eco-products. The
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establishments located in resort and tourist centres are
the exception, because there are different types of institutions (by size, by purpose: health and medical, skiing, entertainment, etc.) which do not always match the
concept of ecotourism (Habchak etc, 2018).
Visit centres of environmental institutions, informational points, museums, open-air museums (skansen), separate collections, etc. are extremely important
for eco-tourism. These facilities meet information and
educational needs of visitors and perform an educational function: in fact, they acquaint people with the environment (natural, historical and cultural aspects). They
often present three-dimensional models of the territory,
dioramas on natural and ethical subjects, various maps
and images, local stuffed animals, herbaria, historical
artifacts, souvenirs. Such elements of ecotourism infrastructure are aimed at promoting the uniqueness of
the visited area and highly contribute to environmental
protection and tourism (Habchak etc, 2018).
There are 3 national parks (“Synevyr”, “Uzhanskyi”,
“Zacharovanyi krai” (“Enchanted Land”), two regional landscape parks (“Prytysianskyi”, “Syniak”) and the
Carpathian Biosphere Reserve in the Transcarpathian
region.
In the process of our Authors in their research, made
an attempt of a detailed analysis of the ecotourism infrastructure within the nature reserve fund of NNP
“Synevyr” (Tabl.1)

Table 1. Ecotourism infrastructure within NNP “Synevyr” (authors’ own research)
Synevyr National Nature Park (Natsionalnyi pryrodnyi park “Synevyr”

Brief description

NNP “Synevyr” was established in 1989 for the purpose of preservation, reproduction of natural
resources, complexes and objects within various high-altitude zones of the south-western
macroslopes Gorgany
Ecological trails
1. “Tract Chervonyi – Lake Synevyr» – a pedestrian area, the approximate time of the route
is 1.5–2 hours. Recommended for all categories of tourists without restrictions (Ekolohichna
stezhka “Urochyshche Krasnyi – Synevyrske ozero”, 2021)
2. “Hreblia – Ozirtse” (“Wild Lake”) – a pedestrian area, the total length of about 4 km, stretches
through the locality at the altitude of 800–1050 metres. Recommended for visitors experienced
in hiking in the mountains (Ekolohichna stezhka “Hreblia – Ozirtse (Dyke ozero)”, 2018)
3. “Kolochava” – located in the south of the NNP on the Kvasovets Environmental Research
Department territory at the altitude of 500–1540 metres above sea level. Recommended for
visitors experienced in hiking in the mountains (Ekolohichna stezhka “Kolochava”, 2021)
Tourist attractions on ecological
“Tract Krasnyi –Lake Synevyr”
trails
– Apostles Peter and Paul’ chapel;
– Lake Synevyr;
– the drinking water source 400 metres southwest of the Lake Synevyr observation platform;
– the architectural monument “Syn and Vyr”;
– the stream Rakhnytsia, which flows from the western part of Mount Ozirna;
– marking: 1000 metres above sea level;
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Continuation of Table 4

“Hreblia – Ozirtse” (“Wild Lake”)
– the Timber Rafting Museum – a historical monument founded in 1868;
– the mountain stream with drinking water 500 metres from the Timber Rafting Museum;
– the observation post on Mount Kamyanka and a young spruce forest;
– Ozirtse (“Wild Lake”) – one of the best eco-preserved places of NNP “Synevyr”
“Kolochava”
– the mineral water source – the local name “Burkut”;
- the Arpad line – a complex of World War II time engineering constructions and the Historical
and Military museum of the same name;
- the drinking water source in the beech wildwood; from this place the trail runs through the
forest to the Mount Chevona meadow;
- Krasiv Verkh is one of the peaks of the Mount Chervona meadow;
- Mount Topas – the highest peak on the route – a magnificent view of Tereblianska valley;
- the Pryslip mountain meadow – a hollow between the mountains, which is the border between
Mizhhirya and Tiachiv districts;
- Tract Stav is the final stop in the residential area of Kolochava village
Tourist routes
1. “Synevyr pass – Mount Kamyanka – Lake Synevyr” – a walking route about 8 km long runs
through the medieval spruce forest. Recommended for visitors experienced in hiking in the
mountains (Turystychnyi marshrut “Synevyrskyi pereval – h. Kamianka – Synevyrske ozero”)
2. “Arpad Line” – the route runs at the foot of Mount Kamyanka, 1.5 km along medieval spruce
forests. Interesting for its fortifications. Recommended for all categories of visitors without
restrictions (Turystychnnyi marshrut “Liniia Arpada”)
3. “Ostriki – Hreblia” – a walking route 3 km long, it is possible to travel by bicycle, horse or
car on a dirt road at the altitude 800 metres above sea level. Recommended for all categories
of visitors and adjusted for the mode of movement (Natsionalnyi pryrodnyi park “Synevyr”:
pryroda ta istoriia, 2015)
4. “Ostriki – Mount Hrebin” – a walking route runs along the south-eastern slope of Pishkonia
ridge at the altitude 800–1511 metres above sea level. Recommended for visitors experienced
in hiking, for photo tourists (Natsionalnyi pryrodnyi park “Synevyr”: pryroda ta istoriia, 2015)
5. “Negrovets village – Mount Horb – Mount Negrovets – Mount Sygla – Mount Prysloptsi –Tract
Suhar – Kolochava village” – a two-day route 40 km long with the elevation difference of
600–1707 metres above sea level. Recommended for visitors physically fit and experienced
in mountain crossing (Melika, I., 2012)
6. “Hlukhania – Mount Kosyi Verkh” – 5 km long route runs south-west of the Synevyr National
Park at the altitude 603–956 metres above sea level through the largest upland sphagnum
oligotrophic swamp Hlukhania in Gorgany. Recommended for all categories of visitors and
adjusted for the mode of movement (Turystychnyi marshrut “Hlukhania – h. Kosyi Verkh”)
Tourist attractions on tourist routes
“Synevyr Pass – Mount Kamyanka –Lake Synevy” -Synevyr Pass
- mountain spring in a spruce forest;
- Mount Kamyanka;
- Mount Ozirna;
- Lake Synevyr
“Arpad Line”
- 39 pieces of fortification constructions;
- Beligerative constructions;
- the theme motel “Bunker”
“Ostriki –Hreblia”
- the visit center “Synevyr”;
- the bunkers of the Arpad line on the banks of the Chorna River (the Black River);
- Tract Sokolovets;
- the destroyed dam of the Timber Rafting Museum
“Ostriki – Mount Hrebin”
- Mount Hrebin;
- Synevyr, Negrovets, Kolochava villages panoramas;
- the Pishkonya ridge panorama.
“Negrovets village –Mount Horb –Mount Negrovets –Mount Sygla –Mount Prysloptsi-
Tract Sukhar – Kolochava village”
- the village of Negrovets;
- St. Archangel Michael’s Church of the XVIII century;
- Mount Negrovets;
- Mount Sygla;
- Tract Suhar;
- the village of Kolochava
“Hluhania– Mount Kosyi Verkh”
- Swamp Hluhania;
- Pryslopets – Synevyr and Negrovets observation post;
- the well and recreation area on the slope of Mount Kosyi Verkh
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The NNP “Synevyr” was created in 1989 within the
landscape belts of the south – western macroslopes of
Gorgany. It includs the landscape reserve of state importance – the “Lake Synevyr” (1974) and a number of
other valuable natural objects of the Tereblyanska valley
source in the north-eastern part of the Mizhhirya district of the Transcarpathian region. Currently, the area
of the national park is 42,704.0 hectares, stretching
from north to south for 30 km, and from east to west –
for 20 km (Natsionalnyi pryrodnyi park “Synevyr”:
pryroda ta istoriia, 2015).
The territory of the park covers the Gorgany highlands of the Watershed Verkhovyna Carpathians with
low-mountain and alpine landscapes. Climatic conditions in the mountains vary from moderate humid in
the valleys to cold-humid in the highlands (Synevyr
NPP. Pryrodno-zapovidnyi fond Ukrainy). It should be
noted that the richness of flora and fauna of the area
explored, 45 species of its rare plants are listed in the
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Red Book of Ukraine. The fauna is represented by typical Carpathian species, 41of them are listed in the Red
Book and 9 species – in the European Red List (Synevyr
NPP. Pryrodno-zapovidnyi fond Ukrainy).
The analysis of the Table 1 enabled to identify
the following natural tourist attractions within the
NNP “Synevyr”: Lake Synevyr, Lake Ozirce (Wild
Lake), Swamp tops Hlukhanya, sphagnum oligotrophic
swamp Zamshatka, Mount Strymba, Pishkonia ridge
(Fig. 2–3). The ecological trail “Tract Red – Lake
Synevyr” – a hiking trail that is recommended for all
categories of tourists without restrictions – is in the
greatest tourist demand. As for the state of the trail,
it is in good condition, equipped with decorative
informational boards on wooden poles at a distance of
100–150 metres from each other. The boards inform
about local ecotourism attractions provided that the
trail is passed independently.

..
Fig. 2. Observation deck on the Hluhania Swamp 		 Fig. 3. Mount Strymba (photo from the program GoogleEarth)
(Synevyr NPP. Pryrodno-zapovidnyi fond Ukrainy)

The mode of using the eco-trail limits making a fire,
allows photographing and walking. It is forbidden to
pollute the environment, swim in the lake, break the
silence, fish and crayfish and lay out tents.
Tourists with experience of hiking in mountainous
areas choose the tourist route “Synevyr Pass – Mount
Kamyanka – Synevyr Lake”. This route is about 8 km
long, by foot, the route is in good condition and has
white and green markings, equipped with informational
boards, signs and quickly erected structures in recreation
areas. The mode of use is the compliance with the norms
similar to the previous route.
The NNP “Synevyr” is the centre for the
preservation and popularization of local historical and
cultural values, folk traditions and crafts, typical for this
territory. It is the village of Kolochava that is a tourist
point with proper infrastructure, informational and

advertising support. There are 10 museums here, in
which thousands of authentic exhibits are collected,
namely: an open-air museum of Kolochava architecture
and everyday life “Old Village”, museums “Kolochava
Narrow Gauge Railway” and “Kolochava Bokorash”,
pedagogical museums “Soviet School” and “Czech
School”, historical and military museums “Arpad Line”,
museum -memorial “For Soldiers – Internationalists”
and the museum of local rebels “Staier’s Bunker”,
a museum-monument of Baroque architecture of the
late XVIII century. The “Church of the Holy Spirit”
and the school ethnographic museum of Ivan Olbracht.
There are more than 50 memorial sites in the village,
20 of which are sculptures, among which there are
interesting monuments to “Zarobitchany (guest workers
or working immigrants)” and “Vivchar (Shepherd)”, etc.
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They publish the newspaper “New Kolochava”,
produce their own tourist stamps and there is the only
school of sheep breeding in Ukraine in the village. It
should be noted that this tourist point has an established
image and brand not only in Transcarpathia, but far
beyond its borders, the famous Riplianka Festival takes
place here every year.
The village of Synevyr, which is the second largest
tourist destination in the national natural park of the
same name deserves attention. An interesting attraction
is undoubtedly the Museum of Forest and Timber
Rafting on the Chorna Rika (the Black River), which
was destroyed by the catastrophic flood in 1998 and is
currently 90 % restored. An interesting fact is that there
are only two timber rafting museums in the world – in
Ukraine and Canada.
The village of Synevyrska Poliana has the largest
number of tourist accommodation facilities within the
NNP “Synevyr”: 3 hotel complexes, 36 rural estates, 6
restaurants, trout farm “Arnika” with a recreation complex, a travel agency with a variety of offers for tourists,
including the famous Arpad Line etc.
A score assessment of the main indicators
characterizing the environmental infrastructure within
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the NNP “Synevir” was held. For the convenience of
evaluation, the minimum and maximum criteria (1–5
points) were determined. We analyzed the following
indicators: (Table 2)
1) informational and educational support
(availability of visit centers, informational boards,
booklets, diagrams, interactive support);
2) tourist and recreational support (the eco-trail or
route condition, signposts, quickly erected structures,
recreation areas, observation decks, photo areas);
3) complexity of visiting / passing (length of the
route or eco-trail, height difference);
4) attractiveness (availability of tourist attractions,
observation points, variability of landscapes, etc.).
The analysis of the Table 2 demonstrates that the
NNP “Synevyr” has a fairly well-developed educational
infrastructure, tourist and recreational facilities and
attractiveness. It’s concluded that Kolochava ecoeducational trail is of the greatest tourist demand (18
points). The new eco-trail “Brown Bear Center” –
eco-park “Valley of the Wolves” (15 points) and the
ecotourism routes – “Synevyr Pass – Mount Kamyanka –
Lake Synevyr” (16 points) are almost as attractive.

Table 2. Score assessment of the ecological infrastructure of the NNP “Synevyr” (author’s research)
No

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Name of eco-educational trail / ecotourism route

Information
Tourist and Difficulty
and educational recreational of visiting
support
support
/passage
Eco-educational trails
“Tract Krasnyi Chervony – Lake Synevyr”
3
4
3
“Hreblia – Ozirtse” (“Wild Lake”)
3
5
4
“Kolochava”
4
5
4
“Brown Bear Center” – eco-park “Valley of the Wolves”
2
5
3
Scientific and educational trails
“Berezovets”
2
4
4
“Kychera”
2
4
4
Ecotourism routes
Synevyr pass – Mount Kamyanka – Lake Synevyr”
3
5
4
“Arpad Line”
3
5
3
“Ostriki – Hreblia»
3
4
3
“Ostriki – Mount Hrebin”
3
3
3
“Negrovets village – Mount Horb – Mount
4
3
4
Negrovets – Mount Sygla – Mount Prysloptsi –Tract
Suhar – Kolochava village”
“Hlukhania – Mount KosyiVerkh”
2
4
3

Recommendations for improvement of the
environmental infrastructure in the territory of the NNP
“Synevyr”:
– the concept of the active tourism development
within the natural park;
– training courses for staff on the development of
sustainable tourism;
– encouraging sponsors to increase investment
activities in the studied area: purchase of garbage cans
and containers, the area marking, clearing, renovation,
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Attractiveness Total
points
4
3
5
5

14
15
18
15

3
2

13
12

4
2
5
3
3

16
13
15
12
14

2

11

setting up a new ecological and educational path “Brown
Bear Center – Eco-Park “Valley of the Wolves”;
– organization and running of promotional events:
thematic special edition of the magazine, a series of
radio programs on the topic of active recreation without
harm to the environment, promotional video;
– ecological workshop, extras and updates of the
web page, etc.
It can be concluded firm the above that ecotourism
is the only type of tourism suitable for implementation
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in the territories with a nature conservation status.
The example of the NNP “Synevyr” shows that the
development of ecotourism is a good chance to support
traditional settlements located far from civilization in
the mountainous areas. Natural, historical and cultural
objects, traditions and customs of locals become the
objects of tourism there, and even the type of tourism
itself becomes the main source of income for most of
them. When planning the development of ecotourism
within the studied area, it is necessary to think carefully
about the forms of ecotourism that can be introduced
for a given area, minimizing the impact of ecotourists
themselves on it.
Conclusions
Laid and marked ecological trails and ecological
routes with a correspondingly provided information
and tourist infrastructure of territories and particular attractions are of great importance for the devel-
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opment and control of tourist flows. A comparative
analysis of protected areas in terms of the provision of
ecotourism infrastructure showed that the “Synevyr”
checkpoint has a full range of elements and is one of
the most developed (existing eco-educational trails,
marked ecotourism routes, information centres and
points, museums, recreation areas, observation decks,
informational stands and traffic signs).
Thus, the expansion of the range of ecotourism activities is relevant for the territory of the NNP
“Synevyr”, namely: specialized (floral, faunal) trips
for specialists and amateurs, horse carriage excursions,
photopeners and the like. According to the authors, it is
important to start communicating with visitors and locals in social networking communities, and, for example, create separate groups such as “Friends of the NNP
“Synevyr” in which everyone can publish impressions,
suggestions and comments after visiting these sites.
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Abstract. Urban sprawl and the road networks have profoundly modified the space of
the Macta watershed in western Algeria. The fragmentation of the landscape within this
territory is gradually changing in order to meet different socio-economic needs. Damage
to natural environments caused by pollution, business development, management of
agricultural land and spatial modification of the morphology of urban constructions are remarkable. Our research is part of a complex
study of the rate of evolution of urban sprawl and road networks expansion from 1987 to 2018; to better understand the issues of
human activities and their impacts on the environment. The methodology adopted consists of using Landsat and Google-Pro images.
Their capabilities enable us to trace the influence of human activities in time and space on the environment. The results obtained
show a weak trend in urban sprawl during the period 1987/1998, while it reaches significant levels in the years 2010 and 2018. The
distribution of the surface area occupied by towns and cities during this study period shows a concentration of the population in the
major provinces. In addition, the extension of the East-West motorway shows a weak trend in 2018. The lengths of the roads built are
significant and show a 50 % growth rate. The digital analysis using sensor data has an important advantage in detecting the evolution
and progression of the spaces occupied by urbanization and road networks in the Macta watershed over 31 years, which has been
marked by intense demographic growth.
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Розбудова міст та розвиток мереж доріг та їх вплив на навколишнє середовище за
допомогою датчиків та соціально-економічних даних: вододіл Макта на захід від Алжиру
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Анотація. Розростання міст та дорожньої мережі глибоко змінюють простір водозбору Макта на заході Алжиру. Фрагментація
ландшафту на цій території поступово змінюється за рахунок задоволення різних соціально-економічних потреб. Загрози
природному середовища, такі як забруднення, підприємництво, управління сільськогосподарськими угіддями та просторова
модифікація морфології міських споруд є надзвичайними. Наш діагноз є складовою частиною визначення швидкості розвитку
міської агломерації та дорожньої мережі, встановлених з 1987 по 2018 рік; краще зрозуміти значення людської діяльності та
її вплив на навколишнє середовище. Прийнята методологія полягає у використанні даних датчиків Landsat та Google-Pro. Їхні
можливості дозволяють нам стежити за впливом людської діяльності в часі та просторі на навколишнє середовище. Отримані
результати показують слабку тенденцію до розростання міст у період 1987/1998 рр., В той час як вона досягає значних рівнів
у 2010 та 2018 рр. Розподіл площі поверхні, зайнятої містами та містечками протягом цього періоду дослідження, показує
концентрацію населення у великих провінціях. Крім того, розширення автомагістралі Схід-Захід демонструє слабку тенденцію
у 2018 році. Довжина встановлених доріг значна і демонструє 50 % темпів зростання. Цифровий аналіз із використанням
датчиків має важливу перевагу у виявленні еволюції та розвитку просторів, зайнятих урбанізацією та дорожніми мережами
у вододілі Макти протягом 31 року, що зумовлено інтенсивним демографічним зростанням.
Ключові слова: розростання міст, дорожні мережі, дистанційне зондування, вододіл Maктa
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Introduction
Urbanization is changing land use in many cities
around the world, reducing natural land and increasing
areas of impermeable cover (Nga, 2018). This activity
has become a recurrent phenomenon (Agbanou, 2015).
In this case; installation of transport infrastructures,
industrial evolution, agricultural development, and
uncontrolled land uses have been ranked among the
most important threats to biodiversity and natural
resources due to rapid population growth (Rui Yin,
2019 and Iqbal, 2018).
In Algeria, these activities are influenced by
political, socio-economic, ecological and environmental
factors which affect the country’s dynamics, structures
and functions (Avakoudjo, 2015 and Gomesa, 2019).
The increase in impermeable cover in urban and rural
areas inevitably leads to a reduction in soil fertility,
which directly affects plant growth, and a significant
reduction in the some populations of plants, even to
the point of extinction, changes in river morphology,
sedimentation, water quality and volume (Stambouli,
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2012 and Tiwari, 2018). Understanding the impacts of
urbanization on climate and land use is necessary for
the optimal management of natural resources (Atchade,
2015).
Remote sensing is seen as a very effective and rapid
tool for monitoring and examining the changes in land
use/land cover imposed on our natural environment by
providing a technical basis for numerous studies such as
how human activity influences land use and land cover
in a more thorough and comprehensive way (Ayache,
2015; Elagouz, 2018; Li, 2017).
The watershed of the Macta in western Algeria is
a very large area undergoing major changes. These
include agricultural land conversions, urban and road
extensions, human settlements and eradication of green
spaces. Faced with the problems of urbanization and
land use in this region, several research questions need
to be asked: does demographic and urban evolution
have an impact on land use/land cover? Are the river
ecosystems in the Macta watershed affected by this
evolution? How can the spatial evolution of the Macta

Fig. 1. Localisation of study area: Macta watershed western Algeria (Realized by the authors: Belkebir H et Ayache A, 2021)
Legend: (a): Location of the Macta watershed in northern Algeria. (b) The digital elevation model of the Macta watershed,
which represents the different altitudes of the study area, ranging from 1712 m maximum to 282m minimum. (c) The limits
of the Macta watershed area, which includes eight provinces
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watershed area be controlled? The main objective of
this study is to show the link between urban expansion
and the watershed’s pollution and degradation, road
networks and land use. These activities lead to land
degradation and the depletion of natural resources
(aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems). It is in this context
that our diagnosis is made in order to better understand
the impact of human activities and urban dynamics on
land use in this area of Western Algeria.
Study area. The Macta watershed is located in
the north-west of Algeria. The coordinates of this area
according to the UTM projection spindle N31 is 34°18′N
to 35°54′N north latitude with a length of approximately
166.76 km, and 1°12′O to 0°34′E longitude with an
approximate width of 159.59 km. The surface area is
estimated at approximately 14,410 km2. Most of it is
located in the province of Sidi Bel Abbes. It is bounded
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to the north-west by the Tessala mountain ranges, to
the south by the Maalif highlands, to the west by the
Telagh plateau and to the east by the Saida Mountains
(Elouissi, 2017). It is made up of 16 sub-watersheds
and drained by two main rivers: the Oued Mebtouh
(Oued Mekerra) in the West, and the Oued El Hammam
in the east (Chibane, 2015).In terms of climate, in the
north this watershed is subject to a Mediterranean
climate, and towards the south a continental trend is
asserting itself, which translates into marked aridity,
cold winters and particularly hot summers (Tazekrit,
2019).Land use in the Macta area includes agriculture
and natural vegetation, the surface area of which has
been remarkably degraded in recent decades, mainly
due to the action of the climate (drought period) and the
increasing anthropozoogenic action on this environment
(Sitayeb, 2008).

Table 1. Impact of urban sprawl and road networks on the environment
Positives

Type

Description
Benefits social and economic activities by: improving road safety, meeting traffic demand and transport needs, improving traffic
conditions, creating new jobs, developing tourism, etc. (Driss, 2016, Tebani, 2019)
Soil

Construction phase

water
air
land

Negatives

Fauna

Degradation Deforestation Because of the consumption of the most profitable and fertile land by
Erosion
earthworks, which causes a reduction in plant cover and the loss of
Terrain slide biodiversity, which can be irreversible (Amokrane, 2016).
Pollution Washing and spillage of oil from vehicles and construction site machinery could be the cause
of possible pollution through the infiltration of toxic products into the soil (Halimi, 2020).
Alteration of riverbeds, increased sediment load, pollution of groundwater by the discharge of construction
site water laden with suspended matter, washing of concrete mixers, discharge of concrete waste into
watercourses (Hidouci, 2015, Halimi, 2020).
Deforestation and brush clearing for the installation of construction area and the opening of new roads and
tracks, increase the particles suspended in the air. Heavy machinery enormously pollutes the atmosphere
through the emission of greenhouse gases from fuel combustion and dust (Driss, 2016, Ali, 2018).
Deforestation and changes in land use have contributed to the deterioration of the landscape, which has lost
its natural appearance, conversion of land into auxiliary areas for building cities, the presence and circulation
of trucks and machinery and the works give the landscape an anthropic form, modification of the natural
topography (Amokrane, 2016, Iqbal, 2018).
Fragmentation of the habitat, resulting in the loss of wildlife. Noise and light from the construction sites also
affect certain forms of wildlife. Drainage, modification and pollution of surface water cause contamination
of aquatic species (Tiwari1, 2018).

Operation phase

Flora

Disturbances of photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration, as well as affecting the composition and
abundance of plant species by the work and circulation of machinery and equipment and their dust (Hartani,
2019, Rahal, 2018).
air
Pollutants released into the air from exhaust fumes. They will be increased in general due to the increase in
distances driven and speed of cars (Ali, 2018, Amokrane, 2016).
water
The infiltration of pollutant-laden runoff into the water table causes groundwater pollution and could generate
impacts on groundwater catchments, and risks of changes in their chemical and physical characteristics (Li,
2017, Halimi, 2020).
Acoustics
By the noise pollution produced by road traffic. According to Algerian regulations (Executive Decree No.
93–184 of 27 July 1993), the maximum permitted noise level is 70 Db during the day (from 6 am to 10 pm)
and 45 Db during the night (from 10 pm to 6 am) (Madani, 2012, Amokrane, 2016).
Agricultural The loss of crops and farmland. Farms that are on the roadside will suffer from particle pollution and a division
of large areas into two parts due to cuts in agricultural space (Gomesa, et al., 2019, Zhonghao, 2016).
Fauna
Its infrastructures hinder the movement of animals in search of favourable conditions and food, hinder the
circulation of species, fragment their territories and reduce exchanges between ecosystems. Increased animal
mortality rates due to accidents (Villa, 2015, Iqbal, 2018).
Soil

The dispersion of the waste thrown away by the passengers (plastic, glass, and paper), the solutions from the
settling ponds and de-oilers penetrate the soil and make the affected area uncultivated (Safaei et al., 2019).
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The total population of the Macta is 1,428,370
inhabitants (ONS, 2008). It is distributed across 06
provinces counting 106 localities fully integrated into
the watershed (Semari, 2016). It is relatively more
populated in the north than in the south. Demographic
and urban pressure is mainly concentrated in the
provinces of Sidi Bel Abbes, Mascara and Saida
respectively compared to the other integrated provinces.
Data and Methodology. The three main steps of
the study are: identification of anthropogenic activities,
extraction of urban areas, road network, and mapping
of the evolution between 1987 and 2018. We used
remote sensing observation data, which, thanks to their
capabilities, allow us to follow the urban evolution in
time and space on the agricultural land and vegetation
cover of the Macta watershed. In order to achieve the
objectives of this work, several types of data were
exploited.
Sensor data. For this analysis, the choice of data
is based on four criteria: spatial resolution, temporal
resolution and coverage. First of all, the images must be
Table 2. Characteristics of the data used

Path/Row of Data 1: 197/035
Path/Row of Data 2: 197/036
Path/Row of Data 3: 198/035
Path/Row of Data 4: 198/036

Landsat TM5
12/06/1987
12/06/1987
03/06/1987
19/06/1987
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of sufficient size to cover the watershed under study. It
is therefore preferable to use images such as Landsat’s
multi-spectral mode images, which have sufficient
resolution (30m). Indeed, this resolution is considered
acceptable for the methodology adopted in this study
to accurately map the contours of large urban units.
As the Landsat data is larger than the other types of
images (185km/34225km2), we chose to analyze the
Landsat images to reduce the number of data to be
processed and to guarantee the homogeneity of the
cartographic results. In this way, the entire study area
could be covered by a mosaic of four Landsat images.
As far as the shooting dates are concerned, four sets
of data were chosen: two as old as possible, in 1987
and 1998, and two as recent as possible, in 2010 and
2018. Finally, we have systematically selected the dry
season, which generally has a very low rate of cloud
and vegetation cover. This choice of image acquisition
is best suited to the approach envisaged. The images
selected according to these criteria are presented in
Table 2.

17/06/1998
17/06/1998
10/06/1998
26/06/1998

18/06/2010
18/06/2010
27/06/2010
27/06/2010

Landsat OLI8
17/06/2018
17/06/2018
26/06/2018
26/06/2018

Legend: Area (Km): 185X185, Resolution 30X30m.

Demographic and socio-economic data. A second
source of data used to assess demographic change in
the watershed area comes from documentary research,
mainly the results of the General Population and
Housing Census (RGPH, 2018).
Extraction of urban sprawl. Several software
packages have been used to process the data, which have
multiple functionalities relating to image processing
to thematic mapping, and the extraction of the desired
information. These are the tools for visualization, preprocessing and processing of sensor data, which have
enabled us to carry out vectorization and digitalization
operations. Once the image processing is finalized,
the different thematic objects have been digitized.
Depending on our objective, either closed polygons
are used for settlements or polylines for roads. And
finally Google Earth Pro, which allows us to see the
main geographical and artificial development features
such as cities and roads. In this way we have created
maps, calculated these areas and drawn up comparison
diagrams, so that we can follow the spatial extension
and urban development over time (1987–2018), in
parallel with population growth.
Extraction of road networks. Since its
independence, Algeria has experienced strong population
growth, and in order to meet the needs expressed by this
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population, the development of major road networks
is necessary; especially in terms of transport (Driss,
2016).The road network which is part of it represents
the majority of the transport sector in Algeria. Land
use in the study area is mainly agricultural, and it is
not rare to find areas where only agriculture is present
on large surfaces (Ouabel, 2012).
The non-agricultural areas are made up of
urbanization (buildings, roads, motorways, railways
and wooded areas). The development of the latter is
increasingly devouring excellent arable land. Road
construction and urban sprawl are among the factors
that have contributed not only to the destruction of
habitats but also to their isolation (Ouabel, 2012).The
extraction of Road Networks from sensor data has been
the subject of much research for more than twenty years.
It is mainly based on the extraction of linear networks:
this line extraction consists in searching for pixels or
areas presenting the main characteristics of the road in
the whole image studied (Hartani, 2019).
They can then be coupled with interpretation
algorithms to reconstruct the geometry and topology
of the network for better visualization (Jayaseeli, 2018).
The aim of this step is to extract exactly the urbanized
areas and small roads. There are several methods of
road extraction depending on the environment studied,
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for example: Linear filtering (Wang and Howarth,
1987), Mathematical morphology (Destival, 1987 and
Serendero, 1989), Neural networks (Doucette et al…
2001), Dynamic programming (Merlet and Zerubia,
1996, Gruen and Li, 1995), Directional homogeneity
(Airault and Jamet, 1995), Kalman filtering (Veran,
1993, Vosselman and De Knech, 1995), Topographic
map guided extraction (Deseilligny et al, 1993), Use
of multi-spectral channels (Xiaoying and Davis, 2003).
Most of the methods that have been described above
are applicable to the rural or peri-urban context, but
show their limitations in the urban environment. For
our study area, the Module and Graphical Extraction
method guided by a topographic map and digital data
(Deseilligny et al., 1993) was used to extract a correct
topological graph of its networks. This method aims
to give correct spatial connections between the
different polylines representing the roads as well as
information on their location. This graph can come
from a database or be extracted automatically. Several
complementary sources of information were used to
achieve a reliable extraction of the objects of interest
(map data, topographic maps and digital data).
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In this method, the areas occupied by these objects
(road networks, East-West motorway, railways) in the
106 localities of the 6 provinces of the Macta catchment
area were determined. The areas in this method were
calculated by multiplying the length of the motorway/
road/railway by the width it occupies (30m for the
motorway, 20m for the roads, and 10m for the railway).
The different stages of the methodology adopted
throughout this work are represented by the following
dendrogram.
Finally, to show the impact of population dynamics
and land artificialisation on the decline of vegetation
cover, a supervised classification was applied on the
different images from 1987, 1998, 2010 and 2018.
Chronic maps of urban areas and vegetation cover of
the study area are produced.
Results of urban sprawl. At the Macta watershed
level, this process shows a low to medium low trend
during the two years 1987 and 1998, while it reaches
significant levels during the two years 2010 and 2018.
The distribution of the surface area occupied by towns
and localities during this period (1987–2018) shows
a concentration of the population in the main provinces

Fig. 2. Dendrogram of methodology used for this study
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representing the largest population groupings in the
study area: Sidi bel Abbes with an artificial land surface
area of more than 4,950 Ha, followed by Mascara and
Saida with an artificial land surface area equal to 3,640
Ha and 1,460 Ha respectively.
The dominance of the surface areas of artificial
soils in these provinces is mainly due to the economic
conditions, the requirement of the demographic
growth, and also the rural exodus. The provinces of
Mostaganem, Oran and Tlemcen have the smallest
artificial surface areas, with 854Ha, 178Ha, and 68Ha.

Road and rail networks. At the level of the Macta
watershed, the extension of the east-west motorway
shows a low to medium-low trend in 2018. The lengths
of roads occupied by the provinces during this period are
as follows: Sidi bel Abbes more than 58.3km, Mascara
with a section equal to 63.3km, Mostaganem 1.6km
and Relizane 3.5km. The road network occupies a very
important place with maximum lengths of 6,074.88 km
for Sidi Bel Abbes, Saida 1,972.74 km, Mascara 4,691.9
km and finally Mostaganem of 992.36 km.

Fig.3. Maps of urban areas in the Macta watershed in the west of Algeria.
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Fig. 4. Maps of urban sprawl evolution in Macta watershed in western Algeria

It should be noted that the railway network is less
important than the road network with a maximum length
of only 405.59 km.
Urban sprawl and roads’ evolution. After a study
of the data, we have chosen the capital city (Sidi Bel
Abbes) which represents the largest artificial mass in
the study area, and the two cities Mascara and Saida
which present the highest ratios of the active population

to monitor the evolution of the artificial spaces and
study the degradation of the agrosystems in the study
area. We have chosen to identify and follow the urban
expansion in the three cities (Sidi Bel Abbes, Mascara,
and Saida) on the images used, which help us to better
define the urban contours and allow a quantification
of urban extensions. The following figures show the
estimated surface areas in each city).
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Fig. 5. Road infrastructures length (km) in 2018 in Macta watershed in western Algeria

Four major periods of urban evolution were detected in this study, the first one between 1987 and 1998,
the evolution of urbanization was slow and the artificialization of soils represents more than 3,583Ha with
an evolution rate of 35.83 %.
In the second period from 1998 to 2010, the urban
installations started to take their place again thanks to
the sustainable development plans which allowed an
increase in urbanization of more than 4,195Ha with an
evolution rate of 41.95 %.
A third period from 2010 to 2018 the urban growth
was important enough to have an evolution rate of more

than 33.80 %, which results in artificialization of more
than 3,380Ha of the total surface area of the area.
In the last period from 1987 to 2018 urbanization
accelerated remarkably as a result of the rather intense
demographic growth during this period. This growth
is characterized by an excessive extension of the agglomerations leading to a large consumption of space
with a surface area of more than 10,886Ha.
The results illustrate an important progression of
the urban fabric which, particularly more intense in
certain integrated provinces, is unevenly distributed
in space but with different annual growth rates. The

Fig. 6. Urban sprawl and road infrastructures evolution in Macta watershed western of Algeria
Legend: (a) Sidi Bel Abbes province (b) Mascara province (c) Saida province
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Fig. 7. Urban sprawl area (ha) evolution in Macta watershed in western Algeria

monitoring of urbanization on the scale of the Macta
watershed over the last (31) years confirms the strong
growth of the urban sprawl. Thus, the urbanized surface areas have increased from 7,149.72Ha in 1987 to
18,305.77Ha in 2018. The urban land, which in 1987
represented 0.50 % of the total surface area of 1,440,000
Ha, reaches 1.28 % in 2018.The results also show urban
areas in progression with an annual average of 363Ha/
year of agricultural and natural spaces that are disappearing in favour of artificial paces, activity zones and
large infrastructures.
The growth and concentration of the population
in the urban areas of our study area, which exceeds
1,428,370 inhabitants according to the 2008 census,
have generated a large amount of waste, while agricultural activities have eliminated natural areas, and
polluted the rest with the products used (pesticides
and fertilizers).
In addition, economic growth linked to industries
and energy needs, especially in the large cities integrated into the watershed such as Sidi Bel Abbes, Mascara,

and Saida, has led to the production of large quantities of pollutants. The environmental consequences of
these changes include the loss of natural habitats by
eliminating more than 10886Ha in 31 years, the production of solid waste, wastewater, and emissions of
pollutants into the atmosphere by road traffic, which
occupies more than 30623Ha in 2018.
Urban sprawl impacts on environment. The
correlation between population dynamics and land use
through urbanization reveals a link between population
growth and land use dynamics. In general, there is
a strong positive correlation between population growth
and the increase of artificial areas and the decrease of
vegetation cover.
Spatial and temporal changes show a clear
expansion of urban areas into bare land and an excessive
decline in vegetation cover.
The reading of the maps (urbanized area and
vegetation cover in Fig.8) reveals a clear growth of
bare soil and urban areas over the study period, against
an equally remarkable decline of vegetation cover.

Fig. 8. Urban sprawl and road networks area change in Macta watershed in western Algeria
Legend: (a) urban sprawl area change, (b) road networks area change of the three cities of Sidi Bel Abbes, Mascara, and Saida
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Fig.9. Maps of vegetation cover evolution in Macta watershed in western Algeria

The results showed that over the last three
decades (1987–2018), the vegetation cover underwent
a progressive decrease from 1,028,364 ha (38.5 %) in
1987 to 894,869 ha (32.95 %) in 1998, and 773,543
ha (28.50 %) in 2010. The urban area registered
a dramatic increase from 414,153 ha (15.20 %) to
880,625 ha (33.35 %) between 1987 and 2018. in
1998; the urban area was 19.55 % (530674 ha) and in
2010, it was 24.65 % (669045 ha). This would mean
that population growth has had a negative impact on
vegetation dynamics. The expansion of urban areas has
certainly led to a decrease in vegetation cover.
Discussion. The Macta watershed is one of the
north-western regions of Algeria of great agricultural
and socio-economic importance (Bouderbala, 2018,
Elouissi, 2017, Benzater, 2019), which marks between
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1987 and 2018, according to this study, a great spatial
dynamic. The landscape measurements analyzed in this
study showed that in order to understand the use and
occupation of agricultural land, changes in urbanization,
its causes and consequences must be taken into account.
They were used as an indicator to categorize the
different degrees of degradation (low, medium and high)
and to simulate it in the future, which can be useful for
monitoring and identifying the driving forces behind
this change. Our study suggests that measurements of
land use are effective measurements for quantifying
significant degradation characteristics across different
time periods.
The driving forces behind these changes are closely
linked to socio-economic development and human
activity (Gomesa, 2019), Land policies (Li, 2017),
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population growth with its increasing needs (Stambouli,
2012), population density, and the intensity of urban
land use as expressions of urbanization and spatial
planning processes, have a considerable impact on the
environment and exert strong anthropogenic pressure
on the natural resources of the province (Wellmann,
2018). In the field of remote sensing, urban land use
mapping is an important but difficult task, although
many of the methods have been developed to obtain
information on land use in urban areas (Huang, 2018).
The analysis of urbanization is a step towards
understanding the implications of different levels of
landscape fragmentation. All these anthropogenic stress
factors combined (urbanization, road networks) and their
potential interactions have led to an anarchic occupation
of space by industrial and agricultural activities
(Hafiane, 2016). Since the start of the new motorway
project and as a result of the various actions carried out,
the study area has undergone several changes affecting
all environmental aspects (physical, biological and
human environment). From a social and economic
point of view the mega-project of the motorway has
been called the project of the century because of its
prospects and advantages, but from an ecological and
environmental point of view it is considered as a disaster
affecting more than 24 provinces, of which the Macta
watershed is part.
The implementation of such an infrastructure
(road networks, railroads, and the East-West highway)
will undoubtedly have impacts and harm the various
components of the environment during its construction
and operation phases. This part consists of identifying
and evaluating the impacts that these types of projects
could generate on land use and the environment (Rahal,
2018; Madani, 2012; Khelifa, 2016).This watershed
contains a wetland covering an area of 44,500 ha
and classified by Ramsar in 2001. In addition to its
geographical location by the sea and close to urban
areas, this ecosystem is also crossed by a fairly dense
network of roads and tracks and moreover is affected
by the accumulation of industrial and domestic water in
the province and the presence of the Marsa El Hadjadj
desalination water plant in the interior of the area with
a production capacity of 500,000m3 of drinking water.
In the face of climatic fluctuations and above all the
pressure of anthropic origin (felling of trees, poaching
of protected species, grazing), which is mainly linked
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to poor management of the wetland, the biodiversity
of this zone has been subject to major disturbances on
different scales(Kara, 2017; Megharbi, 2017; Sitayeb,
2008; Belgherbi, 2018).The digital analysis using sensor
data was of great advantage to detect the evolution
and progression of the land resources occupied by
urbanization in the study area (Deng, 2019), which
was marked by an intense demographic growth (ONSRGPH, 2018) and a regression of agricultural land due
to the extension of the cities (Sitayeb, 2008).We notice
in these images, an important evolution on our study
area which is spread over 31 years.
Conclusions.
Rapid population growth is associated with rapid
growth in urbanisation and land use. The threats to
natural resources are currently quite remarkable. On
the other hand, land is increasingly degraded due to
industrial development, which has become a serious
socio-economic problem in agricultural areas. The
land use in the Macta watershed includes agriculture
and natural vegetation, which has been remarkably
degraded in the last decades, mainly due to the action
of climate, and increasing anthropozooic action. The
results of the study of the expansion of the road network,
urbanisation and the spatial state of the vegetation cover
showed temporal and spatial changes during the study
period. The mapping of urban and road expansion and
change during the study period from 1987 to 2018
showed that all the study provinces have experienced
considerable expansion over the last 31 years, with
urbanised areas increasing from 0.50 % in 1987 to
1.28 % in 2018. The distribution of urban areas over
this study period shows a concentration of population
in the larger provinces. In contrast, the extension of
the East-West motorway shows a weak trend in 2018.
The lengths of roads installed are significant and show
a growth rate of 50 %. The maps of urbanised areas
and land use show a clear growth of bare land and
urban areas over the study period, against an equally
remarkable decline in land use. The results show that
over the last three decades (1987–2018), land cover has
gradually decreased from 38.5 % in 1987 to 20.15 % in
2018. Furthermore, the method proposed in this paper
of Automated Extraction of urban areas, road, rail and
highway networks from sensor data allows for further
exploration of models for effective urban management
for environmental, commercial and scientific purposes.
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Soil-degradation zoning of Lviv Oblast
Volodymyr H. Haskevych, Nadiia M. Lemeha, Yaroslav Y. Vitvitskyi
Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, nadialemega85@gmail.com
Abstract. We propose a scheme of soil-degradation zoning of Lviv Oblast, which
comprehensively illuminates the problem of degradation and focuses on regional differences in
the manifestation and complexity of dominant degradation processes. The highest taxonomic
unit of soil-degradation zoning is the soil-degradation country, which in turn is divided into
a soil-degradation zone, province, county and district. This classification is based on the landscape features of the study area, the dominant
types and kinds of degradation processes. In accordance with the zoning of Lviv Oblast, we have identified the following soil degradation
taxa: 2 countries, 3 zones, 5 provinces, 14 counties and 31 districts. The soil-degradation country of the East European Plain unites two
soil-degradation zones: Polissia mixed forests and broad-leaved forest zones. The soil-degradation zone (Polissia mixed forests) is best
characterized by the processes of deflation and physical degradations. The processes of water erosion and physical degradation of soils
dominate within the soil degradation zone (broad-leaved forest zone). Those zones also manifest pyrogenic and chemical degradations.
The Carpathian soil-degradation country within Lviv Oblast (the Ukrainian Carpathian zone) is characterized by the distribution of
geo-ecological anomalies, mechanical and physical soil degradations. The complex lithological features and geomorphology of the
territory in the context of uneven anthropogenic impact determine the intensity of manifestation of degradation. Disturbing the natural
stability of the soil cover in the conditions of the mountainous terrain contributes to the activation of the manifestation of degradation
processes of geo-ecological anomalies. The problem of soil degradation in Lviv Oblast in the conditions of long-term, intense, and often
consumer-orientated agricultural use is considered one of the most urgent tasks of modern agricultural production, soil science, ecology,
land management, and environmental protection in general. In addition to arable land, the soils of the Carpathians are degrading due
to excessive and often predatory deforestation, recreation and pressure from tourists. As evidenced by numerous scientific publications
and our own research, soils are subject to water and wind erosions, overconsolidation and loss of structure, dehumification, depletion,
desiccation and aridisation, pyrogenic degradation, contamination by agrochemicals, domestic and industrial wastes, etc. The status of
the soils and land resources of the study area is close to critical.
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Ґрунтово-деградаційне районування Львівської області
В. Г. Гаськевич, Н. М. Лемега, Я. Й. Вітвіцький
Львівський національний університет імені Івана Франка, nadialemega85@gmail.com
Анотація. Запропоновано схему ґрунтово-деградаційного районування Львівської області, яка комплексно висвітлює проблему
деградації, акцентує увагу на регіональні відмінності прояву та сукупності домінуючих деградаційних процесів. Найвищою
таксономічною одиницею ґрунтово-деградаційного районування є ґрунтово-деградаційна країна, яка в свою чергу поділяється
на ґрунтово-деградаційну зону, провінцію, округ та район. За основу даної класифікації взято ландшафтні особливості території
дослідження, домінуючі типи і види деградаційних процесів. У відповідності до районування Львівської області нами виділено
наступні ґрунтово-деградаційні таксони: 2 крани, 3 зони, 5 провінцій, 14 округів і 31 район. Ґрунтово-деградаційна країна
Східноєвропейської рівнини поєднує дві ґрунтово-деградаційні зони: Поліську мішаних лісів, Лісову широколистяну. Для
ґрунтово-деградаційної зони (Поліська мішаних лісів) найбільш характерними є процеси дефляційної і фізичної деградації.
В межах ґрунтово-деградаційної зони (Лісова широколистяна) домінують процеси водної ерозії та фізичної деградації ґрунтів.
Властивим для вказаних зон є прояв пірогенної та хімічної деградації. Карпатська ґрунтово-деградаційна країна в межах
Львівської області (зона Українські Карпати) характеризується поширенням геоекоаномальної, механічної та фізичної деградацій
ґрунтів. Складні літологічні особливості та геоморфологія території в контексті нерівномірного антропогенного впливу мають
визначальне значення на інтенсивність прояву деградації. Порушення природньої стійкості ґрунтового покриву в умова гірського
рельєфу сприяє активізації прояву геоекоаномальних деградаційних процесів. Проблема деградації ґрунтів Львівської області
за умов тривалого, інтенсивного, а часто споживацького сільськогосподарського використання віднесена до найактуальніших
задач сучасного аграрного виробництва, ґрунтознавства, екології, землеустрою, охорони довкілля загалом. Окрім орних
земель, деградують ґрунти Карпат через надмірні, а часто хижацькі вирубки лісів, рекреаційне та туристичне навантаження.
Як свідчать численні наукові публікації і власні дослідження, ґрунти зазнають водної і вітрової ерозії, переущільнення і втрати
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структури, дегуміфікації, виснаження, переосушення і аридизації, пірогенної деградації, забруднення агрохімікатами, побутовими
і промисловими відходами тощо. Стан ґрунтів і земельних ресурсів території досліджень близький до критичного.
Ключові слова: ґрунтово-деградаційне районування, деградація ґрунтів, Львівська область, ґрунти.

Introduction
Intense, often imbalanced and mostly scientifically unsubstantiated anthropogenic pressure on natural
resources has for many decades led to significant destruction of the environment. Transformation of the
natural properties of soil cover manifests as a result of
irrational agrotechnology, active erosive processes on
surfaces of the slopes, contamination with chemicals
and industrial wastes, unreasonable disturbance of the
hydrological regime of the territory with dry and irrigative land improvements. As a result, large areas of
productive lands have been degraded and abandoned
(Voloshchuk, 2017).
Studies of degradation of soil within Lviv Oblast
allows us to largely expand the theoretical and practical basics of their genesis, evolution, and evaluate the
current agroecological status and design measures for
protection (Medvedev et al., 2018). Foreign experience
suggests that effective management of land resources
first of all requires an accurate data base and systematization of data according to regional signs of degradation. Deterioration of natural properties of soil and
gradual decrease in areas of productive lands has to be
met with introduction of radically novel regional programs of development of the agrarian sector, which –
from the perspective of legal norms – would be most
expedient within the administrative units based on the
principle of nature conformity (Poznyak, 2019).
The main factors that have led to soil-degradation
non-homogenity of the territory of Lviv Oblast are natural conditions and anthropogenic activities. Natural factors that cause soil-degradation differentiation of soils
and soil cover are climatic conditions, patterns of the
terrain, lithology, hydrogeologic and hydrologic conditions. Natural conditions are a specific catalizer of such
degradation processes as water and wind erosions, oxidation of soils, secondary carbonation, and geoecological anomalies. However, the action of anthropogenic
degradation factors is much more wide-ranging. They
cause water and wind erosion, dehumification, de-structuring and re-densification of soils, contamination, desiccation and aridification, pyrogenic degradation, technogenic destruction, military and tourist-recreation degradations of soil and soil cover. Natural and anthropogenic factors often complement one another, thereby
intensifying degradation processes (Haskevych, 2017).
Studies of degradation are relevant from the perspective of regional adaptation of approaches of soil
management, optimization of manifestation of degrading processes and formation of accurate integral knowledge of the status of land resources of Lviv Oblast
(Haskevych et al., 2019). The significance of the ob-
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tained data is increased by the fact that study of degradation processes, their consequences, and also the
structure of soil cover, was conducted for the first time.
In the aspect of soil-degradation zoning, we designate territories united by same factors of soil-development, similar soil cover, anthropogenic pressure and its
duration that have caused single-type degradation processes and combinations of several types of degradation. Degradation processes were grouped in types and
kinds according to the typologies developed in Ukraine
(Medvedev, 2013; Pshevlotsky and Haskevych, 2002).
Materials and methods
Soil-degradation zoning in Ukraine was carried
out for the first time. While performing it, we utilized the following methods: comparative-geographic,
comparative-profile, analytic, cartographic, expeditionary methods. Analytical studies of soils were performed
in a certified agrochemical laboratory of soil and natural water analysis belonging to the Department of
Soil Sciences and Geography of Soils of Ivan Franko
Lviv National University. We partly used archive and
fund materials of the Department of Soil Sciences
and Geography of Soils of the Ivan Franko National
University, the Lviv affiliate of the state institution
Scientific-Experimental and Project Institute of Land
Development of the National Academy of Sciences,
Oblast Center of Management of Geocadaster, and
literature sources. Furthermore, we used the results
of physical-geographic, agro-soil and soil-geographic
and natural-agricultural zoning of Ukraine and Lviv
Oblast (Papish and Poznyak, 2012; Papish et al., 2016;
Poznyak et al., 2018; Poznyak et al., 2019). The cartographic basis comprised topographic maps of the
following scales 1:10 000; 1:25 000 and 1:50 000 and
1:200 000 and geomorphological map of the scale of
1: 1 000 000 (Kravchuk and Zinko, 1989). For the purpose of complex analysis of soil cover, we used soil
maps of previous stages of surveying, with the scales
of 1:10 000; 1:5 000 and 1:50 000. Lviv Oblast was
mapped using licensed software ArcGIS Desktop manufactured by the Amrican Company ESRI.
Results and discussion
Within Lviv Oblast, we designated 2 soildegradation countries, 3 soil-degradation zones, 5 soildegradation provinces, 14 soil-degradation counties and
31 soil-degradation districts.
Soil-degradation country East European plain
with mostly natural-a nthropogenic degradation
processes, and within Lviv Oblast it unites two soildegradation zones: Polissia mixed forests and broad-
leaved forest zones.
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Polissia soil-degradation zone of mixed forests
(II) of deflation and current anthropogenic degradations
is confined to the territory of the Lesser Polissia and the
Nadsianska plain. In general, it is a flat accumulation-
denudation plain, comprising aquatic-glacial deposits
and eluvium of the Upper Cretaceous rocks. Soil cover
is characterized by a complex structure with domination

of sod-podzolic, sod-soils of light granulometric
composition, alkaline, sod-carbonate and wetland soils.
Within the Polissia soil-degradation zone, we
designated one Lesser Polissia-A bove-S ian soildegradation province (see Table 1).

Table 1. Soil-degradation zoninig of Lviv Oblast
Soil-degradation county

1

2

3

4

VL–Volyn
water-
erosion
EF – water-
erosive of
WP – West-Podilia water-
Eastern
erosion
Ukrainian
Foothills
C–
Carpathian
geoeconomical anomaly

Forest zone of broad-leaved forests
Ukrainian Carpathians

Carpathians

LP – Lesser Polisia-Above
Sian deflation

Soildegradation
province

Polisia zone of mixed forests

Soildegradation
zone

East European soil-degradation plain

Soildegradation
country

Soil-degradation district
5

LP.1 Lesser Polisia West
LP.2 Lesser Polisia Central
LP.3 Radekhiv
LP.4 Pidpodilsky
LP.5 Above-Sian
VL.1 Sokal
VL.2 Povchansk

WP.1 Roztocze-Opilia

WP.2 Sian-Dniester
WP.3 Rohatyn-Opilia
EF.1 Podnistersky terrace
EF.2 Drohobych-Morshyn
C.1 Beskids

LP.1.1 Ratynsky
LP.1.2 Domaschiv
LP.2.1 Toporiv
LP.2.2 Brody
LP.3.1 Korchyn
LP.3.2 Lopatyn
LP.4.1 Zvenyhora
LP.4.2 Olesko
LP.5.1 Krakovets
LP.5.2 Novoiavorivsk
VL.1.1 Zabuzky
VL.1.2 Tartakiv
VL.1.3 Shyhtari
VL.2.1 Horohiv
WP.1.1 Hriadovo-Pobuzky
WP.1.2 Roztocze
WP.1.3 Horodok-Shchyrets
WP.1.4 Holohory-Kremenets
WP.1.5 Lviv-Opilia
WP.1.6 Peremyshl
WP.2.1 Rudkivtsi
WP.2.2 Krukenychi
WP.3.1 Hodoriv
EF.1.1 Sambir
EF.1.2 Stryi-Zhydachiv
EF.2.1 Drohobych
EF.2.2 Morshyn
C.1.1 Staryi Sambir
C.1.2 Turka-Skole
C.1.3 Stryi-Sian

C.2 Verhovynsky

LP – Lesser Polissia (or Malopoliska) – Above-
Sian soil-degradation deflation province occupies the
northern and western parts of Lviv Oblast. This is the
territory of active development of deflation processes
and physical degradation, caused by peculiarities of
soil-forming rocks, terrain pattern, soil cover and agricultural use. Within the province, there are designated five soil-degradation counties.
LP 1. Lesser Polissia Western County of the deflation and physical degradation of soils. It occupies the
western part of the Lesser Polissia lowland to the border with Poland. It is a flat sandr-accumulative plain,
composed of fluvioglacial deposits, somewhat lifted

C.2.1 Vododil-Verhovynsky

in the northwest part with Upper Cretaceous marl outcrops. Soil cover is characterized by domination of sodpodzolized soils, sod and alkaline, swamp and peatland
soils. There also occur spots of rendzina and carbonate chernozems. It is a territory of ancient culture of
arable farming, though agriculture varies across some
regions. In general, less than a half of the territories of
the Western County of Lesser Polissia is used being
for tillage (Haskevych, 2017). Over 25 % of the area
is occupied by forests. Within the county, there are
designated 2 soil-degradation districts: Ratynsky and
Domaschiv (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Scheme of soil-degradation zoning of Lviv Oblast (V. G. Haskevych, N. M. Lemega, Y. Y. Vitvitsky, 2021)

LP. 1.1 Ratynsky soil-degradation district of
spreading of deflation-intense and technogenic
degradations of soils. It occupies the western part of the
Lesser Polissia to the border with Poland. It is a typical
Lesser Polissia region, constituting a flat, aquatic-
glacial accumulative plain, diversified by numerous
depressions and hills and dunes of eolian origin. Soil
cover is represented by turf-podzolized, mostly sandy
and sandy-cohesive soils, large structures of turfy,
alkaline and wetland soils and lowland peatlands. West
of Kamianka-Buzka city, there is a separate “island”
of grey forest soils. Almost all hydromorphic soils
across this territory have been dried and are used as
agricultural lands.
Among the degradation processes, processes of
deflation became especially common, first of all due
to light granulometric composition of soils and dry
ameliorations. Physical degradation is characteristic
for loamy grey loess, sod and alkaline soils and has
been caused by excessive compaction, de-structuring,
formation of blocks, development of crust, dust
formation, etc. In dried soils, granulometric degradation
was observed. Dehumification-caused biochemical
degradations occur in almost all tilled soils, especially
those that have dried. Also, dried soils degrade because
of excessive drying. Within the structures of turf
soils (valleys of the Rivers Rata, Solokia, Bolotnia),
a broadly distributed process is pyrogenic hydrothermal
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degradation, and also there is partial degradation due to
peat extraction. In the northern part of soil-degradation
district, processes of technogenic degradation and
secondary waterlogging, soil contamination, became
widely distributed due to extraction of bituminous coal.
LP. 1.2. Domashiv soil-degradation district with
dominance of physical degradation soils. It is located
in the northwest part of Lesser Polissia, confined to
slightly undulating denudation plain, composed of
Upper Cretaceous marls. In this territory, there have
been formed rendzina and chernozems, which are
dominant in the structure of soil cover. Thereare smaller
areas of sod, alkaline and alkaline-swamp soils. This
region is well developed agriculturally, is intensely used
in agriculture, and the anthropogenic pressure on soils
is extremely high.
The main degradation process taking place in this
soil-degradation district is physical degradation, namely
overconsolidation, de-structuring, block formation,
fracturing, crust formation, as well as biochemical
degradation related to dehumification. Wind erosion
is seen on the rendzinas and carbonate chernozems. The
slopes of Cretaceous hills have local manifestations of
water erosion.
LP.2. Lesser Polissia Central County with moderate wind erosion, pyrogenic degradation of soils. It
occupies the central part of Lesser Polissia. It is a flat
aquatic-glacial plain, composed of fluvioglacial de-
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posits, and characterized by complex micro-terrain.
It is a typical Polissia landscape, where forests occupy over 36 % and waterlogged lands account for over
38 % (Herenchuk, 1972). Dominating types in the structure of soil cover are sod-podzolized, sand-cohesive
and sandy-loamy soils. Large areas are occupied by
waterlogged soils and lowland peatlands. In the pre-
Podilia part of the county, there are separate structures
of redzinas, typical and carbonate chernozems. There
also occur “islands” of bright grey forest and grey forest soils. Anthropogenic pressure on soils in different
parts of the soil-degradation county varies from low to
intense. Two soil-degradation districts are designated
in the area: Toporiv and Brody.
LP. 2.1. Toporiv soil-degradation district of mild deflation occupies the western part of the Lesser Polissia-
Central district. It is located in the central part of Lesser
Polissia and is represented by flat fluvioglacial plain. In
the structure of soil cover, sod-podzolized and sandy-
loamy soils dominate. Small areas are occupied by sod,
alkaline and wetland soils. Large areas there are occupied by forests.
Common degradation processes are mild wind erosion, physical degradation (de-structuring, excessive
compaction), biochemical degradation (dehumification).
MP.2.2 Brody soil-degradation district of deflation, physical and pyrogenic degradation. Located in
the eastern part of the Lesser Polissia, it is a slightly
undulating accumulative-denudation plain. Soil cover
is characterized by complex, mosaic structure. There
are sod, alkaline, sod-podzolized, wetland and peatland
soils and “islands” of bright geay and grey forest soils,
typical and carbonate chernozems. Anthropogenic pressure on soils is quite high.
Wind erosion has become common, and within hilllike elevations – water erosion. Soils are being affected
by physical degradation due to overconsolidation, destructuring, block formation, frittering, crust formation,
fracturing. Specifically within wetlands, dessication
occurs, and pyrogenic and hydrothermal degradations
are seen in lowland peatlands.
LP. 3 Radekhiv County of physical degradation
and deflation of soils. It is located in the northern part
of the Lesser Polissia-Above-Sian soil-degradation
province. It is confined to the sandr-denudation plain,
composed of eluvium of the Upper Cretaceous marls,
outcrops of which are found in most of the territory
of the county. Soil cover is represented by rendzinas,
carbonate chernozems, small spots of sod-podzolic soils
and peatlands. Within the county, there were designated
2 soil-degradation districts: Korchyn and Lopatyn.
LP. 3.1. Korchyn soil-degradation district with
dominance of physical degradation. It occupies the
western part of the Radekhiv soil-degradation county
and is a flat plain, the complexity of which manifests
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in presence of depressions and hill-like elevations. The
territory is composed of Upper Cretaceous marls, which
are partly overlapped by a thin layer of fluvioglacial
deposits. In the structure of soil cover, there dominate
carbonate chernozems, rendzinas, sod and alkaline
soils, and lowland peatlands. Sod-podzolized soils are
mostly sandy-cohesive granulometric composition and
confined to sandy chains, hills and dunes, composed of
fluvioglacial deposits.
In the soil-degradation district, the processes of
physical degradation have spread, specifically: overconsolodation, de-structuring, block formation, fracturing.
Soils that have been long used for tillage are dehumified (Haskevych, 2018). In the valley of the Bily Stik
River and its tributaries, as well as weak-current depressions, where lowland peatlands have formed, there
are pyrogenic and hydrothermal degradation, and also
technogenic degradation, related to peat extractions.
In the western part of the district, processes of technogenic degradation are common, caused by destruction
of soils as a result of coal extraction.
LP. 3.2. Lopatyn soil-degradation district of physical, deflation and pyrogenic degradations of soils. It accounts for a part of the Radekhiv soil-degradation county, the most elevated territory within Lesser Polissia,
composed of Upper Cretaceous deposits with outcrops.
It is an insignificantly swollen denudation plain, contains hill-like elevated Cretaceous rocks and wide waterlogged valleys of rivers and their tributaries, enclosed
by low-runoff depressions. The territory has been long
and intensively used for agricultural purposes.
There, processes of physical degradation of soils
of various intensity have become broadly distributed,
particularly overconsolodation, de-structuring,
fracturing, block formation, crust formation, and are
confined to structures of rendzinas and carbonate
chernozems. Common processes of chemical
degradation are dehumification and secondary
carbonation, agro-soil exhaustion. Within the structures
of sod-carbonate soils (redzinas), common processes of
mechanical degradation of soils are wind erosion, and
water erosion within elevated Cretaceous hills. In the
valley of the rivers Sudylivka, Ostrivka, Berezivka, and
also within low runoff depressions – where large areas
of peat-containing soils are concentrated – common
degradations are pyrogenic and hydrothermal, and also
technogenic destruction of soils due to peat extraction.
LP. 4 Pidpodilsky soil-degradation county of physical, water-erosion and partly pyrogenic degradations. It
occupies the southern part of the Lesser Polissia-Above
Sian soil-degradation province and lies as an extended
stripe along the Podilia Upland. Geomorphologically, it
is a slightly undulating denudation-accumulative plain,
composed of Upper Cretaceous marls, which – as hilllike elevations – are overlapped by loess-like loams.
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Soil cover is highly mottled. Dominating types in its
structure are podzolized chernozems, typical and carbonate, dark grey, podzolized, alkaline-chernozem, alkaline and sod soils. In the beds of streams and low
runoff depressions, wetland soils and lowland peatlands have developed. Typical and carbonate chernozems often form distinct “islands” (“island”-type
chernozems). Small spots of sod-podzolized sandy-
cohesive and sandy-loamy soils occur. This is a county of long-established agricultural practice, where over
60 % of the area is tilled. The soils have been subject
to anthropogenic pressure for a long time and the level of this pressure has been too high.
Degradation processes in nature have anthropogenic
genesis intensified by natural factors. In the area,
degradation most noticeably manifests in physical
degradation of different degrees, is related to
excessive compaction, de-structuring, block formation,
fracturing, crust formation, etc. Erosion degradation
is common in slopes of flat interfluves and hills and
affects dark grey podzolized soils and chernozems
the most. Processes of biochemical degradation of
soils are related to dehumification and exhaustion of
peatlands, and chemical degradation manifests in the
partial carbonation the soils are undergoing. Within
the peatland structures, pyrogenic degradation and
mechanical ruination of soils (peat extractions) are
common. Within the Pidpodilia soil-degradation county,
we distinguished 2 soil-degradation districts.
LP. 4.1. Zvenyhora soil-degradation district occupies the southwest part of the county’s territory. It is a region of Ancient agricultural practice that
has been taking place since the time of the Princes.
Anthropogenic pressure on the soils has been long and
intense. Common degradations in the area are water-
erosion degradation and physical degradation, due to
overconsolidation and de-structuring and fracturing
of soils.
LP. 4.2 Olesko soil-degradation district occupies
the northeast part of the county’s territory. Soil cover is
represented by rendzinas, peatlands, and sod-podzolized
soils. Common processes taking place in the area are
water erosion, pyrogenic degradation, dessication, fracturing, and also mechanical disturbance of peat soils
due to peat extractions.
LP.5 Above-Sian soil-degradation county of distribution of wind erosion, physical, partly water-erosion,
pyrogenic and technogenic degradations. In physical-
geographic aspect, it corresponds to the Above-Sian
plain. It is a flat, sometimes slightly undulating aquatic-
glacial and alluvium-denudation plain. Soil cover is
represented by sod-podzolized, podzolized-sod soils
of sandy and sandy-loamy granulometric compounds,
and also sod and alkaline soils of sandy-loamy and
loamy granulometric compounds and wetland soils.
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Within the remains of moraine hills, sod-podzolized
and grey forest loamy soils have developed. The territory of the Above-Sian plain has been greatly exploited. Around 50 % of the county’s area is used for tillage, 20 % – for hay and pastures, and 30 % is occupied
by forests and shrubs. This significantly pressurizes the
soils and soil cover. The commonest degradation process within the county is wind erosion of low and average degree. Soils of sandy-loamy and loamy granulometric compounds have undergone overcompaction
and de-structuring, dehumification, acidification. Soils
that are confined to moraine ridges, as well as hills,
experience water erosion ranging from low to excessively high (critical) degree. Processes of pyrogenic
and hydrothermal degradation are distributed in dried
peatland soils in the valleys of the rivers Vyshnia and
Shklo. In the northern and eastern parts of the county, there is geologically-ecologically anomalous degradation due to karst expression (Lutsyshyn, 2013).
Also, in the eastern part, large areas of soils have been
anthropogenically destroyed by the open and underground extraction of sulfur, which took place earlier.
Two soil-degradation districts have been distinguished
in this area. Common degradations are deflation, partly
water erosion, and pyrogenic degradation.
LP. 5.1. Krakovets soil-degradation district occupies the southwest part of the county’s territory. Soil
cover is characterized by the extremely complex structure of soil cover with dominance of sod-podzolized
soils and peatlands. A common form of degradation is
deflation, partly water erosion, pyrogenic degradation,
and overcompaction.
LP. 5.2 Novoiavorivsk soil-degradation district occupies the northeast part of the territory of the county.
Soil cover is also characterized by complex structure,
where dominants are sod-podzolized and sod soils of
light granulometric compound and peatlands. Deflation
processes are common, partly water erosion, pyrogenic
degradation. The territory of Novoiavorivsk soil-degradation district has been also affected by powerful anthropogenic impact through open and underground sulfur extraction. The soils have been affected by mechanical disturbances, chemical degradation as a result of
sulfur contamination. There, due to embedding gypsum-
bearing rocks, karst has become common. Within the
areas occupied by agricultural land, especially tilled
land, deflation processes have become active. In peat
soils, pyrogenic degradation is common.
Soil-degradation zone of broad-leaved forests
(F) occupies typically highland, elevated and the most
segmented parts of Lviv oblast – the Volyn and Podilia
uplands. Soil cover is less mottled and homogenous,
compared with the Podilia soil-degradation zone. In
the structure of soil cover, there dominate bright grey
and grey forest, dark grey podzolized, podzolized and
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typical chernozems, and less common are sod, alkaline, wetland soils and peatland lowlands.
The territory of the Volyn and Podilia uplands are
highly tilled, around 70 % of the area is used for agricultural farming. Anthropogenic pressure in the area
is extremely high and intense due to the favourable
soil-climatic conditions. Natural peculiarities of the
territory and long agricultural use have caused active
development of processes of water erosion and therefore erosive degradation of soils. As a result, an erosiontree-like structure of soil cover has developed in most
part of the Volyn-Podilia upland (Herenchuk, 1972).
In the territory of Lviv Oblast, Volyn and West Podilia
soil-degradation provinces have been distinguished.
VL–Volyn soil-degradation water-erosion province. It occupies a part of Lviv Oblast, its borders geomorphologycally coinciding with the borders of the
Volyn denudation upland on Cretaceous and Neogene
deposits. The Volyn upland is not a monolith, being segmented by the valley of the Western Bug and its tributaries into several parts that vary in absolute heights,
terrain pattern, and soil cover. Modal soils of this territory are grey forest, dark grey podzolized, podzolized
and typical chernozems. Hydromorphological soils occupy relatively small areas (Nazaruk, 2018). The territory of the Volyn Upland is an area of Ancient and
high-level agriculture, with over 75 % of the land being involved in arable farming. Natural vegetation has
been preserved poorly. Intense andproonged use of this
land for agricultural purposes has caused development
of degradation processes, first of all water erosion. In
the territory of the Volyn Upland, within Lviv oblast,
we distinguished two soil-degradation counties: Sokal
and Horokhiv.
VL.1. Sokal soil-degradation county of water-
erosion and physical degradation. Geomorphologically,
the territory of the county corresponds to the segmented accumulative-denudation Sokal chain, which is located in the southwest part of the Volyn upland within Lviv Oblast. It is a wavy elevated slightly swollen
upland, segmented by tributaries of the Western Bug,
thes Spasivka, Drahanka, Sebechivka rivers into a number of chains of sublatitudinal strike. It is composed
of loess-like loams of mostly light-loam granulometric
content. The light granulometric compound and significant segmentation of the Sokal chain, prolonged and
extremely high anthropogenic pressure on soils have
contributed to the activation of erosive processes. Soil
cover is represented by fertile grey forest, dark grey
podzolized, podzolized and typical chernozems, favouring their long use for arable farming, employing 65–
75 % of the region’s area for this purpose. In the north
of the region, in the valley of the Western Bug River,
sod-podzolized soils have developed (Pshevlotsky and
Haskevych, 2002).
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Within the Sokal soil-degradation county, common degradation processes are mechanical, physical
and biochemical degradation of soils. There are three
soil-degradation districts.
VL.1.1 Zabuzky soil-degradation district of physical, moderate water-erosion degradations. It occupies the western part of the Sokal chain and within
its borders almost corresponds to the Zabyzky natural
district. It is the highest and relatively less segmented part of the Sokal chain, the area’s absolute heights
reaching 270.5 m.
Currently, the territory has almost no flat interfluve
forests, the arable area accounts for 75 %. The
dominants in the structure are typical and podzolized
chernozems – around 62 % – whereas grey forest soils
account for 14 % of the area. In low terraces of the
Western Bug, alkaline-chernozem and sod soils are
common. In the western part of the district, significant
structures of dark-grey podzolized soils are common.
Because of presence of fertile dark grey podzolized
soils, podzolized and typical chernozems, alkaline-
chernozem soils, a large area of the lands has been tilled
and has been experiencing anthropogenic pressure.
Soils undergo greatest mechanical degradation
through water erosion in the central and western parts
of the soil-degradation district. High anthropogenic
pressure has caused development of processes of
physical degradation (overconsolidation, de-structuring,
crust formation, flooding, etc) and biochemical
degradation (dehumification). Also, there are processes
of geoecologically anomalous degradation – formation
of suffusion depressions and plates. In the valleys of
the rivers Sebechivka and Variazhka, where peat soils
have been formed, common degradations are pyrogenic
and hydrothermal.
VL.1.2. Tartakiv soil-degradation district of intensive water-erosion and physical degradations is located in the eastern part of the Sokal chain. The district
is characterized by lower absolute heights (up to 261
m), but is far more intensensely segmented, and there
often occur remains of old flat interfluve oak-hornbeam forests. Grey forest and dark grey podzolized
soils dominate in the structure of soil cover, accounting
for around 75 % of the area. Also, there are small areas of structures of podzolized and typical chernozems,
alkaline-wetland and peatland soils. The territories involved in arable farming account for 65 %, which also
indicates high pressure on soils and soil cover. Soils
of the Tartakiv soil-degradation district experience intense mechanical degradation through water erosion and
physical degradation as a result of excessive compaction, de-structuring, block formation, crust formation
and flooding, fracturing. In soils, processes of dehumification are manifested, related to erosive degradation,
as well as through insignificant fertilization, especial-
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ly organic, dominance of hoe-tilled crops in the crop
rotations, etc. In peat soils, processes of hydrothermal
and pyrogenic degradations are common (Haskevych
and Lemega, 2020).
VL.1.3 Shyhtari soil-degradation district of strong
deflation of soils is located in the marginal northern part
of the Sokal soil-degradation county. It is between the
Western Bug and Variazhanka rivers, within the first
above-floodplain terrace. The territory is composed
of Ancient alluvium and fluvioglacial sandy deposits,
which are intensely being developed by wind, forming eolian forms of relief. Soil cover is composed of
sod-hidden podzolized and sod-podzolized soils of sandy granulometric compound. Soil is partly used in agriculture, including for arable faming, vegetable gardens.
The land is exposed to strong wind erosion.
VL.2 Povchansk soil-degradation county of intense water erosion and physical degradation.
Geomorphologically, it is located in the southern part
of the Volyn Upland, ridge-like within the Povchansk,
significantly segmented chain. Within Lviv Oblast, it
occupies relatively small territory. It is characterized
by strong segmentation of terrain which causes active
development of processes of water erosion. Soil cover
is composed of grey forest and dark grey podzolized
soils, and podzolized chernozems occur as small spots.
All of them are being actively used for arable farming.
In the valley of the Sudylivka River, wetland and peat
soils are common. Soils undergo strong mechanical
degradation through water erosion, and also dehumification, overconsolidation, de-structuring, flooding,
block formation.
VL.2.1 Horohiv soil-degradation district of intense
water-erosion degradation. The basis of the structure of
soil cover comprises bright grey and grey forest soils
on loess loams. They are confined to narrow erosion-
threatened plateaus and slopes varying in steepness.
The district has been well developed agriculturally,
large areas being used for arable farming where grain
and hoe-tilled crops are cultivated, particularly sugar
beet. Prolonged and intense anthropogenic pressure on
soils has led to water-erosion degradation of strong and
average degrees.
WP – Western Podilia soil-degradation water-
erosion province is located west of the Podilia upland
and occupies the central part of Lviv Oblast. It is characterized by significant absolute heights and segmentation of the territory. The territories between the rivers and near the bank slopes are composed of loesslike deposits of loam granulometric composition. Soil
cover is characterized by a complex erosion-tree-like
structure, which – depending on physical-geographic
conditions of different parts of the Western Podilia –
is made of turf-podzolized bright grey and grey forest
and dark grey podzolized soils, podzolized chernozems.
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Soils mostly have features of surficial or soil gleyifications. Also, there are small spots of typical chernozems. Alkaline, sod and wetland soils have developed
within the spacious low runoff depressions in the terrain, valleys of rivers and streams, beds of the banks.
Western Podilia is a territory of Ancient agricultural
practice, as evidenced by the large area of arable
land – around 75 %, and over 80 % in some districts.
Long and intense agricultural pressure has induced
the development of degradation processes, first of all
water erosion. Within Western Podilia soil-degradation
province, we distinguished three counties: Roztocze-
Opilia and Sian-Dniester, Rohatyn-Opilia.
WP.1 Roztocze-Opilia soil-degradation county with
dominance of mechanical and physical degradations in
soils. The county is stretched from the northwest toward
the southeast, located in the central part of Lviv Oblast.
It arc-wise surrounds the Lesser Polissia in the north,
and borders with the valley of the Dniester in the south.
The territory of the county is significantly intersected by
steep valleys, the height of vertical segmentation often
reaches 100–120 m within relatively small distances.
The Roztocze-Opilia county is characterized by steep
hilly lands that account for up to 60 % of the area. Hills
are mostly oriented from the northwest to the southeast,
forming low-hill ridges.
Soil cover is composed of turf-podzolized, grey
forest, dark grey podzolized, podzolized chernozems,
and more rarely typical chernozems. The level of
agricultural development in the territory varies in its
different parts, being lower in the northwest and more
intense in the central and eastern parts. Soils mostly
undergo erosion and physical degradations.
Within the Rostok-Opilia soil-degradation county,
five soil-degradation districts were distinguished.
WP.1.1 Hriadove (Ridge)-Pobuzky soil-degradation
district of water-e rosion, physical, pyrogenic
degradation of soils. It occupies the central part of Lviv
Oblast, and within its borders corresponds to physical-
geographic district Hriadove Pobuzhzhia. It comprises
six ridges that strike east-southeast to the Western
Bug. The ridges are covered by a layer of loess-like
loams, in which grey forest, dark grey podzolized,
podzolized and typical chernozems have developed.
The ridges are divided by wide waterlogged valleys
of the Polissia type, where alkaline, turf and wetland
soils and peatlands have formed.
The Hriadove Pobuzhzhia is a pre-city region, with
agriculturally well cultivated land. Over 2/3 of the area
of all the land is used for tillage, indicating high anthropogenic pressure on soils. As a result, soils on slopes
undergo erosive degradation. In arable lands, common
degradations are physical (de-structuring, overconsolidation, block formation, flooding, formation of crust,
etc) and biochemical (dehumification) degradations.
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Peat soils have undergone technogenic degradation
due to peat extraction, which occurs to this day. Also,
peat soils experience pyrogenic and hydrothermal degradations.
WP.1.2 Roztocze soil-degradation district of the
development of mechanical, physical degradations,
karst, technogenic disturbances. Roztocze is a marginal
northwest part of the Podilia upland within Lviv Oblast,
which continues in the territory of Poland. It is an
upland that sharply rises above the territory of the
Lesser Polissia and gradually fuses into the Above-Sian
plains. In soil cover, there dominate sod-podzolized,
bright grey and grey forest, dark grey podzolized,
sod soils and rendzinas. In the valleys of rivers and
depressions in the terrain, wetland soils and peatlands
have formed. The Roztocze is characterized by its large
forest area, which accounts for 56 % of the territory,
while the tilled area equals around 30 %.
Degradation processes that have become common
in the Roztocze are mechanical degradation (water
and wind erosions), physical degradation in soils of
loamy granulometric compound, and dehumification
(Bonishko, 2017). Geoecological anomalous degradation – karst – is present. Also, degradation caused
by the military is common. Roztocze is an active region of recreation and tourism, there manifest tourist-
recreation degradation of soils and soil cover. In places where peatlands are distributed, hydrothermal and
pyrogenic degradations are seen.
WP. 1.3 Horodok-Shchyrets soil-degradation district of manifestation of physical, erosion degradation,
karst. It strikes toward the south of the Roztocze to the
Dniester valley. Geomorphically, it is confined to the
Horodok-Shchyrets eolian-denudation-karst undulation chain plain. A characteristic peculiarity of this region is its relative flat terrain with alternation of major sublatitudinal ridge formations between rivers, expressed valleys and hollows. Loess-like loams completely cover the water divides and above-floodplain
terraces. Soil cover is represented by grey forest, dark
grey podzolized soils, podzolized chernozems, mostly gleyey and surface-gleyey chernozems. There occur
spots of sod-podzolized, sod, alkaline and wetland soils
(Fedotikov and Yamelynets, 2016). The territory has
a typical forest-steppe appearance, and is significantly
cultivated. Up to 60 % of the area is tilled, approximately another 20 % is taken up by pastures and hayfields.
Prolonged and intense pressure on soils and soil
cover has caused the development of degradation
processes. The commonest processes of physical
degradation are related to overconsolidation, destructuring, block formation, flooding, crust formation.
On the slopes of the water divides, slopes of valleys
and gulleys, mechanical degradation is common due
to water erosion, and within the structures of sod-
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podzolized soils – they ae subject to wind erosion.
Biochemical degradation has been caused by
dehumification of mineral soils and hydrothermal
degradation of peat soils, and chemical degradation –
by acidification and decalcification of soils. In places of
distribution of peat soils, pyrogenic degradation ocurs.
In the district’s territory, especially in the southeast part,
geoecologically anomalous degradations such as karst
are common. Within the district, the widespread type of
degradation is technogenic destruction, associated with
extraction of sulfur, limestones and gypsum.
WP. 1.4 Holohory-Kremenets soil-degradation
district of manifestation of moderate water-erosion,
physical degradations, karst. The territory comprises northwest Podilia and surrounds Lesser Polissia
in the south and geomorphologically corresponds to
the Holohory-Kremenets structural-denudational, significantly segmented low hill. This is a combination
of mountainous-butte (butte), ridge-hilly (ridge), plateau-like massifs, segmented by river valleys and gullies, with the clearly distinct steep-sloped margin of
the northern Podilia. In the structure of the soil cover,
there dominate bright grey and grey forest, dark grey
podzolized soils and podzolized chernozems, which
have developed on loess-like loams that lie beneath
the limestones. In the river valleys, wetland soils and
peatlands have formed, occupying relatively small areas. Agricultural cultivation of the region is non-uniform, manifesting more intensely farther south toward
the Podilia (Nazaruk, 2018).
Among the degradation processes, physical
degradation is manifested, caused by overconsolidation,
de-structuring, crust formation, flooding, fracturing,
especially of bright grey and grey forest soils. Due to
significant fragmentation of the terrain, water erosion
and agrotechnical erosion are common. Dehumification
manifests in all types of cultivated soils, acidification
and decalcification are also present. Moreover, locally
karst, shifts and screes manifest. Partial technogenic
destruction of soils has been caused by the construction
of the Odesa-Brody oil pipeline.
WP.1.5 Lviv-Opilia soil-degradation district of
physical degradation, karst. It is located south of Lviv
and has rather low gypsumetric position, geomorphologically it corresponds to the segmented, undulating,
denudation-structural Lviv plateau. It combines slightly wavy loess surfaces with denudation and structural-
denudation surfaces, largely composed of surficial karst
and karst-suffosion forms. Karst sinkholes and suffosion plates develop quite large karst fields. Soil cover of the territory is quite homogenous, with dark grey
podzolized soils and podzolized chernozems dominating the soils structure. Small areas are occupied by
bright grey and grey forest, sod-podzolized soils. In
the depressions of the terrain, wetland soils have de-
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veloped. The territory of the Lviv Opillia is characterized by very Ancient agriculture, the area of cultivated land there reaching 75 %. Anthropogenic pressure
on soils has been prolonged and extremely intense due
to the proximity to Lviv. Of negative processes in the
soil and soil cover, common degradations are physical degradations (excessive compaction, de-structuring, block formation, flooding and crust formation),
mechanical degradation (water erosion), biochemical
degradation (dehumification), chemical degradation
(acidification and decalcination). Among geoecologically anomalous degradation processes, largely common are karst and suffosion.
WP.1.6 Peremyshl soil-degradation district of distribution of physical, strong water-erosion degradation. Typical Opillia district, confined to the segmented and hilly denudation-structural upland, includes
Bibrka-Peremyshl Opillia and Stilske Opillia (Stilske
low hill). The territory is characterized by high hills
and ridges, stretching from the northewest to southeast, with flat apexes and sloping, as well as steep, hills.
The surface of the hills is overlapped by a thin layer of
loess-like loams of heavy granulometric compound. In
the structure of soil cover, bright grey and grey forest,
dark grey podzolized soils and chernozems dominate,
and small spots of typical chernozems occur. Sod, alkaline and wetland soils, and also small peatlands are
common along the valleys of rivers, beds of wide ravines. Agricultural pressure on soils and soil cover is
non-homogenous and depends on geomorphological
and soil conditions. Among the degradation processes,
the commonest degradation is mechanical due to water erosion varying fromlow to excessive (critical), and
also agrotechnical erosion (Papish, 2017). The heavy
granulometric compound and gleyification in the conditions of anthropogenic pressure cause de-structuring,
blocks, overconsolidation, crust formation and flooding, especially with grey forest and podzolized soils,
silting. Soils are commonly observed to have processes of dehumification, acidification and decalcination.
Among geoecologically anomalous degradations, karst,
suffocion and shifts occur.
WP.2 Sian-Dniester soil-degradation county of
distribution of physical and mechanical degradations.
Geomorphologically, the county’s territory coincides
with the Sian-Dniester segmented wavy and ridged-
hilly glacial-water-glacial upland. It is a specific natural region, located at the southwest margin of the
Podilia upland, intermediate between typically loess and
pre-mountain types. Some scientists classify this territory to the Eastern Carpathian Foothills. Nonetheless,
forest-steppe landscapes dominate in area, first of all
soil cover. Geomorphologically, it is a flat-undulating,
segmented upland, with dominance of distinct hilly-
ridgy forms of terrain, with flat or slightly undulating apexes and gentle as well as steep slopes. Surficial
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ridges are covered by loess-like loams. The ridges are
divided by river valleys, often quite wide.
The Sian-Dniester upland is characterized by the
complex structure of its soil cover with domination
of grey forest, dark grey podzolized soils, podzolized
chernozems. Most of soils are gleyey or surficial-gleyey.
In the valleys of the rivers and beds of ravines, common
soils are alkaline-chernozem, sod and alkaline soils,
partial wetland soils and peatlands. The territory of the
county is densely inhabited and well cultivated. Tilled
soils account for around 60 % of the area. Within the
soil-degradation county, two soil-degradation districts
were distinguished: Rudkivtsi and Krukenychi.
WP.2.1 Rudkivtsi soil-degradation district of
distribution of physical and moderate mechanical soil
degradation. It occupies the eastern part of the Sian-
Dnister soil-degradation county. Geomorphologically, it
is a slightly wavy denudation-accumulative plain. The
cuts across the territory are relatively shallow. In the
area, elevated slightly wavy flat intefluves and ridges
dominate, which strike from northwest toward southeast
and are completely covered by loess-like loams.
Soil cover is represented by grey forest, dark grey
podzolized soils and podzolized chernozems. There
occur different areas of sod, alkaline, wetland soils and
peatland depressions, confined to valleys of rivers and
streams, and also wide low-runoff depressions in the
terrain.
The territory has an Ancient agricultural history,
being significantly cultivated, the tilled land accounts
for 70 % of the area. Pressure on soils is characterized
as high. Among the degradation proceses, the
commonest degradation is physical, related to excessive
compaction, de-structuring of soils, formation of
blocks, crusts on the surfaces, flooding. There is
also mechanical degradation, related to moderate
water erosion, and also agrotechnical degradation.
In soils, biotechnical (dehumification) and chemical
degradations (acidification and decalcination is seen).
At some places, karst occurs.
WP.2.2 Krukenychi soil-degradation district of
intense water-erosion and physical degradation of
soils, shifts. The district occupies the western part of the
Sian-Dniester upland. It is a ridged-hilly significantly
segmented aquatic-glacial upland, composed of moraine
deposits that are overlapped by a thin layer of loess-like
loams. The area between the rivers is taken up by ridges,
the slopes of which are notably segmented by ravines
and hollows. The high degree of terrain segmentation
activates the processes of water erosion. In the structure
of soil cover, there gleyed grey forest and dark grey
podzolized soils dominate, and a small share belongs
to podzolized chernozems. The river valleys and wide
beds of the ravines often have alkaline and wetland soils
and depression peatlands. This territory is also being
used in agriculture, the tilled land accounts for up to
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60 % of the area. At the same time, large loess structures
are also common. Among a number of degradation
processes, the commonest is mechanical degradation,
related to water erosion and agrotechnical erosion on
slopes, as well as siltification of soils at the foothills
and beds of the ravines. In this territory, common
degradations are physical, particularly de-structuring,
overconsolidation, block formation, flooding, crust
formation, fracturing. Such processes are first of all
caused by the heavy granulometric compound of soils,
as well as soil-forming rocks, particularly moraine
deposits. Soils are seen to have biochemical degradation
through dehumification; chemical degradation caused
by acidification and decalcination.The characteristics of
soil-forming rocks condition shifts, bogs, waterlogging.
W.P. 3 Rohatyn-Opilia soil-degradation county
within Lviv Oblast occupies a small territory in its
southeast part, including Hodoriv soil-degradation
district. The commonest degradation processes
are water erosion with dominance of water-erosion
degradation, overconsolidation of soils, de-structuring.
WP. 3.1 Hodoriv soil-degradation district of water-
erosion and physical degradation of soils, shifts. Soil
cover is formed by podzolized and typical chernozems,
dark greay podzolized soils. In the area, common
degradation processes are water erosion, excessive
compaction of soils, de-structuring, and dehumification.
The district has long history of agriculture, the soils are
being intensely used for tillage, namely for growing
sugar beet, leading to overconsolidation and loss of
soil structure, and agrotechnical exhaustion of soils is
observed. On the slopes of ravines, river valleys, shifts
occur. Flat interfluves and slopes of ravines have overmoistened boggy soils (bog-type degradation).
Carpathian soil-degradation country (C) (zone
of the Ukrainian Carpathians). Within Lviv Oblast,
it occupies its southern part, including soil-degradation provinces of the Eastern Carpathian Foothills and
the mountaneous part of the Carpathians. The territory is characterized by complex lithology, geomorphological peculiarities and soil cover. In the structure of soil cover, there dominate sod-podzolized and
podzolized-turfy surface-gleyed, turfy, alkaline, wetland, brown earth-podzolized soils and brown earth
(Andrushchenko, 1970).
Cultivation of this territory varies and is not homogenous across the regions, which is reflected in the
development of degradation processes. The commonest degradations in the area are geoecologically anomalous, mechanical and physical degradations.
EC – the Eastern Carpathian Foothills’ soil-erosion province of mechanical and physical degradations.
It is a specific soil-degradation province, located between the southwest margin of the Podilia upland and
northeast margin of the Ukrainian Carpathians. The
upland of the Eastern Ukrainian Foothills is character-
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ized by significant segmentation with great height amplitudes. The territory is composed of deluvial, Ancient
alluvial and contemporary alluvial deposits (Palienko
et al., 2012).
In the soil cover, there dominate sod-podzolized
and podzolized-sod surficial gleyed, sod, alkaline,
brown earth-podzolized, wetland soils and peatlands.
Degradation processes are related to water erosion,
physical degradation, geoecological anomalies, and
technogenic disturbances. Within the province, there
were distinguished two soil-degradation counties: the
Podnistersky terrace and Drohobych-Morshyn.
EC.1 Podnistersky terrace soil-degradation county of physical, pyrogenic degradations, it occupies low
gypsometric levels with the absolute heights of 260–
275 m and is geomorphologically confined to the Upper
Dnister (Upper Dnister-Stry) alluvium terrace plain. It
is a flat, undulating in places and slightly segmented
alluvium plain, confined to the floodplain, the first and
the second terraces of the Dniester River and its right
tributaries. Soil cover is quite homogenous; its basis
comprises alkaline and alluvium-alkaline, alkaline-
wetland and wetland, depression peatlands, sod soils.
The cultivated land accounts for around 45 % of the
territory, and at the same time large areas are occupied
by hayfields and pastures, indicating moderate pressure
on soils and soil cover. Degradation processes in soils
are associated with physical, chemical, biochemical
and pyrogenic degradations. Within the county, there
are distinguished two soil-degradation districts: Sambir
and Stryi-Zhydachiv.
EC.1.1 Sambir soil-degration district with dominance of physical and pyrogenic degradations of soils,
occupies the western part of the Podnistersky terrace
county and geomorphologically correlates with the
Upper Dniester structural basin. It is a flat plain, within the floodplain and the first above-floodplain terrace,
significantly waterlogged, becoming completely filled
with water in wet years. The popular name is Velyke
Boloto [Ukr. – Great Bog] and it is used for pastures
and hayfields. Plots of the second above-floodplain
terrace are being tilled, occupy a relatively small area,
pressure on soils may be assessed as low. Soil cover is represented by alkaline, sod soils and depression
peatlands. Degradation processes in the tilled lands are
mostly related to physical degradation through overconsolidation, de-structuring, block formation, fracturing. Mechanical degradation is conditioned by siltification of surfaces of mineral and organogenic soils.
In soils, processes of dehumification, acidification and
decalcination take place. In peatland soils, pyrogenic
and hydrothermal degradation occur.
EC.1.2 Stryi-Zhydachiv soil-degradation district
with dominance of physical degradation and technogenic disturbance. It occupies the eastern part of the
county and is confined to the valley of the Dniester and
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its right tributaries Tysmenytsia, Kolodnytsia, Stryi and
Svicha. Most of this territory is known as the Stryi-
Zhydachiv hollow, which is a floodplain and the first-
second terraces of the Dniester and Stryi. The terrotory
is represented by a flat alluvial plain, which has been
significantly waterlogged in the past. The share of cultivated land in the structure of land fund is relatively
small. Soil cover is represented by alkaline and alluvial
alkaline soils, sod and sod-podzolized, and small spots
of alkaline-chernozem and wetland soils. Peatlands are
rare. The most common degradation processes are physical degradation (excessive compacton, de-structuring,
fracturing), as well as dehumification, acidification of
soils. There are large structures of technogenically disturbed soils due to open extraction of peat.
EC.2 Drohobych-Morshyn soil-degradation county of mechanical, physical and geoecologically anomalous degradation. As a stretch with varying width,
it strikes from the northwest to southeast, along the
Beskid. It is a pre-mountain, staircase-like segmented
denudation-accumulative upland. In the structure of
soil cover, sod-podzolized and podzolized-sod, surface-
gleyey and brown earth-podzolized gleyed soils dominate. Small spots of sod-podzolized gleyey, sod gleyey and grey forest gleyed soils occur. Exploitation of
soils, particularly for tillage, is more intese in this area
than in the previousl described soil-degradation county. Processes of mechanical, physical, biochemical,
chemical, geoecologically anomalous and technogenic
degradations have developed. Within the county, two
soil-degradation districts are distinguished: Drohobych
and Morshyn.
EC.2.1 Drohobych soil-degradation district of distribution of water-erosion, physical degradation, geoecologically anomalous degradations and technogenic disturbances of soils. Geomorphologically, it corresponds to the Drohobych denudation-erosion upland
and partly Stryvihorsky (Stryi Mountains) denudation-
accumulative upland. Absolute heights reach on average 300–400 m. The terrain of Drohobych upland combines wide waterlogged valleys with deeply cut currents
with the hollow-wavy areas between rivers, confined
to the fourth, fifth and sixth above-floodplain terraces
of the Dniester. The areas between the rivers are cut
by a network of ramified gullies. Significant segmentation contributes to the development of erosive processes. Soil cover is characterized by sod-podzolized
and podzolized-sod surface-glayed and brown earth-
podzolized gleyed soils with insignificant share of sod
and grey forest soils. This part of the Eastern Carpathian
Foothills is a territory of Ancient agriculture and livestock farming. Cultivated land accounts for around
45 % of the district’s area. A broad range of degradation processes has developed in the area, first of all mechanical degradation related to water erosion, pasture-
caused and agrotechnological erosions, and also siltification. Physical degradation manifests in overconsolidation, de-structuring, block formation, fractur-
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ing. There also is a secondary waterlogging within the
depressions of the terrain, caused by peculiarities of
lithology. Dehumification-caused processes of biochemical degradation are also common. In Drohobych
soil-degradation district, there are geoecological anomalies, karst, and shifts. Processes of technogenic zoning of soils are common due to extraction of potassium
salts. Contamination of soils is caused by oil extraction
and presence of tailing dams of chemical production
facilities. Within and in the outskirts of Truskavets,
recreation-touristic degradation of soils and soil cover is seen.
EC.2.2 Morshyn soil-degradation district of mechanical, physical and technogenic degradation of soils
and soil cover. The territory is confined to Morshyn
and Above-Svicha denudation-accumulation uplands
downstream of the Stryi and Svicha. Absolute altitude
ranges within 300–350 m. As narrow stripes, the chain
of heights stretches northeast, confined to Ancient fifth
above-floodplain terrace of the Dniester, mostly with
flat segmented surfaces and slopes varying in steepness.
Closer to the margin of the mountains, there are fragments of denudation-accumulative and denudation surfaces of the sixth terrace, which is more intensely segmented. In soil cover, there dominate sod-podzolized
and podzolized-gleyed, and spots of sod soils occur.
The territory is agriculturally cultivated, around 50 %
of the area being tilled. Presure on soils and soil cover is significant. Degradation processes are related to
water erosion, siltification of soils, their overconsolidation, de-structuring, block formation, crust formation, flooding, etc. Shifts also occur. Technogenic destruction of soil has been caused by sulfur extraction
(Podorozhnianske deposits).
C–Carpathian mountaneous soil-degradation
province. It occupies the southwest part of Lviv Oblast
and corresponds to the mountaneous country of the
Carpathians. Two soil-degradation counties are distinguished: Beskyd and Verkhovyna. Soil cover is represented by brown earth mountaneous-forest type.
C. 1 Beskyd soil-degradation county of geoecologically abnormal and mechanical degradations.
Geomorphologically it corresponds to the region of
Skybovi (Outter) Carpathians. The territory of the soil
degradation county is occupied by two districts: Staryi
Sambir and Turka-Skole.
C.1.1 Staryi Sambir soil-degradation district of
distribution of water erosion, screes, shifts, occupies
the northeast part of Beskyd, partly coinciding with
the borders of geomorphological district of the Upper
Dniester Beskyd. The territory is characterized by of
low mountainous terrain, with comparatively soft countours. Absolute heights range within 600–800 m. Soil
cover is represented by brown earth of mountaneous-
forest, brown earth-podzolized, sod and alkaline gleyed
soils. Agricultural cultivation of the territory is at a low
level, the lands are mostly used for pastures and hayfields. Cultivation is distributed in small structures in
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valleys of wide rivers, steep and gently sloping slopes
of water divides. Among degradation processes, there
occurs mechanical degradation (water and pasture erosion, reclamation, siltification, abrasion of river banks),
physical degradation (overconsolidation, de-structuring,
block formation). Geoecologically anomalous processes
are broadly distributed – shifts, windthrows. Touristic-
recreation degradation of soils and soil cover is becoming common.
C.1.2 Turka-Skole soil-degradation district of distribution of geoeconomically anomalous phenomena
occupies the south and southwest part of Beskids, its
borders coinside with geomorphological district Skole
Beskids (Marynych et al., 2003). In soil cover, brown
earth mountaneous-forest, turfy-brown earth soils,
and small areas are occupied by alkaline-brown earth
soils dominate. Most areas of the land fund are forests,
whereas agricultural lands occupy relatively small areas. Degradation processes are related to geoecological
anomalies, specifically windthrows, screes, more rarely –
shifts, sometimes with avalanches. Erosion degradation
is caused by linear and area erosion in tilled areas, abrasion of river banks. Touristic-recreation degradation of
soils and soil cover is also common (Saliepova, 1959).
C.1.3 Stryi-Sian soil-degradation district of distribution of geoecologically anomalous and mechanical
degradation processes. It is located in the basin of the
upstream Stryi and Sian. It is characterized by combination of low mountaneous and low mountain-hollow
areas with terrace-valleys. Geomorphologically it corresponds to Stryi-Sian Verhovyna. It is an old and densely
populated, well cultivated territory. The tilled area accounts for 36.9 %, pastures and hayfields – 24.5 % and
forests – around 30 %. The area of agricultural lands is
too large for a mountaneous territory, and the anthropogenic pressure on soils and soil cover is evaluated
as high. Soil cover of the territory comprises brown
earth mountaneous-forest, sod-brown earth podzolized
and gleyed soils, and spots of brown earth-podzolized
gleyey soils occur. Degradation processes have been
caused by the distribution of mechanialc degradation,
particularly planar and linear erosions. Physical degradation has led to excessive compaction of cultivated
soils. Among geoecological anomalies, shifts are common, and also screes occur at some places. Recently,
tourism and recreation have been developing, leading to
touristic-recreation degradation of soils and soil cover.
C. 2 Verkhovyna soil-degradation county with dominance of geoecologically anomalous and mechanical
degradations of soils, occupies the southern part of
Lviv Oblast. Due to structural-lithological peculiarities,
low-mountaineous relief has developed in this territory,
with dominance of Ancient long valleys, which has received name “Upper Verhovynsky”. Absolute heights
range 450–500 to 800 m. Within the soil-degradation
county, three districts were distinguished: Stryi-Sian
and Volodil-Verhovyna.
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C.2.1 Vododil-Verhovynsky soil-degradation district
is in the marginal southwest, the highest part of Lviv
Oblast. Absolute heights in the area reach 1,408.3 m
(Pikui Mountain). Relative elevation above Sian-Stryi
Verhovyna reaches 700–900 m. Slopes of the crest are
steep, there are often rocky outcrops, accumulations
of blocks, stone placers. Soil cover is represented by
brown earth montane-forest and sod-brown earth soils,
mostly pebbley and stony. Soils are taken over by forest vegetation, montane pastures and hayfields. Among
the degradation processes, there are screes, and avalanches occur (Voitkiv and Pozniak, 2009).
All across Lviv Oblast, there occurs such a type of
geoeconomical anomaly as neotectonic elevations that
lead to change in the basis of erosion, and therefore to
activation of erosive degradation of soils and soil cover.
In tilled areas, common degradations are related to
agricultural exhaustion of soils due to failure to adhere
to the norms and doses of introduction of organic and
mineral fertilizers. Such phenomena are present in the
distinguished soil-degradation districts.
In general, the performed soil-degradation zoning
shall contribute to the development of measures to
minimize degradation processes, increasing productivity
of agricultural lands, protection of agricultural lands,
and protection of soils in general.
Conclusions
Soil-degradation zoning of Lviv Oblast has been
carried out for the first time. We distinguished 2 soildegradation countries, 3 soil-degradation zones, 5 soildegradation provinces, 14 soil-degradation counties and
31 soil-degradation districts. Soil-degradation zoning
is considered to be distinguishing certain territories
united by the same factors of soil formation, similar
soil cover, anthropogenic pressure and its duration,
which have caused the development of single-type
degradation processes or combination of several
types of degradation. Grouping degradation processes
into types and kinds was conducted according to the
typologies developed in Ukraine.
Common degradations in soils of Lviv Oblast are
water and wind erosions, excessive compaction and
loss of structure, dehumification, dessication and aridisation, pyrogenic degradation, contamination by agrochemicals, domestic and industrial wastes, acidification, etc. The status of the soils and land resources of
the territory of the study is close to critical.
Soil-degradation zoning of the territory shall help
in optimizing the use of soils by providing protective
measures, concervation of severely degraded lands,
allow the fertility of degraded lands to be increased,
and most importantly prevent the further activation of
degrading processes and protect soils, – our priceless
treasure. The soil-degradation zoning we proposed has
important methodologic significance. We recommend
that this procedure be carried out for other regions, as
well as the territory of Ukraine in general.
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The geographical location, current state and forecasting of development of renewable energy
facilities within Lviv region
Yevhen A. Ivanov, Diana A. Krychevska, Mariia R. Lopushanska, Olga V. Pylypovych
Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, Lviv, Ukraine, yevhen.ivanov@lnu.edu.ua
Abstract. Ukraine, as a member of the European Energy Community, has committed itself
to achieve a share of 12 % renewables in its final energy generation by 2025 and a share of
at least 25 % by 2035 (including all hydropower and thermal energy capacities). In 2019,
the share of renewables in electricity generation in Ukraine was only 4 %. Renewables
produce 4 % of total electricity production in Lviv region. According to this indicator, the region is the leader in the Western Ukraine.
The paper analyzes the geographical location and the current state of renewable energy facilities in the Lviv region and forecasting their
further development. As of July 1, 2020, in Lviv region there are 67 renewable energy facilities with a total capacity of over 310 MW.
Most of the renewables supply electricity to the integrated energy system at a “green” tariff. They include two wind power plants with
a total capacity of 33.9 MW in Staryy Sambir district; 59 industrial solar power plants with a total capacity of over than 275 MW in 15
administrative districts of Lviv region, Boryslav and Chervonohrad cities; two mini hydropower plants with a total capacity of 0.576
MW in Drohobych and Turka districts; three mini heat and electricity production plants running on biomass and producing electricity
and thermal energy (Radekhiv heat and electricity production plant with a capacity of 2.4 MW, other heat and electricity production
plants with a total capacity of 3.66 MW); one biomass electricity production plant operating in the Eco-Mit LLC pig farm in the village
of Batyatychi in Kamianka-Buzka district. In addition, 985 solar electricity production plants at private households were built in 20
administrative districts and 9 cities in the region. Their total capacity is over 19 MW, which is equivalent to average capacity of one
industrial solar electricity production plant. The leader in the number of industrial facilities for renewable energy is Yavoriv district,
where almost half of the total renewables’ capacity of Lviv region is concentrated. The largest number of solar electricity production
plants of private households is located in Pustomyty and Yavoriv districts, and Lviv city, whereas the lowest number in mountainous
areas, particular in Turka and Skole districts. As of January 1, 2020, solar energy constituted 70 % of renewable energy in Lviv region.
At the same time, according to the Development Strategy of Lviv region for the period of 2021–2027, the largest share in the structure
of electricity production belongs to wind energy. The development of renewable energy in Ukraine depends on the rate of “green” tariff.
The actual financial stimulus has led to a rapid increase in the share of renewables in total electricity generation in Ukraine and Lviv
region in particular. Promising areas for renewable energy in Lviv region are wind and bioenergy developments.
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Географічне розташування, сучасний стан і прогнозування розвитку обʼєктів відновлюваної
енергетики в межах Львівської області
Є. А. Іванов, Д. А. Кричевська, М. Р. Лопушанська, О. В. Пилипович
Львівський національний університет імені Івана Франка, Львів, yevhen.ivanov@lnu.edu.ua
Анотація. Україна, як член Європейського енергетичного співтовариства, взяла зобов’язання до 2025 року досягти частки
енергії, що генерується відновлюваними джерелами, до рівня 12 % від загального первинного постачання енергії та не менше
25 % – до 2035 року (включаючи всі гідрогенеруючі потужності і термальну енергію). У 2019 році частка відновлюваних
джерел енергії у виробництві електроенергії в Україні становила лише 4 %. У Львівській області встановлено близько 6 % таких
потужностей і 4 % ‒ у структурі загального виробництва електроенергії. За цим показником регіон є лідером на заході України.
У роботі проаналізовано географічне розташування і сучасний стан обʼєктів відновлюваної енергетики у Львівській області
та прогнозування їхнього подальшого розвитку. Станом на 01.07.2020 р. на Львівщині функціонує 67 об’єктів відновлюваної
енергетики загальною потужністю понад 310 МВт. Більшість з обʼєктів подають електроенергію в об’єднану енергетичну систему
за “зеленим” тарифом. До них відносять дві вітрові електростанції в межах Старосамбірського району, загальною потужністю 33,9
МВт; 59 промислових сонячних електростанцій на території 15 адміністративних районів та у містах Борислав і Червоноград,
загальною потужністю понад 275 МВт; дві міні гідроелектростанції в межах Дрогобицького і Турківського районів, загальною
потужністю 0,576 МВт; три міні теплових електростанцій, що працюють на біомасі та виробляють електричну і теплову енергію
(Радехівська ТЕС потужністю 2,4 МВт, інші теплові електростанції загальною потужністю 3,66 МВт); одна біоенергетична
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установка, що працює на основі свинокомплексу ТзОВ “Еко-Міт” у с. Батятичі Кам’янко-Бузького району. Окрім цього у регіоні
побудовано 985 сонячних електростанцій приватних домогосподарств на території 20‑ти адміністративних районів і 9‑ти міст
загальною потужністю понад 19 МВт, що рівноцінно середній потужності промислової сонячної електростанції. Лідером за
кількістю промислових об’єктів відновлюваної енергетики є Яворівський район, де зосереджено практично половину усієї
встановленої потужності регіону. Найбільша кількість сонячних електростанцій приватних домогосподарств розміщено
у Пустомитівському, Яворівському районах і м. Львів, найменша – у гірській місцевості, зокрема у Турківському і Сколівському
районах. Станом на 01.01.2020 рік, у структурі виробництва електроенергії у Львівській області від об’єктів відновлювальної
енергетики понад 70 % припадало на сонячну енергетику. Водночас, відповідно до Стратегії розвитку Львівської області на
період 2021‒2027 років, більшу частку у структурі виробництва електричної енергії відведено вітровій енергетиці. Розвиток
відновлюваної енергетики в Україні залежить від ставки “зеленого” тарифу. Власне фінансове стимулювання зумовило стрімке
зростання частки відновлюваних джерел енергії у загальному виробництві електроенергії в Україні та у Львівській області
зокрема. Перспективними напрямами відновлюваної енергетики у Львівській області є розвиток вітрової і біоелектроенергетики.
Ключові слова: відновлювана енергетика, відновлювані ресурси, потужність об’єктів відновлюваної енергетики, декарбонізація,
“зелений” тариф.

Introduction
Such leading countries as USA, Germany, Spain,
Sweden, Denmark and Japan are targeting to reach up
to 50 % of renewables in the total energy balance of the
first half of the XXI century (IRENA, 2020). Ukraine,
as a member of the European Energy Community, has
committed itself to achieve a share of 12 % renewables
it its final energy generation by 2025 and a share of
at least 25 % by 2035 (including all hydropower and
thermal energy capacities) (Energy strategy of Ukraine,
2017). In 2020, the share of renewables in electricity
generation of Ukraine was only 4 %. Therefore,
stimulation of renewable energy development is one of
priorities in the state policy of Ukraine (Kudria, 2015).
The development of solar and wind energy in
our country received a powerful impetus with the
introduction of the “green” tariff in 2008 (Law of
Ukraine, 2009). The main facilities that generate
renewable energy include industrial and private solar
electricity production plants (SPPs), wind ectricity
production plants (WPPs), small hydropower plants
(SHPPs), and bioelectricity production plants.
The lionʼs share (65 %) of SEPPs and WEPPs is
concentrated in five southern regions of the country:
Kherson (16 %), Zaporizhzhia (16 %), Mykolayiv
(12 %), Dnipro (12 %) and Odesa (9 %) (Buslavets,
2019). About 6 % of such capacities are deployed in
Lviv region, and according to this indicator, the region
is the leader in renewable energy in Western Ukraine. In
recent years, we have been observing positive dynamics
in total production of electricity from renewable
sources, which has increased significantly from 3.76
million kWh in 2013 to 318.187 million kWh in 2019
(Pylypovych et al., 2020). Accordingly, in 2019, the
share of renewables was more than 4 % in the structure
of total electricity production in Lviv region (Energy,
environment, 2019).
The purpose of the study is to analyze the
geographical location and current state of renewable
energy facilities in western Ukraine and outline
perspectives for their further development. The study
is aimed at highlighting current issues of renewable
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energy and the impact of renewables on economic
development and environmental state in the region.
The problems are studied on the example of Lviv region
as the leading region in renewable energy in Western
Ukraine.
Materials and methods
The study used data from National Commission
for State Regulation of Energy and Utilities (NCRECP,
2020a, 2000b, 2000c), National Energy Company
“Ukrenergo” (NPC Ukrenergo, 2020), Fuel and Energy
Department for Energy Saving at Lviv Regional State
Administration (Department of Fuel and Energy Sector
and Energy Saving, 2020), as well as information from
Ukrainian and foreign expert publications (Kudria,
2015) and the official website of the State Statistics
Service of Ukraine (Energy, environment, 2019).
The ISO 14064 (ISO 14064, 2006) methodology is
used in the study as a part of international standards for
environmental management of the ISO 14000 series,
which provides a free set of tools for quantitative
assessment programs, monitoring, reporting and
monitoring of greenhouse gas emissions. This standard
is used in many national calculation methods, including
the UK Carbon Trust Standard. Other standard is the
Tool to calculate the emission factor for an electricity
system of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (Tool to calculate the emission factor
for an electricity system, 2018). This technique allows
determining emission coefficients for energy systems.
Results and their analysis
As of July 1, 2020, Lviv region contains 67
renewable energy facilities with a total capacity
of over 310 MW (Fig. 1). Most of the renewables
supply electricity to the integrated energy system at
a “green” tariff. They include two wind electricity
production plants with a total capacity of 33.9 MW in
Staryy Sambir district; 59 industrial solar electricity
production plants with a total capacity of over 275
MW in 15 administrative districts of Lviv region
and cities of Boryslav and Chervonohrad; two mini
hydropower plants with a total capacity of 0.576 MW
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in Drohobych and Turka districts; three mini heat and
electricity production plants running on biomass and
producing electricity and thermal energy (Radekhiv
heat and electricity production plant with a capacity
of 2.4 MW, other heat and electricity production
plants with a total capacity of 3.66 MW); one biomass
electricity production plant operating in the Eco-Mit
LLC pig farm in the village of Batyatychi in Kamianka-
Buzka district. The leader in the number of industrial
facilities for renewable energy is Yavoriv district, where
almost a half of the total renewables’ capacity of Lviv
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region is concentrated. In addition, 985 solar electricity
production plants at private households were built in 20
administrative districts and 9 cities in the region with
a total capacity of over 19 MW, which is equivalent to
the average capacity of one industrial solar electricity
production plant. The largest number of solar electricity
production plants of private households is located in
Pustomyty and Yavoriv districts, and Lviv city; the
lowest in mountainous areas, particular in Turka and
Skole districts) (Department of Fuel and Energy Sector
and Energy Saving, 2020).

Fig 1. The geographical location and capacity of renewable and alternative energy facilities in Lviv region, as of February
2020 (NCRECP, 2020a)
Legend to Fig. 1
No
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10

Name
Ground mounted solar power plants
Radekhiv solar station
Ternovytsia 2 and 4
Ternovytsia Energy
Ternovytsia 1 and 3
Ternovytsia Sunny 2
Ternovytsia Energy 1
Ternovytsia Soniachna 1
Ternovytsia Sunlight 1
Ternovytsia Sunlight 2
Ternovytsia Solar 1
Ternovytsia Solar 2
Ternovytsia Solar Plus 1

Power, MW
8.455
5.940
5.797
5.797
5.797
5.940
5.940
5.940
5.797
13.023
15.537
12.831

No

Name

1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23

Ternovytsia Solar Plus 2
Yavoriv‑1, phase I
Yavoriv‑1, phase II
Ozerna
Pryozerna
Vorotsiv
Staroyarychivska
Nagirne
Shchyrets‑1
Shchyrets‑2
Semenivka
Hlyniany‑1
Hlyniany‑2

Power, MW
15.537
36.753
36.753
9.900
9,940
3.201
2.745
1.795
2.035
4.488
1.141
3.346
17.952
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No

Name

Power, MW

No

1.24
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.31
1.32
1.33
1.34

Sambirska
Sambirska‑2
Pivdenna
Pivnichna
Rozdilska
Khodoriv
Boryslavska
Boryslavska‑2
Dobrivlyany
Dobrivlyany‑2
Gnizdychiv
Rooftop solar electricity production plants
Chervonograd
Velykyi Doroshiv‑1
Sukhovolia‑1
Malekhiv
Zapytiv
Horodok
72 Heroiv UPA str., Lviv
36 Schyretska str., Lviv
Sknyliv
10 Plastova str., Lviv
2 Buzkova str., Lviv
Vynnyky‑1

3.116
4.982
9.949
9.949
19.898
4.212
8.452
0.326
5.768
10.122
2.158

2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12

3.1
0.628
1.000
1.037
2.000
0.500
0.181
0.220
0.619
0.189
0.980
0.700
0.248

4.1
4.2
4.3
5.1
5.2
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Name

Power, MW

Vynnyky‑2
Pidberiztsi
Lysynychi
Chyshky
Sokilnyky
Stilsko
Sambir
Boryslavska, Syntez‑1
Rozvadiv
Hrybovets
Community solar electricity production plants
Variazhska
Wind electricity production plants
Staryy Sambir‑2
Staryy Sambir‑1
Skhidnytska (Truskavetska)
Small hydroelectric power plants
Novoshytska
Yavirska
Bioenergy facilities
Polove
Rava-Ruska
Batyatychi
Truskavets

1.403
0.218
no data
0.567
0.066
no data
0.748
1.110
no data
0.211
no data
20.700
13.200
0.800
0.165
0.450
2.400
2.160
no data
1.500

As of January 1, 2020, solar energy constituted
70 % of renewable energy in Lviv region (Department
of Fuel and Energy Complex Sector and Energy
Saving, 2020) (Fig. 2). At the same time, according
to the Development Strategy of Lviv region for the
period of 2021–2027, the largest share in the structure

of electricity production is given to wind energy
(Development strategy of Lviv region for the period
of 2021–2027) (Fig. 3). Besides, biothermal electricity
production plants and biogas plants are planned to
increase energy generation.

Fig. 2. The structure of electricity production by renewable
energy facilities in Lviv region, in 2019 (NCRECP, 2020a)

Fig. 3. . The forecast of electricity production by renewable
energy facilities in Lviv region until 2023. (Development
strategy of Lviv region for the period 2021–2027, 2020)

We will describe in more details the main directions
in development of renewable and alternative energy in
Lviv region.
Solar energy. The main natural prerequisite for
the development of solar energy in a given region is
availability of climatic resources for solar energy. In
modern applied researches, when planning a network of
SES and calculating their potential power, such indicator
as global horizontal radiation (insolation) (kWh/m2)
is applied. It indicates the power of electromagnetic

radiation per area square, received from the Sun in the
wavelength range of the measuring instrument. In other
words, it is solar radiation, integrated in time (intensity
of solar radiation).
Lviv region is located in a zone where global
horizontal radiation, according to the informational
resource SolarGIS, fluctuates within 1.100–1.150 kWh/
m2 (SolarGIS. iMaps, 2020) (Fig. 4). Compared to other
regions of Ukraine, Lviv region is in the fourth zone
with the lowest rate of solar radiation intensity. At the
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Fig. 4. Global horizontal radiation in Lviv region and total capacity of industrial (ground mounted and rooftop) solar electricity
production plants within administrative districts (Lopushanska, 2019)

same time, Lviv region is one of the leaders in SES
deployment in western Ukraine. In general, insolation
index in Lviv region is of 1.120–1.130 kWh/m2. The
highest numbers (over 1.140 kWh/m2) are typical for
south-eastern plain areas of the region (Zhydachiv,
Mykolaiv, Pustomyty districts) (Lopushanska, 2019).
The first industrial solar electricity production
plant in Lviv region started operating at the end of
2012 in Ralivka village, Sambir district. This 3.116
MW plant was built by Eco-Optima LLC together
with Czech investors on a piece of land unsuitable for
agricultural production with an area of more than 20
hectares. In December 2016, a license was received and
a “green” tariff was agreed for the rooftop Boryslav SES
“Syntez‑1” with a capacity of 1.14 MW. Generally, the
green tariff rates for each business entity in Ukraine
that uses renewable energy sources are set on the
basis of a resolution of the National Commission for
State Regulation of Energy and Utilities and published
quarterly on its official website (NCRECP, 2020b).
Today there are 59 industrial SES in Lviv region.
The distribution of electricity production from them is

uneven. The largest capacity (140 MW) is generated by
15 SESs, which were built in Yavoriv district near the
village of Ternovytsia. These power plants are located
in the quarry and dump areas of Yavoriv state mining
and chemical enterprise “Sirka”. Solar energy stations
in Mykolayiv (39.8 MW), Zolochiv (21.6 MW) and
Stryy (15.9 MW) districts also are singled out with
their significant capacities. There are no industrial
SESs in the mountainous areas of the region, neither
in Peremyshliany nor Busk districts.
Most industrial solar electricity production plants
in the region are located in the area with sufficient
insolation (1.130–1.139 kWh/m2), except Boryslav
SES, which is located on the edge of the mountainous
part of the Carpathians, where the insolation rate is
relatively lower (1.110–1.119 kW year/m2). Eight
stations were built in the area with the highest insolation
rate (Pustomyty, Mykolaiv and Zhydachiv districts), but
their total capacity is much lower than the capacity of
stations built in Yavoriv district.
In recent years, the number of private SES in the
region is growing. The first private SES with a capacity
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of 4 kW and 10 kW were built in 2014 in Solonka
village in Pustomyty district. A significant leap in the
deployment of household SES has taken place since
August 2018. Most of them are in Pustomyty district
(155 private households), as well as in Lviv city (65)
and Yavoriv district (58). This is due to the developed
energy infrastructure that enables to connect new
ground mounted or rooftop household SES, as well
as due to a relatively higher level of income in Lviv
city and the mentioned districts. As for the cities of
regional subordination in Lviv region, most private SES
are deployed in cities of Drohobych (21), Stryy (19),
and Boryslav (18). As a rule, a positive trend towards
increase of private households SES is observed in every
district of Lviv region. This is due to higher public
awareness and interest for green energy. A significant
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number of residents invest in household SES because of
the availability of state support programs for soft loans,
opportunity to sell excessive electricity at a “green”
tariff, and in order to receive environmentally friendly
electricity.
It is planned to expand the network of municipal
SES in Sokal district, to build 9 more ground mounted
and 18 rooftop industrial SES in the region in the future
period of 2020–2024 (Plan of Distribution System of
the PJSC “Lvivoblenergo”, 2020) (Fig. 5). However,
given the insignificant solar potential of Lviv region
and the introduction of “green auctions” from January
1, 2020 for SES with a capacity of more than one MW,
interest of investors to fund in renewables in the region
may rapidly fall down.

Fig. 5. The geographical location and capacity of the projected renewable energy facilities in Lviv region for the period of
2020–2024 (NCRECP, 2020c)
Legend to the Fig. 5
No
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
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Name

Power, MW

Community solar electricity production plants
(Khorobriv
Tartakiv
Korchiv
Belz city council
Velyki Mosty
Chervonohrad

2.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
2.50

No
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Name
Power, MW
Ground mounted solar electricity production plants
Rava-Ruska
4.50
Dobrosyn
9.98
Kulykiv
3.00
Zabolotsi
6.00
Nahirne-Buhovychi
1.60
Horodok
1.20
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No
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17
3.18
4.1
4.2
4.3

Name
Vynnyky
Boryslav
Volodymyrtsi
Rooftop solar electricity production plants
Vuzlove
Zvertiv
Zhornyska
Ivano-Frankove
Lviv, Danylo Apostol str.
Lviv, Schyretska str.
Lviv, Dozvilna str.
Lviv, Zelena str.
Lviv, Buzkova str.
Lviv, Pekarska str.
Hlyniany‑1
Hlyniany‑2
Kyivets‑1
Kyivets‑2
Drohobych‑1
Drohobych-2
Boryslav
Lanivka
Wind electricity production plants
Sokalska
Pozdymyr
Bobroyidy

Power, MW

No

2.00
9.00
9.90

4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16

2.00
1.30
1.00
1.20
1.70
0.36
0.04
0.08
0.70
0.045
0.40
0.40
0.996
0,996
0.74
0.56
no data
no data

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11

45.20
15.00
14.00

An important environmental factor in the
development of renewable energy in the world is the
decarbonization of electricity production. Combustion
of fossil fuels (natural gas, coal, peat, etc.) generates
a significant amount of greenhouse gas emissions.
Therefore, a lot of countries are switching to alternative
energy sources that operate without emissions and
produce a significant amount of electricity.
Standards and methodologies Tool to calculate
the emission factor for an electricity system of the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (Tool
to calculate the emission factor for an electricity system,
2018) were used to assess the reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions in Lviv region. This techniques allows
to determine emission factors for energy systems.
According to the calculations, in 2019 during the
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Name

Power, MW

Yavoriv Energo 2
Yavoriv Energo
Cherlianske Peredmistia
Yarom-4
Yarom-6
Opaka village
Yasenytsia Power
Skolivska (Ltd. Orivska WPP)
Skolivska (Ltd. Skolivska WPP)
Yarom
Karpatska
Yarom-1
Skolivska
Small hydroelectricity production plants
Ulvivok, Sokal Reservoir
Dobrotvirska SHEP, Dobrotvir
Storonybaby
Lypytsi (Kolodruby)
Lypytska (Hirska)
Nyzhnie Syniovydne (Hirske)
Boryslavska
Dovhe
Nyzhnia Stynava
Nyzhnie Syniovydne
Verhnie Syniovydne

50.00
150.00
1.50
18.00
6.60
50.00
no data
53.20
60.00
7.00
36.00
10.00
40.00
0.98
no data
no data
0.20
0.20
no data
0.36
2.00
no data
no data
no data

operation of SES there was a reduction of CO2 emissions
by 184.0 thousand tons per year (Table 1).
Wind energy. Wind energy resources of the
region are classified with relation to average annual
wind speed and the average annual Mean Wind Power
Density at altitudes of 10 m, 50 m, and 100 m from
the ground (Energy: Past, Present and Future, 2013).
Mean Wind Power Density, measured in W/m2, depends
on the average wind speed, rush wind flow (gust) and
variability, air density, local terrain factors, etc.
Mean Wind Power Density and wind speed indicators at the level of 1‒50 m are more important
in studying the wind potential for the deployment of
home wind turbines. Modern industrial electricity production plants typically use wind at altitudes above
100 m above the surface. According to the informa-

Table 1. Calculations of CO2 emission reductions in Lviv region for main sources of renewable energy, as of 1.01.2020
Indicators

Solar power plants

Wind power plants

Industrial capacity, MW
Power factor,%
Expected growth of electricity production, GW
Auxiliary costs,%
Expected amount of electricity supplied to the grid, GW
Baseline emission factor, t
Baseline emissions, thousand tons of CO2
Designed emissions and leakages
Total emissions reduced, thousand tons of CO2 per year
Total, thousand tons of CO2 per a year

206.216
17
230.00
0
230.00
0.8
184.00
0
184.00

33.900
50
86.36
0
86.36
0.8
69.09
0
69.09
254.45

Small hydroelectric
power plants
0.576
80
1.83
2
1.83
0.748
1.37
0
1.37
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tional Internet resource Global Wind Atlas 3.0, the average Mean Wind Power Density for the territory of
Ukraine at the altitude of 100 m is 293 W/m2, and the
average wind speed is 7.49 m/s (Global Wind Atlas,
2020). According to experts, the use of wind turbines in
Ukraine for electricity generation in industrial scale is
most effective on the Azov-Black Sea coast, in Odesa,
Kherson, Zaporizhzhia, Donetsk, Luhansk, Mykolayiv
regions, Crimea and the Carpathians (Energy strategy
of Ukraine, 2017).
As for Lviv region, the wind potential at a height
of 100 m is as follows: Mean Wind Power Density is
371 W/m2 (from 193 W/m2 to 549 W/m2), the average wind speed is 6.6 m/s (5.44‒7.75 m/s). The best
areas to deploy wind power plants in Lviv region are
Volyn Height, Skyb Carpathians (over 424 W/m2),
Pre-Carpathian Height, Podil Height (over 321 W/m2)
and the San River area. They belong to Sokal, Staryy
Sambir, Skole, Turka, Mostyska, and Drohobych administrative districts.
It should be noted that despite the high wind potential in the mountainous part of the region and in Podil
Height, the possibilities of deploying wind power plants
there are limited due to availability of nature reserves
and areas of the Emerald Network.
The development of wind energy in Lviv region
began in 1997 with the construction of Skhidnytsia
(Truskavets) wind electricity production plant, which
was built to study the efficiency of wind electricity production plants in the Carpathians. It is a pilot wind electricity production plant with total capacity of 750 kW.
The electricity production plant has seven American
wind turbines of the USW 56–100 type, manufactured
in Ukraine under license.
Staryy Sambir‑1 wind electricity production plant
(two turbines) with a total installed capacity of 6.6 MW
started operating in 2015 and will supply electricity at
a “green” tariff until 2030. This is the first wind electricity production plant in Western Ukraine and in the
mountainous area of Ukrainian Carpathians. Wind electricity production plant “Staryy Sambir‑2” (Strilbychi
village) with a capacity of 20.7 MW was deployed in
2017. Thus, today there are two industrial and one experimental wind stations with a total capacity of 34.65
MW in Lviv region today.
In future, in accordance with the Development
Strategy of Lviv region for the period of 2021–2027,
it is planned to build 16 more wind electricity production plants in eight districts of the region with a total
installed capacity of over 505 MW (Fig. 5). This capacity of the wind electricity production plants is comparable with the capacity of Dobrotvir Power Heat and
Electricity Production Plant. The largest capacities
are planned to be commissioned in Yavoriv (2 facilities with 200 MW) and Skole (4 facilities with 160.2
MW) districts.
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In general, the development of wind energy is promising for the region. However, modern wind turbines
are extremely expensive when compared to solar panels. There is a number of restrictions for their deployment. In particular, it is important to take into account
the impact on the avifauna and сhiroptera fauna of the
surrounding areas. Another important aspect is a significant number of special documents needed to put a wind
electricity production plant into operation.
Methodology used: Tool to calculate the emission
factor for an electricity system (2018) allows determining the emission coefficients for energy systems.
According to calculations in 2019, a wind electricity production plant reduces CO2 emissions by 69.1
thousand tons/year by reducing fuel combustion (see
Table 1).
Small hydropower energy
Energy of small rivers is a mechanical energy
of a water flow where water moves down along
the slope because of its mass. This energy is used
at hydroelectricity production plants. In general, in
Ukraine, small hydroelectricity production plants are
facilities of up to 10 MW, mini-hydropower plants are
from 0.1 to 1.0 MW, and micro-hydropower plants – up
to 0.1 MW. Depending on water pressure, the facilities
perform functions of a dam, derivation and mixed
functions.
According to experts, the hydroelectricity potential
of Lviv region is 1.814 million kWh per a year that is
the second best rate in Ukraine after Zakarpattia region
(4.523 million kWh/year) (Samchenko, 2018). The
mountainous terrain contributes significantly to hydro
potential of the region.
The first small hydroelectricity production plant in
Lviv region was built in Storonybaby village of Busk
district in 1911. Seven small hydroelectricity production
plants operated in Lviv region last century, five of which
are already not operational today. As of 2020, only two
SHEPPs are operational in the region: Yavirska SHEPP
on the Stryy River (Yavora village, Turka district) and
Novoshytska SHEPP on the Bystrytsa River (Novoshychi
village, Drohobych district). In 2019, Yavirska SHEP
generated 1.256.8 thousand kWh of electricity and
Novoshytska SHEPP – 570.8 thousand kWh.
In accordance with the Small Hydroelectricity
Development Program of Ukraine, there were identified
sites for the construction of 34 micro- and minihydroelectricity plants with a total capacity of 24 MW
(Samchenko, 2018) in Lviv region by 2020. However,
these measures were not implemented. At the beginning
of 2020, new projects were developed for construction
of 11 SHEPPs in Lviv region. Most of them should
be located in the river valleys: the Dniester River (2
SHEPPs in Mykolayiv district), the Stryy River (3
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SHEPPs in Drohobych and Skole districts), the Opir
River (1 SHEPP in Skole district), and the Western Buh
River (1 SHEPP in Busk district), Stynavka River (1
SHEPP in Stryy district). In addition, it is planned to
build a hydroelectricity production plant at existing
reservoirs in the cities of Boryslav and Dobrotvir, and
in Ulvivok village, Sokal district (see fig. 5).
It should be noted that modern scientific, technical
and environmental studies of the areas near small
hydroelectricity production plants indicate on low
efficiency of SHEPP operation and unreasonable use
of the “green” tariff. One of the biggest environmental
problems is a significant reduction in water flow in river
sections, located downstream from small hydropower
plants. Such dramatic water loss is associated with the
fact that business entities fill the reservoir to generate
electricity and therefore reduce water flow downstream.
For example, we have analyzed the impact of the
Yavirska SHEPP on changes in water flow in the Stryy
River. We compared the dynamics of daily water flow
loss in low water (2003) and high water (2008) years
in two hydrological sections: in Zavadivka village
(upstream from the SHEPP) and Yasenytsia village
(downstream from the SHEPP). It should be noted
that the distance between two hydrological sections
is 24 km, and on this section, 14 first-order streams,
13 second-order streams, 8 third- and higher-order
streams, including such wide rivers as the Yablunka
and the Yasenytsia, flow into the Stryy River. Thus, this
section of the riverbed has a dense water supply network,
is well supplied with water, and water flow loss in the
lower section should be higher than in the upper section.
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The results of the analysis showed that in the
autumn-winter period of a low water year in 2003,
in particular on some days in October, November
and December, in Yasenytsa section, water flow loss
was lower than in the Zavadivka section (Fig. 6). The
analysis carried out in the summer of 2008 confirmed
that the results of water flow loss in two sections are
close, and on some days in August and November they
are lower in the lower section (Fig. 7).
Such fluctuations in loss of water flow are dangerous
both for the river ecosystem and for ecosystem of the
station reservoir, and especially for hydro biological,
thermal conditions, as well as for oxygen and bio
productive regimes (Mykitchak, Shtupun, 2017). In
addition, reduced water flow in a mountain river poses
a social risk, as the Stryy River basin is a source of
water supply for domestic, industrial and recreational
needs of the population.
Among the existing projects for the construction of
SHEPPs on the Stryy River, the project in Dovhe village,
Drohobych district, where the construction of a 2 MW
station is planned, is of a particular concern. A scientific
analysis of the Environmental Impact Assessment
report on the construction of this facility and relevant
river channel regulation works on the Stryy river
(Construction and operation of small hydroelectricity
production plant (SHEPP) capacity to 2.0 MW, 2019)
showed that it contains numerous inaccuracies and
false information. Therefore, we believe that due to the
inefficiency of this station and significant environmental
risks for the aquatic environment and floodplain area
of the Stryy River, the construction of this facility is
inadequate.

Fig. 6. Dynamics of daily water flow loss for river sections located upstream and downstream from Yavirska SHEPP in low
water year of 2003 (blue line – Stryy River, Zavadivka village; red line – Stryy River, Yasenytsia village) (Pylypovych, Ivanov,
Mykitchak, & Shtupun, 2020)
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Fig. 7. Dynamics of daily water flow loss for river sections located upstream and downstream from Yavirska SHEPP in a high
water year of 2008 (blue line – Stryy River, Zavadivka village; red line – Stryy River, Yasenytsia village) (Pylypovych, Ivanov,
Mykitchak, & Shtupun, 2020)

Thus, small hydroelectricity production plants
may have low economic but significant negative
environmental impact. Despite widespread calls for the
feasibility of using “green” energy, comparing results
of the amount of produced electricity with the amount
of environmental losses are clearly not in favor for
the construction of small hydroelectricity production
plants. After all, the volume of SHEPPs electricity
production is insignificant, but their location on natural
areas with great environmental value, causes significant
environmental losses. Given the climate change, clearly
visible in Ukraine, artificial loss in water flow, caused
by SHEPPs, is dangerous and unjustified.
Standards and methodology used: Tool to calculate
the emission factor for an electricity system of the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.
This methodology allows determining the emission
coefficients for energy systems. According to
calculations in 2019, during the operation of one SHEPP,
CO2 emissions are reduced by 1,367.1 tons/year by
reducing fuel combustion (see the Table 1).
Biomass energy
Lviv region has a significant potential in such a form
of an alternative energy source as biomass. The concept
of biomass or “renewable organic energy” means such
organic substances that can be used to produce heat,
electricity, and liquid organic fuel (Energy strategy
of Ukraine, 2017). These are by-products, waste and
residues of forestry and agriculture (pellets, wood
chips, sawdust, sunflower husk, straw, etc.), fishery,
and technologically related with them industries, as
well as a component of industrial or household wastes
that can undergo biological decomposition.
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According to experts, the total energy potential of
biomass in Lviv region is 2,604.8 million m3, which
is more than double the consumption of natural gas
(1.169 million m3). Having established the production
of biodiesel, bioethanol, biogas from organic wastes, the
region may completely refrain from the consumption
of natural gas (Bashinskaya, 2017). In general, the total
technically achievable potential of biomass of Lviv
region is 1.12 million tons of conventional fuel per
a year, which is 3.3 % of the national figure.
Today, there are three mini- heat and electricity
production plants (HEPPs) in the region, which are
running on biomass and producing both electricity and
heat. Mini-HEPPs in Radekhiv district (Polove village)
uses wood processing waste from Mebel-Service LLC
(Hoholiv village). Its electric production capacity is
2.4 MW and its heat production capacity is 7.5 MW. It
provides thermal energy to the wood drying chamber, as
well as to operational facilities. In addition to heating,
the steam turbine also generates electricity, which is
distributed to the unified energy system of Ukraine.
The other two biomass HEPPs are managed by
“Rava-Ruska Teplostantsiya” Ltd. Thanks to this
project, four coal-fired boilers in Rava-Ruska city were
converted to use wood chips as fuel. One more TPP is
located in Truskavets and provides thermal energy to
the Pearl of Prykarpattia sanatorium, which makes it
possible to replace 420,000 m³ of gas per year.
Additionally, there is one bioenergy unit in Lviv
region at Eco-Meat LLC pig-breeding farm in the village
of Batyatychi, Kamianka-Buzka district. There are also
15 enterprises in Kamianka-Buzka, Zolochiv, Radekhiv,
and Drohobych districts, which are specializing in the
production of fuel briquettes and pellets from wood and
other natural raw materials (straw, sunflower stalks,
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sunflower husk, corn, etc.). Such fuel briquettes and
pellets are used in private households for heating
residential premises.
Conclusions
Based on the analysis of location, current state and
perspectives of renewable energy facilities development in
Lviv region, the following conclusions have been made:
1. The analysis of geographical preconditions for the
development of renewable energy in Lviv region
showed that the region is not well supplied with
renewable resources. A significant growth in the
development of renewable energy is caused by such
factors as introduction of economic incentives and
interest of local investors. In case of changes in
legislation on economic incentives for renewable
energy, further development of renewable energy
would depend solely on the investors’ interest.
2. Solar energy has been rapidly developing in the
region since 2016. First of all, the impact on the
development of solar was due to lower market prices
for equipment. Unfortunately, Lviv region is not
well supplied with solar resources compared to other
regions of Ukraine. Solar energy is developing in
two directions: industrial and private households.
3. Wind energy is represented by two industrial and
one experimental electricity production plants. The
highest wind potential in the region is fixed in the
area of Skyb Carpathians, Volyn, Pre-Carpathian
and Podil Heights, and River San area. High cost
of wind electricity production plant equipment
and need for an environmental impact assessment
procedure slow down the development of wind
energy. In case of favorable economic factors in
the region, deployment of wind power plants,
with a total installed capacity of over 500 MW,
is planned.
4. According to experts, the hydroelectricity potential
of Lviv region is 1.814 million kWh per a year that
is the second place in Ukraine after Zakarpattia
region. A significant part of the hydro potential
accounts for the mountainous part of the region. It
should be noted that modern scientific, technical
and environmental studies on areas near small
hydroelectricity production plants indicate on low
efficiency of SHEPP operation and unreasonable
use of the “green” tariff. One of the biggest
environmental problems is a significant loss in water
flow in riverbeds, located downstream from small
hydroelectricity production plants. The water flow
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loss is because reservoirs are filled with water in
order to generate electricity. Only two SHEPPs are
operative in Lviv region: Yavirska SHEPP (Stryy
River) and Novoshytska SHEPP (Bystrytsia River).
5. Biomass energy has a significant potential as an
alternative energy source. According to experts, the
total energy potential of biomass is 2,604.8 million
m3, which is more than double the consumption of
natural gas. Today, there are three mini-HEPPs in
the region, running on biomass and producing both
electricity and heat.
6. The development of renewable energy in Ukraine
depends on the rate of “green” tariff. The financial
stimulus has led to a rapid increase in the share
of renewables in total electricity production in
Ukraine and in Lviv region in particular. New
challenges that have arisen since January 1, 2020
with the introduction of “green auctions” for some
renewable energy facilities, where the installed
capacity exceeds a certain limit, pose a risk for
new projects.
7. Unfortunately, due to the COVID‑19 pandemic
and a number of other factors, since March 2020,
the development of large projects in the region has
been suspended due to a significant risk of losses
and unprofitability. It is difficult to predict the future
state of solar energy in Lviv region, because the
region is not well supplied with solar resources, and
instability in the country may affect the deployment
of solar stations. At the same time, close attention
should be paid to the analysis of projects for the
construction of small hydroelectricity production
plants, which have relatively low capacities and
low economic effect, but have a significant negative
impact on the environment. Promising areas for
renewables in Lviv region is the development of
wind energy and bioenergy.
8. The total installed capacity of the projected
renewable energy facilities is over 640 MW. The
most promising areas for the use of renewable
sources in Lviv region are the development of
wind and bioenergy. Since, before constructing of
a wind electricity production plant, it is mandatory
to undergo the environmental impact assessment
procedure, in the next five years, according to
the Unified Register of Environmental Impact
Assessment (http://eia.menr.gov.ua), constructing
14 wind farms with the installed capacity of over
500 MW is planned.
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Environmental assessment of the quality of surface waters in the upper reaches of the Pripyat
basin in Ukraine using different methods
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Abstract. The aim of the study is to assess the quality of river waters in the upper reaches of
the Pripyat River in Ukraine using two methods of environmental assessment of surface water
quality in the relevant categories and to identify the effectiveness of these methods. The main
factors influencing the water quality of the upper reaches of the Pripyat River in the Volyn
region in the absence of large industrial and municipal enterprises in the basin are: the location of quite large rural settlements on the
river bank, many of which do not have centralized drainage; the impact of the water of the Turiya River, which is polluted by domestic
wastewater in Kovel; development of farms during unsatisfactory condition of the reclamation network; increase of anthropogenic pressure
due to construction and plowing of the river. In order to perform ecological assessment of river water quality in the upper reaches of the
Pripyat River, the Methodology of Ecological Assessment of Surface Water Quality by Relevant Categories approved in 1998 in Ukraine
(Methodology‑1998) and the modernized version of this methodology developed in 2012 were used by Ukrainian Research Institute of
Environmental Problems (methodology‑2012). The second method contains improved evaluation method of water quality according
to the criteria of salt composition of water, taking into account the hydrochemical zoning of Ukraine. Analysis of the results obtained
by two methods showed that the average annual salt composition (I1) quality of river waters of the upper Pripyat mainly corresponded
to the 1st, 4th categories of I, III classes (“excellent”, “satisfactory” by condition, and “very clean”, “slightly contaminated” by the
degree of contamination). According to troph-saprobiological (I2) indicators – the 4th category of class III water quality (“satisfactory”
by condition and “slightly polluted” by the degree of pollution). According to the indicators of specific substances of toxic water (I3) –
the 3rd, 5th category II, III classes of water quality (“good”, “mediocre” by condition and “fairly clean”, “moderately polluted” by the
degree of contamination). According to the average annual values of
 integrated ecological indices (IE), obtained by two methods, the
water quality of the upper Pripyat was characterized by the 3rd, 4th categories of II, III classes (“good”, “satisfactory” in condition and
“sufficient”, and “clean”, “slightly contaminated” by the degree of contamination). The results of the assessment of the surface water
quality of the upper reaches of the Pripyat River by two methods showed that the requirements of the method‑2012 are higher to the
salt composition of water than in the method‑1998. According to this method, water quality was characterized by a worse class (III)
compared to the method of 1998, according to which the quality of river waters in the upper reaches of the Pripyat corresponded to
class I. Thus, the method‑2012 sets stricter requirements for environmental assessment of river water quality, which can make it a more
effective mechanism in the field of water protection.
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Екологічна оцінка якості поверхневих вод верхів’я басейну Прип’яті в Україні за різними
методиками
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Анотація. Метою дослідження є оцінка якості річкових вод верхів’я р. Прип’ять в Україні за двома методиками екологічної
оцінки якості поверхневих вод за відповідними категоріями та виявлення ефективності цих методик. Головними чинниками, що
впливають на якість води верхів’я р. Прип’ять у межах Волинської області в умовах відсутності в басейні великих промислових
та комунальних підприємств є: розташування на березі річки досить великих сільських населених пунктів, значна частина з яких
не має централізованого водовідведення; вплив води р. Турія, що забруднюється господарсько-побутовими стічними водами
м. Ковель; розвиток фермерських господарств в умовах незадовільного стану меліоративної мережі; збільшення антропогенного
навантаження через забудову та розорювання заплави річки. Для виконання екологічної оцінки якості річкових вод верхів’я
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Прип’яті використані офіційно затверджена в 1998 р. в Україні «Методика екологічної оцінки якості поверхневих вод за
відповідними категоріями» (методика‑1998) та модернізований варіант цієї методики, розроблений в 2012 р. в Українському
науково-дослідному інституті екологічних проблем (методика‑2012). У другій методиці вдосконалено блок оцінки якості вод за
критеріями сольового складу води з урахуванням гідрохімічного районування території України. Аналіз отриманих результатів
за двома методиками засвідчив, що за середньорічними показниками сольового складу (І1) якість річкових вод верхів’я Прип’яті
в основному відповідала 1‑й, 4‑й категоріям І, ІІІ класів («відмінні», «задовільні» за станом та «дуже чисті», «слабко забруднені»
за ступенем забрудненості). За трофо-сапробіологічними (І2) показниками – 4‑й категорії ІІІ класу якості вод («задовільні» за
станом та «слабко забруднені» за ступенем забрудненості). За показниками специфічних речовин води токсичної дії (І3) – 3‑й,
5‑й категорії ІІ, ІІІ класів якості води («добрі», «посередні» за станом та «досить чисті», «помірно забруднені» за ступенем
забрудненості). За середньорічними значеннями інтегральних екологічних індексів (ІЕ), що отримані за двома методиками,
якість води верхів’я Прип’яті характеризувалася 3‑ю, 4‑ю категоріями ІІ, ІІІ класів («добрі», «задовільні» за станом та «досить
чисті», «слабко забруднені» за ступенем забрудненості). Результати виконаної оцінки якості поверхневих вод верхів’я р.
Прип’ять за двома методиками, показали, що вимоги методики‑2012 є більш високими до показників сольового складу води,
ніж у методиці‑1998. За цією методикою якість води характеризувалася гіршим класом (ІІІ) порівняно з методикою‑1998, за
якою якість річкових вод верхів’я Прип’яті відповідала І класу. Таким чином, в методику‑2012 закладено більш жорсткі вимоги
при проведенні екологічної оцінки якості річкових вод, що може зробити її більш дієвим механізмом в галузі охорони вод.
Ключові слова: верхів’я річки, якість води, екологічна оцінка, методика, індекс, Прип’ять, Волинська область, Україна.

Introduction
The part of the main European watershed, which
separates the surface runoff between the Baltic and
Black Seas is located in the west of the Volyn region.
The Buh River, which flows into the Vistula Basin and
the Baltic Sea (Khilchevskyi, Zabokrytska, etc., 2018;
Khilchevskyi, Grebin, etc., Zabokrytska, 2019), runs
on the western heights of this watershed. The Pripyat
River, the largest right tributary of the Dnipro (Black
Sea basin), originates from the eastern routes of the
main European watershed. The source of the Pripyat
is near the village Budnyky of Kovel district. The river
flows within the Kovel and Kamin-Kashyrski districts
of Volyn region and Varash district of Rivne region.
The names of districts are indicated in accordance
with the reform of administrative-territorial districts in
Ukraine in 2020 (Resolution of the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine, 2020). Near Senchytsi village, Varash district,
Rivne region, Pripyat crosses the state border with the
Republic of Belarus, where it flows through the Polissya
lowland in a valley of the Pinsk marshes. In the lower
reaches (last 50 km) the Pripyat River flows into the
Kyiv region (Ukraine) and near the city of Chornobyl
flows into the Kyiv Dnipro Reservoir. The total length
of the river is 775 km (254 km in Ukraine), the area
of the basin is 114.3 thousand km2 (68.37 thousand
km2 in Ukraine). According to the hydrographic zoning
of the territory of Ukraine in 2016, the Pripyat River
stands out as a separate sub-basin in the Dnipro basin
(Khilchevskyi, Grebin, Sherstyuk, 2019).
A natural feature of the Pripyat sub-basin is that
its upper reaches are located in the Volyn region of
Ukraine. The formation of the chemical composition
of river water begins here, the main features of which
are preserved throughout the length of the river. The
upper reaches of the Pripyat River in the Volyn region
(72 km) have been transformed into the main canal of
the Upper Pripyat drainage system (Kharakterystyka
baseinu r. Prypiat, 2021) which is one of the largest
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canal in Europe. The Upper Pripyat hydroelectricity
production plant is located in Volyn region. It provides
water supply to the Beloozersk water system, which
maintains the water level in the navigable Dnipro-Buh
canal in the territory of Belarus.
The state of the headwaters is important for the
entire river basin, as it has formed one of the largest
natural wetlands in the Polissya region, characterized
by high levels of biodiversity and is extremely valuable
under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. In this
regard, in 2007 the Pripyat-Stokhid National Nature
Park was established in this territory, as well as in other
protected areas of both local and national importance.
The main water and environmental problems of
the Pripyat sub-basin are identified in the river basin
management plan: pollution of water bodies with
organic matter, nutrients, hydromorphological changes.
The last ones are related to drainage reclamation in the
20th century, which led to the diversion of riverbeds,
regulation of runoff (ponds, reservoirs), as well as flood
protection (Holovni vodno-ekolohichni problemy, 2021).
Contamination of river water with organic matter
and nutrients largely takes places due to point sources,
among which the dominant role is played by domestic
wastewater. In addition, in recent years there has been
an active diversion of river banks and floodplains
for country construction, gardening and horticulture
on poor soils with the use of mineral fertilizers and
pesticides. All this contributes to the growth of
pollutants in the river and changes in the riverbed
(Netrobchuk, Olasiuk, 2020).
Therefore, it is important to assess the quality of
surface waters to determine their ecological status, as
well as suitability for using it for various purposes.
In addition, such an assessment is the basis for the
determining of the anthropogenic load on the river
basin, making appropriate management decisions in
the field of use, protection and reproduction of water
resources. It is also relevant for the preservation of
unique wetlands of Volyn Polissya.
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The state of problem’s study
The Pripyat Basin attracts the attention of many
researchers of both surface waters (Babych et al., 2002;
Convention, 2013; Upravlenie, 2012) and groundwater
(Brachet, Valensuela, 2012; Davybida, Tymkiv, 2020).
Regional studies of the hydrochemical regime and
surface water quality of the Pripyat basin in the context
of the entire territory of Ukraine are presented in the
works (Khilchevskyi, Peleshenko, 1987; Khilchevskyi
et al., 2018; Khilchevskyi, Osadchyi et al., 2019;
Khilchevskyi, Sherstyuk et al., 2020). The analysis of
scientific publications also shows that the quality of
river waters is determined not only by the content of
chemicals, but also by the hydrological regime, which
is determined primarily by climatic conditions. In
particular, the studies (Daus, 2019; Vasylenko, 2010)
revealed the impact of land drains amount on water
quality and changes in the characteristics of spring
floods of rivers on the right bank of the Pripyat. In
addition, the scientific works (Morozova, 2011;
Osadchyi, 2012), which revealed the peculiarities
of the formation of the hydrochemical regime of the
Pripyat River in summer and autumn and the chemical
composition of water in water bodies of the National
Nature Park Pripyat-Stokhid are noteworthy. The impact
of the chemical composition of precipitation on water
bodies of Ukraine, as well as long-term fluctuations
in the chemical composition of surface waters and the
relationship with climate change are analyzed in the
works (Khilchevskyi, Kurylo et al., 2019; 2020).
A retrospective analysis of the dynamics of changes
and assessment of the quality of surface waters of
the upper reaches of the Pripyat and its right-bank
tributaries within Western Polissya was performed
in publications (Hopchak, 2017; Netrobchuk, 2007;
2014). Also, considerable attention is paid to the
issues of assessing the state of surface waters of the
Volyn region by the level of anthropogenic pressure,
which are presented in studies (Netrobchuk, 2018 a;
2018 b; Yatsyk et al., 2019). Resources and quality
of surface waters of Ukraine in the conditions of
anthropogenic load and climate change are considered
in the publication (Osadchyi, 2017).
A study of the possibilities of comprehensive
assessment of water quality by different methods and
identification of shortcomings of existing methods,
including water pollution index, complex water
pollution index, generalized environmental index was
performed in the work (Urasov et al., 2007).
The analyzed works on the Pripyat basin used
a methodology for assessing surface water quality by
relevant categories, developed and approved by the
Ministry of Ecology of Ukraine in 1998 (Metodyka,
1998). At the same time, in 2012 the specialists of
the Ukrainian Research Institute of Environmental
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Problems developed and proposed a more innovative
method for assessing water quality by relevant
categories, taking into account the requirements of
the EU Water Framework Directive 2000/60 / EC
(Metodyka, 2012). Therefore, there is a need to conduct
a study to assess the quality of surface waters of the
upper Pripyat using this method.
The Purpose of the Study is to assess the quality
of surface waters of the Pripyat River in Ukraine using
two methods of environmental assessment of surface
water quality in the respective categories (Metodyka,
1998) and (Metodyka, 2012), and to evaluate the effectiveness of these methods.
Materials and methods of research
The following sources of information were used to
determine the ecological assessment of surface water
quality in the upper reaches of the Pripyat River: the
database of the State Agency of Water Resources of
Ukraine “Chysta voda” (2013–2019) and ecological
passports of Volyn and Rivne regions for 2013–2019
(Ecological passport of Volyn region, 2019; Ecological
passport of Rivne region, 2019).
Assessment of river water quality was carried out
by (Metodyka, 1998) and (Metodyka, 2012), which
for ease of use in the text will be referred to as the
method‑1998 and method‑2012. The 2012 methodology
improved the unit for assessing water quality according
to the criteria of water salt composition, taking into
account the hydrochemical zoning of the territory of
Ukraine.
The criterion basis for environmental assessment
of water quality in the relevant categories of both
methods is a system of classifications based on three
blocks of indicators: salt composition of water; troph-
saprobiological (ecological and sanitary) indicators of
water; specific substances of toxic action water.
The block of indicators of salt composition of
water (I1) includes indicators: mineralization, chlorides,
sulfates. Troph-saprobiological block includes:
suspended solids, nitrogen, phosphorus, dissolved
oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD 5). As
there are no data on the presence and concentration of
specific radiation substances in the surface waters of
the Pripyat upstream, the assessment was performed
only for specific substances of toxic water: iron (total),
copper, manganese.
In general, the ecological assessment of water
quality by both methods is: first, to determine the block
indices of water quality for each of the three blocks –
salt composition (I1) of water, troph-saprobiological
(I2) indicators; specific substances of toxic water
(I 3); secondly, in the implementation of the joint
environmental assessment of water quality using the
integrated environmental index (IE) – is calculated as
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the average of the sum of I1, I2, I3; thirdly, these indices
determine the affiliation of waters to a certain class
and category of water quality using environmental
classifications.
Mathematical, comparative-d escriptive,
cartographic methods using the computer program
MapInfo Professional 8.0 were used for the research.
Main material presentation
The area of the
 upper basin of the Pripyat River is
3/4 of the area of the
 Volyn region. Pripyat has a welldeveloped hydrographic network. Most tributaries
are fully or partially canalized as a result of drainage
reclamation. The main tributaries of the upper reaches
of the Pripyat in the Volyn region are the rivers
Vyzhivka, Turiya, Tsyr, Stokhid, Styr (Kharakterystyka
baseinu r. Prypiat, 2021). Characteristics of natural
conditions in the upper reaches of the Pripyat River
are covered in the works (Netrobchuk, Olasiuk, 2020;
Zubkovych, Martyniuk, 2020).
Monitoring points. To study the quality of river
waters in the upper reaches of the Pripyat, 6 points with
available hydrochemical information were selected
(Table 1).
Table 1. Monitoring points in the upper reaches of the Pripyat
in the territory of Ukraine, according to which the ecological
assessment of river water quality was performed according to
(Metodyka, 1998) and (Metodyka, 2012)

River
Pripyat
Pripyat
Pripyat
Vyzhivka
Turiya
Stokhid

Point
Ratne
Lyubyaz
Senchytsi
Yakushiv
Kovel
Lyubeshiv

Where it flows
Dnipro
Dnipro
Dnipro
Pripyat
Pripyat
Pripyat

Region
Volyn
Volyn
Rivne
Volyn
Volyn
Volyn

Three major points were selected on the Pripyat
River: Pripyat River – Ratne township; Pripyat –
Lyubyaz village; Pripyat – Senchytsi village (Rivne
region, border with Belarus). The 3 points were also selected on its tributaries: Vyzhivka River (right tributary
of the Pripyat River) – Yakushiv village; Turiya River
(right tributary of the Pripyat River) – Turiya town,
Kovel; Stokhid River (right tributary of the Pripyat
River) – Stokhid town, Lyubeshiv. Five points represent the state of river waters in the Volyn region. One
point in the territory of Rivne region (Senchytsi village) is involved as the closed one.
Ecological assessment of water quality of the upper
reaches of the Pripyat River in the relevant categories
was performed in accordance with the average annual
values of
 block indices according to the data of 2013–
2019. The results of calculations are presented in the
Fig. 1 and in the Table 2.
Assessment of water quality by block indices. It
should be noted that according to the method of 2012 in
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the component structure of the water salt composition
of water (I1) hydrochemical regions were identified.
Therefore, according to the zoning map of the territory
of Ukraine for water mineralization (Metodyka,
2012), the upper reaches of the Pripyat River belong
to the hydrochemical region – Southern and Eastern
Polissya. Thus, the average long-term values of water
mineralization for the upper reaches of the Pripyat River
were 275 mg/l, which corresponds to the 2nd category
of class II water quality (“very good” in condition,
“clean” in terms of pollution). According to the chloride
content, the water of the upper Pripyat River belongs to
the hydrochemical region of Polissya and Zakarpattia.
The average annual concentration of chloride ions in
the waters of the upper Pripyat River was 34 mg/l and
belonged to category 6 of class IV water quality (“bad”
in condition, “dirty” in the degree of contamination).
Spatially, the waters of the Pripyat river are more
mineralized in the eastern part of the basin, in particular in the observation point of Lyubyaz village with
a long-term average of 269 mg/l and the highest rate
(321 mg/l) in 2017. Among the tributaries, the highest rates of water mineralization of 275 and 341 mg/l,
respectively, were recorded in the basins of the rivers
Vyzhivka and Turiya. In addition, in terms of time, the
highest water salinity of 427 mg/l was recorded in 2019
in the basin of the Turiya River, which is due to the
relatively low rainfall during that year (Khilchevskyi,
Kurylo et al., 2020).
The worst values of chloride ions 24 and 20 mg/l
(2017) and 18.1 and 19.1 mg/l (2019) at an average
long-term value of 17 mg/l, respectively, were recorded in the waters of the basin of the river Turiya river
basin waters and Lyubyaz village. According to the information provided in the environmental passports of
the Volyn region (Ecological passport of Volyn region,
2019) within which the basin chlorine is treated only
those wastewater discharged into the river Turiya near
Kovel. Thus, the increased content of chloride ions in
the river Pripyat near Lyubyaz village can be explained
by the impact of chlorine-contaminated waters of the
Turiya River (Netrobchuk, 2018).
In the space-time aspect, the average annual concentration of sulfate ions ranged from 56 mg/l (2018)
at the observation point of Ratne (central part of the
basin) to 55 mg/l (2017) – Lyubyaz village at perennial averages of 43 and 42 mg/l, respectively. The worst
value of 68 mg/l in 2016 was recorded in the water of
the Stokhid river basin (eastern part of the basin). This
shows that the worst (maximum) values of
 sulfate ions,
in general, are inherent in those areas that are located
near large settlements: Ratne, where wastewater (including that without treatment) is discharged into surface water bodies; village Lyubeshiv, where wastewa-
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Fig. 1. Map of ecological assessment of surface water quality of the upper reaches of the Pripyat River (2013–2019) in the
Volyn region (Ukraine) by (Metodyka, 1998) and (Metodyka, 2012).

ter enters the filtration fields, which are located near
the river Stokhid.
The Fig. 2 shows that the average values of I1 according to the methodology of 2012 varied from 3.5
(2014) to 4.1 (2017) and characterized river waters of
the 3rd category of class II water quality (“good” in
condition, “fairly clean” by the degree of pollution) and

the 4th category of the III class of water quality (“satisfactory” in condition, “slightly polluted” by the degree
of pollution). In 2018–2019, the value of I1 decreased
to 3.8, which corresponded to the 4th category of class
III water quality “satisfactory”, “slightly polluted” water with a tendency to “good”, “fairly clean”. Thus,
there was a tendency to improve the salinity of water.
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Fig. 2. Temporal dynamics of changes in water quality of the upper reaches of the Pripyat River (Volyn region, Ukraine)
according to the average annual values of block (I1, I2, I3) and ecological (IE) indices according to the data of 2013–2019 M1 –
values of indices for methodology‑1998; M2- the value of indices according to the methodology of 2012.

Thus, using two methods (method‑1998 and
method‑2012), the calculations of the average values
of the indices of the block of salt water composition
indicators (I1) lived 1 and 3.8 (Table 2, Fig. 1) and
characterized the surface waters of the upper Pripyat

River of the 1st category of the I class of water quality
(“excellent” in condition, “very clean” in degree of
morbidity) and 4th category of the III class of water
quality (satisfactory in condition, “weak disease” in
degree of disease).

1.0

1/І

excellent

3.8**

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

4.3

4/ІІІ

satisfactory
moderate

*

І2

І3

ІE

І1
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5.3*

5/ІІІ

3.8**

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

3.5*

3/ІІ

good

4.0**

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

Water quality by
its nature state

Water quality
by degree of its
purity

Pripyat River – Lyubyaz
very clean

1.0

1/І

excellent

very clean

3.9

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

slightly
contaminated

contaminated

4.5

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

slightly
contaminated

moderately
contaminated

4.5

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

slightly
contaminated

3.2

3/ІІ

good

quite clean

3.3

3/ІІ

good

slightly
contaminated
slightly

slightly
contaminated
quite clean
slightly
contaminated

3.9

1.0*

Pripyat River – Senchytsi
1/І
excellent
very clean

1.0

3.3**

3/ІІ

3.9

good

category /
class

Water quality
by degree of its
purity

Pripyat River – Ratne

Point
І1

Water quality by
its nature state

Classes and categories of water quality according to
ecological classification
Value of
indices

category /
class

Classes and categories of water quality according to
ecological classification
Value of
indices

Block and
integrated
ecological indices

Table 2. Ecological assessment of water quality in the upper reaches of the Pripyat River (2013–2019) in Volyn region (Ukraine)
according to the average values of block (I1, I2, 13) and integrated (IE) ecological indices according to Methodology, 1998)
and (Methodology, 2012)

quite clean

quite clean
slightly
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
contaminated
Vyzhivka River – Yakushiv
1/І
excellent
very clean
slightly
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
contaminated

Classes and categories of water quality according to
ecological classification

Water quality
by degree of its
purity
slightly
contaminated

4.1

category /
class

Water quality by
its nature state
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Value of
indices

category /
class

Classes and categories of water quality according to
ecological classification
Value of
indices

Block and
integrated
ecological indices
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Water quality by
its nature state

Water quality
by degree of its
purity

slightly
contaminated
moderately
4.1*
5.0
5/ІІІ
moderate
4/ІІІ
slightly
contaminated
І3
satisfactory
contaminated
3.6**
3.0
3/ІІ
good
quite clean
3.0*
3/ІІ
good
quite clean
3.4
3/ІІ
good
quite clean
ІЕ
slightly
slightly
3.6**
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
3.7
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
contaminated
contaminated
Turiya River – Kovel
Stokhid River – Lyubeshiv
1.0*
1/І
excellent
very clean
1.0
1/І
excellent
very clean
І1
slightly
slightly
3.9**
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
3.8
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
contaminated
contaminated
slightly
slightly
І2
4.2
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
4.3
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
contaminated
contaminated
slightly
moderately
4.1*
4 /ІІІ
satisfactory
4.9
5/ІІІ
moderate
contaminated
contaminated
І3
2.6**
3/ІІ
good
quite clean
3.4
3/ІІ
good
quite clean
3.1*
3/ІІ
good
quite clean
3.4
3/ІІ
good
quite clean
ІЕ
slightly
slightly
3.6**
4 /ІІІ
satisfactory
3.8
4/ІІІ
satisfactory
contaminated
contaminated
Note: * – assessment of water quality according to the method‑1998; ** – assessment of water quality according to the method‑2012.
І2

3.8

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

The values of water quality measures by troph-
saprobiological indicators in both methods do not differ.
The average long-term value of the block index I2 in all
observation points in the upper reaches of the Pripyat
was 4.2, which is the basis for classifying its waters
as Category 4 water quality class III (“satisfactory”
in condition, “slightly polluted” in degree) pollution).
The Fig. 1 and the Table 2 show that in the spatial
aspect the lowest indicator I2 (3.8) was recorded at the
observation point Senchytsi village. This corresponded
to 4 (3) subcategories of class III water quality
(“satisfactory”, “slightly polluted” with a tendency to
“good”, “fairly clean”). However, the worst value of
I2 (4.5) was observed in the area with kindness – 4 (5)
subcategories of water quality class III (“satisfactory”,
“slightly polluted” waters with a tendency to approach
“mediocre”, “moderately polluted”). Thus, the eastern
part of the Pripyat River basin is more polluted than
other parts of the river.
The average annual value of I2 on the tributaries of
the upper reaches of the Pripyat River ranged from 4.1
at the observation point at Yakushiv village (Vyzhivka
river basin) to 4.3 at the observation post of Lyubeshiv
village (Stokhid river basin). This corresponded to the
4th category of class III water quality (“satisfactory” in
condition, “slightly polluted” in the degree of pollution).
Fig. 2 shows that the average annual values of
 I2 ranged
from 4.4 in 2013; 2016 and 2018 to 4.1 in 2014–2015. I2

4/ІІІ

satisfactory

was 3.9 in 2019, which showed a tendency to improve
water quality.
Another indicator: iron (for northern Polissya,
except for the rivers Goryn, Styr and Sluch) is included
in the block index in the content of specific substances
of toxic action water (I3) of the methkd‑2012. At the
same time, the values of iron content were grouped
into a larger gradation, which reduces the category of
water quality. Regarding the values of
 other indicators
in this block, everything remained unchanged. Thus,
according to the zoning map of the territory of Ukraine
in terms of iron content in the water, the upper reaches
of the Pripyat River belong to the 2nd hydrochemical
region: northern Polissya (Metodyka, 2012).
Thus, the average annual concentration of iron in
the waters of the upper reaches of the Pripyat River
was 0.82 mg/l, which is four times higher than the
MPC. Maximal values of total iron 1.19; 1.04; 2.44
mg/l recorded in the water near the villages of Ratne,
Lyubeshiv and Senchytsi village on the border with
Belarus. Such a high content of iron in the river waters
of the upper Pripyat is due primarily to the influx of
a chemical element from the floodplain swamps.
The average copper concentration was 0.01 mg/l.
The maximal values were

observed mostly in the eastern
part of the basin, in particular near the village Lyubyaz
(0.01 mg/l), Lyubeshiv village, Senchytsi village (0.01
mg/l). The average value of manganese concentration
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was 0.13 mg/l. The maximal value of 0.54 mg/l was
recorded at the border with Belarus.
The Figure 1 shows that in the spatial dynamics of
the average values of
 the block of indicators of specific
substances of toxic water (I3), the values ranged from
4.1 near the Senchytsi village, Kovel to 5.0 (Yakushiv
village) and 5.3 (Ratne village) for observation points
on the Pripyat River according to the method‑1998 with
an average long-term value of 4.6. This gave grounds
to classify river waters as the 4th and 5th categories of
water quality class III (“satisfactory” and “mediocre”
in condition and “slightly polluted” and “moderately
polluted” in terms of pollution). The average values (I
 3)
determined by the method‑2012 for many years ranged
from 3.0 (Yakushiv) to 3.8 (Ratne) at an average value
of 3.3 and characterized waters 3 and 4 category II and
III classes of water quality “good” and “satisfactory” in
condition and “fairly clean” and “slightly contaminated”
in the degree of contamination). The Table 2 shows that
the best (smallest) values of I3 (2.6) were recorded in
the area of Kovel,

which is the basis for classifying the
waters of the Turiya River to the 3rd category of class
II water quality “good” in condition and “Quite clean”
in the degree of contamination).
In the temporal aspect, the deterioration of water
quality in the block of specific substances of toxic
water at the observation points on the Pripyat River
was observed in 2013–2016, and the improvements
were recordered in river water quality since 2017–
2019 (Fig. 2).
As it can be seen from the calculations based on
the criteria for the content of specific substances of
toxic water, according to the 1998 methodology, the
river waters of the upper Pripyat are characterized by
higher (worse) water quality categories compared to
the modernized 2012 methodology.
Assessment of water quality according to the
integrated ecological index. Thus, the average value
of the integrated ecological index of water quality (IE)
for 2013–2019 for all observation points in the upper
reaches of the Pripyat, respectively, according to two
methods, was 3.3 and 3.8. This gave grounds to assign
waters to the 3rd, 4th categories of II, III classes of water
quality (“good”, “satisfactory” in condition and “fairly
clean”, “slightly polluted” in the degree of pollution).
The Fig. 1, Table 2 shows that in the spatial aspect
the highest average values of
 the integrated ecological
index (IE) on the Pripyat River and its tributaries (3.4;
3.5) and (3.8; 3.9), according to both methods, were
recorded in observation points in Yakushiv village,
Ratne township, Ratne township Lyubeshiv township,
Lyubyaz village. This gave grounds to classify waters
as categories 3 and 4 of water quality classes II and III
(“good”, “satisfactory” in condition, “fairly clean”,
“slightly polluted” in terms of pollution). The lowest
average values of the integrated ecological index (IE)
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according to both methods (3.0; 3.6) were recorded
at the observation point Senchytsi village and 3.1;
3.6 – in the Kovel city. This corresponded to the 3rd,
4th categories of II, III classes of water quality (“good”,
“satisfactory” in condition, “quite clean”, “slightly
polluted” in the degree of pollution).
As shown in the Fig. 2 shows, the values o f
integrated environmental indices (IE) on average values
at observation points on the Pripyat River ranged
from 3.1 (2017; 2019) to 3.5 (2013) according to the
methodology of 1998 and from 3.7 (2013–2015; 2019)
to 3.9 (2017; 2018) – according to the methodology
of 2012. This corresponded to the 3rd, 4th categories of
II, III classes of water quality (“good”, “satisfactory”
in condition, “quite clean”, “slightly polluted” in the
degree of pollution).
Thus, the water quality of the upper Pripyat in all
observation points according to the 1998 methodology
was characterized by stability during 2013–2016, i. e.
corresponded to 3 (4) subcategories of “good”, “fairly
clean” water with a tendency to approach” satisfactory,
“slightly polluted”). Starting from 2017–2019, there was
a tendency to improve water quality to the 3rd category
of water quality class II (“good” in condition and “fairly
clean” in terms of pollution).
According to the 2012 methodology, the average
values of
 integrated ecological indices (IE) also showed
stability, i. e. water corresponded to the 4th category of
water quality class III (“satisfactory” in condition and
“slightly polluted” in terms of pollution) throughout
the studied period.
The main factors influencing the water quality of the
upper reaches of the Pripyat River in the absence of large
industrial and municipal enterprises in the basin are: the
location of large enough rural settlements on the river
bank, many of which do not have centralized drainage;
the impact of the water of the Turiya River, which is
polluted by domestic wastewater; development of farms
in unsatisfactory condition of the reclamation network;
increasing anthropogenic load due to construction and
plowing of the river floodplain (Netrobchuk, Olasiuk,
2020).
Conclusions
The study showed that the average annual salt
composition (I1), obtained by two methods, the water
quality of the upper Pripyat, mainly corresponded to
the 1st, 4th categories of I, III classes of water quality
“excellent”, “satisfactory” in condition and “very clean”,
“slightly contaminated” in the degree of contamination).
According to troph-saprobiological (I2) indicators, the
water quality of the upper Pripyat corresponded to the 4th
category of the III class of water quality (“satisfactory”
in condition and “slightly polluted” in the degree of
pollution). According to the indicators of specific
substances of toxic water (I3) the water quality of the
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upper Pripyat corresponded to the 3rd, 5th categories of
II, III classes of water quality “good”, “mediocre” and
“fairly clean”, “Moderately polluted” by the degree of
contamination).
According to the average annual values of
 integrated
ecological indices (IE), obtained by two methods, the
water quality of the upper Pripyat was characterized
by 3rd, 4th categories of II, III classes of water quality
“good”, “satisfactory” in condition and “fairly clean”,
“slightly contaminated” by the degree of contamination).

Journ. Geol. Geograph. Geoecology, 31(1), 71–80

Thus, the results of the environmental assessment of
water quality in the upper reaches of the Pripyat River
by two methods, showed that the water salt composition
is lower than it is required (Metodyka, 2012). According
to this method, water quality was characterized by
a worse class (III) compared to (Metodyka, 1998),
according to which water quality corresponded to class
I. Thus, (Metodyka, 2012) set stricter requirements for
environmental assessment of river water quality, which
can make it a more effective mechanism in the field of
water protection.
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Abstract. The article deals with the relevant scientific and practical task – assessing the
effectiveness of various types of existing systems by methods of mathematical modeling.
In particular, the research investigates the efficiency of functioning of social and economic
systems using nonparametric methods of mathematical modeling. For the verification of
the results, the research uses the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), which is a modern method based on the creation of the efficiency
limit. The article considers in detail the theoretical foundations of the DEA method, which is based on the problems of mathematical
programming, namely, the problems of linear programming. The article presents main theoretical models of this nonparametric method
for input and output and analyzes the technique of its application. As an example of the practical use of this method, the research
suggests the analysis of the demographic situation in the regions of Ukraine based on the main demographic indicators – mortality
and birth rate for a certain estimated period. In the process of analyzing the results of modeling, the research has identified two groups
of regions – one with the most effective indicators of the demographic situation, and the second – with the least effective indicators.
The selected groups of regions are invariant when using different models of the method. The calculations obtained in the process
of modeling confirm the real condition of the demographic situation in the regions of Ukraine, which is characterized by the actual
statistical indicators of the population in regions. For each region, the research has established reference regions, which in their structure
are similar to the structure of indicators of given regions and are a certain model and reference point for the practical improvement of
the demographic situation. The recommended values of indicators that set the direction of improving the demographic situation in each
specific region of Ukraine have also been calculated during the research.
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1

Анотація. Робота присвячена вивченню актуальної науково-практичної задачі – оцінки ефективності функціонування різного
виду існуючих систем методами математичного моделювання. Досліджується, зокрема, ефективність функціонування
соціально-економічних систем за допомогою непараметричних методів математичного моделювання. Для перевірки застосовано
сучасний метод, що ґрунтується на побудові границі ефективності – метод Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). У статті детально
розглянуто теоретичні основи методу DEA, що ґрунтується на задачах математичного програмування, а саме, задачах лінійного
програмування. Наведено основні теоретичні моделі даного непараметричного методу на вхід і вихід та проаналізовано методику
його застосування. У якості практичного використання вказаного методу проведено вивчення стану демографічної ситуації
в областях України на основі основних демографічних показників – смертності та народжуваності за певний розрахунковий
період. У процесі аналізу результатів моделювання виділено дві групи областей – одну із найбільш ефективними показниками
демографічної ситуації, а другу – з найменш ефективними. Виділені групи областей є інваріантними при застосуванні різних
моделей методу. Одержані в процесі моделювання розрахунки підтверджують реальний стан демографічної ситуації в областях
України, який характеризується фактичними статистичними показниками народонаселення в регіонах. Для кожної області
встановлені еталонні області, які за своєю структурою подібні до структури показників заданих областей та є певним зразком
і орієнтиром для практичного поліпшення демографічної ситуації. Обчислені також рекомендовані значення показників, що
задають напрями поліпшення демографічної ситуації у кожній конкретній області України.
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Introduction
One of economic activity drivers, which determines
the volume of production of goods and services
designed to meet the needs, is labor resources. These
are capable of working population of the country that
has the physical and spiritual abilities necessary to
participate in employment. The number and structure
of labor resources are important. Their quality depends
on the gender, professional qualification and cultural-
educational levels. Therefore, in order to assess, for
example, the number of labor resources, there is a need
to analyze the social and demographic situation in
Ukraine.
Formation of the title, authors and affiliations.
Presently, one of the urgent problems is to assess the
effectiveness of various social and economic systems.
To solve this problem, different approaches, parametric
and non-parametric modeling techniques are used.
This research is focuses on the applied aspect of the
method based on the construction of the efficiency limit
(Coelli, Prasada Rao, Battese, 1998; Cooper, Seiford,
Tone, 2000). In this case, those objects that produce
the maximal number of expected results (outputs) with
a given number of available prerequisites (inputs) are
considered effective, and the points of inputs and outputs
that correspond to them in space are on the verge of
efficiency. If the point corresponding to the object under
the study does not belong to the efficiency limit, then
such objects function inefficiently and their activity
needs to be adjusted. The inefficiency of the object under
the study is directly proportional to the distance of the
corresponding point from the efficiency limit. There
is no obvious limit to effectiveness, so in practice it
needs to be assessed in some way. One of the methods
that allows making such an assessment is the method
of Data Envelopment Analysis.

Shell Method”, in (Andriichuk, 2005; Andriichuk, 2011;
Bilych, 2014) – as “Data Shell Analysis Method”. In
this paper, the abbreviation “DEA method” is used.
The purpose of the article is to study theoretically
the models of the DEA method for assessing the
effectiveness of social and economic systems and
practical comparative analysis of the demographic
situation in different regions of Ukraine.
Results and discussion
I. Basic models of the DEA method
The DEA method is used to assess the effectiveness
of homogeneous objects (organizations, enterprises,
regions, sectors of the national economy) in different
social and economic systems. Let us consider in detail
the algorithm for constructing a mathematical model
of the DEA method.
Let us select K of homogeneous objects that are
characterized by two types of parameters хі – input
(і=1,2,…, n) and yj – output (j=1,2,…, m). Column
vectors are specified for each of the k objects with
coordinates xi і yj correspondently. Then the matrix Х
of dimension
is the matrix of input parameters for
all k objects, and matrix Y of dimension
is the
matrix of output parameters for these objects. This is the
task for mathematical programming, which, applying
the theory of duality, can be formulated as follows
(Coelli, Prasada Rao, Battese, 1998).
To find
for given constraints
(1)

where θ – scalar, and λ is a vector of dimensional
constants
. The value of θ obtained in the process
of solving the problem is a measure of the efficiency of
kth (k=1,2,…, K) object and therefore does not exceed
one, i. e.
. This task is solved K times for each of
The analysis of the recent research and publications
the selected objects. Objects for which
are on the
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a non- efficiency boundary, which is a convex polygon. Points
parametric method based on linear programming corresponding to the objects, for which
, can be
problems. It was developed in 1978 by American projected to the efficiency limit. In this case, each of
scientists A. Charnes, W. W. Cooper, E. Rhodes these points will be a linear combination of vectors
(Charnes, Cooper, Rhodes, 1978), using the ideas of
. Some coordinates of the vector λ have zero
M. J. Farrell on assessing the efficiency of a unit of values. These coordinates correspond to those objects
final product with one input and one output indicator that are the reference for the evaluated object. A linear
(Farrell, 1957).
combination of reference objects forms an imaginary
There is still no single definition for the DEA object, the coordinates of which determine the goals
method in the Ukrainian scientific literature, although for a real inefficient object, indicating ways to improve
much attention has been paid to it recently. In the works its functioning.
(Khailuk, 2010), it is defined as “Envelopment Surface
Therefore, due to the application of the DEA
Method” or “Data Convolution Method”, in (Otenko, method, for objects with
, it is possible to formulate
2013) – as “Operating Environment Analysis or Data a way to increase the efficiency of these objects by
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proportional reduction of the input costs by the value of
θ while maintaining the original results. The closer the
point corresponding to the object under the study is to
the established efficiency limit, the higher the efficiency
of this object is (Coelli, Prasada Rao, Battese, 1998).
Formula (1) is an input-o riented model with
a constant scale effect (CRS – model). In order to take
into account the possibility of changing the scale of the
effect, namely, to form a convex linear combination
of reference objects, it is necessary to add a condition
to this model – constraint of the convexity
of a polyhedron of solutions of a linear programming
problem. This is the task of mathematical programming
(Coelli, Prasada Rao, Battese, 1998):
To find
for given constraints
(2)
Model (2) is an input-oriented model with variable
scale effect (VRS – model).
Models (1) and (2) are input-oriented models. It
is also possible to build output-oriented mathematical
models, the task of which will be to increase the output
without increasing the input costs (Coelli, Prasada Rao,
Battese, 1998):
To find
for given constraints
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To find

for given constraints
(4)

In the process of calculations, models (3) and (4)
for each object determine the values of the efficiency
factor and the values of the initial parameters, at which
inefficient objects are brought to the efficiency limit,
i. e. begin to function effectively. Model (3) is a model
focused on the output with a constant scale effect (CRS –
model), and model (4) is a model focused on the output
with a variable scale effect (VRS – model). In these
models, the variable ϕ takes values greater than or equal
to one, i. e.
. To calculate the traditional value of the
efficiency indicator, the value 1/ϕ inverted to ϕ is used
(Coelli, Prasada Rao, Battese, 1998). It belongs to the
interval [0.1], i. e. varies from zero to one.
II. Modeling of the demographic situation in the
regions of Ukraine
To demonstrate the application of the DEA method,
we will assess the demographic situation in the regions
of Ukraine based on the basic demographic indicators –
mortality and birth rate for a certain period (Table 1).
We use х and у as input and output indicators, respectively:
х – number of registered deaths;
у – number of registered live births.

(3)
Table 1. The initial data for calculation – The main demographic indicators of the regions of Ukraine, 2008–2018
No

Name of the region

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Vinnytsia
Volyn
Dnipropetrovska
Donetsk
Zhytomyr
Zakarpatska
Zaporizhzhia
Ivano-Frankivsk
Kyiv
Kirovohradska
Luhansk
Lviv
Mykolaiv
Odesa
Poltava
Rivne
Sumy
Ternopil
Kharkiv
Kherson

Number of
registered
deaths, х
28492
15594
59781
81948
23760
16155
30127
18385
30946
19272
42181
35126
19955
37951
27968
16245
22301
16200
45109
18016

2008

Number of
registered life
births, у
17915
15301
37383
44394
14641
18292
18901
16983
20195
10538
22259
29007
13378
28780
14748
17089
10835
12388
27207
12473

Number of
registered
deaths, х
25453
13666
51141
69345
20859
14801
26498
17358
27198
16513
35822
31666
17353
33523
24358
14556
19219
14682
39465
16048

2013

Number of
registered life
births, у
17437
14700
36134
41034
15001
18491
18134
16716
20511
10562
20531
29542
13043
29075
14296
17445
10411
11807
26700
12300

Number of
registered
deaths, х
24341
13710
52336
40174
20227
15320
27871
17449
28722
15484
15991
32726
17156
33607
23659
14528
17877
15013
42600
16163

2018

Number of
registered life
births, у
12769
11270
25121
15894
10612
13883
12708
12645
15236
7077
5652
23253
9141
23144
10193
13380
7114
8545
19657
9095
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No

Name of the region

21
22
23
24

Khmelnytskyi
Cherkasy
Chernivtsi
Chernihiv

Number of
registered
deaths, х
22943
23386
12194
23782

2008

Number of
registered life
births, у
14822
12466
11067
10039

Number of
registered
deaths, х
20581
20477
11520
19909
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2013

Number of
registered life
births, у
14548
12100
11465
9852

Continuation of Table 1
2018
Number of
Number of
registered
registered life
deaths, х
births, у
19736
10698
20181
8637
11259
8710
19304
6854

Source: developed by the authors on the basis of statistical data of the Department of Statistics in Ukraine.

There is no direct relationship between these
indicators, i. e. it is not possible to derive one quantitative
value of one indicator from the quantitative value of
another indicator and vice versa. For the input parameter
х, obviously, a tendency to decrease is desirable, and
for у – a tendensy to increase is desirable. Therefore, to
study the interaction of indicators х and у it is possible
to use the DEA method, which allows comparing the
efficiency of transformation of the selected parameters.
To choose a way to increase population growth,
we use DEA models that are focused on input, which
will provide specific quantitative recommendations for
reducing mortality – the model (1). Population growth
is possible both by increasing the birth rate and by

reducing mortality. However, demographic situations are
possible in which high or low mortality and birth rates
occur at the same time. These types of demographic
situations are typical for African countries (high rates)
and developed European countries (low rates). It can
be assumed that there are also areas in Ukraine where
demographic processes are similar. To compare regions
and select reference regions, it is necessary to take into
account the relevant types of demographic situations,
which allows performing the model (2), which takes
into account the variable scale of the effect.
Models (1) and (2) are used for modeling, and the
modeling process itself is implemented with Excel
software (Table 2).

Table 2. Indicators of the effectiveness of the demographic situations in the studied regions according to the INPUT models,
2008–2018
2008
2013
2018
No Name of the region
crste vrste scale
crste vrste scale
crste vrste scale
1
Vinnytsia
0.555 0.560 0.992
irs
0.548 0.562 0.975
irs
0.570 0.579 0.983
irs
2
Volyn
0.867 0.931 0.931
irs
0.861 0.954 0.903
irs
0.893 0.952 0.938
irs
3
Dnipropetrovska
0.552 1.000 0.552
drs
0.566 1.000 0.566
drs
0.521 1.000 0.521
drs
4
Donetsk
0.478 1.000 0.478
drs
0.474 1.000 0.474
drs
0.430 0.474 0.906
drs
5
Zhytomyr
0.544 0.596 0.914
irs
0.576 0.631 0.912
irs
0.570 0.622 0.915
irs
6
Zakarpatska
1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000
0.984 1.000 0.984
drs
7
Zaporizhzhia
0.554 0.572 0.969
drs
0.548 0.552 0.992
irs
0.495 0.504 0.982
irs
8
Ivano-Frankivsk
0.816 0.840 0.972
irs
0.771 0.805 0.958
irs
0.787 0.803 0.980
irs
9
Kyiv
0.576 0.631 0.914
drs
0.604 0.658 0.918
drs
0.576 0.621 0.928
drs
10
Kirovohradska
0.483 0.633 0.763
irs
0.512 0.698 0.734
irs
0.496 0.727 0.682
irs
11
Luhansk
0.466 0.550 0.848
drs
0.459 0.500 0.917
drs
0.384 0.704 0.545
irs
12
Lviv
0.729 1.000 0.729
drs
0.747 1.000 0.747
drs
0.771 1.000 0.771
drs
13
Mykolaiv
0.592 0.675 0.878
irs
0.602 0.706 0.852
irs
0.579 0.674 0.859
irs
14
Odesa
0.670 0.915 0.732
drs
0.694 0.923 0.752
drs
0.748 0.968 0.773
drs
15
Poltava
0.466 0.508 0.916
irs
0.470 0.527 0.891
irs
0.468 0.520 0.900
irs
16
Rivne
0.929 0.954 0.974
irs
0.959 0.983 0.976
irs
1.000 1.000 1.000
17
Sumy
0.429 0.547 0.785
irs
0.434 0.599 0.723
irs
0.432 0.630 0.686
irs
18
Ternopil
0.675 0.797 0.847
irs
0.644 0.796 0.809
irs
0.618 0.750 0.824
irs
19
Kharkiv
0.533 0.708 0.752
drs
0.542 0.692 0.782
drs
0.501 0.611 0.819
drs
20
Kherson
0.611 0.720 0.850
irs
0.614 0.742 0.827
irs
0.611 0.713 0.857
irs
21
Khmelnytskyi
0.571 0.621 0.918
irs
0.566 0.630 0.899
irs
0.589 0.641 0.918
irs
22
Cherkasy
0.471 0.554 0.849
irs
0.473 0.577 0.820
irs
0.465 0.558 0.833
irs
23
Chernivtsi
0.802 1.000 0.802
irs
0.797 1.000 0.797
irs
0.840 1.000 0.840
irs
24
Chernihiv
0.373 0.513 0.727
irs
0.396 0.579 0.685
irs
0.386 0.583 0.661
irs
Legend: crste – technical efficiency according to the model CRS DEA, vrste – technical efficiency according to the model VRS
DEA, scale = crste / vrste, drs – decrease in efficiency from scale, irs – increase in efficiency from scale.
Source: authors’ own research.
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The efficiency indicators calculated using the VRS – model (2) show that the group of regions
with a favorable demographic situation in 2018 includes: Zakarpatska, Rivne, Volyn, Chernivtsi regions.
At the same time, Chernihiv, Sumy, Luhansk, Poltava regions had the lowest levels of demographic
indicators. The efficiency indicators calculated using the VRS – model (2) show that the group of
regions with a favorable demographic situation in 2013 includes: Zakarpatska, Rivne, Volyn, Chernivtsi
regions. At the same time, Chernihiv, Sumy, Luhansk regions had the lowest levels of demographic
indicators. The efficiency indicators calculated using the VRS – model (2) show that the group of
regions with a favorable demographic situation in 2018 includes: Rivne, Chernivtsi, Zakarpatska,
Lviv and Dnipropetrovska regions. At the same time, Luhansk, Chernihiv and Donetsk regions had
the lowest levels of demographic indicators. These results are obtained when the input parameter is
the number of registered deaths.
Let us now use output-oriented DEA models (Table 3), namely, the CRS model – (3) and the
VRS model – (4). The obtained results are compared with the previous ones, calculated according to
the input models.
Table 3. Indicators of the effectiveness of the demographic situations in the studied regions according to the OUTPUT models,
2018
No

Name of the region

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Vinnytsia
Volyn
Dnipropetrovska
Donetsk
Zhytomyr
Zakarpatska
Zaporizhzhia
Ivano-Frankivsk
Kyiv
Kirovohradska
Luhansk
Lviv
Mykolaiv
Odesa
Poltava
Rivne
Sumy
Ternopil
Kharkiv
Kherson
Khmelnytskyi
Cherkasy
Chernivtsi
Chernihiv

crste
0.674
0.430
0.736
0.893
0.674
0.390
0.775
0.488
0.666
0.773
1.000
0.497
0.663
0.513
0.820
0.384
0.888
0.621
0.766
0.628
0.652
0.826
0.457
0.995

vrste
0.708
0.502
1.000
1.000
0.684
0.407
0.831
0.489
0.718
0.799
1.000
0.545
0.665
0.564
0.857
0.422
0.891
0.661
0.902
0.628
0.658
0.838
0.649
1.000

2018

scale
0.952
0.857
0.736
0.893
0.986
0.958
0.932
0.998
0.929
0.968
1.000
0.913
0.998
0.910
0.957
0.909
0.997
0.939
0.849
1.000
0.991
0.986
0.704
0.995

drs
irs
drs
drs
drs
іrs
drs
drs
drs
irs
drs
drs
drs
drs
irs
drs
irs
drs
drs
drs
irs
drs

Source: authors’ own research.

Analyzing the results of modeling, we can
distinguish two groups of regions. Luhansk, Donetsk,
Chernihiv and Dnipropetrovska regions were the most
efficient, while Zakarpatska, Rivne, Ivano-Frankivsk
and Volyn regions were the least efficient. These results
are obtained when the input parameter is the number
of registered live births.
III. Analysis of the results of modeling
Having analyzed the results obtained with the
help of the DEA input and output models, it can

be concluded that the most favorable demographic
situation is in Rivne and Zakarpatska regions, and the
most unfavorable – in Luhansk, Donetsk and Chernihiv
regions.
The results of the assessment of the effectiveness
of the demographic situation in the regions of Ukraine
are presented in the table 4.
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Table 4. Efficiency assessment results and reference regions
Efficiency
Place
indicator (ranking)

Reference regions and coefficients which help them to form
a hypothetical object

No

Name of the region

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Vinnytsia
Volyn
Dnipropetrovsk
Donetsk
Zhytomyr
Zakarpatska
Zaporizhzhia
Ivano-Frankivsk
Kyiv
Kirovohradska

0.579
0.952
1.000
0.474
0.622
1.000
0.504
0.803
0.621
0.727

20
7
1
24
16
1
23
8
17
10

Rivne
Rivne
Dnipropetrovsk
Zakarpatska
Rivne
Zakarpatska
Rivne
Rivne
Lviv
Chernivtsi

0.869
0.548
1.000
0.785
0.407
1.000
0.856
0.843
0.144
1.000

11

Luhansk

0.704

12

Chernivtsi

1.000

12
13
14
15
16

Lviv
Mykolaiv
Odesa
Poltava
Rivne

1.000
0.674
0.968
0.468
1.000

1
13
6
22
1

Lviv
Rivne
Lviv
Rivne
Rivne

1.000
0.092
0.988
0.318
1.000

17

Sumy

0.630

15

Chernivtsi

1.000

18
19
20
21
22

Ternopil
Kharkiv
Kherson
Khmelnytskyi
Cherkasy

0.750
0.611
0.713
0.641
0.558

9
18
11
14
21

Chernivtsi
Lviv
Rivne
Rivne
Chernivtsi

1.000
0.616
0.082
0.426
1.000

23

Chernivtsi

1.000

1

Chernivtsi

1.000

24

Chernihiv

0.583

19

Chernivtsi

1.000

Chernivtsi
Chernivtsi

0.131
0.452

Lviv
Chernivtsi

0.215
0.593

Chernivtsi
Chernivtsi
Zakarpatska

0.144
0.157
0.856

Chernivtsi
Zakarpatska
Chernivtsi

0.908
0.012
0.682

Zakarpatska
Chernivtsi
Chernivtsi

0.384
0.918
0.574

Source: authors’ own research.

Fig. 1. Efficiency assessment results and reference regions, 2018
Source: authors’ own research.
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Five regions – Rivne, Chernivtsi, Zakarpatska, Lviv
and Dnipropetrovska, according to the calculations, have
the highest degree of efficiency and therefore act as
reference points for other regions. The coefficients of the
reference regions determine the amount of contribution
of this reference to the hypothetical object, which will
be the target for this inefficient object. For example, for
Vinnytsia region the references are Rivne (weighting
coefficient 0.869) and Chernivtsi (weighting coefficient
0.131) regions. Since the weighting coefficient for Rivne
region is higher than for Chernivtsi region, it means
that the structure of Vinnytsia region is closer to the
structure of indicators of Rivne region. Table 4 shows
that Kirovohradska, Luhansk, Sumy, Ternopil, Cherkasy,
and Chernihiv regions are similar in structure to the
structure of indicators of Chernivtsi region.
The DEA method forms the recommended values
of indicators for inefficient areas. If inefficient areas
reach the recommended indicators, they will reach the
limit of efficiency and will become effective. Table 5
gives the recommended values of indicators.
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Table 5. Recommended values of indicators
Efficiency indicator
No

Name of the region

1

Vinnytsia

2

Volyn

3

Dnipropetrovsk

4

Donetsk

5

Zhytomyr

6

Zakarpatska

7

Zaporizhzhia

8

Ivano-Frankivsk

9

Kyiv

10

Kirovohradska

11

Luhansk

12

Lviv

13

Mykolaiv

14

Odesa

15

Poltava

16

Rivne

17

Sumy

18

Ternopil

19

Kharkiv

20

Kherson

21

Khmelnytskyi

22

Cherkasy

23

Chernivtsi

24

Chernihiv

Initial values of
indicators
Mortality Birth rate
0.579
24341
12769
0.952
13710
11270
1.000
52336
25121
0.474
40174
15894
0.622
20227
10612
1.000
15320
13883
0.504
27871
12708
0.803
17449
12645
0.621
28722
15236
0.727
15484
7077
0.704
15991
5652
1.000
32726
23253
0.674
17156
9141
0.968
33607
23144
0.520
23659
10193
1.000
14528
13380
0.630
17877
7114
0.750
15013
8545
0.611
42600
19657
0.713
16163
9095
0.641
19736
10698
0.558
20181
8637
1.000
11259
8710
0.583
19304
6854

Results of the DEA modeling
Recommended
values of indicators
Mortality Birth rate

Deviation

Deviation in%

Mortality

Birth rate

Mortality Birth rate

14100

12769

-10241

0

42.1 %

0%

13051

11270

-659

0

4.8 %

0%

11270

25121

0

0

0%

0%

19055,695

15894

-21118.305

0

52.6 %

0%

12590,4

10612

-7636.6

0

37.7 %

0%

15320

13883

0

0

0%

0%

14057,6

12708

-13813.4

0

49.6 %

0%

14013,5

12645

-3435.5

0

19.7 %

0%

17833,374

15236

-10888.626

0

37.9 %

0%

11259

8710

-4225

1633

27.3 %

23.1 %

11259

8710

-4732

3058

29.6 %

54.1 %

32726

23253

0

0

0%

0%

11560,7

9141

-5595.3

0

32.6 %

0%

32523,518

23144

-1083.482

0

3.2 %

0%

12297,1

10193

-11361.9

0

48.0 %

0%

14528

13380

0

0

0%

0%

11259

8710

-6618

1596

37.0 %

22.4 %

11259

8710

-3754

165

25 %

1.9 %

26045,96

19657

-16554.04

0

38.8 %

0%

11528,5

9095

-4634.5

0

28.7 %

0%

12650,6

10698

-7085.4

0

35.9 %

0%

11259

8710

-8922

73

44.2 %

0.8 %

11259

8710

0

0

0%

0%

11259

8710

-8045

1856

41.7 %

27.1 %

Source: authors’ own research.
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In the process of modeling, four different models
of the DEA method were used to obtain broader and
more reliable information. Models (1) and (2) are input-
oriented, and models (3) and (4) are output-oriented.
Models (1) and (3) are CRS models, while models (2)
and (4) are VRS models.
The analysis of modeling results allows
distinguishing two groups of regions in Ukraine: one
with the most effective indicators of the demographic
situation, and the second – with the least effective
indicators. A comparison of the results calculated by
the input models with the results calculated by the output
models shows that the groups of regions selected in the
study are invariant when using different method models.
Conclusions
The article presents the main theoretical models of
the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method for input
and output. As an application of the method, the state
of the demographic situation in the regions of Ukraine
for the ten-year period was analyzed.
According to the DEA method, the indicators of the
effectiveness of demographic situations in the regions

Journ. Geol. Geograph. Geoecology, 31(1), 81–88

of Ukraine for 2008–2018 are calculated. Comparative
analysis of the obtained results allows to distinguish
two groups of sustainable demographic development
areas. Zakarpatska, Rivne, Volyn and Chernivtsi regions
during the study period form a group with a favorable
demographic situation. And Such regions as Chernihiv,
Sumy and Luhansk had the lowest level of demographic
indicators for the period of 2008–2018.
The calculations obtained in the process of modeling
confirm the real condition of the demographic situation
in the regions of Ukraine, which is characterized by
real statistical indicators of population in the regions.
For each region, the research has established the
reference regions, the structure of which is similar
to the structure of indicators of the set regions. The
research also presents calculations of the recommended
values of indicators, which set guidelines for improving
the demographic situation in each specific region of
Ukraine. The prospect of further research is to apply
a certain methodology to the data of 2023 to reflect
the effects of the pandemic and further forecast the
demographic situation in Ukraine.
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Nosogeographic assessment of the adult population morbidity of the Sumy region (Ukraine)
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Abstract. The aim of the article is the nosogeographic assessment of the adult population
morbidity of the Sumy region during 2009–2019. The assessment was made by primary
morbidity and prevalence of cardiovascular, respiratory diseases as well as oncological
pathologies. There is a tendency towards a decrease of diseases prevalence as well as primary
morbidity of above mentioned diseases among the adult population of the Sumy region in 2019 as compared to the “top” indicators in
2016 and 2017. The prevalence of diseases among the region’s population in 2019 decreased by 9.72 % and 9.40 % compared to 2016
and 2017, respectively, while the primary morbidity rate decreased by 13.9 % and 10.29 %, respectively. The indicators of diseases
prevalence and population primary morbidity by cardiovascular diseases and neoplasm which are basic causes of mortality in Ukraine,
as well as the European Union were analyzed. During the last 10 years highest indicators of prevalence of the cardiovascular diseases
were registered in 2018 (57, 459.63 cases per 100 000 people) and primary cardiovascular morbidity – in 2016 (4 394.71 cases per
100 000 people). Prevalence of neoplasm among the Sumy region’s inhabitants for the last 10 years increased by 29.59 % and in 2019
was 6 126.43 cases per 100 000 people. At the same time the primary morbidity increased by 6.18 %. Respiratory diseases occupy the
1st place in the structure of primary population morbidity, the 2nd place – in structure of prevalence of the diseases); its highest indicators
were observed in 2016. The index of accumulation of the diseases (the ratio between prevalence of diseases and primary morbidity)
among the Sumy region population and by administrative-territorial districts was identified. To realize the nosogeographic assessment
of the adult population of the Sumy region and to highlight the groups of the administrative-territorial districts of the Sumy region by
the characteristics of population morbidity the cluster analysis procedure was used. The first cluster includes the Sumy and Seredyna-
Buda districts. The second cluster was formed by 6 administrative-territorial districts of the region: Yampil’, Hlukhiv, Trostianets,
Krasnopillia, Shostka and Velyka Pysarivka districts. The third cluster united both Romny and Buryn’ districts. The fourth cluster
includes most of administrative-territorial districts of the region: Lypova Dolyna, Nedryhailiv, Lebedyn, Krolevets, Konotop, Putyvl’,
Okhtyrka and Bilopillia districts. The fifth cluster is represented by the regional center – the city of Sumy.
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Received in revised form: 13.10.2021
Accepted: 26.10.2021
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Нозогеографічна оцінка захворюваності дорослого населення Сумської області (Україна)
О. Г. Корнус1, А. О. Корнус1,2, О. М. Скиба1, В. Д. Шищук2, Л. В. Пшенична1, О. С. Данильченко1
1
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Анотація. Проведено нозогеографічну оцінку захворюваності дорослого населення Сумської області на серцево-судинні
захворювання, хвороби органів дихання та онкопатології протягом 2009–2019 років. Встановлено тенденцію до зниження
показників поширеності хвороб розглянутих хвороб і первинної захворюваності на них дорослого населення Сумської
області у 2019 році відносно «пікових» показників 2016 і 2017 років. Рівень поширеності хвороб серед населення у 2019 році
знизився на 9,72 % та 9,40 % відносно показників 2016 і 2017 років відповідно, тоді як показник первинної захворюваності –
на 13,9 % та 10,29 % відповідно. Проаналізовано показники поширеності та первинної захворюваності населення регіону на
хвороби системи кровообігу та новоутворення, що є основними причинами смертності населення як в Україні, так і в країнах
Європейського Союзу. Впродовж останніх 10 років найвищі значення поширеності хвороб системи кровообігу були
зареєстровані у 2018 році (57 459,63 випадків на 100 тис. населення), первинної захворюваності – у 2016 році (4 394,71
випадків на 100 тис. населення). Поширеність новоутворень серед населення за останні 10 років зросла на 29,59 % і у 2019
році становила 6 126,43 випадків на 100 тис. осіб; у той же час первинна захворюваність зросла на 6,18 %. Хвороби органів
дихання, які у структурі первинної захворюваності посідають перше місце (у структурі поширеності хвороб – друге), найвищі
значення поширеності і первинної захворюваності мали у 2016 році. Визначено індекс накопичення хвороб (відношення між
усіма зареєстрованими захворюваннями та уперше в житті встановленими) серед населення Сумській області в цілому та по
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її адміністративно-територіальним одиницям. Для проведення нозогеографічної оцінки захворюваності населення Сумської
області та виділення груп адміністративно-територіальних одиниць регіону за особливостями захворюваності було використано
процедуру кластерного аналізу. До першого кластеру увійшли Сумський та Середино-Будський райони. Другий кластер
сформували 6 територіально-адміністративних одиниць регіону: Ямпільський, Глухівський, Тростянецький, Краснопільський,
Шосткинський та Великописарівський райони. Третій кластер об’єднав два райони Роменський і Буринський. До четвертого
кластеру увійшла найбільша кількість територіально-адміністративних одиниць області, серед яких: Липоводолинський,
Недригайлівський, Лебединський, Кролевецький, Конотопський, Путивльський, Охтирський та Білопільський райони. П’ятий
кластер представлений обласним центром – м. Суми.
Ключові слова: серцево-судинні захворювання, хвороби органів дихання, новоутворення, кластер, нозогеографічна оцінка,
Сумська область.

Introduction

socio-economic well-being of the region (Kornus et
al., 2015; 2017).
Health system development strategy in Ukraine is
The Sumy region has ranks 19th rank among the
determined by the state and dynamics of public health,
regions of Ukraine by the total number of population.
the activities of health care institutions and the socio-
During 2020, the total population here decreased by
economic and political situation in the country (Klanza,
13.171 people, is predominantly the result of natural
2018; Tsiborovsky & Chepelevskaya, 2017). The current
population decline (the number of deaths was 2.5 times
state of Ukrainian population health is characterized by
higher than the number of live births) (State Statistics
many crisis phenomena, which appear in negative values
Service of Ukraine, 2020), which can be considered as
of medical and demographic indicators and depopulation
a crisis demographical situation. During 2020 18.971
(Mezentseva et al., 2018; Serdyuk & Kartashova, 2019).
people died in the Sumy region, which is 1500 people
The difficult medical and geographical conditions
more than during 2019 (State Statistics Service of
of Ukraine is exacerbate by low birth rates, significant
Ukraine, 2020). The main causes of the population
labor migration, a high level of general morbidity and
death in the region are coinciding with the national
prevalence of diseases, significant regional disparities
ones: diseases of the circulatory system, neoplasms
in morbidity levels.
and external causes of death (The top 10 causes of
Moreover, the situation in the country is exacerbated
death, 2020). In 2020 new cause – the coronavirus
by the rapid spread of the coronavirus disease
disease (COVID‑19) was included in the death causes,
(COVID‑19), which has made and continues to make
which killed 552 people (State Statistics Service of
the significant changes in the public health, have
Ukraine, 2020). However, the main cause of death in the
a negative impact on the formation and development
region’s population is diseases of the circulatory system
of the public health system as a basis for preventive
(in particular coronary heart disease and cerebrovascular
medicine (Ustinov, 2020). Today, the draft of the Law of
diseases), caused the deaths of 12.597 people. That’s
Ukraine “About On the Public Health System” remains
1 100 more deaths compared to 2019 (State Statistics
unapproved, which would regulate the mechanisms
Service of Ukraine, 2020).
of creating an effective public health system aimed
Considering the above mentioned, one of the most
at strengthening the health of the population, disease
important priorities of the state and regional health
prevention, control of epidemics and increasing the life
care policy should be overcoming the consequences of
expectancy of the population, etc.
medical and demographic crisis, or at least a slowdown
As of December 01, 2020, the resident population
in its pace. These priorities should be to maintain
of Ukraine (without temporarily occupied territories
and improve the health of the population, decrease
of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Sevastopol
the level of primary morbidity and prevalence of
and parts of Donbass) was 41 629.9 numbers of people
diseases, decrease the population disability, reduction
(State Statistics of Ukraine, 2020). That is, over the
of mortality, development of intersectoral cooperation
past 30 years Ukraine has lost more than 10 million
on the principle of “health care is in all state policies”
people, which is the result of the negative dynamics of
(Kotvitska & Lobova, 2012; Mezentseva et al., 2018).
natural and mechanical movement of the population.
The search of the ways to implement the certain
During 2020, the largest absolute population decline
priorities determines the relevance of conducting
was typical for the eastern and northeastern regions:
complex medical and geographical research.
Dnipro (–30.5 thousand), Kharkiv (–21.4 thousand),
Review of previous researches indicates a signifZaporizhia (–18.2 thousand), Poltava (–13.5 thousand),
icant interest of scientists to the study of health status
Sumy (–13.2 thousand), Chernihiv (–11, 9 thousand)
of the population in Ukraine as well as its particular
regions (Ministry of Finance, 2021). As it can be seen,
regions. D. Lawlor (Lawlor et al, 2003) conducted rethe demographic situation in the Sumy region is one
search of geographical variation of the cardiovascular
of the worst, which creates great risks for the further
diseases, risk factors, and their control among British
Women’s. Cardiovascular disease prevalence (age ad-
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justed) varied by geographical region were the highest is in Scotland (from 21.5 % to 28.8 %) and the lowest is in South England (from 13.5 % to 17.6 %) (95 %
confidence interval). Geographical variations of cardiovascular disease prevalence are explained by variations in major risk factors, socioeconomic situation,
and health service. Studies of geographic distribution of
the pancreas malignant neoplasms in Japan in relation
to climatic factors, such as the amount of global solar
radiation and the daily maximal temperature conducted by K. Setsuko (Setsuko et al., 2007). Mortality by
malignant neoplasm of the pancreas tends to be higher
in northern Japan and in northern European countries.
The study reported that standardized mortality ratios
by pancreas malignant neoplasms were negatively correlated to solar radiation level. People residing in the regions with lower solar radiation and lower temperatures
may be at higher risk of development of pancreas of the
malignant neoplasms. However, the impact of climatic
factors on the human body varies according to individual lifestyles and occupations. Geographic patterns of
prostate cancer mortality and variations of an access
to medical care in the United States were described by
A. Jemal (Jemal et al., 2005). The authors investigated
the association between geographic variations of prostate cancer mortality and regional variations of an access to medical care, as reflected by the incidence of
late-stage disease, prostate-specific antigen utilization,
and residence in rural counties. It has been proven that
from 10 % to 30 % of geographic variation of the mortality rates may relate to variations in access to medical
care. In Ukraine, L. Nemets (Nemets at al., 2021) came
to a similar opinion. Global cancer statistics for 2020,
which includes estimates of Incidence and mortality
Worldwide for 36 cancers in 185 countries, are presented in the work of H. Sung (Sung, 2021). Worldwide, an
estimated 19.3 million new cancer cases (18.1 million
excluding nonmelanoma skin cancer) and almost 10.0
million cancer deaths (9.9 million excluding nonmelanoma skin cancers) occurred in 2020. Female breast
cancer surpassed lung cancer as the most commonly
diagnosed cancer, with an estimated 2.3 million new
cases (11.7 %), followed by lung (11.4 %), colorectal
(10.0 %), prostate (7.3 %), and stomach (5.6 %) cancers. However, the lung cancer is remaining the leading cause of cancer death. The global cancer burden
is expected to be 28.4 million cases in 2040, a 47 %
higher than in 2020. The scientific work of V. Chorna
(Chorna еt al., 2020) examined and analyzed the total
incidence and prevalence of diseases in the population
of Ukraine in comparison to the EU countries and ana1
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lyzed the determinants of health. The authors found that
in Ukraine, diseases of circulatory system, malignant
neoplasms, injuries and poisonings are leading in the
structure of death causes, and in the structure of morbidity – respiratory diseases and circulatory diseases.
The work of I. Blanco (Blanco et al., 2019) visualized
spatial data on chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
prevalence in Africa, Asia and Australasia using inverse
distance weighted interpolation technique prepared by
Geographic Informational System. The authors found
that areas of high/very high prevalence were found in:
Southern Africa and in most of the Central and Eastern
Africa regions; in practically all of Central Asia; in the
western regions of Southern Asia; in the southern regions of East European Plain and West Siberian Plain,
as well as in the Malay Archipelago. As it can be seen,
there are significant geographical differences in morbidity, which indicates the need for research at the regional level.
We studied the health status of the Sumy region
population (Kornus O. et al., 2015), including the study
of geographical differences of the primary morbidity
and prevalence of the circulatory system diseases
among the population of Sumy region (Kornus O.,
2018). Also, we were carried out the nosogeographical
analysis respiratory morbidity as well as search of
factors affecting pulmonary diseases of population
(Kornus A. O. et al., 2020). Air pollution influence on
cancer morbidity of the population of the Sumy region
also was studied (Kornus O. et al., 2012). It should be
noted that these above mentioned three nosological
forms are playing an indicator role for evaluative
studies of the health status of population. Therefore,
their aggregate study is relevant, which determined the
purpose of our study.
The aim of the article is the nosogeographic
assessment of the primary morbidity and prevalence
of cardiovascular, respiratory diseases and oncological
pathologies among the adult population of the
Sumy region 1, which includes the study of regional
characteristics of morbidity for these pathologies, trends
of their dynamics among the population of the region
based on the analysis of official statistics, calculating
the index of diseases accumulation among region’s
inhabitants and allocation of groups of the districts by
the morbidity level for these diseases.
Material and research methods
To carry out a nosogeographic assessment of prevalence of deseases and morbidity of the adult population
of Sumy region the data from annual statistical reports

Information about the districts of the Sumy region is given according to the administrative-territorial structure, which was before
the entry into a force of the Resolution of the Parliament of Ukraine dated July 17, 2020 No. 807-IX “About On the formation and
liquidation of districts”
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of medical institutions of the Sumy region were taken,
which are subordinate to the Ministry of Public Health
of Ukraine, prepared for the period of 2009–2019. The
following ICD‑11 class diseases were analyzed: cardiovascular diseases, respiratory diseases and neoplasm.
According to the medical statistics obtained since
2014, the study has been conducted without taking
into account the temporarily occupied territories of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the city of Sevastopol
and the temporarily occupied territories of Donetsk and
Luhansk regions.
An important moment of nosogeographic
assessment of the territory is establishment the level
of accumulation of the diseases. One of these indicators
is accumulation diseases index – the ratio between
prevalence of diseases (Рr) and primary morbidity
P
(In): I sd = r .
In
The accumulation diseases index makes possible
the analysis of level of the preventive work and assesses
the quality of primary diagnosis of the diseases as well
as the availability of medical services. Higher values
of accumulation diseases index in a particular region
or district indicates the prevalence of chronic forms of
the diseases over acute one, and about the better level
of medical care of the population and the beneficial
effect of other social factors on the course of diseases
(Dudina et al., 2015).
The work uses a systematic approach, comparative
geographical, statistical, cartographic, analytical, and
other research methods. All calculations, figures and
graphic images were obtained using SPSS Statistic
17.0 computer software by SPSS Inc. and Microsoft
Excel 2010.
Statistical processing was carried out according to
the generally accepted methods of variation statistics.
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Results and discussion
Prevalence of diseases reflects the accumulation of
chronic pathologies among the population, at the same
time characterizing the load on medical institutions and
advances in disease treatment, which allows prolonging
the life of patients (Kotvitska & Lobova, 2012).
According to the medical statistics the prevalence
of above mentioned three groups of diseases among
the population of Sumy region, during 2009–2019
increased by 0.91 %. Analysis of dynamics of the
diseases prevalence showed that during 2009–2017
the prevalence of diseases increased by 10.4 %, but in
2019 compared to 2018 she decreased by 8.6 % (Fig. 1).
In the period of 2009–2019 the prevalence of
diseases most increased among the inhabitants of
Lypova Dolyna (+27.76 %), Romny (+ 25.82 %), Putyvl’
(+16.41 %), Buryn’ (+15.34 %), Konotop (+ 13.19 %),
Lebedyn (+12.73 %), Bilopillia (+12.47 %), Okhtyrka
(+11.57 %) and Nedryhailiv (+11.49 %) districts. On
the other hand, the prevalence of diseases among the
inhabitants of the city of Sumy during the indicated
period decreased by 19.26 %. As of January 1, 2020
the highest prevalence of diseases was registered in
Romny (19 1581.26), Buryn’ (17 7650.50) and Krolevets
(17 0789.28) districts, and the smallest values are typical
for Sumy (13 0273.08) and Seredyna-Buda districts
(12 6277.33 cases per 100 000 people).
During the studied period the primary morbidity
among region’s inhabitants decreased by 5.31 %.
Analyzed The analysis of the dynamics of primary
morbidity indicates that is has wave-like character (fig.
1) – the highest rate was in 2016 (54 369.78 cases per
100 000 people), which exceeds the indicator of 2019
(47 755.52 per 100 000 people).
The rapidest increase of the primary morbidity
was observed among the population of Nedryhailiv

Fig. 1. Prevalence of diseases and primary morbidity of the population of the Sumy region in 2019 compared to 2009 (Source:
Dovidnyk, 2010, 2013, 2016, 2020).
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(+11.18 %), Romny (+14.95 %), Putyvl’ (+15.33 %),
Konotop (+18.67 %) and Lypova Dolyna (+19.56 %)
districts. At the same time the population of others
districts of the region showed significant decrease in
primary morbidity rates – Hlukhiv (–33.03 %), Sumy
(–27.42 %), Trostianets (–26.41 %) and Seredyna-Buda
(–21.77 %).
In 2019, the leaders by the level of primary
morbidity of the population were the city of Sumy
(64 669.53), Krolevets (57 180.33), Romny (52 994.05)
and Konotop (51 038.29 cases per 100 000 people)
districts. Fewer new cases of diseases are recorded
among inhabitants of Velyka Pysarivka (32 822.71),
Sumy (30 421.16) and Seredyna-Buda (29 562.77 cases
per 100 000 people).
Accumulation diseases index in Sumy region in
2019 was 3.28. The lowest values are recorded in
Konotop (3.23) and Krolevets (2.99) districts, and
the city of Sumy (2.41). The highest rates of the
accumulation diseases index were observed in Lebedyn
(4.66), Velyka Pysarivka (4.39), Lypova Dolyna (4.37),
Sumy (4.28), Seredyna-Buda (4.27), Trostianets (4.11),
Hlukhiv (4.08) and Nedryhailiv (4.03) districts.
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) occupy the 1st
place for prevalence of diseases among the population
and 2nd place for primary morbidity of inhabitants. These
diseases are among the main causes of mortality of the
population both in Ukraine and in Sumy region. Ukraine
has the first rank in Europe in term of mortality from
CVDs due to “epidemic” of strokes, heart attacks and
other CVDs. Almost 70 % of death of the population of
Ukraine is caused by CVDs. Mostly these are the people
of working age. Among CVDs, the main cause of death
are coronary heart disease (68.5 % of the total number
of deaths from CVDs). This indicates that the culture of
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular
diseases is too low (Yurochko, 2018).
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During 2009–2019 the prevalence of pathologies of this group among population of the region increased by 5.42 %. The highest rates were recorded in
2018–57 459.63 cases per 100 000 people. Although,
in 2019 the prevalence of these pathologies among
the population decreased by 9.36 % (Fig. 2). Among
administrative-territorial districts the prevalence of
CVDs decreased only among inhabitants of city of
Sumy (–28.43 %). At the same time, most of all increases of this indicator was observed in Okhtyrka
(+22.46 %), Buryn’ (+27.19 %), Romny (+28.34 %),
Bilopillia (+31.77 %) and Lypova Dolyna (+32.11 %)
districts.
In general, the primary morbidity of population
by CVDs in 2009–2019 decreased by 3.58 %. Most
of all morbidity by CVDs are among the residents of
Bilopillia (–42.83 %) and Trostyanets (–24.33 %) districts. Top five districts, where primary morbidity be
CVDs increased, included Buryn’ (+11.12 %), Krolevets
(+15.22 %), Romny (+15.93 %) and Nedryhailiv (+
17.24 %) districts (Fig. 2).
In terms of administrative-territorial districts of
the region the highest level of primary morbidity
by CVDs are among the inhabitants of Nedryhailiv
(4 994.26), Krolevets (4 872.51), Romny (4 838.62),
Hlukhiv (4 701.98), Putyvl’ (4 653.17), Velyka Pysarivka
(4 430.90), Lypova Dolyna (4 354.74) and Okhtyrka
(4 129.01) districts. The lowest primary morbidity in 2019 was observed in Bilopillia (2 485.34) and
Trostianets (2 379.07 cases per 100 000 people) districts.
The disease accumulation index of the CVDs among
the population of Sumy region is 13.57. At the same
time Trostianets (22.32) and Bilopillia districts (24.98)
have highest indicators accumulation diseases index of
the CVDs, while the lowest rate recorded in the city
of Sumy (9.75).

Fig. 2. Primary morbidity and prevalence of CVDs among the population of the Sumy region during 2009–2019 (Source:
Dovidnyk, 2010, 2013, 2016, 2020).
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Respiratory diseases for primary morbidity of the
population occupy the 1st place in the general structure
of diseases, and the 2nd place – by prevalence of diseases.
For the last 10 years the prevalence of respiratory diseases among the population increased by
0.14 % and in 2019 it counted 26 805.04 cases per
100 000 inhabitants. The highest rate was recorded
in 2016–29476.16 cases per 100 000 people (Fig. 3).
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Among administrative-territorial districts the prevalence of respiratory diseases increased in Lypova
Dolyna (by 55.43 %), Putyvl’ (by 50.37 %), Romny
(by 33.71 %), Konotop (by 24.74 %) and Nedryhailiv
(by 24.45 %) districts. While a significant reduction of
the prevalence of the pathologies of this group was observed in Trostianets (by 23.81 %), Sumy (by 24.08 %)
and Hlukhiv (by 35.39 %) districts.

Fig. 3. Primary morbidity and prevalence of respiratory diseases among the population of the Sumy region during 2009–2019
(Source: Dovidnyk, 2010, 2013, 2016, 2020).

At the end of 2019, leaders in the prevalence of
respiratory diseases among administrative-territorial
districts were the city of Sumy (36 872.39), Konotop
(30 505.61), Romny (29 664.50) and Buryn’ (29 608.42
cases per 100 000 people) districts. Lowest prevalence
rates of the respiratory diseases was fixed in Sumy
(16 568.99) and Hlukhiv (15 938.65 cases per 100 000
people) districts. In 2016 the total primary morbidity
was maximum 23 581.0 cases per 100 thousand people, after which was it reduced by 11 %. It should be
noted, that for the last 10 years of the primary morbidity of increased respiratory diseases there is a positive
trend towards a decrease of newly registered cases of
the respiratory diseases. Especially, it can be observed
among the inhabitants of Lypova Dolyna (by 75.14 %),
Nedryhailiv (by 48.79 %), Konotop (by 40.34 %),
Putivl’ (by 36,25 %), Romny (by 34.91 %) and Yampil’
(by 33.63 %) districts, in Sumy city (by 33.93 %) and
Hlukhiv (by 41.51 %) districts.
Of the region the primary morbidity of respiratory
diseases in 6 administrative-territorial districts in 2019
was higher than the middle regional indicator – in city
of Sumy (29 407.22 cases per 100 000 people), Konotop
(25 389.73), Romny (23 335.22), Buryn’ (22 383.44),
Krolevets (22 323.77) and Bilopillia (22 277.82 cases
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per 100 000 people) districts. Fewer new cases of respiratory diseases for this year was registered among
inhabitants of Seredyna-Buda (12 698.31), Hlukhiv
(11 807.22) and Sumy (11 442.42 per 100 000 people)
districts.
In 2019 the highest rates of accumulation index of
the respiratory diseases were in Seredyna-Buda (1.54),
Sumy (1.45) and Putyvl’ (1.44) districts. The lowest accumulation disease indexes belongs to inhabitants of
Okhtyrka (1.24), Krolevets (1.24) and Konotop (1.2)
districts.
Neoplasms is one of the main causes of death of the
population in Ukraine, which has the second rank after
deaths from CVDs (Yurochko, 2018). The neoplasms
by its prevalence among the population of Sumy region occupies 8st place in the general structure of diseases, and the 10th place – by the primary morbidity.
According to the ICD‑11 classification these pathologies included a wide range of malignant and benign
neoplasms. WHO estimates (Noncommunicable diseases, 2018), that cancer is now one of the leading causes
of death in the world: 9.6 million people in 2018 died
from this disease. Cancer causes almost every 6 death
in the world. There are many reasons for the progress
of this pathology. In particular the chemical carcino-
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gens (asbestos and arsenic) are included into them. Oil
spills can occur in places of oil mining in the Sumy region. Oil contains arenes or aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, toluene, xylenes, ethylbenzene). Benzene, which
is a very harmful for public health carcinogen, can penetrate even intact skin and integrate into human DNA
and cause acute leukemia, anemia, bone marrow disease and lead to other cancers (Koroleva et al., 2019).
The trends to increases of the prevalence of the
neoplasms among the population were observed in the
last 10 years in Sumy region: in 2019 this indicator was
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6 126.43 cases per 100 000 people that is 29.59 % higher compared to 2009 (Fig. 4).
Among all administrative-territorial districts only
three fixed reduction of the prevalence of this pathology among the population – Sumy (by 3.57 %), Velyka
Pysarivka (by 5.42 %) and Krasnopillia (by 10.24 %) districts. Most of all the prevalence of neoplasms increased
among the population of Lypova Dolyna (by 51.15 %),
Yampil’ (by 46.13 %), Okhtyrka (by 38.23 %), Buryn’
(by 35.73 %) and Romny (by 34.04 %) districts, as well
as the city of Sumy inhabitants (by 43.22 %).

Fig. 4. Primary morbidity and prevalence of neoplasms among the population of the Sumy region during 2009–2019 (Source:
Dovidnyk, 2010, 2013, 2016, 2020).

According to the medical statistics, in 2019 the
neoplasms have most prevalence among the population
of the city of Sumy (9 364.89 cases per 100 000
people), Buryn’ (6 541.94), Konotop (6 419.40),
Romny (5 876.27) and Lypova Dolyna (5 533.92 cases
per 100 000 people). The smallest prevalence of this
pathology are in Seredyna-Buda (3 766.40), Velyka
Pysarivka (3 585.35), Sumy (3 563.19), Krasnopillia
(3 372.39) and Yampil’ (3 138.55 cases per 100 000
people) districts.
The primary morbidity by neoplasms increased
by 6.18 % over the studied period. High values of the
primary diagnosis of neoplasms were observed in 2012
and 2015, the lowest – in 2018. However, already in
2019, the number of primary diagnosed cases of the
neoplasms increased again – by 6.47 % (Fig. 5).
The primary morbidity by neoplasms decreased
mostly among all districts: in Buryn’ (by 31.34 %),
Lypova Dolyna (by 31.74 %), Konotop (by 34.83 %)
and Yampil’ (by 35.54 %) districts, while leaders in
increase of the primary morbidity by neoplasms were

Putyvl’ (by 43.91 %), Velyka Pysarivka (by 34.51 %),
Hlukhiv (by 26.49 %) and the city of Sumy (by 32.46 %).
In 2019, the highest primary morbidity by neoplasms
was registered in the city of Sumy (1 815.35), Hlukhiv
(1 080.56), Buryn’ (975.78), Putyvl’ (927.63) and
Krolevets (924.75 cases per 100 000 people) districts.
The districts with low primary morbidity by neoplasms
are Bilopillia (594.68), Lebedyn (594.11), Lypova
Dolyna (521.03), Sumy (515.93), Yampil’ (476.85)
and Krasnopillia (429.28 cases per 100 000 people).
The highest indicators of accumulation diseases
index of neoplasms belongs to the inhabitants of Lypova
Dolyna (10.62), Bilopillia (9.03), Lebedyn (8.69),
Krasnopillia (7.86), Konotop (7.61) and Trostianets
(7.43) districts. The best situation for the accumulation
of oncology diseases is recorded in the city of Sumy
(5.16) and Velyka Pysarivka (5.32), Shostka (5.68),
Krolevets (5.78), Putyvl’ (5), Seredyna-Buda (4.71),
Hlukhiv (4.31) districts.
The procedure of cluster analysis was used to
3 groups of the administrative-territorial units of
Sumy region according to the population morbidity
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and prevalence. The following indicators were taken
to implement the clustering: the primary morbidity,
prevalence of diseases, as well as an index of diseases
accumulation. The constructed dendrogram clearly
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shows 5 clusters, which include administrative units
that have similar indicators of morbidity, prevalence of
diseases and the disease accumulation index (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Clustering tree of the administrative-territorial districts of the Sumy region by the level of incidence of the population
by the diseases of cardiovascular system, respiratory diseases and neoplasms.

The first cluster included Sumy and Seredyna-Buda
districts. The districts of this cluster are characterized by
low rates of disease prevalence and primary morbidity
of the population.
The second cluster is formed by Yampil’, Hlukhiv,
Trostianets, Krasnopillia, Shostka and Velyka Pysarivka
districts. It should be noted that the districts of this
cluster have many features in common. For example,
populations in these districts have nearly the same
low disease prevalence rates, which range from
135 945.9 to 145,45 .4 cases per 100 thousand people.
Trostianets, Krasnopillia and Yampil’ districts have
a similar prevalence of diseases and primary morbidity
of population by CVDs. The regions of this cluster
are also characterized by similar indicators of primary
morbidity of the population and the prevalence of
respiratory diseases, etc.
The third cluster united Romny and Buryn’ districts.
These districts have the highest rates of prevalence
of diseases, including cardiovascular and respiratory
diseases. They also have a similar situation with the
prevalence of neoplasms among the population.
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The fourth cluster includes the big number of
administrative-territorial districts of the Sumy region,
among which: Lypova Dolyna, Nedryhailiv, Lebedyn,
Krolevets, Konotop, Putyvl’, Okhtyrka and Bilopillia
districts. The indicators of these districts are also similar
to each other in terms of the primary morbidity of
neoplasms, the prevalence of cardiovascular diseases,
etc.
The fifth cluster is represented by the regional
center – the city of Sumy. It has the highest general
primary morbidity of the population, as well as the
primary morbidity and the prevalence of respiratory
diseases, neoplasms. At the same time, this cluster has
the lowest prevalence of diseases of the circulatory
system, low indices of accumulation disease index,
including cardiovascular diseases.
Conclusions
The “top” values of the prevalence of diseases
and primary morbidity of the adult population of the
Sumy region, which observed in 2016 and 2017 were
established. The prevalence of disease rate in 2019
decreased by 9.72 % and 9.40 % as compared to 2016
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and 2017, while the primary morbidity rate – by 13.9 %
and 10.29 %, respectively. The accumulation disease
index among the adult population of the Sumy region
were 3.28, with high values in Lebedyn (4.66), Velyka
Pysarivka (4.39), Lypova Dolyna (4.37), Sumy (4.28),
Seredyna-Buda (4.27), Trostianets (4.11), Hlukhiv (4.08)
and Nedryhailiv (4.03) districts. Prevalence of CVDs
among the population of the region during last 10 years
increased by 5.42 %, with “top” indicators in 2018
(57 459.63 cases per 100 000 people). The primary
morbidity by CVDs decreased by 3.58 %, and its high
value was observed in 2016 (4 394.71 cases per 100 000
people). The prevalence of respiratory diseases and
primary morbidity of population were highest in 2016
making 29 476.16 and 23 581.0 cases per 100 000 people
of region respectively. Prevalence of neoplasms among
the population during 2009–2019 increased by 29.59 %
and in 2019 it made 6 126.43 cases per 100 000 people,
while the primary morbidity increased by 6.18 %. High
values of newly diagnoses of neoplasms were observed
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in 2012 and 2015 (1 068.22 and 1 087.98 cases per
100 000 people respectively).
Cluster analysis made it possible to group up the
administrative units of the Sumy region into 5 groups
(clusters) according to the similarity of the nosological
situation in them. The results of research can be used
for planning and implementation of treatment and
prophylactic measures by administrative-territorial
districts of Sumy region.
Promising research directions are the search of factors causing a high level of morbidity and mortality,
further monitoring of health status of the population,
as well as substantiation of conceptual approaches for
improving of diseases prevention. First of all, it is actual for the morbidity by malignant neoplasms of the
Sumy region population. Especially, taking into account that the analysis of dynamics of the malignant
neoplasms predicting that the incidence rate by neoplasms among the inhabitants of the region will grow.
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Patterns of distribution and peculiarities of formation of gold ore mineralization in metamorphic
and black shale strata of Azerbaijan
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Abstract. The article discusses the patterns of distribution and the peculiarities of the
formation of gold mineralization in the metamorphic and black shale strata of Azerbaijan in
order to determine metallogenic specialization. Mineragenic analysis of gold-bearing territories
was carried out using numerous data of quantitative studies of the substance of the studied
objects: ore-bearing sedimentary and metamorphic strata, ore bodies and processes ore genesis. The spatio-temporal relationships of
gold-bearing mineralization of various material-morphological types, conditioned by lithological-geochemical conditions and time of
manifestation of lithogenetic processes and metamorphism, have been determined. In the petrographic description of the studied rocks,
two groups were distinguished: Early Paleozoic crystalline shales and Upper Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. It has been determined that
the shales were initially enriched with gold during sedimentogenesis. In subsequent processes of metamorphism, part of the gold was
removed from the shale and redeposited, and thus spread unevenly. Favourable zones of ore deposition could lead to the concentration
of gold in shales in industrial conditions. In the studied crystalline shales, attention is drawn to the contents of Pt and Pd, the commonest
elements of the platinum group. The Pt content in shales is 0.08 g / T on average, while the clarke for clayey shales is 0.03 g / t, i. e.
almost three times higher than the clarke. Even more contrasting is the content of the platinum group element, palladium. In shales, the
Pd content is 0.046 g / t. These data, together with the high gold content in the shales, can be considered as a typomorphic geochemical
feature of the crystalline shales of the Asrikçay massif of the pre-Jurassic basement of the Lesser Caucasus. The studies have shown
that during the formation of gold mineralization in metamorphic and black shale strata, an important role was played by the features
of the host carbonaceous sedimentary complexes, which served as additional sources of noble and associated metals. Some of the ore
elements in unaltered sediments have their own mineral forms.
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Анотація. У статті розглянуто закономірності розміщення та особливості формування золоторудної мінералізації у метаморфічних
та чорносланцевих товщах Азербайджану, з метою встановлення металогенічної спеціалізації. Проведено мінерагенічний аналіз
золотоносних територій з використанням численних даних кількісного вивчення речовини досліджуваних об’єктів: рудовмісних
осадових та метаморфічних товщ, рудних тіл та рудоутворюючих процесів. Визначено просторово-часові співвідношення
золотоносної мінералізації різних речовинно-морфологічних типів, зумовлених літолого-геохімічними умовами та часом
прояву літогенетичних процесів та метаморфізму. У петрографічному описі досліджених порід розрізняються дві групи:
кристалічні сланці ранньо-палеозойського та осадові породи верхньо-палеозойського віку. Встановлено, що сланці спочатку
були збагачені золотом у процесі седиментогенезу. У наступних процесах метаморфізму частина золота виносилася з сланців
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і перевідкладалася, внаслідок чого спостерігається його нерівномірний розподіл. Сприятливі зони рудовідкладення могли
призвести до концентрації золота у сланцях у промислових кондиціях. У досліджених кристалічних сланцях звертає увагу
зміст Pt і Pd – найбільш поширених елементів платинової групи. Вміст Pt у сланцях становить у середньому 0,08 г/т при кларку
в глинястих сланцях 0,03 г/т, що майже втричі вище за кларк. Ще контрастніше вміст елемента платинової групи – паладію.
У сланцях вміст Pd – 0,046 г/т. Ці дані разом із високим вмістом золота в сланцях можна розглядати як типоморфну геохімічну
особливість кристалічних сланців Асрикчайського масиву доюрського фундаменту Малого Кавказу. Проведені дослідження
показали, що в процесі формування золоторудної мінералізації в метаморфічних і чорносланцевих товщах важливу роль відіграли
особливості вуглецевих вміщуючих осадових комплексів, що послужили додатковими джерелами шляхетних і супутніх металів.
Частина рудних елементів у незмінених відкладах мають власні мінеральні форми.
Ключові слова: Лок-Карабах, Великий Кавказ, палеозою, метаморфічні сланці, чорносланцеві товщі, золотопрояви, шляхетні
метали, зона мінералізація

Introduction

A. M. Samedov, M. I. Dzhafarov, M. R. Akperov and
others, in the Southern slope of the Azerbaijan part
In the Eastern Caucasus belonging to the territory
of the Greater Caucasus, mainly within the Drudjin
of Azerbaijan sedimentary and magmatic Mesozoic-
suture anticline of the near-latitudinal strike, and also
Cenozoic rocks of the Alpine stage of the development
in the northern part of the activated Kakheti-Vandam
of the region are broadly distributed.
folded boulder zone, dozens of manifestations of difAgainst the background of publications focusing on
ferent ores are being discovered, including over dozMesozoic-Cenozoic formations in the Lesser Caucasus,
ens of ore manifestations of black shale ore formation.
the studies dealing with Paleozoic rocks comprising
A highly valuable discovery is ore-bearing in thick
crystalline basement of the Lesser Caucasus are quite
zones of the secondary shales of the linear folds in
limited. Those studies and publications are to a great
the central part of Tufandağ horst-anticlinorium and
degree limited due to the fact that the rocks of the pre-
in Katex-Gumbulçay of Sarybash zone.
Jurassic basement have only small outcrops protruding above the surface. Nonetheless, there has been an Peculiarities of geological position
integrated study aimed at obtaining maximum data on
Within the Shamkir volcanogenic-t ectonic
geology of deep layers of tectonic-magmatic zones,
elevation, Lok-K arabakh zone of the Lesser
especially those characterized by presence of deposCaucasus, in the upper reaches of the Asrikçay and
its of Cu, Fe, Pb, Zn, Аu and other metals of various
Axıncaçay, there are metamorphic shales of pre-
genetic types.
Jurassic basement, transgressively overlapped by
Metallogeny of the Greater Caucasus is producLower Jurassic volcanogenic-sedimentary deposits
tive and characterized by unique subordinate deposwith basal conglomerate at the base. There are
its of striped massive and impregnated polymetallic
designated 4 points within the indicated zone where
and copper-pyrrhotite ores, observed to have relationnative outcrops of metamorphic shales were discovered;
ship with plastic intrusions of diabases and gabbro-
their petrographic-litological characteristics was given
diabases. The observed stratification of ore formations
(Abdullaev R. N. et al., 1988; Rustamov M. I., 2001).
and multi-staged pattern of ore deposits of the southThe first outcrop is represented by almost vertically
ern slope are reliable criteria that allow assuming the
embedded quartz-mica-chlorite and clayey-sericite
presence of ores of Filizçay type and deep horizons of
shales, it was found in the upper reaches of the Asrikçay
the northern and southern ore zones.
river, near Çatax and Böyük Qışlaq villages (Fig. 1). In
As with gold bearing, the Greater Caucasus has
the north, the shales are overlapped by Lower-Jurassic
only begun attracting the attention of geologists
effusive rocks, exposed to intense quartzification.
over the recent decade, mainly because of geologic-
Poorly distinct contact between those rocks in the south
metallogenic ideas that have emerged because of disis in the tectonic zone of latidunial strike, represented
covery of specific deposits of the so-called “black
by basal conglomerate, pebble of which is composed of
shale” type in different regions of the world, of course
diabases, their tuff, rounded quartz, clayey shales and
taking into account some signs of gold-bearing of copgranites of Dzirul type. In the sections of the nearest
per pyrites and pyrite-polymetallic ores in known desummits of mountains Tovuz dag and Gava-Tahana,
posits and their flanks, presence of small ore manifesconglomerates that cover the shales were found to be
tations, ore points, poor gold-bearing sulfidized zones
the basement of a section of Lower Jurassic deposits
and systems of quartz veins, gold-containing altered
(Geology of Azerbaijan.Vol. III, Magmatism., 2003).
black shales with finely dispersed impregnated pyrite
The second outcrop is located west of Çatax village
and singular signs of gold in rare heavy mineral conin the water divide of the Asrikçay and Axıncaçay
centrates associated with ore-forming minerals in the
rivers. The dip of the shales in this area is also steep,
regions. Currently, thanks to the studies of a number
similarly to the perious location. By compound, those
of geologists, namely N. A. Musaev, I. S. Mamedov,
rocks are closer to phyllites. In the southern points,
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Fig. 1. Geological map of the Asrikçay crystalline massif.
1 – contemporary deposits (Q), 2 – lavas and pyroclastites of rhyolites and rhyolite-dacites of the Upper Bajocian stage (J2b2),
3 – alternations of tuffs, tuff-sandstones, argillite of the Lower Bajocian period (J2b1), 4 – sandy-clayey shales of Aalenian
stage (J1a), 5 – sandstones with facies of Sinemurian stage (J1sm), 6 – conglomerates that turn into sericite-quartzitic sands
of Hettangian stage at the top (J1qt), 7 – metamorphized shales of Paleozoic Era, 8 – polymetalic (Cu, Pb, Zn) mineralization

shales are graphitized and underwent talcation. The
roof of the shales was determined according to the
quartzitic plagioporhyres embedded on them, and in
the north – by tuffs and slightly metamorphized clayey
interlayers (Fig. 2).

The third outcrop is south of the Qovlar, where
there are breciated thin-striped shales dipping toward
west and northwest.
The fourth outcrop of metamorphic shales
was discovered on the right bank of the ravine of

Fig. 2. Outcrops of metamorphic shales on the water divides of the Asrikçay and Axıncaçay rivers
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the Chagirchay River, near Qullar village. Micaquartzitic and chlorite shales were discovered in the
“core” comprising the oldest rocks of the anticline of
northeast strike, composed of Jurassic volcanogenic
layer. Shales of 8–10 m thickness strike northeast
(Rustamov M. I.2008; Hasanov G. M., 1981).
In the area of Lazylar village, in the upper reaches
of the Dzegamchay River, on the area of 25 km2, there
are outcrops of the Carboniferous period, limited in
the north and south by faults, having wedge-shaped

form stretching 7–8 km, with average width of 3 km
(Fig. 3).
By compound, the studied rocks vary greatly,
forming two groups: crystalline shales are supposedly
Early Paleozoic and Upper Paleozoic (Carboniferous)
sedimentary rocks of the age. In the first group
(Mustafaev G. V. et al, 2011), there are distinguished
different kinds of facies: micaceous-chlorite-quartzitic
shales, shale-quartzitic shales, sericite-clayey shales,
flinty shales. In the second group, there are sedimentary
rocks of varying petrographic compositions.

Fig. 3. Schematic geological map of the area between the Dzegamchay and Asrikçay
Contemporary and upper Quaternary deposits: 1. Alluvial and
alluvial-proluvial: loams, loamy sands, sands, pebbles, boulders; 2Bathonian stage: plagioclase and pyroxyne porphyrites, lava breccias, volcanogenic breccias and tuffites; 3-Upper Bajocian substage:
currents of agglomerate lavas, tuffs, tuffites, tuff-brecias of rhyolites
and rhyolite-rhyodacite with interlayers of tuff sandstones, tuff
gravelites and tuffs; 4-Lower Bajocian substage: agglomerate lavas,
lava breccias, tuff conglomerates, tuff bracias, currents of diabases,
rarer andesites, which gradually turn into packs of tuffogenic sandstones, siltstones, tuffs and tuff gravelites; 5‑the Aalenian stage: sandy-
clayey shales and tuff sandstones; 6‑the Toarcian stage: clayey shales,
shaley, thin-plated siltstones, containing concretions of ash tuffs and
tuff-siltstones; 7- Sinemurian stage: sandstones with tuffogenic admixture and interlayers of limestones; 8‑the Hettangian stage: basal
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conglomerates with interlayers of quartzitic sandstones, rarer clayey
shales; 9‑middle and Upper Carbon: tuffogenic-sedimentary layer:
alternation of tuffites, tuff sandstones, tuff siltstones, siltstones, clayey shales and sandstones; 10‑middle and Upper Carboniferous: volcanogenic layer, alternation of different-sized tuff of intermediate-
basic compound with thin interlayers of siltstones and clayey shales;
11- Eopaleozoic: mica-chlorite, sericite clayey, flinty, quartzitic,
clayey-graphite shales. Intrusive formations: 12-Upper Jurassic
granodiorites and quartzitic diorites; 13-Upper Bajocian plagiogranites; 14-Upper Paleozoic plastic injections of sienite- diorites.
Subvolcanic and vein formations: 15-Upper Bajocian rhyolites,
rhyolite-dacites; 16- dykes of diabases and andesites; 17‑regional
faults; 18‑elements of embedding of rocks.
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Micaceous-chlorite-quartzitic shales are mostly of
quartz and subordinate amounts of chlorite, muscovite,
sericite, biotite, ore mineral (pyrite, magnetite), rarely
feldspar, apatite, “scales” of graphite, and also singular
grains of zircon occur.
Micaceous-quartzitic shales are mostly composed of
quartz and mica with ore mineral, and form stripes. The
rock also contains feldspar, biotite, chlorite, magnetite,
singular grains of orthoclase and impregnations of
pyrite. The structure is striped due to alternation of

quartzitic stripes with mica and ore stripes. Micaceous
interlayers gather in small folds, and alternations of mica
with ore interlayers are observed. Stripes composed of
mica with ore have lepidoblast structure, and stripes
comprising quartz have granuloblastic structure.
Alternation of stripes results in striped texture (Geology
of Azerbajan. Vol. III, Magmatism; Mustafaev G. V.
et al., 2011) (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Nest and veins of quartz among the metamorphic shales in the upper reach of the Asrikçay

Objective of the study. Lok-Garabagh tectonic-
magmatic zone of the Lesser Caucasus on the Alpine
stage of development is characterized by a high degree
of the development of endogenous ore deposits of Pb,
Zn, Cu, Au, Fe and other metals of various genetic types.
The present article analyzes: geochemical peculiarities
of metamorphic shales and volcanogenic-sedimentary
rocks of the pre-Jurassic basement, compound and distribution of noble elements in them for the purpose of
determining metallogenic specialization and possibility of ore-bearing capacity of the Pre-Jurassic rocks of
the basement of the Lok-Garabagh zone; their possible
role of source of concrete metals in the Mesozoic deposits, broadly represented in the indicated tectonic-
magmatic zone. The main goal of the study was determining geological conditions of mineral-geochemical
peculiarities, spatio-temporal ratios of gold mineralization of various substance-morphological types, pattern
and the degree of influence of lithological-geochemical
factors and zonal metamorphism on the composition
of the ores.

Analyses for gold, silver and metals of the platinum group were carried out under the leadership of
N. Sadygov at the Geology Institute of Azerbaijan of
the National Academy of Sciences using nuclear absorption spectromphotometer manufactured by Perkin-
Elmer Company, model 800. The results of the analysis
were checked using the State Standard (RUS‑1, RUS‑2).
To determine low concentrations of Au (n.10–5 –
.
n 10–7 %), we used the ААС method with electrothermal
atomization. The latter allows decreasing the threshold of detecting Au by ten-twenty times compared with
determining by flame. Atomic absorption was measured on the line for gold of 242.8 nm. Spectral bandwidth equaled 0.7 nm. As a source of constant emission,
we used hollow-cathode lamps and brighter doubly-
charged lamps.
To determine Au, the most significant feature is
the representativeness of the weighed amount, which
is determined by number and size of present particles
of Au, pattern of their distribution, composition, mechanic properties and extent of sample reduction.

Methods

Results of geochemical studies

We conducted route studies and collected samples
of different types of rocks of the crystalline basement:
from Early Paleozoic metamorphic shales, volcanogenic
sedimentary carbonaceous rocks, we made thin
petrographic sections, polished sections; we performed
silicate analyses, and determined contents and patterns
of distributions of noble and non-ferrous metals.

As the geological map of the large-scale scheme
suggests, shale outcrops are scattered, the same
fragmentation of rocks was seen when determining
gold and silver in the rocks. Therefore, in Çatax and
Böyük Qışlaq villages, the compounds of gold in shales
equal on average 0.14 and 0.06 g/T, while clarke for
clayey shales is 0.001 g/T, i. e. twenty times greater than
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clarke. However, a number of analyses of the area of
Böyük Qışlaq showed a result of no less than 0.01 g/T,
the content fluctuating 0.03 to 0.09 g/T.
The reason for such drastic decrease in gold content
is not clear – the rocks have no significant differences in
chemical and mineral compounds, and furthermore, the
samples with low gold content have a visually noticeable
coaly substance, though in insignificant amounts, but
still its amount should have rather been higher than in
non-coaly shales. Coal-bearing shales comprise the
lower parts of the shale strata, while shales bearing no
coal make up the upper stratas. Non-uniform distribution
of gold in various regions of the development of shales
is likely related to different extent of the influence of
metamorphism the indicated rocks have been subject
to. There are numerous exaamples of re-distribution of
gold as a result of dislocation processes or temperature
influence of magmatic formations on the containing
rocks (Buryak, V.A., 1982; Mustafaev G. V. et al., 2011).
Low, exceeding no 0.001 g/T (samples 6/10, 8/10,
9/10), concentrations of Au in shales, as well as quartz
and mica (samples 36/10, 37/10 and 38/10) of shales,
may be explained by their leaching. Notably, along
with gold, silver in the indicated samples was present
in low amounts. It should be noted that in a number
of cases, the same samples contained gold that had
leached in greater amount than silver (Table 1). Absence
of clear dependence (correlation) of carrying out of
the gold from the region of Böyük Qışlaq to the range
of Çınqillı, where the siltstones and Upper Paleozoic
(carbon) tuffs are developed, may indicate low degree
or complete absence of the influence of metamorphic
processes on the mentioned rocks. As with ore-bearing,
the Low Paleozoic shales are preferable than the Upper
Paleozoic ones (Mineral resources of Azerbaijan 2005;
Mustafaev G. V. et al., 2011).
The studies of crystalline shales indicate the
concentrations of Pt and Pd, the commonest elements
of platinum group, including also ruthenium, osmium,
iridium and rhodium.
Concentration of Pt in shales equals on average
0.08 g/T at clarke for clayey shales equaling 0.03
g/T, i. e. almost three times higher than clarke. Even
greater contrast was seen in the concentration of the
platinum group element – palladium. In the shales, the
concentration of Pd was 0.046, whereas clarke equaled
0.0005 g/T, i. e. the concentration of Pd in shales was
thirty times higher than in the similar groups of rocks.
These data together with high concentration of gold in
shales may be considered as typomorphic geochemical
peculiarity of the crystalline shales of the Asrikçay
massif of the pre-Jurassic basement of the Lesser
Caucasus.
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More substantiated conclusions would be possible
after specialized studies of gold-platinum-bearing
of the shale deposits. Nonetheless the preliminary
obtained data are of great interest for conducting new
specific studies (Tables 1–2). It has to be noted that –
according to numerous literature data – three genetic
types of industrial deposits are designated: 1‑specifically
magmatic type of deposits in ultrabasic rocks; 2specifically magmatic type of deposits, related to the
basal rocks, 3‑placer deposits. The following studies
(Buryak, V.A. et al. 2002; Chernyshev et al., 2003)
revealed that platinum or elements of the platinum
group are present in different types of rocks, though
all of them ultimately are derivatives of either basal or
ultra-basal magmas.
According to the data of A. G. Berehtin (1956),
minerals of the subgroup of native platinum are
represented by a high number of mineral types and
their varieties representing solid solutions of metals Pt,
Fe, Ir, Pd, Ru, sometimes Ni, Cu, rarely Au, Os, Sn, and
also Pb, Zn, Ag, Co and others. All six elements of the
platinum group – having the same physical and chemical
features – are elements with maximum atomic weight
in triads of Pt and Pd and behave radically differently
from the group of Ru and Os, and the elements Rh
and Ir, which have intermediate position, play a dual
role: on one hand, they form chemical compounds
of varying compositions with elements Ru and Os,
and on the other – are included in the compound of
solid solutions with Pd and Pt, often with Fe, Ni, Cu
and other, including gold, silver and other elements,
as indicated earlier. Out of all these mineral types,
according to A. G. Betehtin (1956), the commonest
elements in the earth crust are natural platinum (Pt, Fe)
and palladium platinum (Mustafaev G. V. et al., 2011).
Regarding this aspect, it is interesting to consider
other ore elements. Average concentrations of Pb, Zn,
Cu, Mo, Co, Cr, Ni in the Lower Paleozoic shales and
the Upper Paleozoic (Carboniferous) tuffs and siltstones
are almost the same. At the same time, concentrations
of Pb, Mo corresponded to clarke, but the amount of Zn
was 2 times, Cu – almost 3 times, Co – 4 times, Ni –
2 times, Cr – 2.5 times lower than their clarkes in the
rocks of the same type, and also the earth crust (Table
2). Notably, quartz from the shales and quartz veins had
the same concentrations of the indicated elements as the
shales had. We may assume that content of ore elements
in rocks and minerals drastically decreased after they had
been carried away and re-deposited, causing development
of mineralized zones or ore manifestations (Naumov et
al, 2016; Parada, S.G. et al., 1986; Mustafaev G. V. et
al., 2011).
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Table 1. Content of noble metals in Paleozoic deposits of the basement of the Lesser Caucasus in the Asrikçay massif (g/T)
№ of
samples
1/08
2/08
3/08
4/08
5/08
1/10
2/10
4/10
5/10
6/10
8/10
9/10
20/10
21/10
22/10
23/10
24/10
25/10
25/10а
3/10b
3/10с
7/10
36/10
37/10
38/10
clarke

Sampling location
Böyük Qışlaq village
Pz1
“
“
“
Çatax village
Pz1
“
“
“
“
“
Mean
Lazylar village
Çınqıllı dağ range
Pz3
“
“
“
“
Mean
Çatax village
Pz1
“
“
“
“
Clayey shales
Earth crust

Rocks, minerals
Shales, chlorite-shale-quartz
Shale, mica-quartz
Shale, sericite-quartz
Shale, mica-quartz
Shale, flint-quartz
Shale, chlorite-quartz
Shale, mica-quartz
Shale, mica-quartz
Shale, chlorite-quartz
Shale, clayey- sericite
Shale, clayey- sericite
Shale, flint
Siltstone, silicified
Tuff, lithoclastic
Siltstone, silicified
Tuff, lithoclastic
Siltstone
Tuff, crystal-lithoclastic
Tuff, crystal-lithoclastic
Quartz, venous, in shales
-“-“Mica from shale
Quartz from shale
Quartz from shale
According to the Institute of
Mineralogy, Geochemistry
and Crystal Chemistry of Rare
Elements, Moscow, 1999

Au

Ag

0.19
0.08
0.17
0.09
0.16
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.09
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0,10
0.06
0.09
0.05
0.07
0.05
<0.01
<0.01
0,05
0.09
0.02
0.06
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.001
0.003

0.12
0.72
0.34
0.76
0.44
0.08
0.06
0.07
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0,28
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.08
<0.01
<0.01
0,06
0.07
0.06
<0.01
0.07
0.06
<0.01
0.07
0.073

Pt

Pd

0.09
0.05
0.08
0.09
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.04
<0.01
0.01
0.02
<0.01
<0.01
0.03
0.003

0.02
0.01
0.07
0.09
0.04
<0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
<0.01
0.03
<0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
<0.01
0.02
0.015
<0.01
0.02
<0.01
0.01
0.02
<0.01
<0.01
0.005
0.009

Table 2. Contents of ore elements in Paleozoic deposits of the Lesser Caucasus basement in the Asrikçay massif (g/T)
№ of
samples
1/08

Sampling location
Böyük Qışlaq village

Rocks, minerals

Pb

Zn

Cu

Mo

Co

Ni

Cr

Shale, mica-quartz

11

44

21.5

2.4

4

33

36

2/08

Pz1

Shale, chlorite-mica-quartz

9

34

18.7

1.5

7

25

34

3/08

“

Shale, sericite-quartz

14

38

17.4

2.1

3

37

42

4/08

“

Shale, mica-quartz

8

37

15.6

1.4

5

38

34

5/08

“

Shale, flint-quartz

12

41

16.2

1.7

4

41

28

1/10

Çatax village

Shales, chlorite-quartz

14

60

18.7

2.1

4

12

27

2/10

Pz1

Shale, mica-quartz

12

62

21.3

2.4

3

9

24

4/10

“

Shale, mica-quartz

10

33

19.2

2.0

6

26

35

5/10

“

Shale, chlorite-quartz

9

35

15.1

1.1

3

36

34

6/10

“

Shale, clayey-sericite

11

40

15.8

1.9

5

29

40

8/10

“

Shale, clayey-sericite

10

39

17.8

1.4

5

31

39

9/10

“

Shale, flinty

9

65

21.7

2.1

4

33

35

10,7

35,6

18.2

1.8

4.4

29

34

20/10

Lazylar village

14

61

19.6

1.9

5

31

28

21/10

Çınqıllı dağ range

12

41

19.3

2.1

7

28

37

10

37

20.3

1.9

5

25

39

Mean

22/10

Pz3

Siltstone, silicified
Tuff, lithoclastic
Siltstone, silicified
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Continuation of Table 2
№ of
samples
23/10

Sampling location
“

24/10

“

25/10
25/10а

“
“
Mean
Çatax village
Pz1
“
“
“

3/10б
3/10с
7/10
36/10
37/10
38/10
Clarke

Clay. Shales
Earth crust

“

Rocks, minerals

Pb

Zn

Cu

Mo

Co

Ni

Cr

Tuff, lithoclastic

9

39

19.9

2.0

4

26

40

Siltstone

11

42

18.9

1.9

8

29

39

9
10
10,7
9
8
15
9
8

33
35
36,5
64
36
61
37
33

17.6
18.5
19.1
22.5
14.8
19.3
19.5
18.7

1.6
2.1
1.9
2.9
1.2
2.3
2.0
1.6

4
6
5.6
5
4
6
6
5

33
36
29.7
10
34
31
32
29

35
37
36
26
37
39
25
29

15
15
12

40
95
68

21.7
55
53

2.0
1.5
1.2

6
19
23

9
70
56

15
90
93

Tuff, crystal-lithoclastic
Tuff, crystal-lithoclastic
Quartz, venous, in shales
-“-“Mica from shales
Mica from shales
Quartz from shales
According to the Institute of
Mineralogy, Geochemistry
and Crystal Chemistry of Rare
Elements, Moscow, 1999

Ore manifestations in the Southern slope of
the Greater Caucasus. A distinctive feature of orecontaining black shale strata of the Southern slope
of the Greater Caucasus is their rhythmic structure,
sometimes presence of volcanogenic material that
indicates manifestation of volcanism that was
occurring at the same time as the accumulation of
sediments, presence of high content of concentrated
or scattered carbonaceous-clayey substances that
cement the sandstones and siltstones of the terrigenous
formations and broad spectrum of sulfide minerals,
mainly syngenetic pyrite (up to 95–98 % of all the
sulfides) and associated pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite,
chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, marcasite and others
(Mineral resources of Azerbaijan, 2005).
Localization of linear-elongated ore-bearing zones
of secondary shale lamination with gold ore-sulfide
mineralization within the Drudjin suture anticline,
are subordinate to the faults of the near-latitudinal
strike. Subjects of great interest are horizons of pyrite
and pyrite-siderite concretions. In the area, high
concentrations of gold tend toward more metamorphized
concretions with grainy pyrite.
Below, we provide short description of the most
interesting gold manifestations in the Southern slope
of the Greater Caucasus.
Qizilqaya gold deposit. It occupies the interval of
the Drudjin suture anticline in the basin of Qoturçay
River (in the upper reaches of the Kyungyut-Chay
River). In the area, gold deposits are developed
in Middle Jurassic black, mostly shale, deposits,
comprising long (around 250 km) Drudjin suture
anticline of near-latitudinal strike across the entire
southern bank of the Greater Caucasus, divided by
regional faults. In the north, the Zangin fault separates
the Drudjin anticline from the Zagatala-Q ovdağ
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sinclinorium, and its border with the Vandam zone
in the south is the Kaynar fault. Particularly, if the
first fault is characterized by altering dip surfaces
toward the north (with formation of sloping tectonic
overlappings in some intervals), the second one has
a steep dip, mostly tilted south (Mineral resources of
Azerbaijan, 2005).
In the area of the gold deposits, four latitudinal-
oriented sub-parallel steeply-dip ore-bearing zones
are distinguished, two of which are located along the
abovementioned border faults, and two others between them are controlled by steeply dipping faults
that complicate the internal structure of the Drudjin
anticline. We may state that all these gold-containing zones are almost of the same type and are represented by, quartz (sometimes with sulfides) interveins
and lenses, which are thinly interstratified, scuffed at
some places, often fragmented by black shales, usually
carbonaceous (hands become black from touching it),
containing fine-fragmented scattered thin-impregnated pyritization, and which often occupy a subordinate
shale lamination position, localizing in small, but distinct fracture faults, filled with ground carbonaceous-
clayey substance (Kurbanov, N.K., 1994). Ore-bearing
zones are characterized by large sizes. They vary in
thickness, mainly 10–30 m, and are seen at the distances of 700–1,200 m; concentration of gold ranges “traces” to 2.4 g/T. In those zones, a relatively
well studied zone is zone № 4 – with the ditches and
trenches on the surface, as well as rare wells and adits. It has been observed on the distance of 1,200 m.
At the same time, the shared horizon equals 1,600–
2,000 m. The thickness of the ore-containing zone
is about 30 m. The concentration of gold according
to one section per 20 meter interval is low (up to
0.8 g/T), while the rest 10 m strata is characterized
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by gold concentration of around 1.0–2.4 g/T. In carbonaceous shales, the concentration of Сorg. ranges
2.04 to 11.04, equaling 3.0–5.35 % in general. Total
sulfide-bearing is 3–5 % of the general mass of the
rocks, whereas those sulfides are mainly composed
of pyrite, and greatly subordinate are marcasite, arsenopyrite, sphalerite, psilomelane, pyrolusite; and
also quartz and calcite occur.
In the designated relatively gold-enriched intervals, mineralization is represented by intervein-
impregnation, lens-stratified, lens-concretion and
breccia-like types. Heightened values of gold
were usually confined to quartz-s ulfide intervein-
impregnated type of mineralization. Along with
the free gold in quartz and in various sulfide minerals (which is indicated by presence of grains in
rare heavy mineral concentrates), it is most likely
present in a significant amount in thin-dispersed condition in sulfides, especially pyrite and arsenopyrite
(Petrovskaya et al., 1976).
In ore-bearing zones, a broad diversity of chemical elements was identified (hereinafter – increased
concentrations of the corresponding elements in%,
except silver in g/T): Ag (20), Cu (0.83), Zn (2.49),
As (0.3), Se (0.0012), Те (0.0005).
Ağlıq-F ilfili gold deposits. They are located
in the basin of the middle reaches of the Xalxalçay
River. It is a small area of the Drudjin suture anticline, the manifestation is confined to tectonically complicated contact of two layers and shungite-
shale, containing concretion horizon represented
by pyrite, siderite and clayey shales. Gold in the
amount of 0.4–3.2 g/T was determined in significantly metamorphized fractured carbonaceous (Сorg
2.95–6.00 %) shales, and the sulfidity of ore-bearing shales equaled 1–3 % (of the overall mass of
rocks), represented mainly by pyrite of several
generations (having crystalline form as pentagon-
dodecahedron), with which the ore-bearing is mostly associated, interesting is determining single gold
particle less than 1–3 mg.
The gold-containing
shales contain Ag (18.6), Zn (0.20), Cu (0.10), Se
(0.0012), Te (0.0005).
Gamzali gold deposit. It is located in the basin
of the middle reaches of the Gamzalichay River.
It is localized within the the Drudjin anticline, the
structural position of the gold deposit is determined
by transversal fault that crosses the complex of Middle
Jurassic sandstone-shale deposits of suture anticline.
Mineralized zone is represented by black carbonaceous shales, seen at the distance of around 2 km,
with the thickness of 15–20 m with gold concentration of up to 0.4 – several g/T, reaching 5–8 g/T in
rare samples. A distinctive feature of the zone is
presence of numerous concretions (mainly pyrite),

containing a heightened amount of gold (up to 2
g/T). A p h a n i t i c p y r i t e t h a t c o m p r i s e s t h e
“core” of those concretions (has a specific yellow colour on the margins),
t r a n s f o r m s i n t o s i d e r i t e a n d c l a y e y -
s i l t s t o n e f o r m a t i o n s . Ve i n - i m p r e g n a t e d
pyrite permeating the mineralization
z o n e a c c o u n t s f o r 1–3 % of the thickness of
curtain-like arranged interveins of pyrite, varying
at its thinnest to one or two centimeters, reaching up to 6 cm in bulges. Besides pyrite, there are
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, marcasite, forming impregnations and secretions that vary in form, rarely small lenses; limited development is seen for
quartz-carbonaceous mineralization. Concentration
of organics in shales (sometimes boudinaged) accounts for 2.0–7.0 %. Of other components, there
are Ag (1 4 ) , Z n ( 0 . 5 ) , S e ( 0 . 0 0 0 8 ) .
Vandam-Qalacıq gold deposit. It covers a number of geologically similarly composed areas in the
basin of the middle Vandamçay River, covering the
area of Qalacıq village. The gold-bearing deposit is
(even though not in all studied areas) within a fault
zone, which complicates the internal structure of the
Drudjin anticline. Gold-bearing, similarly to the
deposts analyzed above, is related to metamorphized carbonaceous shales that are characterized by gold manifestation of heightened
concentrations of organic compound – up to
8–10 % – in the Vandam-Qalacıq group. Gold concentration is up to 0.4 to several g/T, reaching 20
g/T in some samples; and also heightened concentrations of molybdenum are seen (especially
in the area of the Qalacıq), the amount of which
reaches 0.02 %, and copper accounts for 1.0 %.
Baş Layısqı gold deposit. Located between the Rivers Kishchay and Şin çayı,
it is a deposit earlier studied for pyrite
o r e s , m o l y b d e n u m - b e a r i n g , e t c , c h a r a c t e ri z e d b y i d e n t i c a l ( i n a n y c a s e g e o l o g i c a l l y -
structurally) geological structures with oth e r g o l d d e p o s i t s c o n f i n e d t o t h e Drudjin anticline. Mineralized zones were distinguished that are
controlled by series of lengthwise rupturing structures
in the internal stripe of the anticline, characterized
by low gold-bearing (0.2–0.4 g/T); and silver is
observed ( u p t o 1 2 g / T ) .
Zagatala gold ore deposit. Located north of the
district center of the same name (in the basins of the
Rivers Axaxdərəçay and Zilibançay), the gold manifestation is associated with known Katex-Gumbulçay
zone of ores of pyrite formations, observed to have
a low-level gold-bearing. Gold-bearing quartz-sulfide
mineralization, which is 3–10 m thick, is confined
to the zone of diabase dyke that has formed along the
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fault in the black shale layer. Gold is found both in
exocontact dykes and in containing black shales, being accompanied by siltification, carbonization, and
also ferrugization. Of ore minerals, the greatest degree
of development is seen in pyrite, while chalcopyrite,
sphalerite are in a subordinate position. According to
the preliminary data, gold accounts for 0.4–2.8 g/T.
Sarıbaş gold-bearing copper-pyrite deposits, located in the area of the Main Caucasus water divide.
This copper-pyrite deposit and a number of similar
objects are confined to the known Sarıbaş structural-
formation zone. According to the preliminary data,
leached ore zones in the area contain 0.5–2.8 g/T
of gold. To the considered metallogenic zone, the
Dabalt ore manifestation of pyrite type is confined,
as well as gold bearing measuring 0.4–0.8 to 1–2
g/T. The considered zone, including flanks and adjacent areas above the indicated and other copper-
pyrite objects, is obviously interesting not only because of discoveries of significantly gold-bearing
depositions of pyrite formation, but also specifically gold bearing quartz-sulfide and quartzitic types.
In the south slope of the Azerbaijanian part of
the Greater Caucasus, not counting mixed gold in
pyrite ores (Filizçay and other deposits), there may at
least be distinguished two types of gold manifestations:
I) black shale type – in carbonaceous clayey shales
with scattered sulfidization (mainly pyrite) and quartz
(sometimes sulfide) veins and interveins and 2) the one
associated with the cutting quartzitic-sulfide veins and
zones among the deformed sandy-shale rocks. Within
the first one, a notable subtype is the one represented by
a gold-bearing zone overlaying the concretion horizon
among the carbonaceous shales. For the second type,
there is also such a possibility – gold deposit in significantly sulfidized zones and poor sulfides of fault zones
with quartz veins, mostly low-sulfide.
The results of the performed studies allow us to formulate the following main conclusions.
1. In the area of development of Paleozoic shales,
broadly represented are the Upper Bajocian volcanites,
the subvolcanic facies of which are related to the
industrially valuable gold-copper-pyrite deposits in
the adjacent structures of the tectonic-magmatic zone.

Naturally, part of hydrotherms may have penetrated
through the fractures in the shales, as favourable
deposits for ore genesis.
2. Shales have been initially enriched with gold in the
process of sedimentogenesis. In the following processes
of metamorphism, despite its low manifestation, some of
the gold has been carried out of the shales and re-deposited, resulting into non-uniform distribution. Favourable
zones of ore depositions may have led to industrial conditions of the gold concentrations in shales.
3. “Black shale” type of gold deposit is mostly
related to the Drudjin suture anticline. Those gold
manifestations – that currently correspond to the notion “deposits” – are controlled by bordering faults,
as well as series of faults, which complicate internal structure of the indicated anticline, whereas gold
manifestations of the second type of gold-sulfide-
quartz veins are mostly located within the Sarıbaş
metallogenic zone.
4. Gold deposits of black shale type, currently
observed as the main objects of surveys, are characterized by quite significant parameters. Length
of gold-bearing zones is 700–1,500 and more, with
the thickness ranging 10–15 to 30 meters, containing gold concentrations ranging “traces” – 0.4
g/T to 2–3 and more g/T, sometimes reaching
8–20 g/T, forming relatively heightened average
concentrations of up to 2–3 g/T per 5 and more m
thickness in some intervals. Carbonaceous shales
containing gold mineralization are characterized by
concentrations of Сorg. ranging several to 6–8 %, the
greatest amount – 11.04 %.
5. In parallel with conducting the detailed
search (and also survey-e valuating) works in
several selected “key” gold-bearing objects or
some areas of them, it seems necessary to carry out systematic surveys for evaluation of the
general perspectives of gold bearing, first of all
along the strike of the Drudjin suture anticline, located in a more favourable geographic-economic position than the Sarıbaş metallogenic zone, that occupies the water-divide strip of the Main Caucasus
Range.
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Event potential of the tourist destination «DUBNO» as a tool for innovative development of the
region
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Abstract. The article presents the substantiation that the development of the event potential
of the tourist destination «Dubno» is a tool for innovative development of the region.
The study used general and special scientific research methods, including structural and
functional analysis, statistical method and comparative analysis. Substantiation of the
research results was carried out on the basis of information sources of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, the State Service of
Tourism and Resorts of Ukraine, Dubno City Council and data from other scientific and official sources. The concept of potential
potential of the tourist direction is defined, which is proposed to be a complex concept that includes a set of resources of a certain
area that are used or can be used in the practice of events to attract tourists, as well as conditions that have direct or indirect impact on
resource base. The main components of the event potential of the tourist direction of Dubno are analyzed and the main problems of
its use are given. Natural and anthropogenic tourism and recreational-resource, natural and socio-economic conditions influencing the
development of event potential of the studied tourist direction are also described. The role of the event industry in the development of
tourism of the territory and its part in the increase of tourist flows as a result of the organization of tours with the use of event potential
is characterized. An analysis of the development potential of the Dubno tourist destination was carried out, based on the results of
which it was determined that its use will fully contribute to the growth of tourist flows, as the city has many opportunities to organize
events of both local and national importance. The shortcomings that may hinder the rapid growth of the destination as a developed
center of event tourism, including large-scale festival events, including insufficient accommodation and catering facilities, lack of
large entertainment centers and bad-quality roads, which reduced additional investment in development of the tourist infrastructure.
It is proved that the development of the event potential of a tourist destination is a tool for innovative development of the region, as it
involves achieving sustainable growth of gross domestic product, industrial production and investment as a necessary basis for forming
a system of necessary conditions to improve social and innovation sphere.
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Івентивний потенціал туристичної дестинації «ДУБНО» як інструмент інноваційного
розвитку регіону
Р. Р. Мазурець1, Т. В. Гавриленко2, А. Ю. Сербенівська2, В. В. Жученко1
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Анотація. У статті представлено обґрунтування того, що розвиток івентивного потенціалу туристичного напрямку «Дубно» є
інструментом інноваційного розвитку регіону. У дослідженні були використані загальнонаукові та спеціально-наукові методи
дослідження, включаючи структурно-функціональний аналіз, статистичний метод та порівняльний аналіз. Обґрунтування
результатів дослідження проводилось на основі джерел інформації Державної служби статистики України, Державної служби
туризму та курортів України, Дубенської міської ради та даних інших наукових та офіційних джерел. Визначено поняття
потенційного потенціалу туристичного напрямку, яким пропонується вважати складну концепцію, що включає сукупність
ресурсів певної території, які використовуються або можуть бути використані в практиці подій для залучення туристів, а також
умови, що мають прямий чи опосередкований вплив на розвиток ресурсної бази. Проаналізовано основні складові подієвого
потенціалу туристичного напрямку Дубно та наведено основні проблеми його використання. Описано також природний
та антропогенний туризм та рекреаційно-ресурсні, природні та соціально-економічні умови, що впливають на розвиток
подієвого потенціалу досліджуваного туристичного напрямку. Охарактеризовано роль індустрії подій у розвитку туризму
території та її частину у збільшенні туристичних потоків в результаті організації турів з використанням подієвого потенціалу.
Проведено аналіз потенціалу розвитку туристичного напрямку Дубно, за результатами якого визначено, що його використання
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в повній мірі сприятиме зростанню туристичних потоків, оскільки місто має багато можливостей для організації заходів
як місцевого, так і загальнодержавного значення. Обґрунтовано недоліки, які можуть перешкодити швидкому зростанню
дестинацій як розвиненого центру подієвого туризму, включаючи масштабні фестивальні заходи, зокрема, до яких можна
віднести недостатню кількість закладів розміщення та закладів харчування, відсутність великих розважальних центрів та
неякісних доріг, що вплинуло на зменшення додаткових інвестицій у розвиток туристичної інфраструктури. Доведено, що
розвиток івентивного потенціалу туристичної дестинації є інструментом інноваційного розвитку регіону, оскільки передбачає
досягнення стійких темпів зростання валового внутрішнього продукту, промислового виробництва та інвестицій як необхідної
бази формування системи необхідних умов для поліпшення показників соціальної та інноваційної сфери.
Ключові слова: туризм, подієвий потенціал, подієвий туризм, туристична дестинація, потенціал, інвентивний потенціал,
регіон, розвиток регіону, іноваційний розвиток регіону.

Formulation of the problem
The tourism sector of the economy is recognized
as one of the priorities in Ukraine, as our country is
characterized by a significant variety of tourist and
recreational resources, the availability of conditions
for their effective use and has a favorable geographical
location. However, each tourist destination of our
country is unique in terms of providing resource
potential for the development of certain types of
tourism. Event tourism has a number of advantages,
one of which is the ability to create a resource base, such
as the organization of festivals in different fields, which
will reflect the identity of a particular tourist destination.
This makes it possible to attract an additional number
of tourists and, as a result, to stimulate the tourism
business of the region and its economy as a whole,
which has an obvious socio-economic effect.
The tourist destination “Dubno” is characterized
by the presence of a significant number of historical
and cultural monuments, rich folklore, developed
infrastructure and in general has significant potential,
which can serve as a basis for the development of event
tourism. Therefore, scientific research of the potential
of this tourist destination is relevant and will contribute
to its efficient use.
Analysis of recent research and publications
General theoretical issues of event tourism
development are covered in the works of M. Shved
(2006), O. Liubitseva (2008), O. Beidyk (2001),
M. Malska (2008), A. Taranenko (2020), D. Getz (2008),
P. Toneva (2017), M. Whitford (2019), S. Kim (Kim,
S., Whitford, M., Arcodia, S., 2019), R. Stokes (2004)
and B. Ritchie (2010).
M. Boy̆ko (2016), B. Danylyshyn (2021), T. Dupliak
(2018), Y. Zabaldina (2017), V. Herasymenko (2013),
A. Terebukh (2016), I. Trunin (2013) and others studied
the formation of preconditions for the development
of event tourism in tourist destinations, assessment
of the potential of destinations for organizing events,
their role in promoting various tourist products in the
international tourism market.
However, the eventual potential of the tourist
destination “Dubno” is not covered enough in the works
of scientists, which also hinders the development of
event tourism in this area.

The aim of the article is to analyze the development of the event potential of the tourist destination
“Dubno”.
Materials and methods
General scientific and special research methods
were used in writing of this work. Those are functional
and structural analysis, statistical, comparative and
analytical methods.
Substantiation of the research results was carried
out using informational sources of the State Statistics
Committee of Ukraine, the State Service for Tourism
and Resorts of Ukraine, Dubno City Council and materials of other scientific and official sources.
Results of the research
The event potential of a tourist destination is
considered as a complex concept that includes a set of
resources of the territory that are used or can be used
in event activities to attract tourists and conditions
that directly or indirectly affect the development of
the resource base.
In the modern scientific literature on tourism
development, it is noted that the assessment of resource
provision of a tourist destination involves not a final
cost assessment of individual resources, but only their
presence or absence, sufficiency or completeness to form
a list of new promising or expanding already developed
tourism products of various territories or tourist centers
(Terebukh, 2016, Zemla, M., 2016).
The object of the study of the tourist potential of
the destination and the event potential as its part may
be the area where vacationers and tourists can use
a set of tourist services (Haida, Y., Iliuk, V., 2020).
Thus, the tourist potential is a set of existing natural
and man-made phenomena, conditions, opportunities
and tools suitable for the formation of a tourist product
(organization of relevant tours, excursions and events)
in a particular area, it means, within a certain tourist
destination (Mazurets, 2014, Taranenko, 2020). Event
tours can be held in areas that do not have significant
historical, cultural or natural potential and do not have
an established tourist image. In addition, these are events
that can provide sustainable tourist flows in the offseason (Zabaldina, 2017).
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The analysis of the eventual potential of the tourist
destination “Dubno” will include the study of natural
and anthropogenic conditions and resources, taking into
account the geographical location of Dubno.
Dubno belongs to the cities of regional subordination
of Rivne region, performs the functions of the district
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center, is located in the south-western part of the region
within the Volyn upland. The geographically closest
cities are Rivne, Lutsk, Brody, Kremenets, Radyvyliv,
Mlyniv, Zdolbuniv, Ostroh. The general characteristic
of natural conditions and resources of the territory of
the city of Dubno is given in the Table 1.

Table 1. Natural resources of touristic destination “Dubno”
Subgroups
(types) of resources
and conditions
Land resources

Geological and
orographic
Climatic

Hydrographic

Vegetation
Animal

Qualitative and physical parameters
The territory of the city is 2704 ha, which is 0.135 % of Rivne region. The area of the city's lands is 2704 ha,
1354.09 ha or 50 % of which are agricultural lands, 44.2 % (1196.6 ha) are built-up lands, 0.6 % (18.44 ha) are
forests and other wooded areas, 1.9 % (53 26 ha) are occupied by reservoirs, 1.6 % (5.4 ha) are open wetlands,
0.7 % (20.35 ha) are open lands without vegetation or with little vegetation cover.
The location on the border of the Eastern European platform and the Carpathian geosynclinal region led to
a turbulent and ambiguous course of geological history, which was reflected in the heterogeneity of the tectonic
structure and the formation of a rather complicated complex of geological deposits for most of it. The height
above sea level is 202 m, the highest point of Dubno is 255 m.
The climate is temperate continental: mild winters with frequent thaws, warm summers, average annual
rainfall – 600–700 mm. Winter comes in the end of November, and before the active manifestation of climate
change, a stable snow cover is formed in the last days of December – the first decade of January. Summer,
which comes in late May, lasts until September.
Hydrologically, the city of Dubno is located in the area of three artesian groundwater basins.
The city also has 27 artificial reservoirs. The total area of water management lands is 53.26 hectares. The Ikva
River, which flows through the city, belongs to the Dnipro basin (flows into the Styr River). Ikva is a plain
type river, having a slow flow, meliorated within the city.
The flora includes more than 1.6 thousand species of higher plants. The vegetation around the city is dominated
by forests and other wooded areas. The most common are pine and pine-oak forests.
The fauna is typical for the forest zone and is widely represented by mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians
and fish. There are also rare representatives of vertebrates in modern Ukraine (elk, lynx, capercaillie, black
grouse, grouse, etc.). The number of hares, foxes, rodents and earthworms is growing. There are many species
of vertebrates, representatives of avifauna – waterfowl, swamp and meadow birds (ducks, waders, quails, etc.).

*Made by the authors according to the data (Derzhavna prohrama stratehichnoho rozvytku m. Dubno, 2020; Ofitsiinyi sait
Dubenskoi miskoi rady; Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi raionnoi derzhavnoi administratsii).

The objects of the nature reserve fund of the city
include park areas: Kremenets Botanical Garden, park
area «Island», recreational area «Careers», the source of
«All Saints», a park of wooden sculptures, a park near
the Church of the Ascension of the Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church, the park on Independence Square
«Four Seasons».

Historical and cultural resources of the tourist
destination «Dubno» include dozens of archaeological,
ethnographic and cultural monuments. The study area
is characterized by the presence of a rich historical
heritage, which certainly attracts tourists. Many cultural
monuments are under state protection and are of national
importance.

Table 2. Cultural monuments of national importance in Dubno
Cultural monument
Castle of the Ostroh-Lubomyr princes (brickwork)
Palace (brickwork)
Barracks (brick)
Gate body (brickwork)
Lutsk gate (brickwork)
Bernardine Monastery (brickwork)
Church (brickwork)
Tower (brickwork)
Cells (brickwork)
Carmelite Monastery (brickwork)
Church (brickwork)
Cells (brickwork)
St. George's Church (state)
Bell tower of St. George's Church (state)

Construction period
XVI–XVIII century
XVI–XVIII century
XVI–XVIII century
XVI century
XV–XVI century
1630
1630
1630
1630
1630–1686
1630
1686
1709
1700

*Made by the authors according to the data (Zamky ta khramy Ukrainy).
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Location
Shevchenka Street
Shevchenka Street
Shevchenka Street
Shevchenka Street
Halytskoho Street, 68
Halytskoho Street, 74
Halytskoho Street, 74
Halytskoho Street, 74
Halytskoho Street, 74
Shevchenka Street, 51
Shevchenka Street, 51
Shevchenka Street, 51
Sadova Street
Sadova Street
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Table 3. Tourist routes of Dubno and Dubno district
Tourist route
Following Taras Bulba
"Visiting the ancient Dubno"
Mysterious Volyn
Dubno – "Cossack Redoubt"
Princely elite of Ukraine in
Rus’
Our land of ancient times
Our region during the Liberation War
of the Ukrainian people under the
leadership of B. Khmelnytsky
Spiritual shrines
Dubno region during the world wars
History of the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army

Frequency

Location

Every day

Dubno

Every day
Weekend tour
Several times
a month
Several times
a month

Dubno
Dubno and Dubno district
Dubno district, village Ploska

Several times
a month
Several times
a month
Several times
a month
Several times
a month
Several times
a month

Dubno (possession of the Ostroh princes) – Kremenets (royal
lands) – Vyshnevets (family nest of the Vyshnevetsky princes)
Lypa, Kostianets, Lystvyn (first settlements, Rus’ ancient settlement) –
Myrogoshcha (V. Polishchuk Museum, estate of the Shumovsky
family) – Dubno (historical and cultural reserve)
Dubno (XV century castle) – Cossack redoubt (Cossack graves) –
God's mountain ("Miraculous mountain Ispryacha")
Dubno (temples and monasteries of the city) – Churches and
monasteries of Dubno district – Source of St. Anne (Healing spring in
Onyshkivtsi)
Dubno (historical and cultural reserve) – Tarakaniv (Tarakaniv
Fort) – Ptycha (tank battle) – Verba (events of the I–II world wars)
Dubno (historical and cultural reserve) – Maidan (center of the
liberation struggle) – Gurby (battle of 1944, memorial to UIA
soldiers)

*Made by the authors according to the data (Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi miskoi rady; Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi raionnoi derzhavnoi
administratsii).

There were created tourist routes of various kinds for
the city guests. There are 10 tourist routes in the territory
of Dubno district, taking into account the location of
monuments of history, culture, architecture, religious
buildings, rural farmsteads, catering and accommodation,
forests, water objects, recreation areas.
The development of road infrastructure, proximity
to the border with the European Union (200 km), the
presence of a developed road and rail network, as well
as the location nearby (45 km) the international airport
capable of accepting all types of aircraft, makes the
city attractive to foreign tourists. The international
transport highways Kyiv-Chop (M 06), Domanove –
Kovel – Chernivtsi – Terebleche (M 19) run through
Dubno. The distance to Kyiv should be 422 km; to
Lviv – 152 km; to Krasny it should be 101 km; to
Zdolbuniv – 43 km (Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi miskoi
rady; Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi raionnoi derzhavnoi
administratsii).
The network of streets and roads of municipal
property of the city of Dubno is 145.793 km, including:
asphalt roads should be 5.680 km; with paving should
be 5.592 km; unpaved roads should be 74.512 km.

The length of paved streets and roads is 49 %. 96.2 %
of settlements in the district are covered by bus roads.
The communication industry and the field of
informatization are one of the most stable and dynamic
sectors of the economy, which provides a fairly high
rate of growth of communication services, improving
their quality and introducing new services. Highquality functioning of the field of communication and
informatization in the modern world is an important
condition for providing tourists with a comfortable
holiday. It is one of the most stable and dynamic sectors
of the economy, which provides a fairly high rate of
growth in the number of communication services,
improving their quality and introducing new services.
Dubno has a tourist information center, 5 internet
providers and 4 free Wi-Fi zones.
The next important component of the event potential
of the destination is the provision of the territory with
infrastructure facilities. Their number in the Dubno
district, including the city of Dubno, in our opinion,
is insufficient, given the size of the tourist flow in the
region as a whole. This is especially noticeable during
celebrations of district and regional scale.
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Table 4. Infrastructure facilities of Dubno district for 2020
Hotels and motels

Types of accommodation places

Total number
14

Hotels and motels near tourist trails

10

Farmsteads

4

Restaurants

7

Cafe

10

Pizzeria

1

Food places located along the roads

13

Cultural and leisure complexes

24

Houses of culture

18

Clubs

40

Museum

1

*Made by the authors according to the data (Dupliak, 2018; Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi miskoi rady; Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi raionnoi derzhavnoi administratsii).

Recently, independent organization of tourist trips
has become popular among young people attending
events. This significantly saves the budget and allows
to feel free in choosing tourist attractions. Such tourists

choose accommodation establishments on their own and
quite often address to online booking services. Hotels
and motels in Dubno also post information about the
number of rooms on these services (Table 5).

Table 5. The total number of accommodation offers for June 2021 of online booking services
Online booking services
Вooking
Аirbnb
Рlanetofhotels
Нotelmix

Website
https://www.booking.com/
https://ru.airbnb.com/
https://planetofhotels.com/
https://hotelmix.com.ua/

Number of offers
10
22
18
14

*Made by the authors

If we count the number of tourists per one catering establishment in Dubno, we get 418 people in the
high season, and 37 people in the low season (excluding residents). This indicates a lack of these institutions in the city.
To meet the cultural needs of the city, there is 1 museum at the State Historical and Cultural Reserve, 5 libraries, the City House of Culture and the City Club,
the Dubno School of Arts (Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi
miskoi rady).
Houses of culture, clubs and amateur art groups are
the basis of the inventive potential of the tourist destination Dubno. There are 16 creative groups in the city
club institutions: the choir “Fans of Ukrainian patriotic song”; folk ensemble of folk instruments “Pattern
of the Dubna School of Arts”; folk amateur theater;
folk municipal national orchestra; exemplary children’s dance group “Nadiya”; vocal and instrumental
ensemble of the City House of Culture. In total, there
are 259 amateur art groups in the Dubno district.
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Holding events in the city, in particular festivals,
contributes to the development of marketing, creating
a positive image of the destination, promoting its brand,
positioning in various target markets.
The local community is holding a number of events
to promote the city of Dubno and the district. The tourist
brand of the city is created, advertising and information
campaigns in mass media are carried out, advertising
and information products in Ukrainian and foreign
languages (catalogs, booklets, information leaflets,
brochures) are developed, events of the region are
covered on local TV channels, exhibitions of tourist
products of the region are held, new tourist routes
are developed, thematic blogs, forums and various
specialized sites are created.
Marketing analysis of the event market, first of
all, should start with the analysis of tourist flows and
the life cycle of the destination Dubno (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Charts of tourist flows in 2017–2018 in Dubno
*Made by the authors according to (Turistichna statistika mista Dubno)

In 2018, compared to 2017, there is a sharp decline
in tourist flow. This is due to the fact that the vast
majority of tourists are domestic tourists. According
to the State Statistics Service, in 2017–2018, organized
groups of foreign tourists did not visit this region.
Therefore, the deteriorating economic situation in the

country and the political crisis have contributed to this
phenomenon.
As for the life cycle of the destination, there are
many approaches to its definition. The method of
R. Butler was used in this study.

Fig. 2. Charts of the life cycle of the destination of Dubno for 2 years according to R. Butler
*Made by the authors according to (Turistichna statistika mista Dubno)

Although the data were used for 2 years, which
is not relevant enough, but the seasonality in the size
of the tourist flow is clearly visible. The most active
tourist months are May, June, July. This means that
the largest number of tourists is attracted by the events
taking place at this time.

The potential of the city is used not only to promote
the brand of the destination and increase tourist flows,
but also to improve the cultural level of the local
population, the organization of quality leisure for all
members of the community.
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Table 6. Festivals and holidays of Dubno and Dubno district
The name of the event
Festival “In the family circle"
Day of Cossack glory and victory
Folklore festival "From the folk well"

"Star Way" Festival
"Christmas Song" Festival

The period of
Events
holding
May
Getting acquainted with the traditions of different peoples
July
Honoring the memory of the killed Cossacks
August
As part of the holiday, competitions are held for the best loaf, for the best
dish of Ukrainian national cuisine, large-scale exhibitions of folk arts and
crafts, amateur artists, exhibitions-competitions for the best design and
presentation of the column of each village council.
November
Competition of young performers of modern Ukrainian song and dance
January
The abbots of the churches of the Dubno region, church choirs of different
confessions, creative groups of the city and the district perform spiritual
songs and sincerely wish all people a Merry Christmas.

*Made by the authors according to the data (Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi raionnoi derzhavnoi administratsii).

After analyzing the components of the eventual
potential of the tourist destination Dubno, we can
conclude that its use is insufficient, and in general the
destination is of regional importance. Thus, the main
potential consumers of tourist services within the study

area are visitors to Rivne region in general, due to the
inclusion of Dubno by tour operators as a route of
several days of tours in the region, especially in terms
of growing domestic tourism. The analysis of tourist
flows of Rivne region is given in the Table 7.

Table 7. Dynamics of tourist flows of Rivne region for 2015–2020
No
1
2

Indicators
Number of tourists, persons
Growth,%

2015
6640
-25.7

2016
9022
+35.9

2017
11168
+23.8

2018
22027
+97.2

2019
31425
+42.7

2020
21931
-30.2

*Made by the authors according to the data (Derzhavna sluzhba statystyky Ukrainy).

These tables show a sharp decrease in the number of
tourists in 2015 compared to 2014, due to the escalation
of hostilities in Donbas in 2015. From 2016 to 2019,
there is an increase in tourist flows and only in 2020
there was a decline in dynamics by 30.2 %, due to the
impact of the COVID‑19 pandemic. However, in the
world in general and in Ukraine in particular, antiepidemiological measures are being taken, which give
grounds for experts to claim a complete end to the
pandemic by early 2023. Thus, in the absence of an
active phase of hostilities in the territory of Ukraine
by the end of this period is expected to increase tourist

flows in our country and in particular in Rivne region,
and thus increase the number of potential tourists within
the city of Dubno.
To take into account all regional features, for
the development of event tourism, we will conduct
a SWOT-analysis of the tourist destination “Dubno”.
Proper diagnosis will build strategies for further
promotion in the tourism market of Ukraine, improve
and expand services, which will increase the demand
for event attractions in the population (Yulenkova, I.,
2019) (Table 8).

Table 8. Matrix of SWOT-analysis of the tourist destination «Dubno»
Strengths
Geographical location: convenient geographical
location; attractive natural environment; availability of
communications.
Natural resources: powerful recreational potential; water
resources.
Transport and infrastructure: location at the intersection of
highways Brest-Odesa, Kyiv-Chop; availability of a railway
of international importance; approach to the airport;
extensive network of communication links; full coverage of
the territory by mobile communication of various operators.
Tourism, cultural and historical, recreational potential:
the possibility of developing event tourism; availability
of recreational potential; presence of unique historical
and cultural monuments; historical and cultural heritage;
presence of original culture; developed network of socio-
cultural facilities; sufficient material and technical base of
cultural institutions of the city
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Weaknesses
Geographical location: weak use of opportunities related to convenient
geographical location.
Natural resources: insufficient use of recreational potential.
Transport and infrastructure:
low quality of road surface; insufficient level of information service; lack
of measures to improve the culture of movement of drivers and pedestrians;
low level of sports infrastructure; low development of infrastructure for
cycling; unsuitability of transport for transportation of people with special
needs.
Tourism, cultural and historical, recreational potential:
insufficient use of recreational resources; limited availability of
archeological sites for tourists; insufficient awareness of the region among
potential tourists and investors; lack of modern tourism infrastructure and
recreation areas, entertainment industry and facilities for meaningful youth
leisure; insufficient number of hotels and hostels; insufficient number of
food establishments; lack of advertising materials about the city; insufficient
quality and range of tourist services; low culture of citizen recreation.
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Continuation of Table 8

Opportunities
Geographical location:
Ukraine's closeness to the European Union; establishing
cooperation with European countries.
Natural resources: the possibility of regulating the rational
use of nature at the legislative level; the possibility of using
groundwater resources.
Transport and infrastructure:
improvement of road surface; participation in infrastructure
development projects financed from European Union
sources.
Tourism, cultural and historical, recreational potential:
development of tourism on the basis of historical and
cultural heritage; the possibility of improving the situation in
the field of protection of historical and cultural monuments;
attraction of investments in tourist and accompanying
infrastructure of the city; development of event tourism.

Threats
Geographical location:
reducing the competitiveness of the city.
Natural resources:
depletion of natural resources; environmental disasters; excessive
urbanization.
Transport and infrastructure:
lack of an integrated approach to traffic organization and traffic management
in the city; increase of tariffs for basic energy sources; lack of a city
comprehensive program in the development of cycling infrastructure; the
inability and limited capacity of the city to attract technical and financial
assistance for the sustainable development and regulation of public
transport, road repairs.
Tourism, cultural and historical, recreational potential:
deterioration of the physical condition of historical and architectural
monuments; competition from other historic cities.

*Made by the authors according to (Ofitsiinyi sait Dubenskoi raionnoi derzhavnoi administratsii)

In the process of SWOT-analysis, factors and
phenomena were divided into categories: strengths
and weaknesses of the project, its opportunities that
open up in its implementation, and the threats associated
with its implementation.
The development of event tourism is one of the
most effective and efficient mechanisms of innovative
development of the region, as on the one hand,
it allows to improve the parameters of the use of
material, technical and labor resources, reduce the

level of differentiation of the region; on the other
hand – to improve the quality of the economic space
of macro-regions and Ukraine as a whole by equalizing
the conditions of economic development and living
standards (Whitford, M., Ruhanen. L., 2019).
The main indicators that characterize the innovative
development of the regions include the following
groups: economic, social, budgetary, environmental,
technological (Table 9).

Table 9. Indicators of innovative development of regions
Group of indicators
Economic

Social

Budget
Ecological
Technological

Name of indicators
- maximizing the contribution of key industries to gross domestic product;
- availability and reliable prospects for effective demand;
- growth of business activity in a complex of industries related to the priority areas of industry
development;
- growth of innovation activity of regions;
- strengthening regional competitiveness;
- increasing investment attractiveness;
- formation of competitive advantages
- raising the level of real wages;
- impact on the number of jobs;
- maintenance of social facilities;
- reduction of social tension;
- increasing the welfare of the population;
- improving the quality of life;
- growth of budget revenues;
- presence of debt;
- providing support
- impact on the environment;
- the presence of facts of damage to the environment;
- sustainable development
- high-tech production;
- innovative production;
- cost of production

*Made by the authors
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Thus, summarizing the above, we can conclude that
the development of the event potential of the tourist
destination involves achieving sustainable growth
of gross domestic product, industrial production and
investment as a necessary basis for forming a system of
necessary conditions to improve social and innovation
sphere.
Conclusions
The analysis of the event potential development
of the tourist destination Dubno gives grounds to
conclude that its use will fully contribute to the growth
of tourist flows, the city has significant opportunities
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for organizing events of not only local but also national
level. There are a large number of monuments of history,
culture, architecture, religious buildings, forests,
water bodies, recreation areas. However, there are
also a number of shortcomings that may hinder the
rapid development of the destination as a developed
center of event tourism, including large-scale festival
events. These are a small number of accommodation and
catering establishments, the lack of large entertainment
centers and bad-quality road coverage. Therefore,
additional investments are needed in the development
of tourist infrastructure.
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Street art in the context of urban tourism development
Yulia A. Olishevska, Tetiana G. Kupach
Kyiv National Taras Shevchenko University, Kyiv, Ukraine, jlia_29@ukr.net
Abstract. Today there is a significant demand for unique tourist resources, new interesting
routes that meet the cognitive interests and daily tourist practices of the urban population.
The objects of street art are distinguished by the fact that due to their strong artistic content,
they are able to arouse interest and inspire reflection on socially important issues and
problems of today and meet the demand of tourists both within organized tours and amateur tourism. The object of research is conceptual
tourist resources or street art objects of Kyiv. The main focus is on such types of resources as murals and minimalist sculptures, which
are cultural symbols of the capital. The purpose of this research is to carry out a spatial analysis of street art objects and to develop
excursion art routes on the basis of the obtained results of the distribution of street art resources by administrative territorial formations
of the city. The main problem was to find the possibility of breeding tourist flows to ensure the rational use of available resources of
street art and reduce the tourist load on the open public spaces of the capital, which are traditionally areas of greatest concentration of
vacationers. A sociological survey of three age categories (18–25 years, 26–35 years, over 36 years) showed that 76.7 % of respondents
consider murals to be the decoration of the capital, and 88 % of the total number noted the importance of the external design of murals.
Under the conditions of choosing the subject of wall painting for wall decoration in the area of residence, 51 % of respondents preferred
social subjects, 20 % – environmental and 17 % portraits of famous people. Almost 84 % of respondents expressed interest in receiving
extended information about modern art objects, with subsequent participation in the tour, of which the greatest interest was formed in
the age group of 18–25 years. As a result of the spatial analysis of the street art resources of the Kyiv districts, it was established that
as of July 2021, more than 200 street art objects have been created in Kyiv. The largest number of them locates in Shevchenkivskyi
district – 64, and the smallest number – 4 in Desnianskyi district. Tourist interest, in the context of the tourist potential of street art, is
formed by mini-sculptures created within the project “Search”, reflecting the cultural symbols of the capital. For pedestrian routes,
based on the results of spatial analysis, Podilsky and Darnytskyi districts were chosen as representative areas, which allows to diversify
tourist flows within the city. The proposed study was not limited to the size of the murals, which allowed to include in the analysis
murals created both on residential buildings and on high concrete fences, on the walls of educational institutions, if they had a certain
cognitive component. This allowed to expand the possibilities of involving street art objects in excursion routes in certain districts of
Kyiv. The route in Podilskyi district includes 13 street art objects, including 9 murals and 4 mini sculptures. The route through the
Darnytskyi district of the capital includes 15 murals, which are considered to be the most monumental murals in the city of Kyiv. The
developed routes allow to get acquainted with the monumental street art executed in various techniques and devoted to various subjects.
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Стріт-арт в контексті розвитку міського туризму
Ю. А. Олішевська, Т. Г. Купач
Київський національний університет імені Тараса Шевченка, Київ, Україна, jlia_29@ukr.net
Анотація. Інтенсивний розвиток туризму протягом останнього десятиліття спонукав до розмаїття видів туризму та залучення
все нових та нових різновидів ресурсів, що дозволяють задовольнити попит туристів як в межах організованих турів, так
і самодіяльного туризму. Пандемія COVID 2019–2021 років негативно вплинула на всі сфери життя та особливо відчутно
обмежила можливість повноцінного відпочинку та задоволення культурних і пізнавальних потреб містян. Об’єктом
дослідження є концептуальні туристичні ресурси, до яких належать об’єкти вуличного мистецтва столиці. Основна увага
в статті спрямована на виявлення особливостей розміщення концептуальних ресурсів міського туризму, зокрема, муралів та
міні скульптур, що виступають атракторами міського туристичного середовища. Часткові цілі статті стосуються використання
результатів просторового аналізу концептуальних ресурсів міста при розробках та реалізації тематичних екскурсійних
маршрутів, що дозволить урізноманітнити рекреаційні практики жителів та відвідувачів столиці. Основне завдання полягало
у пошуку можливості розведення туристичних потоків для забезпечення раціонального використання наявних ресурсів стрітарту та зменшення туристичного навантаження на відкриті публічні простори столиці, що традиційно є районами найбільшої
концентрації відпочиваючих. Результати просторового аналізу забезпечення районів Києва концептуальними ресурсами
вуличного мистецтва показали, що найбільше скупчення муралів та інших арт об’єктів знаходиться у Шевченківському та
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Дарницькому районах, а найменше – у Деснянському районі Києва. Розширення можливості залучення об’єктів вуличного
мистецтва до кількох екскурсійних маршрутів по окремих районах Києва в запропонованому дослідженні стало можливим
завдяки включенню до аналізу об’єктів стріт-арту, що створені на теплопунктах у житлових мікрорайонах, високих бетонних
парканах, у підземних переходах, а також на стінах навчальних закладів дошкільної, загальної середньої та вищої освіти,
якщо вони мають концептуальну та пізнавальну складову. Крім об’єктів настінного живопису туристичним потенціалом
володіють також, створені в межах проекту «Шукай», міні скульптурки. В розробку туристичних арт екскурсій включено 4
міні скульптурки до екскурсії по території Подолу.
Ключові слова: міський туризм, концептуальні туристичні ресурси, стріт-арт, мурал, арт екскурсія

Introduction
The tourism sector is one of the key components
of the economy. Over the last decade, the attention
was paid to the development of tourism in Ukrainian
cities as one of the key elements of urban development
strategy. 2021 was declared the year of urban tourism
by the National Tourist Organization of Ukraine.
According to the UNWTO, urban tourism is a type
of tourism activity that is carried out in urban areas,
which is characterized by a non-agricultural economy,
developed industry, trade, services and transport. Cities
have a variety of tourist and recreational resources and
are able to meet a wide variety of needs for relaxation
and recreation. Modern cities recognize tourism as one
of the priority spheres of development. Urban tourism
is quite multifaceted and covers such areas as business,
education, events, shopping tourism and others. Visiting
cultural events, galleries, art festivals and historical and
cultural monuments is a separate component.
The tourist offer of urban tourism is based on the
perception of the city environment and the formation
of its attractive image. The introduction of conceptual
tourist resources, which include various festivals and
street art, contributes to the formation of a positive
tourist image of the city. Travel offers of urban tourism
create conditions for gaining a new experience of
immersion in the history and modernity of cities, introduction to the culture of the citizens and so on.
Nowadays tourism as a cultural practice is in
a state of acute transformation processes and is the
most sensitive area to the restrictions caused by the
COVID‑19 pandemic. Considering realities of 2020–
2021 about travel restrictions not only abroad but also
across Ukraine and some populated arreas, the attention to the touristic resources of the cities, in order
to organize a safe holiday, encourage the search for
alternative solutions for the development of sightseeing
in cities. Extensive involvement of conceptual tourist
resources in the organization of recreation of citizens,
including murals and other art objects, will diversify
the excursion proposals of the capital and is one of
the promising areas of development of both organized
and amateur tourism. Also, in the realities of the
pandemic, the problem of «excessive concentration»
in popular tourist destinations of the capital has long
been a concern, and therefore an important issue is

to develop proposals for alternative routes for tourist
practices of citizens and guests of the capital.
Contemporary street art is an effective tool for
shaping the tourist attractions of the cities, and during
the severe restrictions on social contacts during the
second half of 2019 and early 2021 and the ban on
visiting historical and cultural sites and various events
is a way to meet cognitive interests during hiking or
cycling or electric scooter rides. Urban tourism has
high consumer demand for services.
Kyiv has traditionally been one of the leaders in the
number of visitors over the last decade. The diversity
of architectural resources, multicultural heritage, active
festival activities, the unique atmosphere of the historic
center, the rich gastronomic component makes the
capital a leader in tourist flows. Despite the previous
positive trend of organizing various festivals, sport
and cultural events, unfortunately, in the near future
its full and large-scale holding is almost impossible.
Therefore, this study is aimed at organizing short-term
city tours with the involvement of conceptual resources,
in particular, objects of street art, which are available
in all areas of Kyiv and allow to diversify the flow of
vacationers.
The proposed study is aimed at determining the
essence of street art objects, their territorial distribution
within the districts of Kyiv in order to involve in the
sightseeing activities of the capital. The general purpose
of the article is the spatial analysis of street art objects
and the development of art tour routes based on the
use of conceptual tourist resources, including murals
and other art objects, which will diversify the tourist
practices of residents and visitors of the capital. This
is one of the promising ways to renew sightseeing
activities, restore and stabilize urban tourism in the
capital with the possibility of complying with the
requirements of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine and
safe stay on the open-air. The main task of the study is to
make an inventory of street art objects, including murals
and minimalist sculptures created in Kyiv and to involve
them in art tours of certain city areas. A separate stage
of the study was the analysis of existing approaches
to the assessment of street art from the standpoint of
tourism and sightseeing.
Thus, the objects of this study are some forms of
street art, namely – murals, as a form of street wall
painting and minimalist sculpture of symbols of urban
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Kyiv culture. Street art objects come in a variety of
forms and manifestations. In particular, in the form of
tags and graffiti, street painting is perceived by society
very negatively and is understandable only to those
who involved in its creation, so we took into account
only those works of street art that are represented by
murals that are different in size from small images on
the district heating substations to huge murals on the
walls of multi-dwelling units. Street art has gone from
accusations of vandalism to presentations by its brightest
representatives in the world’s best museums. One of the
most popular and well-known manifestations of street
art are the works of Banksy. Murals as tourist resources
have such properties as informativeness, uniqueness,
social orientation, accessibility, attractiveness and
brightness, in some cases cognitive value. Redko V.,
Gerasko M. (2019) in their work «The place of graffiti in
the system of international tourism» note as one of the
key characteristics of graffiti and murals, eventfulness,
uniqueness and brevity, which is the basis for the
formation of demand for art tours acquaintance with
works of street art.
Contemporary street art has influenced the open
spaces of many cities around the world. The active
flowering of graffiti and muralism was observed in the
70–80s of the twentieth century. It first appeared on the
streets of the United States, later became widespread
in European cities. In Ukraine, street art began to
develop in the 2000s. At the same time, there is a rapid
transformation of street art, there are new varieties, such
as installation, performance, flashmob, light show and
others. In addition, techniques of graffiti and murals are
being updated, which dynamically fill the urban space
of Ukrainian cities.
In general, the issue of studying tourism in cities
also began to be actively discussed in the 80s of last
century. The issue of tourism development in the cities
of Ukraine was considered by many experts in the
field of tourism organization, in particular (Malska,
Hatalyak, 2018) considered in detail the theoretical and
methodological principles of urban tourism, components
of tourist resources of cities. Gladky and Sklyarov
(2017) analyzed the peculiarities of the perceptual acception of Ukrainian cities by tourists and offered the
following types of urban tourist sites: natural, UNESCO
World Heritage Site, historical and cultural, sacred.
Lyubitseva O., Pankova E., Stafiychuk V. (2007),
Malska M. (2012), Smal` I. (2010) and others in their
works dedicated to the analysis of tourist resources
adhere to the traditional for the Ukrainian scientific
community division of tourist resources into natural,
historical, cultural and socio-economical. Smirnov
(2016) considers cultural-cognitive, event and business
resources as a resource base of city tourism. In the work
«The concept of the recreational environment of the
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region and its conceptual and terminological structuring»
(Topchiev, Sych, Yavorska, 2020) it is noted that the
recreational environment combines the characteristics
of all sectoral environments such as (natural, manmade, social, economic) with integrated environmental
assessment for human life. The recreational potential of
the territory is considered as a set of all conditions and
resources that provide recreational and tourist activities.
Attention to the consideration of street art objects as
tourist resources was not the focus of these studies.
Dutsyak I., Terebukh A. (2015) conclude that each city
has an individual structure of urban tourism resources –
a stock of attractions that appeal to visitors. The issue
of involving works of street art in the formation of
urban tourism is considered in the works of (Redko,
Herasko, 2016, 2019; Romaniv, Rybachok, Savelyeva,
2019; Andron 2018; Park, Kavacs, 2020). Astafyev S.,
Gusak A. Considering the street art and mural art as
effective means of increasing the tourist attractiveness
of the city. The distinction between the works of street
art and mural art is based on the large size of the murals.
Andron S. views walking art tours as a way to support
the city’s cultural product and legitimize street art.
Street art are considered in the works of (Guinard,
Margier, 2018 and Molnar, 2018) from the standpoint
of sustainable tourism development in cities. Molnar V.
marks a new stage in the development of street art,
which is widely commercialized and promotes the
development of alternative tours and branding of cities.
However, despite the significant number of works,
there is a significant shortage of scientific research on
the development of street art in Ukraine and its impact
on the field of excursion of large cities and the capital
in particular.
Materials and methods
The study used methods of content analysis of
information resources and open data sources, scientific
publications and interactive cartographic materials
(interactive map of murals in Kiev, in particular), which
made it possible to determine the provision of certain
areas of the capital with conceptual tourist resources.
The introduction of new forms of digital documentation,
information resources and the development of social
networks make street art accessible to millions and
contribute to the increased interest of society. Modern
media technologies are one of the main information
resources for the promotion of street art as a tourist
resource in Ukraine.
The methodological basis of the study is the analysis
of street art as a cultural phenomenon (Gastman, Neelon,
2011; Havrylash, 2018; Miro, 2018, etc.), the study
of the development of street art and murals in some
settlements and states (Chang, 2020; Guinard, Margier,
2018; Astafev, Gusak, Sargsian, 2017; Andron 2018;
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Park, Kavacs 2020; Rarely, Herasko 2016; Romaniv,
Rybachok, Savelyeva, 2019; Molnar 2018). This study
was also based on previous research (Olishevska, 2020)
and the study of the implementation of conceptual
resources of the urban environment in tourism practices
(Hakeem, Khan 2018, Malska, Hatalyak, 2018; Hladkyi,
Skliarov, 2017, Smyrnov 2016, 2017).
The study uses the sociological method of
questionnaire survey (interactive online survey) and
methods of geodata spatial analysis. The survey was
conducted in September 2020 and covered more than
200 people. As a result of the questionnaire survey, the
respondents’ interest in art tours using wall-art objects
as display objects was determined, which became the
basis for further development of such art tours.
The use of methods of spatial analysis of geodata
resources of street art allowed to determine the areas
of concentration and distribution of street art objects
in some areas of Kyiv, which, in turn, provided an
opportunity to develop excursion art routes. The
information base for the spatial analysis of street
art of Kyiv is the formed database (DB) of street art
objects. The street art database currently covers only
wall paintings (murals) and minimalist street sculptures
(within the «Search» (“Shukai”) project) and is 206
objects. Spatial analysis of conceptual resources of Kyiv
was carried out using standard GIS technologies of the
ESRI ArcGIS product software, in particular, methods
for visual analysis of geodata by thematic mapping and
methods for spatial distribution of the phenomenon by
density tools module ArcGIS Spatial Analyst.
Results and analysis
The phenomenon of tourism is that tourism requires
resources for the organization of customer service,
because the formation of a tourist product requires
a certain amount and variety of resources. Expanding
the range of tourist services requires the search for
qualitatively new and interesting tourist offers. Tourist
resources of street art are quantitatively limited and
qualitatively differentiated, which determines the
demand for their creation in different parts of cities and
involvement in the field of excursion. As the experience
of many countries and certain cities shows, murals are
increasingly becoming a resource for tourism (London,
New York, Chicago, Seoul, etc.), which should be
introduced in Ukrainian cities. Given the realities of
2020–2021 and the significant restrictions on visiting
historical and cultural sites, museums, festivals and
other tourist resources of cities, we paid attention to the
use of available conceptual resources of the capital, such
as murals and minimalist sculptures-symbols of Kyiv.
The development of street art, in particular muralism,
has been rapid for several decades in America, Europe,
and is actively spreading in the Asian region and Africa.
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Today, murals and other forms of street art are an
integral part of the urban environment and have filled
the open spaces not only in the capital, but also in many
Ukrainian cities. The lack of attention of a scientific
community to the development of urban tourism with
the involvement of murals and other art objects is
a significant incentive to explore the possibilities of
cities in the use of street art for short-term recreation
of citizens and guests.
The survey method was used during the study.
Respondents were interviewed using an interactive
online survey with a standard questionnaire developed
and processed by Google Form tools. The questionnaire
provided answers to the main 10 questions presented
in the Table 1. The survey was conducted during
September 2020 and covered 210 people.
The results of the online survey revealed the interest
of respondents in such a tourist product as an art tour
and, for the most part, a positive perception of wall
painting as a resource in excursion offers.
Conducting an expert questionnaire survey of different age groups of the city (18–25 years, 26–35 years,
over 36 years) allowed to conclude that the most active
supporters of modern street art are young people who
use street art to diversify their tourism practices and
satisfy their need to find interesting places for photos
and selfies. In general, a questionnaire survey of
respondents of three age categories showed that 76.7 %
consider murals to be the decoration of the capital, and
88 % of the total number noted the importance of the
exterior design of murals. Thus, street art is essentially
a way to improve the visual image of cities, increase the
comfort of the urban environment. Paying attention to
the choice of murals for wall decoration in the area of
residence, 51 % of respondents preferred social themes,
20 % – environmental and 17 % portraits of famous
people. Almost 84 % of respondents were interested
in receiving extended information about modern art
objects, with subsequent participation in art tours, the
greatest interest of which was formed in the age group
of 18–25 years.
The mobile way of life influences the formation of
various forms of identity and objective and subjective
factors of tourist motivation, which encourages the
formation of new tourist needs. Knowledge of the
famous urban spaces from a new perspective, the
diversification of traditional walks on weekends and the
formation of new tourist practices of citizens is a topical
issue today. Therefore, one of the tasks of the study is
to develop excursion routes within individual areas.
The quantitative and spatial analysis of street art
objects of Kyiv was conducted at the initial stage of the
study, the areas of concentration (density of objects)
and the number of street art objects in certain districts
of Kyiv were determined. Quantitative analysis of
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Table 1. The questions of the interactive online questionnaire on the attitude of Kyiv citizens and guests of the city to the
tourist resources of street art of Kyiv
Survey questions
1. Do you think that murals adorn the cities of Ukraine?
2. In your opinion, is street art belongs to an art?
3. Do you personally like the murals of Kyiv?
4. If you could choose an image for the wall of a multi-storey building in the area of your

residence,
what topic would you choose?

5. What is more important for you the design of the mural (appearance) or the main idea?
6. Would you like to visit a tour dedicated to the murals of Kiev?
7. In your opinion, should new murals be created in Kyiv?
8. Where is it more appropriate to create murals: in the central areas of the capital or in more remote
(suburb) areas?
9. Have you inspected the mini sculptures of the "Search" (“Shukai”) project in Kyiv?
10. Would you like to learn more about the modern street art of the capital?

the distribution of conceptual tourist resources, such
as murals and minimalist sculptures, showed the
following results: the most street art objects (murals,
sculptures-symbols) were created in Shevchenkivskyi
district (64 objects), and the least – in Desnyanskyi
(4 objects), Dnirovskyi (8 objects), Holosiivskyi (10
objects). In Solomyanskyi, Obolonskyi, Podilskyi and
Sviatoshynskyi districts, the number of street art objects is 11, 17, 19 and 16, respectively, 32 objects –
in Pecherskyi and 26 wall paintings – in Darnytskyi
district.
For pedestrian routes, we chose Podilskyi and
Darnytskyi districts as representative sections. Podilskyi
district has a relatively small number of objects and
a low level of density, and Darnytskyi is the second
largest mural district in the capital, but also has a low
density of street art objects, as the wall paintings are
scattered. The tourist route, which covered mainly the
territory of Shevchenkivskyi district, were presented
in our previous study (Olishevska, 2020).
One of the factors of the muralism development is
the organization of art festivals. Each art festival plays
an important role in the development of a region or
a city, forming a positive and understandable image
of the territory and determining its tourist attraction.
In the tourist sense, festivals provide an opportunity to
promote and create a certain image of the city, being
a so-called «business card». Art festivals, in addition,
are aimed at improving social attitudes in society, and
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Response opinions
А) yes
B) no
C) rather yes
А) yes
B) no
А) yes
B) no
А) social
B) ecological
C) famous people portraits
D) surrealistic
E) your option
А) appearance
B) the main idea
А) yes
B) no
А) yes
B) no
А) central areas
B) suburbs
C) your option
А) yes
B) no
А) yes
B) no

often the purpose of their organization, in addition to the
presentation of cultural and tourist qualities, is to draw
attention to important social issues, social challenges,
global or regional issues and others. An important effect
of art festivals is the unification of society, the education
of cultural tastes and at the same time the education of
the population. In addition, art festivals increase tourist
flows and attract not only locals but also foreign tourists
who love this kind of action.
Street art objects should be considered as conceptual
tourist resources, which best reflects their essential
significance (Olishevska, 2020). By conceptual tourist
resources we mean objects and/or events specially
created in the direction of public art (conceptualism,
monumentalism, minimalism, etc.) to embody the
artistic ideas (representations) of the author. Conceptual
works of monumental/minimalist art, which include
various forms of street art, are always subject to
special laws of understanding color, pictorial forms
and symbols, light and shadow. Contemplation of such
objects creates a feeling of immersion in the so-called
«game of ideas» of conceptual artists. This interactivity
of conceptual resources is focused on the formation of
tourist motivation and demand. The group of conceptual
tourist resources includes certain types of street art,
such as murals, performances, installations, minimalist
sculptures and street festivals.
Each work of street art is a way of conducting
a dialogue between the artist and society. The creation of
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street art objects always has a concept of realization and
a clear or veiled social orientation and almost always
promotes interest (tourist motivation) to visit it. There
is a separate category of people who hunt for street art
objects for the purpose of their photo display, which laid
the foundation for their popularization and formation
of demand for visiting these objects.
Urban tourism correlates with global trends,
particularly among young people. Today we can
observe the transformation of urban tourism, which is
inherent in postmodern culture, which is increasingly
influenced by network technologies of the virtual
world. Authentic cultural experiences gained through
the website change the functional content of tourism
practices, which indicates the emergence of new needs
for a significant number of people. For the most part,
these needs cannot be met within the framework of
classic tourist travel. People seek innovation and vivid
impressions almost without leaving the territory of
their residence. This tendency is especially active
among young people. According to the survey, almost
96 % of respondents aged 18 to 25 are interested in
modern street art, including murals. The COVID‑19
pandemic, antiepidemic restrictions, long periods of
severe lockdown, the travel and traditional leisure ban
have significantly deepened the anxiety of citizens. All
this led to increased interest in walking around the city,
the search for new experiences from everyday practices.
One of the features of the information society
in the 2000s was the development of postmodern
culture. Postmodernism in tourism itself has formed
a new vision of tourism, the so-called tourism of the
postmodern period, which can serve as an indicator
of the postmodern situation in terms of consumption
and rapid spread of images and signs presented as
spectacles (Bozhko, 2018). One of the most significant
manifestations of post-tourism is virtual tourism.
Creating interactive tourist maps, as well as maps of
modern street art allows anyone to travel to the desired
country, region or city. In some large cities of Ukraine
today, maps of murals are quite vivacious, which greatly
simplifies the search for works of street art, but there
are a number of difficulties that should be considered
in more details. In Kyiv, for example, there are a huge
number of works on the map of murals, but there is
almost no background information, which complicates
the formation of tourist motivation, but on the other
hand a bright image in itself is often a stimulus to visit
an art object.
The city authorities of Kyiv and many others large
cities of Ukraine have long been away from street art
as a means of renewing the open public spaces of cities
and forming its tourist attractiveness. However, since
2009 in Ukraine there is a support for street artists,
which manifested itself in the organization of many
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art festivals (Muralissimo, French Spring, City Art,
Dynamic Urban Culture Kyiv, Mural Social Club,
Art United Us, Mural Social Club Back to school!
Ukraine, etc.) In addition, during the last 10 years,
murals have been actively used to transform the urban
space of the capital. Today there is a certain problem of
demarcation of street art and fulfillment of a commercial
order, as the number of works commissioned by public
authorities and individual institutions, establishments
and enterprises is growing. On the one hand, this causes
the transformation of open public spaces, and on the
other hand, increasingly leads to the disappearance
of the creative component of the works of street art.
This causes certain contradictions in art circles and
complicates the identification of the main forms of street
art, their further identification as tourist resources. A new
trend in Ukraine is a certain competition of large cities
for the creation of the largest mural in Ukraine, which is
actively supported by domestic media resources, which
are the main informational sources on the development
of street art in the capital and other Ukrainian cities.
The complexity of the object of study is due to both
the form of expression and the volume (size) of the
murals themselves. The ambiguous attitude of society
to street art and quite opposite views on the meaning
and role of murals, their aesthetic and cognitive value
also complicate the research process and require further
scientific research. Based on the analysis of many
informational sources, it was determined that Kyiv
has created the largest number of murals and objects
of street art (over 200) in Ukraine and their intensive
development by both Ukrainian and world artists is
observed. Quantitative distribution of street art objects
by the territory of administrative territorial formations
of Kyiv is presented in the Fig.1.
The use of wall street painting and minimalist
sculpture for the development of art tours of the city
allows to implement the principles of innovation,
accessibility and diversify tourism proposals.
«The phenomenon of cultural tourism is a new
stage in the development of tourism in general: due to
the needs of society at the present stage and changes in
the priorities of human values, which requires thorough
research in modern tourism» as noted by L. D. Bozhko
in his work «Tourism in the context of globalizational
processes: historical and culturological aspect” (Bozhko,
2018).
Today the demand for unique tourist resources, new
interesting routes that allow to satisfy cognitive interests
and daily tourist practices of the population of cities is
actual. Objects of street art are distinguished by the fact
that due to their strong artistic content, able to arouse
interest and inspire reflection, certain interpretations
of socially important issues, modern problems, etc.
Bright works with attractive images, positively affect
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Fig. 1. The number of street art objects in the administrative territorial formations of Kyiv.
Source: based on our own open source research

the mood of passers-by and contribute formation of
a positive perception of urban space. Street art objects
allow to look at the familiar streets, spaces and certain
areas of the city in a slightly different way.
An important stage of the study was the spatial
analysis of street art obects in order to identify the
areas of their concentration, which are presented in the
Fig. 2. The map shows that the highest density and the
highest representativeness of works of modern street
art has the central segment of the city of Kiev, covering
parts of Shevchenkivskyi, Pecherskyi and Podilskyi
districts of the city. The suburbs of the city are weakly
covered by street art in its various manifestations and
are fragmented, however, the works of wall painting
in this segment of the city are considered the most
monumental, in contrast to the paintings of the central
part of the city.
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As tourism resources, murals, graffiti and minisculptures form a tourist interest primarily through the
brightness of the image, the technique of execution,
the conceptual basis implemented by the author.
Availability and short life cycle (wall painting) are the
factors that stimulate the formation of tourist demand.
These important features of street art objects should
be taken into account when creating and organizing
tourist art routes.
The minimalist sculptural symbols of the capital,
which are represented by the sculptures of the «Search»
(“Shukai”) project, are becoming more and more
popular. Within the framework of this project, from
January 2018 to July 2021, 30 mini sculptures – symbols
of Kyiv were created. For residents and guests of the
capital, mini sculptures are means of learning about
the history of the city and at the same time a way to
diversify walks around the city.
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Fig. 2. Areas of concentration of street art objects in Kyiv.
Source: based on our own open source research

Four mini-sculptures (shown in the Fig. 3) are
included in the development of art routes through Podil,
in particular, one of the gastronomic symbols of the
capital «dry jam», «Brulon’s clock», which is considered
one of the oldest sundials in the capital, and a symbol
of authentic building material, which was used in the
Kyivan Rus` temple architecture of Kyiv – «Kyiv plinth»
and the sculpture of a writer «Mykhailo Bulgakov».

а) dry jam

b) Brulon’s clock

The art route «Meeting of Cultures» is laid
within the Podilskyi district of the capital (presented
in Figure 4). The length of the route is 5.4 km. The
route is pedestrian, but if desired, it can be carried out
using electric scooters. The group gathers near Taras
Shevchenko metro station. Excursion time is 2 hours.
The tour includes 13 street art objects.

c) Kyiv plinth

d) Mykhailo Bulgakov

Fig. 3. Mini sculptures “Search” (“Shukai”) (photo by Yu. Olishevska)
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Fig. 4. Track of the art route «Meeting of Cultures»
Source: Developed by the authors using the capabilities of the web service Google Maps.

Short description of display points:
Point. 1. Mural «Harmony with nature».
Konstantynivska stret, 56a. The work was created in
2016 within the Art United Us project. The author of
the work is Ukrainian artist Anastasia Belous.
Point 2. Kinomural. Konstantynivska street, 22/17.
Created in 2016 by the team of Ukrainian artists UpTwn.
The mural consists of eight portraits of prominent
figures of Ukrainian and world cinema. The portraits
are created in black and white basing on the real photos.
Point 3. Mural «Mind, Body and Soul». Verkhniy
Val street, 44. The work was created during the Art
United Us project in 2017. The author of the mural is
the Spanish artist Kraser. The topic of the work is the
importance and beauty of the inner world of a human.
The mural was included in the list of the best works
of street art – Best Street Art 2017, presented on the
website I Support Street.
Point 4. Mural «Crossing». Volos`ka street 19/22
was created in 2015. The author of the work is Fintan
Magee (Australia). The topic of the mural is the
preservation of the environment.
Point 5. Mural «Kozak». Spaska street, 6A. Author
is Francisco Rodrigues da Silva «Nunca». The work
was performed within the City Art project in 2015.
Point 6. Mural «Without science – death». Illinska
street, 4A. Created in 2013 as part of the French Spring
Festival, with the support of the French Embassy in
Ukraine and the French Institute in Ukraine. The
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mural was done by Julien Malland «Seth» (France)
and Volodymyr Manjos (Waone).
Point 7. Mini sculpture. « Brulon’s clock «, Bratska
street, 17 / 19. The sculpture was installed as the part
of the «Search» (“Shukai”) project and is dedicated
to Pierre Brulon, a mathematics teacher at the Kyiv-
Mohyla Academy, who designed the sundial, which still
stands in the courtyard of the academy and is a science
monument of the late eighteenth century.
Point 8 Mural «Ukrayinka» (“Ukrainian girl”).
Borisoglibska street, 10A. The work was created during
the Art United Us project in 2016. The author of the
mural is an American artist with Ukrainian roots – Olya
Rondiak.
Point 9 Mini sculpture «Dry jam». One of the oldest
gastronomic monuments of Kyiv. The recipe for making
«dry jam» (candied fruit has spread in the city since the
mid-seventeenth century.). The sculpture is installed at
Andriyivskyi Uzviz, 2D.
Point 10. Mural «Renaissance». Borychiv Tik street,
33/6A. The authors of the work are Julien Malland
«Seth» (France) and Oleksiy Kyslov (Ukraine). The
mural was made in 2014.
Point 11. Mini sculpture «Kyiv plinth». The
sculpture is dedicated to ancient bricks, from which
buildings were built during the times of Kyivan Rus`.
The work is installed on the tower of the residential
complex, Dehtiarna street, 6.
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Point 12. Mini sculpture «Mykhailo Bulgakov».
There is a sculpture at the address of Dehtiarna street,
29 near the Vozdvyzhenka district, where the famous
writer Mykhailo Bulgakov spent his childhood.
Point 13. The mural «People go home» was created
on the wall of a small building at Nyzhniy val street,

а) “Brotherhood”

b) “Zemlia I Nebo”

15. The author of the work – Dima Fatum. The mural
is made in the style of surrealism.
Another art route was developed within the territory
of Darnytskyi district of Kyiv. It includes some of the
most monumental murals in the capital (see Fig. 5)

c) “Love Runs the World”

d) “Іnstability”

Fig. 5. The main murals are presented for inspection on the route “Street Art of Darnytskyi district” (photo by Yu. Olishevska)

The length of the art route «Street Art of Darnytskyi
district» – 5.9 km. The route is pedestrian, but if desired,
it can be carried out using electric scooters. Excursion

time is 2 hours. During the tour there is an overview
of 15 street art objects (see the Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Track of the art route «Street Art of Darnytskyi district».
Source: Developed by the authors using the capabilities of the web service Google Maps.

Short description of display points:
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Point 1. Mural «Zemlia I Nebo» on Anna
Akhmatova street, 4. The work was created in 2016
within the Mural Social Club project. The author of
the mural is Fikos Antonios (Greece).
Point 2. The mural «Girl and Sunflowers» was
created on the other side of the house, on Anna
Akhmatova street, 4. The work was created in 2016
by a company of Ukrainian street artists Wall street.
Point 3. Mural «Love Runs the World» on Architect
Verbytsky street 8. The mural was made by Italian artist
Francesco Giorgino (Millo) in 2016 as part of the Mural
Social Club art festival.
Point 4. Mural «Dialogue» on the walls of the
gymnasium No 267. The author of the mural is the
Argentine artist Franco Fasoli (JAZ). Mural «Dialogue»
was created in 2017 as part of the Mural Social Club
project. The work was included in the list of the best
works of street art Best Street Art 2017 and is included
in the list of the most attractive murals in the capital.
Point 5. Mural «Imagination of a Girl», made on
the walls of the gymnasium No 274. The authors are
Mono Gonzalez and Seth. The mural was created in
2017 as part of the Mural Social Club project.
Point 6. Mural «Now» on Kharkiv Highway, 158.
Author is Innerfilds (Germany). The work was created
during the Art United Us project in 2016.
Point 7. Mural «Kharkiv Massyv», created on the
walls of the same building with the previous mural on
Kharkiv Highway, 158. The work was created as part
of the art project Art United Us in 2017. The author of
the mural is Ukrainian artist Dima Fatum. The mural
is made in the style of surrealism.
Point 8. Mural «Shelter», Kharkiv highway,
170. The work was created during the Art United Us
project in 2016. The author of the mural is Paola Delfin
(Mexico).
Point 9. Mural «Brotherhood», Kharkiv highway,
180/21. The work was created during the Art United
Us project in 2016. The authors of the mural are a team
of artists Dourone (Spain).
Point 10. Mural «Mother and Daughter», on Mykola
Bazhan Avenue, 9z, created during the Art United
Us project in 2016. Author of the work James Reka
(RekaOne) (Australia).
Point 11. Mural «St Michael and the Dragon» on
Mykola Bazhan Avenue, 9. The work was created during
the Art United Us project in 2016. Author of the mural
Gaia (USA).
Point 12. Mural «Instability», on Mykola Bazhan
Avenue, 7. The work was created during the Art United
Us project in 2016. Author – INO (Greece).
Point 13 Mural «Dance for Prosperety» on Mykola
Bazhan Avenue, 5E. Author of the mural Ernesto
Maranje (USA). The work was created during the Art
United Us project in 2016.
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Point 14 Mural «Treasury» on Mykola Bazhan
Avenue, 5. The work was created during the Art United
Us project in 2016. The author of the mural is Oleksandr
Brittsev (Ukraine).
Point 15. Mural «Motherhood» on the Revutskoho
street, 40. One of the newest murals in the capital
(November 2020), which claims the title of the highest
mural in Ukraine. The work was created on the wall
of a 25‑storey building, its height is 78 m and the total
area is 1155 m2.
We agree with the opinion developed by S. Andron
(2018) on the positive effect of walking tours to get
acquainted with works of street art, which is aimed
not only at satisfying tourist preferences, but also at
supporting art as a cultural product of the creative
city and its subsequent branding. Due to the variety
of street art objects and their accessibility within all
districts of the capital, there are all the prerequisites for
the formation of tours of the city, taking into account
the tourist motives of visitors, their age and cognitive
interests.
To promote street art in Kyiv and many cities in
Ukraine, mobile applications, interactive maps and
guides are widely used as places to visit, which shows
interest in this art form. With effective marketing
positioning and active promotion on various resources,
there is a prospect of demand for educational tours and
tours of the city in order to get acquainted with the
objects of street art, such as murlas, mini sculptures, etc.
Today, it is extremely important to use alternative tourist
attractions of cities, which are able to form a tourist
motivation and increase the positive perception of urban
space, to leave a more vivid impression on visitors.
Conclusions
Many large cities have long used mural art to
enhance the tourist attractiveness of the area. In London,
New York, Chicago, Berlin, Seoul and other cities offer
bright works to see when visited by tourists.
The results of the study showed that street art
objects are one of the most dynamic tourist resources
in urban tourism. Modern objects of wall painting are
performed in many techniques (mosaic, embossing the
image on the plaster of buildings, drawing, etc.) using
a variety of materials: acrylic paint, spray cans, brushes
and rollers. Typical features of wall painting – murals
are the plot of the composition, the complexity of the
technique, uniqueness, cognitive value, brightness,
accessibility and size. It is often not known who is the
author of a street art, as it is important for street art
artists to communicate their ideas to society without
intermediaries. As of July 2021, more than 200 street
art objects have been created in the capital of Ukraine,
Kyiv. The largest number of them is in Shevchenkivskyi
district – 64, and the smallest – 4 in Desnianskyi.
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Creating walking art routes allows to diversify
tourist flows within the city, which is important for
pandemic restrictions.
The latest media technologies contribute to
the promotion of street art and are one of the main
information resources for the development of street
art in Ukraine and the world. Previously, street art
was characterized by limited existence (short period
of existence) and territorial localization, which was
practically eliminated during 2010–2020 due to the
development of the latest information resources and
social networks. Tourism is both the result and the factor
of unification of the world space, thanks to the Internet
it promotes the emergence of new tourist magnets and
forms of leisure. Increasingly, art artists, street hunters,
and bloggers are creating content that directly forms
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new patterns of behavior, thinking, travel needs, and
new opportunities to explore urban urban space.
The results of the study showed that there is an
increased consumer demand for conceptual tourism
resources, especially among young people aged 18–25.
Street art objects, such as murals and mini-sculptures,
satisfy the cognitive interests and daily tourist practices.
The objects of street art are distinguished by the
fact that due to their strong artistic content, they are
able to arouse interest in socially important issues,
contemporary problems, historical features of the
territory, etc. The works of street art have a positive
effect on the mood of passers-by and contribute to the
formation of an emotionally attractive perception of
urban space, as well as allow a slightly different look at
the long-familiar streets, squares and parts of the city.
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Divorce as an aspect of demographic behavior of the Volyn region population
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Abstract. The article gives a general description and a detailed analysis of the divorce process
of Volyn region population. The theoretical basis, demographic approaches to the study of
divorce and divorce indicators in the region are analyzed. The importance of the divorces
consequences and measures of demographic policy, which will be aimed at reducing them as
a result of modernization of social and economic life in the current regime of reproduction: low birth rate and increasing life expectancy.
Divorces peculiarities of Volyn region population are determined, the main of which are: sociological, psychological and demographic
groups of risk factors for divorce. The main stages of family crises and their symptoms are described. The main negative consequences
of divorce, which have an impact on the general demographic situation in the region are low birth rate (unrealized childbearing of
divorced women); increase in the number of single-parent families in which the child is brought up by one parent; increasing the number
of people who do not want to marry again after divorce; decrease of labor activity; deteriorating health, increased morbidity and death
rate; increase suicides rate; increased risk of mental illness. It was found out the perspective psychological, legal forms and other
assistance in marriage and family. The reasons for the low efficiency of the implementation of specific steps to overcome the processes
of divorce in Volyn region are highlighted. Indicators for estimation of divorcing in the region have been calculated. Spatial-temporal
data analysis of divorces for the period of 1995–2020 is carried out, regional features of their manifestation are singled out. The maps
that reflect the spatial-temporal data differences of divorces in the regions were created. There were identified the main factors and
preconditions for divorce in the region.
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Розлучення як аспект демографічної поведінки населення Волинської області
А. Г. Потапова, Г. С. Голуб, Т. Г. Погребський
Волинський національний університет імені Лесі Українки, Луцьк, Україна, potapova.alla@vnu.edu.ua,
golubgs111@gmail.com, taraspogrebskyi@gmail.com,
Анотація. У статті наведено загальну характеристику та проведено детальний аналіз процесу розлучуваності населення
Волинської області. Проаналізовано теоретичну базу, підходи демографії до вивчення розлучень та показники розлучуваності
регіону. Обґрунтовано важливість наслідків розлучень і заходів демографічної політики, які будуть спрямовані на їх зменшення,
як наслідок модернізації соціального і економічного життя в умовах сучасного режиму відтворення населення: низької
народжуваності і зростаючої тривалості життя. Визначено особливості розлучень населення Волинської області, основними
з яких є: соціологічні, психологічні та демографічні групи факторів ризику розвитку розлучення. Охарактеризовано основні стадії
сімейних криз та їх ознаки. Виділено основні негативні наслідки розлучень, які мають вплив на загальну демографічну ситуацію
в регіоні: низьку народжуваність (нереалізованість дітонародження розлучених жінок); збільшення кількості неповних сімей,
у яких дитина виховується одним із батьків; збільшення кількості людей, які не бажають після розлучення вступати у повторний
шлюб; зниження трудової активності; погіршення показників здоров’я, збільшення захворюваності та смертності; збільшення
суїцидальних випадків; збільшення ризику психічних захворювань. З’ясовано перспективні форми психологічної, юридичної та
інших видів допомоги з питань шлюбу та сім’ї. Висвітлено причини низької ефективності запровадження реалізації конкретних
кроків щодо подолання процесів розлучуваності у Волинській області. Розраховано показники для оцінки розлучуваності на
території регіону. Здійснено просторово-часовий аналіз розлучень за період 1995–2020 років, виділено регіональні особливості
їх прояву. Розроблено картосхеми, що відображають просторово-часові відміни розлучень в районах області. Визначено основні
чинники та передумови розлучень регіону.
Ключові слова: населення, демографічна поведінка, розлучуваність, регіони України, Волинська область.
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scholars, both in Ukraine and abroad. Lawyers,
physicians, historians, philosophers, psychologists
Demographic behavior is a system of actions and
and educators, sociologists and economists, who study
relationships through which the results of childbearing,
divorce in various respects and single out distinctive
marital status, health and life expectancy are considered.
research subjects in their work, but the subject remains
The main components of demographic behavior are:
the same, have been working on the issues.
reproductive, matrimonial and self-preservation
Researchers from the University of Oxford, Esteban
behavior. Reproductive behavior examines the system
Ortina-Ospina and Roser (Ortiz-Ospina and Roser,
of actions and attitudes regarding the birth or refusal
2020) have been studying the spatial distribution of
of a child, as well as the adoption and upbringing of
various economic and social phenomena and processes,
a child. Matrimonial behavior is a system of actions
demography and a wide range of related topics, such as
and relationships that are aimed at registration or
marriage and divorce in the world and some countries
refusal to register a marriage, its preservation or its
and regions in particular.
break. Self-preservation behavior is a system of actions
The authors conclude that, the proportion of people
and attitudes of people to save or refuse to save their
who marry in most countries has declined significantly
own lives and health. All components of demographic
in recent decades and the average age of marriage has
behavior are closely related to each other and their
risen; cohabitation of spouses living together and not
harmonious combination testifies to a full-fledge life.
married is becoming more common; there has been
Divorce is the breakdown of a marriage, giving both
a general trend of increasing divorce rates around the
partners the right to marry again, which is common
world since the 1970s, but this trend varies considerably
in today’s world. The process of divorce leads to the
between countries; the divorce rate is lower in younger
emergence of so-called single-parent families, in
age groups; in developed countries, the average duration
which, due to various reasons, a child (children) is
of marriage before divorce has been relatively stable in
raised by one parent. The increase in the number of
recent decades, and in some cases it has even increased.
single-parent families is directly related to the sphere
For example, in the United Kingdom the average
of marital and family relations, in particular, changes in
duration of marriage declined markedly between the
moral norms in the field of gender relations, premarital
1970s and 1980s, declining from about 12 to 9 years,
relations distribution, changes in traditional family roles
but increased again to 12 years from the early 2000s.
of husband and wife, unpreparedness for marriage,
This reflects what researchers have noted in data on
increasing demands on marriage etc.
the proportion of marriages ending in divorce: divorce
Single-p arent families face a number of
rates increased significantly between the 1960s and
problems – socio-economic, material, pedagogical,
1970s until the 1990s, but have declined steadily
medical, psychological, etc., the solution of which is
since that time. Scientists note a similar pattern in the
quite urgent. In addition, the increase in the number
United States, New Zealand, Australia and Singapore.
of single-p arent families has an impact on the
However, there are still significant differences between
demographic situation in the region. Much attention
the countries.
is paid to the study of the state of families in Ukraine,
Norwegian professors from the University of
but, unfortunately, the demographic aspect of divorce
Oslo Ann Lise Ellingster and Karin Wiederberg
is not widely researched. Thus, the problem of divorce
(Ellingsæter and Forlag, 2012) in “The Family of
is relevant and requires analysis not only in terms of
Socially Prosperous Countries –New Sociological
law, economics, sociology or psychology, but also in
Perspectives” cover current research on family forms
social geography.
and family practices in the Norwegian social policy
The purpose of this article is to identify spatial-
model that is a key area of public policy. The authors
temporal data differences of divorces in Volyn region
focus their own research on the following topics, in
for the period of 1995–2019.
particular: changes in marital status; gender distribution
To achieve this goal it is necessary to solve the
of responsibilities in immigrant families; economic and
following tasks: to analyze the divorce trends in the
social differences in the levels of population divorce;
Volyn region; to establish features of marital behavior of
using different approaches to family policy in European
the region population; to calculate indicators to assess
countries.
divorce; to develop recommendations for improving
Their Norwegian counterpart Helen Arset (Aarseth,
demographic policies to reduce the consequences of
2011) explores the perspectives and current models
divorce.
of married life, as well as gender equality in modern
Materials and methods of research
Western societies, in her sociological and gender
Divorce is quite common in the modern world, studies, including Modern Family Life – Motivations for
so the study of divorce has been the focus of many an Equal Family. The author discusses the international
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sociological perspectives of family modernization, but
outlines a different picture of an equal family –- with
professional and career self-realization of both partners,
in particular in the Norwegian and Scandinavian
contexts, as opposed to leading American and British
theories.
American authors Gene H. Starbuck and Karen
Sossie Lundy (Starbuck and Lundy, 2015) in their
book “Families in Context. Sociological Perspectives”
provides accurate and modern scientific sociological
research of families and family within large-scale socio-
economic processes. The authors present the impact
of economic trends, including industrialization and
post-industrialization, on the prospects for change
in American marriages and families, from partner
selection, family planning and childbearing to family
crises and divorces. Researchers also do not focus on
the issue of affordable health care and the impact of new
social media, poverty, education and social mobility on
the family in the context of family issues.
Economists Betsy Stevenson and Justin Wolfers
(2007) have examined in details the changes and
driving forces of marriage and divorce in the United
States. They suggest that the changes we see in
divorce rates may partly reflect changes in marital
expectations as women begin to gain mass employment
and professional self-realization in a post-industrial
society. Women who married to a significant increase
in women’s employment found themselves married to
those who fit in well with postwar American culture,
but ended up being an unsuitable partner for living
together based on contemporary gender roles in the
aftermath of economic and sociocultural change in the
United States. This may have been the driving force
behind the rapid rise in divorces during the 1970s and
1980s, with 48 % of American couples marrying in
the 1970s divorcing over the next 25 years. However,
since then, the probability of divorce has decreased.
This is typical for couples married in the 1980s and
1990s, when the divorce rate declined and the length
of marriage increased.
American demographers Sheila Kennedy and
Steven Ruggles (2014), using new data from a survey
of the American community and monitoring changes in
the age of the married population, concluded that indeed
there has been a significant increase in age-standardized
divorce rates. USA for the last two decades. In
particular, the divorce rate has doubled among people
over 35. However, among the youngest couples, the
divorce rate is stable or declining. If current trends
continue, the overall age-standardized divorce rate may
level off or even decline over the next few decades. The
authors argue that the equalization of divorces among
people born after 1980 probably reflects the growing
selectivity for marriage. Fewer young people marry:
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more than 40 % of population did not marry before their
30th birthday in 2008, four times as many as in 1980.
As public pressures on marriage decrease, people may
be more selective with their partners, so it is thought
that marriages can become more stable.
Divorce rates like the level of marriage vary by
education, according to American demographer Andrew
Cherlin (Cherlin, 2010). In his writings, he analyzed
that in the 1960s and 1970s, there was a sharp increase
in the level of divorce among Americans for all sections
of the population, regardless of education. However,
from then until today, the probability of divorce has
decreased among married couples in which both
couples have higher education, while the probability of
divorce has remained approximately the same, or even
increased for less educated or less educated categories
of the population.
Chinese human geography researchers (Zaijun,
Shuaibin and Zhifei, Weixuan, 2017) focus on the
spatial picture of regional divorce rates, taking 31
Chinese administrative units at the provincial level
as the object of study and combining traditional
statistical methods and spatial econometric models.
Heterogeneous spatial differentiation of divorce rates
has been linked to specific regional contexts, such
as economic development, culture and population
structure. In particular, the level of urbanization, the
level of education, the prevalence of the Internet and
the size of the family had a significant impact on the
divorce rate in the provinces, and the unemployment
rate and widening income gap in urban and rural areas
had a much smaller impact on the divorce rate.
Among the Ukrainian researchers Y. O. Korchak-
Chepurkivsky, A. P. Khomenko, L. V. Chuyko,
L. I. Slyusar, T. S. Pavlovska are worth mentioning.
In particular, Y. Korchak-Chepurkivsky (Korchak-
Chepurkivsky, 1970) and L. Chuyko (Chuyko, 1975)
studied in details the characteristics of separation at
certain stages of development of the country’s regions.
The best processes of divorce, their causes,
problems of single-parent families in Ukraine are
covered in the works of M. A. Rosenberg “Divorce
as a socio-psychological phenomenon in Ukraine”,
L. I. Slyusar “Divorce in Ukraine in the demographic
dimension: past and present”, S. Nychyporenko
“Problems of single-parent families in the context
of demographic development”, “Demographic
aspect of family policy in Ukraine”, T. Pavlovska
“Urban population of Volyn region: resettlement
and dynamics”, as well as K. Niemets, L. Niemets,
K. Segida, T. Pohrebskyi, G. Golub in the works
“Structural and dynamic features of the regional labor
market of Ukraine”, “Formation of human potential
of the region in the conditions of demographic crisis”
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and “Demographic challenges in the context of human
potential reproduction in the regions of Ukraine”.
To solve the tasks, there were used: historical
approach (determining the state of the problem,
consideration of the main aspects and features of
divorce in dynamics), statistical method (calculations,
creation of statistical materials), descriptive method
(analysis and characterization of primary information
about the causes and motives of divorce), comparative
method (ratio of region and country), analytical
method (isolation of certain socio-economic factors),
cartographic method (creation of maps), program-target
method (isolation of the main areas of problem solving).

unfavorable conditions for the functioning of the family; factors due to social change (Rosenberg, 2009).
There are also demographic factors of divorce,
among which the main place belongs to the age of the
spouses (age of marriage, age of divorce, the difference in age of the spouses (men and women)), as well
as the duration of marriage. Each of these measures
has its own specific impact on the duration of marriage
and the reasons for divorce. The second important demographic factor in divorce is the length of the marriage. Another factor is the number of children in the
family. Studies show that divorces are more likely to
be in families without children or with one child. Of
course, the level of divorce also depends on religion,
Results and analysis
folk traditions, marriage and family law (Pidgorny,
Analysis and systematization of the features of di- Samotoenkova, Olvinska and Vitkovska, 2016).
vorce practice allowed researchers to identify certain
Socio-demographic studies reveal the most
groups of factors and causes of divorce as a socio- common causes of divorce. The highest share belongs
psychological phenomenon. M. A. Rosenberg identi- to: alienation in family relations, conflict of interest;
fies four groups of risk factors for divorce: personal alcohol abuse, family violence, drug use; conflicts due
risk factors; factors due to the history of the family; to residential and financial problems (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The main reasons for the divorce,% Source: Marriage, family and childbearing orientations in Ukraine, 2019

According to Ukrainian sociologists, the main
conditions that determine divorce are the spread of
urban lifestyles, migration, industrialization of the
country, women emancipation. These factors reduce
the level of social control, make people’s lives largely
anonymous, they atrophy the sense of responsibility,
lasting commitment, mutual care for each other.
However, each divorce has its own main and
concomitant causes and motives. However, it all stems
from the unpreparedness of the couple for family life
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and their inability to overcome the problems that arise
throughout the life of the family. Sociology most often
speaks of the four life cycles of the family (marriage;
birth of a child; upbringing of children and their
separation from parents; the appearance of the first
grandson and the death of the spouses). However, it is
not enough to single out and analyze only family life
cycles to explain the reasons for divorce. To do this, we
need to consider in more detail the main stages of family
crises and their symptoms, which result in divorce.
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The family crisis leads to misunderstandings,
emotional alienation, unwillingness to seek jointly
a way out of the situation. There are seven stages of
a family crisis: marital responsibilities; birth of the
first child; socialization of the child; adolescence of the
child; children’s independence; “Empty nest”; death of
one of the spouses (Nichiporenko, 2006).
Analysis of views on the causes of divorce and
risk factors for their occurrence leads to the following
conclusion: the divorce process is due to a number of
marital and premarital factors that directly overlap
with family crises in married life and join the general
individual characteristics of people who eventually
become problems of general socio-economic condition
of the state.
In Volyn region, the number of registered divorces
is the lowest among all regions of Ukraine is 2956
units (2019) (the average in Ukraine is 5750 units).
Accordingly, the total divorce rate, according to the
State Statistics Service, in 2019 was 2.9 ‰ (in Ukraine –
3.6 ‰). It is also worth noting that the share of single-
parent families in the region is only 7 %, the share of
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illegitimate births – 10.7 % (Demographic Passport –
Volyn region, 2021).
The number of divorces in the Volyn region did not
have a constant trend of change in 1995–2019 (Fig. 2).
The dynamics of indicators can be described as abrupt.
Peak values were observed in 2000, 2005, 2011 and
2018. The number of divorces increased during periods
of relative social, economic and political stability.
Conversely, during the aggravation of crises in the
financial sphere, social and political life, the population
was less inclined to make major changes in personal
life. Since the mid‑2010, the divorce registration
procedure has been changed in accordance with the
Law of Ukraine “On the State Registration of Civil
Status Acts” as of July 1, 2010 No 2398-VI, so the data
for this year are not sufficiently correct. However, in
general, the number of divorces has begun to decline
recently due to a decrease in the number of marriages
and a more balanced approach to their creation. It can
also be assumed that it is probably not related to the
real strengthening of the family, but to the growth of
“fashion” for unregistered marital partnerships.

Fig. 2. Dynamics of the number of divorces in the Volyn region in 1995–2019 Source: Demographic passport – Volyn region

The largest number of divorces is observed in cities, where the divorce rate is from 3.6 ‰ (Volodymyr-
Volynskyi) to 5.2 ‰ (Novovolynsk), in rural areas this
figure is 1.8 ‰. The highest divorce rate, except for
cities of regional significance, was recorded (excluding divorces in cities) in Rozhysche (2.75 ‰), Kovel
(2.62 ‰), Horokhiv (2.54 ‰) and Volodymyr-Volynskyi

districts (2.51 ‰), the smallest is typical for Kamin-
Kashirskydistrict (0.69 ‰) (Fig. 3).
Divorce has a direct relationship with fertility, and
the indirect impact of marital instability on fertility cannot be ignored. A great portion of divorces has a psychological effect on young people, keeping some from
getting married.
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Fig. 3. The number of registered cases of divorce in the Volyn region, 2019 Source: Demographic passport – Volyn region

Under the conditions of an unstable family, the potential for its dissolution, a special climate of marital
relations is formed and many couples are in no hurry to
have children, because in case of divorce childless or
young, easier to remarry, less alimony, less and moral
responsibility for their behavior. It is well known that
couples who do not have children or have only one
child are prone to divorce. Therefore, in areas with
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a high divorce rate, the birth rate is low. For example, Novovolynsk has the highest number of divorces (5.2 ‰) and one of the lowest birth rates (7.5 ‰).
Divorce, as a typical pattern, is observed in couples
whose marriage duration is 1–4 and 5–9 years, which
is associated with the couple experiencing a number
of family crises (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Distribution of divorces by duration of marriage in Volyn region,%
Source: Statistical Yearbook Volyn 2020

The total divorce rate in the region at the end of
2019 was 2.9 ‰. The general special divorce rate (the
number of the current population excluding children)
is 3.6. It is the highest in Kovel (5.00 ‰), Ivanychi
(4.68 ‰) and Lutsk (4.77 ‰) districts, the lowest –
in Kamin-Kashirsky (0.91 ‰), Ratne (1.04 ‰) and
Manevychi (1.78 ‰) districts. The overall marital
instability ratio (divorce index) is 48.71 %. It is highest
in Kovel (72.82 %), Ivanychi (71.15 %) and Horokhiv
(67.37 %) districts.
During the Covid‑19 quarantine in March-May
2020, 46 couples divorced and 412 married in Volyn
region. Many couples felt tense when they found
themselves locked in four walls with their families.
Childcare, household chores, work, health care, finances
and world events have all caused a crisis in families.
The couple’s biggest controversy was over the new
division of domestic work. People tried to work and
take care of the children at the same time, which led
to a lack of perception of reality.
In general, divorces in terms of demographic
behavior in Volyn region are characterized by their
insufficient impact, as the region has a very favorable
situation among other regions of Ukraine and has one
of the lowest overall divorce rates. However, one should
not ignore the problems that society faces as a result of
divorces and their overall impact on the demographic
situation in the region.
Thus, the main negative consequences of divorce,
which have an impact on the general demographic
situation in the region are: low birth rate (failure of

children of divorced women); increase in the number
of single-parent families in which the child is brought
up by one parent; increasing the number of people who
do not want to marry again after divorce; reduction of
labor activity; deteriorating health, increased morbidity
and mortality; increase in suicides; increased risk of
mental illness.
The demographic situation in the region is
characterized by high mortality and low birth rates,
the growth of alcoholism –- the need to strengthen
the family. To improve the situation, it is necessary to
stimulate the economic potential of the family, increase
its level of economic independence, autonomy and
responsibility. The main means of fulfilling these
tasks should be the family income policy, the use of
levers of tax and credit policy. In combination with the
increase in the economic well-being of the family, social
benefits and social protection programs for low-income
families should be developed. In addition, educational,
informational, ideological activities aimed at solving
social problems of different categories of families should
be carried out. These tasks should be implemented in
a complex, be a part of a comprehensive state program
of family support, which will be implemented by all
interested central and local executive bodies, as well
as NGOs whose activities are aimed at improving the
situation of various categories of families, providing
them with social services (Ellingsæter and Forlag,
2012).
At the legislative level, it is necessary to carry out
informational and educational work with families, to
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improve the forms of psychological, legal and other
types of assistance in matters of marriage and family.
Legislation in the field of prevention of domestic
violence needs to be improved to prevent violence;
create organizations for social support of such families;
create an effective system of assistance to victims of
domestic violence, etc.
The implementation of certain steps will contribute
to the creation of optimal socio-economic conditions
for the establishment of a well-off, physically and
spiritually healthy, socially prosperous family, ensuring
the family’s basic functions, especially educational and
demographic, as well as positively affect marriage and
reduce the number of divorces.
Conclusions
The spread of divorce is one of the main
characteristics of the matrimonial behavior of the
population not only in Volyn region, but also the
population of the world, which is a consequence of
the modernization of social and economic life of
modern society. Emancipation, gender equality, and
social insecurity are the causes of low birth rates and
increasing life expectancy.
The process of divorce is due to a number of marital
and premarital factors that directly overlap with the
existence of family crises in married life, as well as
join the general individual characteristics of people,
which eventually become problems of the general socio-
economic state. Over the past 25 years, the number of
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marriages has decreased by 1.5 times. In 2019, 6069
marriages were officially registered, while in 1995 –9067. Over the last year, the number of marriages
decreased by 2 %. This was probably influenced by
quarantine, although the trend towards a reduction in
marriages has been observed before.
The number of registered divorces and the number
of single-parent families in Volyn region is the lowest
among all regions of Ukraine. Intra-regional differences
are characterized by a higher divorce rate in urban
settlements and administrative districts of the southern
part of the region. The total divorce rate in Volyn region
is 2.9 ‰, the total special divorce rate is 3.6 ‰, and the
overall marital instability rate (divorce index) is 48.7 %.
The consequences of divorce are primarily negative
and create a number of problems that can significantly
affect the demographic situation in the region, so it
is important in demographic policy to focus on
supporting the socio-economic situation of families
and psychological support of spouses in various aspects.
Further study of all aspects of the separation of
the population is relevant, but it is impossible without
full statistical information about this process, and
especially the restoration of statistical reporting on the
characteristics of married couples who are divorced in
court. In the inter-census period, sample demographic
surveys are needed to provide additional information
on this complex and controversial process.
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Development of children’s and youth tourism in the modern social space of Kazakhstan
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Abstract. Children’s tourism is one of the widespread types of tourism and performs educational, pedagogic, sanitary and other socially
significant functions. It is one of the most steady sectors of the tourist services market.
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The most developed and oldest segments of children’s tourism in Kazakhstan are health-
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improvement and cultural-educational tourism, educational programs are consistently in
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demand. The article is devoted to the development of children’s and youth tourism in the
modern social space of Kazakhstan. The article analyzes how children’s and youth tourism is organized in the regions of Kazakhstan,
its structure and quantitative parameters. The authors note that both the number of health-improving institutions for children and the
consumer structure of children’s and youth recreation have changed: the number of children having a vacation in urban school camps
with a day stay, specialized and spa-type camps is gradually increasing. The problem of forming a system of management for children’s
and youth tourism lies in the large number of activities with different subordination. The article analyzes the situation with camps in
Kazakhstan on the basis of data from the years 2016–2019. We have highlighted the prospects of the regions to develop children’s and
youth tourism and the main directions of its improvement. Thereto the market of children’s and youth tourism was studied, the types of
recreation that are in the greatest demand were identified. We evaluated the opportunities to develop children’s sightseeing tours in the
regions and cities of the Republic of Kazakhstan. To study the needs of children, an opinion poll was held among parents via Google
Forms. The polling consisted of 5 questions to which 114 results were received from respondents. In Kazakhstan children’s and youth
tourism have a different level of development. The formation and development of children’s tourism depends on many factors: highquality personnel, a favourable natural environment and the location of historical and cultural heritage, financing, etc. It is understood
that the economic growth in the field of children’s tourism in Kazakhstan is kept back by insufficient information transparency, focus
on the provision of tourism services, which, in its turn, contradicts the emerging opportunities of communication innovations that have
significantly changed the conditions and opportunities to implement processes of interaction between people and elements of socio-
economic systems, the high level of inequality of the population’s income requiring the diversification of the tourist product.
Keywords: children’s and youth tourism, Kazakhstan, children’s recreation, camp, comprehensive assessment of children’s tourism in
the regions, questionnaire

Розвиток дитячо-юнацького туризму в сучасному соціальному просторі Казахстану
А. М. Сергєєва, А. Г. Абдулліна, А. Е. Альбєкова, Г. Ж. Шумакова
Актюбинский регіональний університет ім. К. Жубанова, Актобе, Казахстан, sergeyeva.aigul@gmail.com;
akshunus_a@mail.ru
Aнoтaцiя. Дитячий туризм – один із масових видів туризму – виконує освітню, виховну, оздоровчу та інші соціально значущі
функції. Це один із найбільш стійких секторів ринку туристичних послуг. Найбільш розвиненим і найстарішим сегментом
дитячого туризму в Казахстані є оздоровчий та культурно-пізнавальний туризм, стабільно користуються попитом освітні
програми. Стаття присвячена розвитку дитячо-юнацького туризму в сучасному соціальному просторі Казахстану. У статті
досліджується структура системи організації дитячо-юнацького туризму в регіонах Казахстану і її кількісні характеристики.
Авторами наголошується, що змінилося як число оздоровчих закладів для дітей, так і сама структура споживання дитячо-
юнацького відпочинку: поступово збільшується число дітей, що відпочивають у міських шкільних таборах із денним
перебуванням, профільних і таборах санаторного типу. Складність формування системи управління дитячо-юнацьким
туризмом полягає у великій кількості діяльності з різним підпорядкуванням. У статті проаналізовано ситуацію з таборами
в Казахстані на основі даних за 2016–2019 роки. Були відзначені можливості регіонів у розвитку дитячого та юнацького
туризму і основні напрямки його вдосконалення. Крім того, було вивчено ринок дитячого та юнацького туризму, визначено
види відпочинку, які користуються найбільшим попитом. Оцінювалися можливості проведення дитячих екскурсійних турів
в області та містах РК. Для вивчення потреб дітей серед батьків було проведено соціальне опитування через Googleforms.
Опитування складалося з 5 питань, на яке було отримано 114 відповідей від респондентів. Дитячий і юнацький туризм у різних
регіонах Казахстану розвинений по-різному. Становлення і розвиток дитячого туризму залежить від багатьох чинників:
якісний персонал, сприятливе навколишнє середовище і розташування історико-культурної спадщини, фінансування і т. і.
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Обґрунтовується, що економічне зростання в сфері дитячого туризму в Казахстані стримується недостатньою інформаційною
прозорістю, орієнтацією на надання тур послуг, що, в свою чергу, вступає в протиріччя з можливостями комунікаційних
інновацій, які значно змінили умови та можливості реалізації процесів взаємодії людей і елементів соціально-економічних
систем, високим рівнем диференціації доходів населення, що вимагає диверсифікації туристичного продукту.
Ключові слова: дитячо-юнацький туризм, Казахстан, дитячий відпочинок, табір, комплексна оцінка дитячого туризму
областей, анкетування

Introduction
Children’s and youth tourism are an essential
segment of the tourist market, its development is
important in economic and social terms. Children’s
tourism is a specific type of social space, and by now
the situation has developed where the principles of
spatial organization and the principles of organizing
social interaction in the field of tourism are quite strictly
designed and standardized.
Despite the certain success in the development
of the recreation field and tourism for children in
Kazakhstan, the state is not sufficiently involved in
its management. The analysis of the condition of
development of children’s tourism in the Republic
of Kazakhstan shows that currently there are certain
problems in its organization, which include: weak
development of the infrastructure component of
children’s tourism; low availability of recreation to
the majority of children of Kazakhstan; low elaboration
of the regulatory framework and uniform standards of
activity in the field of children’s tourism; the absence
of a number of companies engaged in children tourism
from the unified register of tour operators; the inability
of many organizations working with children to ensure
the safety of children’s recreation; the low professional
quality of most specialists working in the field of
children’s recreation and tourism; insufficient consumer
awareness about the tourist products offered for children.
All these negative facts point out that organizations in
Kazakhstan operating in the children’s tourism market
face the problem of finding the most effective methods
of managing both each organization individually and
the entire children’s tourism sector of Kazakhstan taken
as a whole.
Due to the pandemic, the past year and this year
have tended to reduce the financial solvency of most
of the population of Kazakhstan, price increases and
unemployment have negatively affected the development
of tourism as a whole. One of these types of tourism
is children’s tourism, with the help of which a holistic
approach to the upbringing of children is effectively
implemented, based on the continuity of educational,
pedagogic and health-improving processes, the spiritual
and physical development of children, their socialization

and further activities. The focused attention of all
interested parties to the problems of children recreation
is understandable as the health of the coming generation
is the basis for the long-term growth of society and one
of the most important elements of ensuring its safety.
There is a fundamental difference between the
recreation of children and adults – children’s recreation
is characterized by the increased responsibility of
organizers for the lives of children, which, in turn,
affects the cost of recreation. In addition, children’s
recreation, unlike that of adults, pursues a complex
aim – the recreation of children with a pronounced
educational component. It should be noted that though
children themselves are not very critical of the quality
of services, there is an understanding on the part of
parents and organizers of children’s recreation that the
quality of services provided for children on vacation
(food, accommodation, leisure, environmental situation,
psychological climate, educational and educational
technologies) should be at the highest level. Special
attention should be paid to the safety of children as
a basic aspect of the quality of services; this refers
to food safety, physical, psychological safety, etc.
Children’s cultural and educational trips, excursions,
tours are organized everywhere, with trips to various
regions of the country. The problems of the studied
segment of children’s recreation arise from the general
problems of recreation, health improvement and
recreation in Kazakhstan, among which the high cost
of recreation in the country plays a significant role. In
the diagram below (Figure 1), the authors have made
an attempt to clarify the place of children’s tourism in
the system of children’s recreation, health improvement
and medical care.
The variety of forms and types of children’s
tourism makes it essential to develop its classification.
All types of children’s tourism in practice are found
both separately and in combination with each other.
A children’s tourist product will be understood as a set
of goods and services a certain quantity and quality as
well as the knowledge and skills of the personel serving
children required to meet their cognitive or recreational
needs in a particular tourist region based on the use of
local tourist and recreational resources.
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Fig.1. Children’s tourism of Kazakhstan in social space
Source: made by the authors based on the Orgina, E., 2011.

Research materials and methods

ket of children and youth tourism is extremely important in social and economic terms. Effective manChildren’s tourism is understood as a type of touragement of children’s recreation can bring significant
ism the consumers of which are children aged from
profit (Morozov, 2003). The development of domestic
7–17 who travel for tourist purposes in an unfamiliar
children’s and youth tourism can reduce the currency
environment accompanied by a person providing pedaoutflow from the country, promote the reallocation of
gogical influence (control, training, upbringing) (Khoo-
cash flows between donor industrial regions and subLattimore, 2015; Brazendale et al., 2017; Rhoden et
sidized regions with significant recreational resources
al., 2016; Wu et al., 2021; Durko and Petrick, 2013).
(Morozov and Morozova, 2016). In addition, the adChildren are important participants in the tourism and
ditional cash inflow from children’s tourism will have
leisure industry, because like their parents they are cona beneficial impact on the economic development of
sumers and active decision-makers. Since children play
both the regions themselves and the country on the
an important role in the tourism and recreation induswhole (Smirnova, 2014; Rassokhina, 2015). Modern
try, high priority is given to how their entertainment
information systems of children’s tourism consist of
needs are met through games and children’s activiseveral types of supporting subsystems, which include:
ties (Seraphin and Yallop, 2019; Gaines et al., 2004).
technical support, software, information support, orgaChildren’s tourism is often implemented as part of sonizational support, legal support (Fedyunin et al., 2017).
cial tourism programs and in this role fulfills an imIn foreign countries much attention is paid to the deportant mission of improving the quality of life of the
velopment of children’s tourism as the state policy of
population (Omelan et al., 2018; Thorton et al., 1997).
Western European countries lobbies primarily for the
Undoubtedly, children tourism is also a large segment
interests of children and teenagers (Cullingford, 1995;
of the tourist market producing profit for both organizHorak and Weber, 2000). The role of children in famers and tourist destinations (Bakhvalova, 2015). The
ily tourism is increasingly recognized. However, their
maintenance and development of the domestic mar-
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travel experience is not sufficiently studied. Chinese
children have much travel experience and a clear insight of what constitutes an unforgettable family tourism experience. Such experiences usually occur with
their nuclear family and focus on family unity and physical activity. Coming across animals, tasting local food,
and evaluating the natural and artificial environment
are also important. As future tourists, their views matter to destinations interested in attracting more tourists (Wu et al., 2019). In his paper, Carr discusses the
social structures of children’s recreation and learning
opportunities in the tourist environment (Carr, 2011).
The tourism industry has recognized the lack of research examining children’s travel preferences and attitudes. The cognitive competence and social development of children is constantly changing, which suggests
that their perceptions of the holiday and desires must be
explored in different ways depending on the stages of
development of the children (Li et al., 2020; Nickerson
& Jurowski, 2001; Poria & Timothy, 2014). This was
said about the adventure tourism close to nature in the
village of Ban Songpraek in southern Thailand and its
impact on children. The leadership and social cohesion of rural residents, as well as their relations with
rural authorities and tourist entrepreneurs, are a critical
factor for the well-being of children (Tirasattayapitaka
et al., 2015).
Traditions of children’s recreation in camps in
Kazakhstan have developed since Soviet times. Many
generations of children in Kazakhstan spent their
childhood in camps and remember it with pleasure.
Therefore, the demand for such vacations is constantly present on the market. However, in the 1990s, the
Soviet system of children’s health camps was almost
destroyed, and a new system that meets the requirements of the market, modern pedagogy and parents
was not created. As a result of the default, vacations
abroad for children became less affordable to many
parents and this situation required the development of
children’s tourism in Kazakhstan and the CIS. Among
the former pioneer camps that fell into the state of disrepair or were re-purposed into recreation centers for
adults it was quite difficult to find something acceptable. Nevertheless, in the first years after the default
such camps appeared, well-known up to the present,
for example, “Baldauren” and “Maralsay”, “Discovery
Borovoe”. In most cases children go abroad to various
children’s camps. Children’s camps are poorly represented on our tourist market. Camps of various types
are developed in such countries as Cyprus, Croatia,
Greece, Malta, Italy, Germany, Turkey, Bulgaria, the
Czech Republic, Poland, etc. Children’s recreation
centers may initially expect a large presence of teenagers from different countries, but most often teenagers come in groups, with their counselors. Most of the
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camps focus on learning foreign languages, on teaching windsurfing, i. e. centers have a ready-made program (Zolotareva, 2016; Bordun et al., 2020).
The level of tourism development in Kazakhstan
is closely related to the general level and the state of
economic development. Since children’s tourism is one
of the components of tourism in general, all the problems that arise during its development are associated
with the same factors that impede the development of
tourism (Fomin, 2007; Mazbayev and Sardarov, 2018).
Experts are of the opinion that in the future, children and
youth tourism can and should become one of the priority directions of tourism development in Kazakhstan
(Nikitinsky, 2012; Koroblev, 2015). The economic advantages of this type of tourism are obvious: schoolchildren and students travel, as a rule, in organized groups,
trips are regular from year to year and it greatly assists
business planning.
To solve the tasks, the methods of system, logical,
comparative analysis and questioning were used. The
empirical basis of the study consisted of the statistical
data of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Kazakhstan on the state of children’s recreation, scientific literature and periodical materials, as
well as materials obtained by the authors as a result of
their own research held as questioning among parents
via Google Forms. The paper proposes a methodology
for a comprehensive assessment of the resources for the
development of children tourism in the region, which
is formed on the basis of a general methodology for
assessing the tourist potential. A list of evaluation criteria and parameters for 2 groups of tourism development resources has been compiled. The calculation of
private values of the potential for tourism development
is carried out by groups of resources: natural-climatic
and historical-cultural. Based on the comparison of the
obtained values of the tourism development potential
per resource groups, it is possible to determine the position of the region in the tourist market. The purpose
of applying the integrated assessment methodology is
that it is necessary to identify the regions of Kazakhstan
that are favourable for the development of children’s
tourism and ready for tourist development.
Results and discussion
In connection with summer holidays the
development of children’s tourism in Kazakhstan is
of seasonal character. Therefore children and teenagers have summer vacation in summer camps. Among
them thematic camps are separately distinguished following one topic: tent camps with training in the elements of tourism, sports, etc. Table 1 shows the number of camps in Kazakhstan by regions (Official figures of children’s camps of the Ministry of Education
and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan).
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Table 1. The amount of the price for a ticket to camps in the Republic of Kazakhstan in 2019
Source: Based on official statistical data on children’s camps of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, the table is compiled by the authors
№

Oblast and major cities

All the year round
State
Private
1
4
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Out of town health camps
Seasonal
State
Private
12
3
2
6
9
22
4
0
26
8
4
6

State
13
3
10
4
26
4

Total

Private
7
8
22
0
9
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Аkmola oblast
Aktobe oblast
Almaty oblast
Atyrau oblast
East Kazakhstan oblast
Zhambyl oblast
West Kazakhstan oblast

2

0

18

0

20

0

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Karagandy oblast
Kostanay oblast
Kyzylorda oblast
Mangystau oblast
Pavlodar oblast
North Kazakhstan oblast
Turkestan oblast
Almaty
Nursultan
Shymkent
Total

0
0
6
1
3
0
1
2
1
19

0
0
0
0
0
0
7

7
10
2
0
6
14
9
1
124

5
3
1
3
3
0
17
6
3
86

7
10
8
1
9
14
9
1
2
2
143

5
3
1
3
3
0
17
6
3
93
continuation

№

Oblast and major cities

The cost of a ticket, the
average price, tenge.kz

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Аkmola oblast
Aktobe oblast
Almaty oblast
Atyrau oblast
East Kazakhstan oblast
Zhambyl oblast
West Kazakhstan oblast

62 000
47 300
82 200
52 000
49 000
31 000
28 200

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Karagandy oblast
Kostanay oblast
Kyzylorda oblast
Mangystau oblast
Pavlodar oblast
North Kazakhstan oblast
Turkestan oblast
Almaty
Nursultan
Shymkent
Total

53 500
25 000
26 600
45 000
24 000
16 000
46 000
120 000
75 000
35 000
48 200

Table 1 shows the average prices of tickets to camps
on the market of Kazakhstan. The most expensive camp
is the Republican educational and wellness center
“Baldauren” and the ticket there costs 150,000 tenge
for 15 days. The cost of a ticket to the camps “Altair”,
“Ak-Bulak”, “Maral-Sai”, “Baldauren-Kapshagai” in
the Almaty region is 120 000–90 000 tenge. The price
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Tent camps (yurta, sport,
local lore and other types of
summer health camps)
165
166
240
165
68
10

Specialized camps and recreation
points with no meal services
300
227
691
330
412
425

25

230

105
388
41
124
20
97
0
141
2
0
1 757

339
621
275
102
453
225
400
379
78
113
5 600

of tickets to camps in the North Kazakhstan region is
rather low and an average price makes up 16,000 tenge.
The tickets to the camps of the North Kazakhstan region
have the lowest prices as these camps are on the balance
sheet of the association of children and teenager clubs
(under the akim’s office). In summer only orphans and
children under wardship will rest there for free. The
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leading positions in the number of camps are occupied
by the East Kazakhstan, Almaty, Akmola regions.
Let’s focus on some problems. The most important
problems are those caused by economic factors. First
of all it should be noted that children’s mass recreation
must not be expensive. This is due to the fact that the
level of well-being of our population on the whole is
not high enough. And to make recreation inexpensive
is possible as the majority of children are the segment
of the tourist market that are not so demanding of
the level of comfort, and for the sake of having good
vacations they agree to live four and even six children
in a room and travel in a couchette car. The simplicity
of children’s requirements to the level of comfort may
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reduce the cost of the tour. But a cheap ticket may also
mean low pay for employees and service personnel,
which eventually makes this work not so attractive
for employees. As a result employees with a low level
of professional training are hired, which affects the
quality of services, causes the insufficient supervision
of children. Currently with prices for utilities and
taxes growing, the cost of tickets to camps has begun
to increase. Another problem that affects the cost of
a ticket is the land tax. If these issues are not solved
on a legal basis, the prices for tickets will continue to
grow and there may be a situation when most parents
will not be able to use the services of local camps due
to their high cost.

Fig. 2. The number of children covered by children’s health camps in the 2016–2019 years period
Source: Based on official statistical data on children’s camps of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, the figure is compiled by the authors

2 105 205 or 70.2 % of the total number of
schoolchildren studying in grades 1–10 spent their
summer recreation in camps in 2019. There were 12 960
(in 2018–13 893) health camps and playgrounds, of
which 10 967 were school – based, 236 – were stationary
out of town camps (143 public and 93 private ones),
1 757 tent camps, sports camps, yurta camps. The
number of children covered by children’s health camps
in the period 2016–2019 is shown in Fig. 2.
In 2020 the State Commission for Ensuring the State
of Emergency under the President of the Republic of
Kazakhstan and the chief sanitary doctors of the regions
and cities of Nur-Sultan, Almaty and Shymkent due to
the well-known reasons decided to ban the activities of
suburban health and school camps. During the pandemic
in summer 5 586 online camps operated in the republic,
which covered 1 043 674 schoolchildren (34.1 %). To
organize the employment in the regions special “Online
vacations” accounts, pages in social networks were
created, motivation online meetings were organized.

Special attention was given to organize the employment
of children of certain categories. The Republican educational health center “Baldauren” organized online-
courses to develop youth leader skills for 125 leaders
of pedagogical teams, students of pedagogical universities and colleges, who, in turn, trained more than 5 000
youth leaders. The centers of the youth leaders’ movement organized more than 3 thousand online events
covering about 200 000 children. During the summer
holidays in 2020 the events involved 1 315 980 schoolchildren (43 %).
Children sports tourism and outdoor activities
are widely represented in Kazakhstan. On the territory of Kazakhstan the most famous children’s camps
are “Maugli”, “Arman-dala” and activities there include rock climbing, catamaran rafting, hiking on flat
and mountain bikes, etc. Children’s health camps offer health-promoting programs, while children can
improve their health in specialized children’s health
camps, as well as health centers and clinics aimed at
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parents with children. To plan tourism at the regional
level it is highly important to assess the entire set of
natural and cultural resources of the territory. In this
work an attempt was made to apply the methodology
of resource assessment for the development of children’s tourism in Kazakhstan. The value of natural and
cultural resources was assessed on a five-point scale: 1
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point – for a resource of local significance; 2 points –
for a resource of regional significance; 3 points – for
a resource of national significance; 4 points – for a resource of world significance. The points help to calculate the most significant elements of tourist resources,
compare different territories with each other.

Table 2. The assessment of sighseeing tours for children in Kazakhstan (based on the system of points)
Source: made by the authors based on the results of their own research
Natural
factors to
develop
children
tourism

Historical-
cultural factors
to develop
children
touirism

The assessment
of opportunities
to hold
sighseeing tours

№

Oblast and major
cities

1

Аkmola oblast

10

6

Excellent

2

Aktobe oblast

6

6

Satisfactory

3

Almaty oblast

10

10

Excellent

4

Atyrau oblast

6

6

Satisfactory

East Kazakhstan
oblast
Zhambyl oblast
West Kazakhstan
oblast

6

6

Good

10

10

Excellent

6

6

Good

8

Karagandy oblast

10

6

Good

9

Kostanay oblast

6

6

Satisfactory

10 Kyzylorda oblast
11 Mangystau oblast

6
6

6
6

Satisfactory
Good

12 Pavlodar oblast

6

6

Good

6

6

Good

10
10
6
10

10
10
6
6

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

5
6
7

13
14
15
16
17

North Kazakhstan
oblast
Turkestan oblast
Almaty
Nursultan
Shymkent

Mobile types of outdoor children’s recreation
include sightseeing trips and walking tours. Table 2
analyzes the possibilities, the current state of conducting
children’s sightseeing tours in Kazakhstan through the
system of points. Each region has plenty of natural,
historical and cultural monuments, protected areas of
local, regional and republican levels, but the level of
their use for sightseeing purposes is low. The regions
and cities with “10” points have monuments included
in the UNESCO list (the Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed
Yasawi, Petroglyphs of the archaeological landscape of
Tamgaly, Saryarka, Objects of the Great Silk Road in
the Chang’an-Tien Shan Corridor, Western Tien Shan),
so these regions occupy a high place in tourism. Tour
operators are constantly creating new excursion programs with tourist brands that are attractive for children, such as “Historical Tour to Turkestan”, “Baikonur
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Seasonal character of
a sightseeing tour
all the year round
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
all the year round
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
all the year round
all the year round
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
seasonal
(spring-summer months)
all the year round
all the year round
all the year round
all the year round

The modern
state of
a sighseeing
tour for
children
good
low
good
low
good
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

rocket launch tour”, “Path of the Batyrs”, educational
tours (excursions to the museum of writers, mausoleums of heroes), etc.
A summer camp is a part of the social environment
where children realize their talents, needs in communicative and physical activity. A summer camp is, on the
one hand, a form of organizing free time for children
of different ages, genders and levels of development,
on the other hand – the space to improve health, develop artistic, technical and social creativity. To study the
needs of children in children’s health camps we held an
opinion poll among parents through Google Forms. It
consisted of 5 questions to which 114 results were received from respondents (Fig. 3).
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With what purpose do you send your children to camps?

What are children's camps to focus on?
Source: Based on the questionnaire, the pie chart is compiled by
the authors

Assess the camp you've selected per the following criteria
Source: Based on the questionnaire, the pi chart is compiled by
the authors

Are you satisfied with the quality of children's camps in Kazakhstan?
Source: Based on the questionnaire, the pie chart is compiled by
the authors

For what components are you ready to pay higher prices for a camp?
Source: Based on the questionnaire, the pie chart is compiled by
the authors

Fig. 3. Opinion polling to develop children’s camps
Source: Based on the questionnaire, the pie chart is compiled by the authors

Proceeding from the results of the opinion polling,
the following conclusion can be made:
• most parents send their children to camps to experience personal growth and personal development;
• according to parents the most important thing in
a camp is safety;
• 50 % of respondents rate the quality of children’s
camps in Kazakhstan as satisfactory;
• most of all, parents draw attention to the program
for children in the camps to which they sent their
children;
• parents would agree to pay more for such components
as: leadership skills, public speaking, etc.

The further development of Kazakhstan’s children’s
tourism requires ensuring the affordability of mass
recreation of children to all the levels of the country’s
population and not only through subsidies but also
through economically reasonable low prices. To
reduce the cost of children’s recreation, first of all, it
is necessary to reduce the cost of services since the
cost of recreation sometimes amounts to a significant
part of prices for tickets to camps. To solve the
problem of reducing their cost, the state may act as
a major tour operator or regulate these issues through
various economic instruments. In addition the coming
of big tour operators will open the way to create an
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independent or joint tourist product, the cost of which
will be significantly lower and it will ensure low prices
for mass recreation of children in camps. The present
stage faces also a problem of differentiation of the
services offered for children. We think the solution of
this problem lies in the creation of a variety of children’s
tourist products and the further development of new
places for children’s recreation.
Conclusion
The study made on the children’s tourism market
allows us to draw the conclusion that the successful
organization of children’s tourism is the basis for
improving the health of children and teenagers, it
contributes to increasing their intellectual potential
and strengthening their connection with the social
environment. Children’s camps are a background, on
the basis of which a child and a teenager will learn to
take creative decisions, to love and protect nature, to
be tolerant towards others.
For a child to have summer recreation of high
quality is not so easy and here very often everything
depends not on the cost of a ticket or a tour but on many
other factors. First of all, you should pay attention to
the compliance with sanitary conditions in recreation
areas, children’s safety, food and cleanliness of the
surrounding space and also leisure and entertainment
activities. If children spend vacations without their
parents, they should be divided into small groups and
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each group should have a tutor. It is the logic and
analysis of all living conditions and meal arrangements
that help parents choose the best resort for children of
different ages.
One of the reasons for the underdevelopment of
the tourism industry in Kazakhstan is that it did not
have a proper state level as the state did not focus
on it as a branch of the economy. No attention was
paid to complex forecasting, long-term planning and
territorial organization of tourism and non-state tourist
structures. The other factor hindering the development
of the industry is that local authorities do not recognize
tourism activities as a priority despite the fact that most
of the income from tourism goes to the local budget.
The analysis of the theoretical foundations of the
management system of children’s and youth tourism
has revealed that the organization of children and
youth tourism today is an important component in the
education of modern children and teenagers. In so far as
the state exercises control over it, it works out concepts
for the development of children’s and youth tourism.
Children’s and youth tourism is a competitive type of
economic activity in the field of tourism and also has
a future for further development. The main tasks of
further development are to improve the infrastructure
of the territories and to improve the logistical support
of children’s camps.
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Assessment of risk to health of the population from soil pollution by heavy metals: theoretical-
methodological and ecological aspects
Valentyna I. Trigub, Svitlana V. Domuschy
Odesa I. I. Mechnykov National University, Odesa, Ukraine, v.trigub07@gmail.com
Abstract. Existing methodological approaches to assessing the risk to public health from
the effects of heavy metal pollution are highlighted. This article considers the influence of
emissions from motor transport and industrial enterprises on the level of soil contamination
by movable forms of heavy metals in different functional zones of the Odessa city. The
degree of technogenic and chemical pollution of urban soils is determined by ecological indicators: concentration coefficient (Kc),
hazard coefficient (Kn) and total pollution indicator (Zc). It is established that the indicators of the content of heavy metals in the humus
horizons of the soils of Odessa city have a high variability and depend on the degree of industrial and transport impact. It was found that
only the soils of the Botanical Garden have an optimal content of heavy metals. It is established that the soils are the most polluted by
emissions from road transport in terms of lead (18 TVL), zinc (23 TVL) and cadmium (15 TVL). Accumulation of heavy metals was
found in all studied soils of the city. The ecological condition of soils varies from optimal (park zone) to unsatisfactory condition (zone
of joint influence of motor transport and industrial enterprises). In terms of total pollution, soils within the impact of road transport
and industrial enterprises have a very high (extremely dangerous) level of pollution. The highest values of the total indicator of soil
pollution were determined within the impact of road transport (Zc = 758.72) and the combined impact of industrial enterprises and road
transport (Zc = 921.6). For the first time, a method was used to assess the risk to the health of the population of the Odessa city from
the effects of soil contamination with heavy metals according to the probit regression model. It was determined that the study area of
the city mainly has a high and dangerous risk to public health. The conducted researches allowed us to reveal the level of toxicity of the
city soils and the level of danger to the health of the population, which will contribute to the implementation of appropriate measures
to reduce pollution of the urban environment. The methodology for assessing the health risk from urban soil pollution by heavy metals
is a promising approach to quality control of the system «environment – human health» and requires further research.
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Оцінка ризику для здоров’я населення від забруднення ґрунтів важкими металами:
теоретико-методологічні та екологічні аспекти
В. І. Тригуб, С. В. Домусчи
Одеський національний університет імені Іллі Ілліча Мечникова, Одеса, Україна, v.trigub07@gmail.com
Анотація. Висвітлено існуючі методологічні підходи щодо оцінки ризику для здоров’я населення від впливу забруднення
довкілля важкими металами. Розглянуто вплив викидів автомобільного транспорту та промислових підприємств на рівень
забруднення ґрунтів рухомими формами важких металів різних функціональних зон міста Одеси. Визначено ступінь техногенно-
хімічного забруднення міських ґрунтів за екологічними показниками: коефіцієнтом концентрації (Кс), коефіцієнтом небезпеки
(Кн) та сумарним показником забруднення (Zc). Виявлено, що лише ґрунти Ботанічного саду мають оптимальний стан щодо
вмісту важких металів. Встановлено, що найбільш забрудненими є ґрунти в межах впливу викидів автомобільного транспорту
за вмістом свинцю (18 ГДК), цинку (23 ГДК) та кадмію (15 ГДК). За сумарним показником забруднення ґрунти в межах впливу
автомобільного транспорту та промислових підприємств мають дуже високий (надзвичайно небезпечний) рівень забруднення.
Найвищі значення сумарного показника забруднення ґрунтів визначено в межах впливу автомобільного транспорту Zc=758,72)
та спільного впливу промислових підприємств і автомобільного транспорту (Zc=921,6). Вперше використано метод оцінки
ризику для здоров’я населення міста Одеси від впливу забруднення ґрунтів важкими металами за моделлю пробіт-регресії.
Визначено, що досліджувана територія міста переважно має високий та небезпечний ризик для здоров’я населення. Проведені
дослідження дозволили виявити рівень токсичності ґрунтів міста та рівень небезпеки для здоров’я населення, що сприятиме
реалізації відповідних заходів по зменшенню забруднення міського середовища. Методологія оцінки ризику здоров’я від
забруднення міських ґрунтів важкими металами є перспективним підходом щодо контролю якістю системи «навколишнє
середовище – здоров’я людини» та потребує подальших досліджень.
Ключові слова: важкі метали, місто Одеса, міські ґрунти, промислові підприємства, автотранспорт, ризик для здоров’я
населення.
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Introduction
It is well known that environmental pollution from
industrial emissions and road transport is a significant
factor influencing the ecological state of the environment and public health. Despite the decline in industrial production in Ukraine, the level of air pollution,
soil cover of large cities and industrial regions remains
high (Jakovenko and Molodceva, 2013).
The analysis of literature sources allows us to identify the main current environmental problems of large
industrial cities – a high concentration of industrial potential and population in a very limited area and a powerful trucking industry (Anan’yeva, 2017; Voloshyn
and Lepkyy, 2003; Marchenko et al., 2017; Sitdikova
et al., 2015; Chernychenko et al., 2017). According
to the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of
Ukraine, 63.2 % and 36.8 % of pollutants are released
into the atmosphere from stationary and mobile sources,
respectively (Natsional’na dopovid…, 2018). Among
mobile sources of pollution, the share of road transport
is 88.7 % (Statystychnyy zbirnyk…, 2017).
Today, the world’s car fleet exceeds 600 million
units, of which 83–85 % are cars, 15–17 % – trucks
and buses. The share of vehicles in urban air pollution reaches 70–90 %, which creates a fairly stable
and significant areas of air pollution, sanitary and hygienic standards which can be exceeded several times
(Sitdikova et al., 2015).
The specificity of mobile sources of pollution (vehicles) is manifested primarily in the low location of
pollution emissions (at the level of population respiration), their distribution in an indefinite area and in
close proximity to residential areas.
Among the “priority” air pollutants entering the
urban atmosphere with exhaust gases of cars are: lead
(80 % of emissions), carbon monoxide (59 %), nitrogen
oxides (32 %), gasoline (a) pyrene, volatile hydrocarbons and other moderately and highly toxic substances (Sitdikova et al., 2015). The composition of the exhaust gases of vehicles depends on the type of engine,
its mode of operation, technical condition and fuel
quality. To date, more than 200 components of vehicle exhaust have been studied, including heavy metal
(HM) compounds.
It is known that the most stable component of the
environment on the one hand, and the “storage” of
chemical compounds – on the other, is the soil. Among
modern pollutants the leading place is occupied by
heavy metals, compounds of which negatively affect
the vital activity of soil microorganisms, growth and
development of plants, animals, groundwater and surface water quality and harm human health (Anan’yeva,
2017; Berestenko and Grigor’ev, 2011; Krjazhev et al.,
2015; Lim et al., 2011; Lyzhina et al., 2018; Marchenko
et al., 2017; Rybalova et al., 2019).
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The most toxic HMs are lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd),
zinc (Zn), which belong to the first hazard class; cobalt
(Co) and copper (Cu) – to the second class, manganese
(Mn) – the third class of danger. Excessive amounts,
both Mn, Cu and Zn, are both excessive and insufficient,
leading to increased morbidity, impaired physical development and other adverse health effects (Voloshyn
and Lepkyy, 2003).
Urban soils can have both indirect and direct effects
on public health. First, soils are a potential source of
secondary pollution of surface and groundwater, air and
crop products, both from heavy metals and other toxic
substances. Secondly, HMs have a significant proportion of aerosol components of air, which can penetrate
into the lungs and blood of person, as well as accumulate in various organs. The direct impact of soil pollution on the health of the population, especially children, is manifested through the entry of soil particles
into the body during walks, games and more.
In view of the above information, the assessment
of the risk to the health of the population of the city
of Odessa from the impact of soil pollution by heavy
metals is relevant primarily to determine the level of
environmental hazards and develop appropriate environmental measures.
The aim of the study is to determine the impact
of road transport and industrial enterprises on the accumulation of mobile forms of heavy metals in urban
soils and to assess the risk to public health of the city
from their pollution by HM.
To achieve this goal, the following tasks were set:
to analyze modern methodological approaches to assessing the risk of human health from the effects of
environmental factors; assess the degree of man-made
chemical pollution of the city’s soils by environmental indicators (concentration factor (Kc), hazard factor
(Kn) and total pollution rate (Zc); determine the level of risk to public health from soil contamination by
heavy metals.
The state of study of the issue
The roots of the study of the impact of environmental factors on the health of the population date back to
antiquity. Thus, the famous ancient Greek philosopher
Paracelsus believed that there is a link between disease
and health, which depends on the harmony of nature
and man. According to the philosopher Hippocrates,
“everything is medicine and everything is a poison
that depends only on their number” (Gartman, 2009).
Special attention was paid to the study of the dependence of public health on the quality of drinking
water, air, soil, and plant products at the end of the
20th century and now. In the works of domestic and
foreign scientists (Vasil’ev et al., 2013; Berestenko
and Grigor’ev, 2011; Jakovenko et al., 2013; Vasil’ev
et al., 2015; Lyzhina et al., 2018; Afshari et al., 2016,
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Salem et al., 2016; Boccia and Margiotta, 2015) a hygienic assessment of chemicals in food raw materials
and food products was conducted, an air pollution index
calculated, information and analytical programs developed that allow processing and evaluation of measurements of physical and chemical pollution and conducting of integrated indicators of exposure, taking into account synergistic effects that exceed the total impact.
The work of physicians, ecologists and soil scientists
is devoted to the study of the dependence of pollution
of certain components of the environment with heavy
metals, fluorine and their impact on morbidity. In particular, the content of fluorine and heavy metal compounds in the soils of Odessa region and their impact
on population morbidity are discussed in (Trigub and
Lyashkova, 2018; Trigub et al., 2020).
Over the last two decades, the work of foreign and
domestic scientists has focussed not only on the impact of environmental factors on public health, but
also on the assessment and possible risk to public
health from pollution of certain components of the
environment (Anan’yeva, 2017; Daukaev et al., 2015,
Krjazhev et al., 2015; Lyzhina et al., 2018; Maj and
Klein, 2011; Marchenko et al., 2017; Rybalova et al.,
2019; Stepanova et al., 2014; Surzhikov et al., 2019;
Chernychenko et al., 2017; Boccia and Margiotta, 2015;
Salem et al., 2016).
Currently, the assessment and management of public health risk is enshrined in law in all EU countries,
the United States, Canada, Australia and recommended by leading international organizations – the World
Health Organization (WHO), the International Labor
Organization (ILO), the Organization for Economic
Development Cooperation and Development (OECD).
Methodological approaches to assessing the risk to
human health from the effects of environmental factors are relatively new, but are actively used in many
countries around the world and can solve a wide range
of problems of environmental protection and public
health; allow us to combine and take into account the
medical, environmental, social and economic problems
of the regions (Avaliani et al., 2010).
The most common methodological approaches to
assessing the risk to public health from the effects of
air, surface water and soil pollution are: determining
the risk assessment of air pollution by enterprises according to the WHO methodology (Otsinka ryzyku…,
2007); the methodological approach of the American
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which is used
in many countries around the world; methodology for
assessing the health risk of the population of urban areas, taking into account the combined effects of physical and chemical factors using proprietary information
technology and software (Zabolotskih et al., 2016);
method of assessing the risk to public health from the
effects of soil contamination with heavy metals on the
model of probation-regression (Rybalova et al., 2019).
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Risk assessment methodology includes: risk assessment, risk management and risk communication.
Risk management is a logical continuation of risk assessment for public health, which aims to justify the
choice of the best solutions in a particular situation to
eliminate or minimize it (Otsinka ryzyku…, 2007).
The advantages of using a risk assessment methodology are that it can be used in those areas of pollution where there is no or only irregular data on population morbidity (epidemiological and clinical) and allows one to identify negative factors of environmental
pollution (Bekshin, 2014).Currently, methodological
approaches and methods of risk assessment for public
health are used in the environmental assessment of various components of the environment: air, soil, natural
waters, due to emissions from industrial enterprises,
road transport and other sources of pollution (Bekshin,
2014; Zabolotskikh et al., 2016; Madzhd et al., 2016).
The vast majority of current research on public
health risk assessment has addressed the impact of
air pollution on the environment and human health
(Stepanova et al., 2014; Marchenko et al., 2017;
Chernychenko et al., 2017; Maj and Klein, 2011;
Vasil’ev et al., 2015; Anan’yeva, 2017; Golikov et al.,
2018).
Risk assessment for public health is also used to
characterize the level of environmental hazards of soils
contaminated by industrial emissions and road transport. Thus, according to Rybalova et al. (2019) it is
necessary to determine the risk to public health separately for areas of agricultural use using translocation
MPCs, which show the risk of heavy metals from the
soil into vegetation, and for other areas – by determining the excess of heavy metals over background concentrations regression.
In the context of intensive growth of road transport (including private), the problem of soil pollution
in large cities and risk assessment of public health is
relevant and requires detailed study.
Materials and methods of research
General scientific research methods (system, analysis, observation) and special (laboratory-analytical,
comparative-geographical, statistical, cartographic)
were used to determine the impact of road transport
on НM soil pollution and possible risk to the health of
the city population.
Soil samples were taken by the envelope method
in accordance with the normative document DSTU
4287: 2004 “Soil quality. Sampling ” (DSTU 2005,
2005) taking into account the functional zoning of the
city: conditionally“ clean ”zone (control within the city,
Botanical Garden), park, country, intensive influence
of industrial enterprises, motor transport and zone of
joint influence of industrial enterprises and automobile
transport (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Map-scheme of soil sampling of Odessa

In order to determine the degree of soil contamination in Odessa, we used the content of mobile forms
of heavy metals (Pb, Zn, Co, Cd, Cu) in the buffer ammonium acetate extract with a pH of 4.8 on the atomic
absorption spectrophotometer AAS in Odessa branch
of the Institute of Soil Protection of Ukraine according
to DSTU 4770.2: 2007, DSTU 4770.3: 2007, DSTU
4770.5: 2007, DSTU 4770.6: 2007, DSTU 4770.9:
2007 (DSTU…, 2005).
The degree of man-caused chemical pollution of
the city was determined by the following environmental indicators: coefficient of concentrations (Cc), coefficient of danger (Cd) and total pollution rate (Zc) (Saet,
1990; Madzhd et al., 2016).
The coefficient of concentrations (Cc), which characterizes the degree of accumulation of НM in the soil
relative to the selected standard (control), was calculated by the formula:
Cс = Сc/Сs,

(1)

where Cc is the content of the substance in the
component, Cs is the content of the substance in
the standard (control), mg / kg.
The ecological condition of the soil by the value of
the concentration coefficient was assessed separately
for each chemical element on a scale: the optimal
ecological condition – exceeding Kh ≤1.0; normal – K
= 1.0–2,9; satisfactory – K = 3.0–5.0; unsatisfactory –
K ≥5.0 (Saet, 1990).
The level of contamination of the soil cover with
mobile forms of heavy metals (coefficient of danger
(Cd)), which is used to assess the degree of danger of
the pollutant element in relation to migration in the soilplant system, was calculated by the formula:

Cd = Ci / MАC,

(2)

where Ci is the concentration of HM in the soil,
mg/kg;
MАC – an indicator of the maximum allowable
concentration of НMs in the soil, mg/kg.
Comprehensive assessment of soil contamination
by a set of heavy metals was calculated according to
the formula of the total soil contamination index (Zc),
taking into account the actual content of a certain chemical element in the soil and the maximum allowable
concentration of contaminants:
Zc = ∑n і=1 Cс – (n - 1)

(3)

where n is the amount of pollutants,
Cc – coefficient of concentrations of pollutants.
Estimation of the level of soil contamination with
heavy metals by the complex according to Zc was
evaluated on a scale: Zc = <16 – permissible level,
Zc = 16–32 – moderately dangerous, Zc = 32–128 –
dangerous; Zc => 128 – very dangerous.
The level of danger to the health of the population
of the city of Odessa due to contamination of soils
with heavy metals was determined by estimating them
according to the probation regression model (Rybalova
et al., 2019).
The risk to public health from the effects of heavy
metal pollution of the city was determined by the
formula:
Probit = – 1,32+1,45lg Сі/Сb,

(4)

where Cb – background concentration;
Ci –pollutant in the soil, mg/kg.
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The action of several chemical elements causes
a total harmful effect, which depends on the route
and duration of entry into the body, dose levels or
concentrations of compounds. If several elements
cause an impact through one of the components of the
environment, then such an impact is combined. The risk
of public health with such exposure to environmental
pollution is assessed by the rule of multiplication of
probabilities, where the multiplier is not the magnitude
of health risk, but the values that characterize the

probability of its absence and is calculated by the
formula:
Riskcom=1-(1-Risk1)(1-Risk2)…(1-Riskn),

(5)

where Risk is the risk of the combined effects of
heavy metal contamination on public health; Risk1,…,
Riskn – risk of exposure to each individual pollutant
(Rybalova et al., 2019). .
Estimation of risk indicators for public health and
their characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the risk to public health from soil contamination with heavy metals (Rybalova et al., 2019)
Significance of risk to public
health (Risk)
0.01–0.19
0.20–0.39
0.40–0.59
0.60–0.79
0.80–1.00

Danger class

Risk characteristics

1
2
3
4
5

Minor risk to public health
Increased risk to public health (extreme chronic effects on human health)
Significant risk to public health (severe chronic effects on human health)
High risk to public health (severe acute effects on human health)
Dangerous risk to human health (very large impact on human health)

Research results and their discussion
Currently, the greatest environmental impact is on
large cities, where anthropogenic impact manifests itself in various forms: microclimate change, air pollution, water, soil and vegetation by domestic and hazardous industrial emissions. Pollution from mobile
sources, including private vehicles, is growing particularly fast. Geochemical anomalies with high content
of various toxic substances, including heavy metals,
are formed near highways. Both industrial and transport impacts are long-lasting and irreversible (Stoyko
and Koynova, 2012).
The city of Odessa is characterized by a strong
port economy, maritime complex, international transport activities of sea, rail, road, air transport. Within
the city there are more than 300 basic industrial enterprises and more than 1000 small enterprises of various forms of ownership, which occupy about 26 % of
the city (Topchiyev, 2012). Among them are environmentally hazardous enterprises of I–III hazard classes: LLC “Industrial Company” KIK “- asphalt concrete
products – enterprise of I hazard class, which requires
a 1000‑kilometer sanitary protection zone (SPZ), LLC”
Olympus Circle “for the production of copper sulfate
(III class, SPZ – 300 m), LLC “Cement” (I class, SPZ –
1000 m), PJSC “Odessa Refinery” – oil refining (I class,
SPZ – 1000 m); PJSC “VO” Stalkanat-Silur “(III class,
SPZ – 300 m), LLC FC” Biostimulator “(I class, SPZ –
1000 m), JSC” Eskimneftoprodukt “(II class, SPZ – 500
m), LLC Ukrloudsystem “- transshipment of propane,
butane (II class, SPZ – 500 m); OPO JSC” Ukrtransnafta
“- oil pumping (II class, SPZ – 500 m), JSC” Odessa
CHP “(II class, SPZ – 500 m); “Interchem” – for the
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production of pharmaceutical substances (Class I, SPZ –
1000 m) and others (Topchiyev, 2012).
A significant share of modern air and soil pollution
is due to the growth of the city’s car fleet. Thus, on the
city highways, excesses over the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) of chemicals in the air were
recorded at 12 observation points (Rehional’na dopovid ‘…, 2018). The upper horizons of urban soils are
the most polluted.
According to our research (Fig. 2), the content of
heavy metals in the humus horizons of the city soils is
characterized by significant fluctuations. The most polluted in terms of soluble forms of content of all studied pollutants are soils within the joint influence of industrial enterprises and road transport. Thus, the maximum lead content is 33 times higher than the MPC and
108 times the background content (key area № 12, st.
Mykolayiv road, zone of joint influence of industrial
enterprises and motor transport). The maximum levels
of zinc, cobalt, cadmium and copper also significantly exceed the maximum allowable concentrations and
are respectively 10 MPC, 4.5 MPC, 2.4 MPC and 30
MPC. High levels of zinc (hazard class I) and copper
(hazard class I) have soils within the impact of road
transport emissions. Thus, their maximum content is 6.5
and 29 MPC, respectively (key area № 11, Shevchenko
Avenue, the impact zone of road transport). Only the
soils of the Botanical Garden (key area № 1, French
Boulevard, control) have a favourable ecological status, where the content of mobile forms of heavy metals is much lower than the maximum allowable concentrations, and the content of lead, cobalt, cadmium
and copper – and background content.
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Fig. 2. The content of heavy metals in the soils of Odessa

To assess the ecological condition of soils and
identify local man-made anomalies, the value of the
concentration coefficient was calculated, which may
indicate the activity of accumulation (Ks> 1) of heavy
metals in the city soils. According to the value of the
concentration coefficient (Fig. 3), only the soils of the
Botanical Garden (control) have an optimal condition
in terms of lead, cobalt, cadmium and copper. The insignificant accumulation of zinc (compared to other
study areas) is due to the proximity of the highway.

Accumulation of heavy metals was found in all other
studied soils of the city. Thus, in terms of lead content,
the ecological condition of soils varies from optimal
(park zone) to unsatisfactory (zone of joint impact
of emissions from motor transport and industrial
enterprises; in terms of zinc and copper, soils in all
studied areas of the city (83 %), except the park zone.
In terms of cobalt and cadmium content, about 60 %
of the soils of the study area have an unsatisfactory
ecological condition.

Fig. 3. Coefficients of concentration of heavy metals in the soils of Odessa

The coefficient of danger (Cd) of the studied soils,
which is determined by the level of excess pollutants in
relation to the MPC varies from 0.01–0.19 (key section
№ 1, street French Boulevard, control) to 6.40–9.96,
respectively, in content of lead and copper (zone of
double impact of emissions from industrial enterprises

and road transport) (Fig. 4). The corresponding pattern
is determined for other heavy metals, which indicates
a high degree of danger of heavy metals and the
possibility of their migration in the soil-plant system.
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Fig. 4. The coefficient of danger of heavy metals in the soils of Odessa

Comprehensive environmental assessment of soil pollution by a set of heavy metals was determined
by the indicator of total soil pollution (Zc) (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Total pollution

As can be seen from the presented figure, only
the soils of the Botanical Garden (control) have a low
danger (permissible). 60 % of the study area of the
city has a very high (extremely dangerous) level of
pollution. The highest values of the total rate of soil
pollution are determined within the impact of road
transport (Zc = 758.72) and the combined impact of
industrial enterprises and road transport (Zc = 921.6),
which can adversely affect public health.
Therefore, according to the research aimed at
assessing the ecological condition of urban soils, there
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was a significant excess of the maximum allowable
concentration of all pollutants studied. In order to
comprehensively assess the ecological condition of
urban areas and develop appropriate environmental
measures, it was important to assess the risk to public
health due to heavy metal contamination of the soil.
According to the developed gradation (Rybalova et al.
2019), only the territory of the city’s Botanical Garden
has a small risk to public health, 40 % of the study area –
high and significant, 53 % – high and dangerous risk to
public health (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Total risk to public health from the impact of heavy metal pollution of the soil of the city of Odessa

The maximum risk indicator (Risk = 0.99) was determined on Mykolaivska Doroga Street (Luzanivka
Beach) – one of the favorite places for recreation of
Odessa residents and guests. The high pollution of the
study area is due to the long-term impact of road transport (parking near the beach).
So, the assessment of the risk to public health allows us to identify the most dangerous areas where
staying for a long time is dangerous to human health.
Conclusions
Therefore, studies show that:
1. The methodology for assessing the risk to human
health from the impact of environmental factors, which
is a new, relatively young scientific interdisciplinary
field and is developing rapidly around the world,
can solve a wide range of environmental and public
health problems. The method of using the probit
regression model to assess the risk to public health in
comparison with traditional methodological approaches
to determining the hazard index has significant
advantages and allows one to identify negative factors
of environmental pollution, to determine the possible
degree of risk to human health.

2. The obtained values of the main ecological
indicators showed that the soils of the city of Odessa
in the territories adjacent to the transport routes and
within the influence of industrial enterprises suffer from
significant man-made impact. This is evidenced by the
accumulation, primarily of lead, copper and zinc, to
a lesser extent cobalt and cadmium. It was found that
more than 90 % of the studied areas in terms of total
pollution exceed the permissible danger, which can
significantly adversely affect human health.
3. 73 % of the study area of Odessa city has
a significant risk to public health, which indicates the
need for continuous monitoring and measures to reduce
pollution of the urban environment.
4. The methodology for assessing the risk of public
health from pollution of urban soils with heavy metals
is a promising approach to quality control of the system
“environment – human health” and requires further
research.
5. To assess the medical and environmental
condition of the system “soil-human health” it is
necessary to conduct additional studies that will identify
the degree of correlation between the impact of soil
pollution of the city HM on individual diseases.
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The impact of climate change on evaporation from the water surface in Ukraine
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Abstract. Based on the monitoring data, the features of long-term changes of evaporation
from the water surface are determined. Data from relatively small evaporators and
evaporation basins located in different regions of Ukraine were processed. It was found
that during the first part of the observation period, which began in the 1950s, evaporation
had the tendency to decrease, while in the second part it increased significantly. To determine the factors of these changes, the existing
calculated dependences were analyzed. In most of them, evaporation is determined by three arguments: the partial pressure of saturated
water vapour, which corresponds to the water temperature, the actual water vapour pressure, and wind speed. It was determined that
the main factor of the modern increase in evaporation is the increase of water temperature, which is accompanied by a significant
increase in the partial pressure of saturated water vapour. In particular, the mean water temperature in the Dnipro Reservoirs in May–
September during 1977–2020 increased at an average rate of 0.65–0.70 °C per decade, and the air temperature at 0.75 °C per decade.
It is important that the relationship between water temperature and the partial pressure of saturated water vapour, which corresponds
to it, is nonlinear. Wind speed does not significantly affect evaporation. In addition, in recent decades there has been a tendency to its
decrease. An empirical dependence of evaporation on air temperature is proposed. Its nonlinear form indicates a significant increase in
evaporation due to the temperature increase. Currently (1991–2020), evaporation from the water surface near Kyiv during the ice-free
period is approximately 650 mm, in the south of Ukraine it reaches 1000 mm. The increase in evaporation results in additional water
losses and a reduction in available water resources.
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Вплив кліматичних змін на випаровування з водної поверхні в Україні
В. І. Вишневський
Національний авіаційний університет, пр. Любомира Гузара, 1, 03058, Київ, Україна, vishnev.v@gmail.com
Анотація. Спираючись на дані моніторингу, встановлено закономірності багаторічних змін випаровування з водної поверхні.
Опрацьовано дані з порівняно невеликих випаровувачів і випаровувальних басейнів, розташованих у різних регіонах України.
З’ясовано, що протягом першої частини періоду спостережень, розпочатих у 1950‑х роках, випаровування зменшувалося,
натомість у другій частині – помітно зростає. Для встановлення чинників цих змін проаналізовано наявні розрахункові
залежності. У більшості з них випаровування визначають три аргументи: парціальний тиск насиченої водяної пари, що
відповідає температурі води, фактичний тиск водяної пари, а також швидкість вітру. Встановлено, що основним чинником
сучасного збільшення випаровування є підвищення температури води, яке супроводжується значним зростанням парціального
тиску насиченої водяної пари. Зокрема середня за травень-вересень температура води у дніпровських водосховищах протягом
1977–2020 рр. зростала із середньою швидкістю 0,65–0,70 °C за десятиліття, а температура повітря 0,75 °C за десятиліття.
Важливо, що залежність між температурою води і парціальним тиском насиченої водяної пари, що їй відповідає, нелінійна.
Швидкість вітру на випаровування істотно не впливає. До того ж в останні десятиліття існує тенденція її зменшення.
Запропоновано емпіричну залежність випаровування від температури повітря. Її нелінійний вигляд свідчить про значне
зростання випаровування внаслідок підвищення температури. Нині (1991–2020) випаровування з водної поверхні біля Києва
у безльодоставний період приблизно становить 650 мм, на півдні України – сягає 1000 мм. Наслідком зростання випаровування
є додаткові втрати води і зменшення наявних водних ресурсів.
Ключові слова: випаровування, водна поверхня, температура води і повітря, тиск водяної пари, вітер

Introduction
Evaporation from the water surface is an important
factor that often determines the very existence of water
bodies. It is no coincidence that this issue has long

been the focus of many scientists. In many studies
(Abdul, 2012, Jensen, 2010, Guidelines, 1969, Kaganer
and Diukel, 1980, Kohut et al, 2014, Vuglinskyi and
Abdul, 2016) the fact was determined that evaporation
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depends on the difference between the saturated water
vapour pressure corresponding to the water temperature,
the actual water vapour pressure and wind speed.
However, the empirical dependences obtained by
different researchers have differences. There are studies
(Postnikov, 2014) in which it is proposed to calculate
evaporation by simplified dependences, in particular
using the data of air temperature. In addition, there
are studies (Golubev et al, 2001, Shereshevskyi and
Synitska, 2000), devoted to the long-term changes in
evaporation.
Climate change, first of all the increase in air
temperature, determines the growing urgency of this
issue, because the amount of water resources and the
ecological condition of water bodies significantly
depend on evaporation. Therefore, the main purpose
of this study is to clarify the long-term changes in
evaporation from the water surface in Ukraine, as well
as to find dependencies that can be used in practice.
Materials and methods of research
The main source of data for this study was
the materials of the hydrometeorological service
observations, started in the 1950s. Evaporation
from the water surface was studied according to the
devices installed on the network: evaporation basins
and evaporators DGI‑3000. The evaporation basin has
a depth of 2.0 m and a water surface area of 20 m2. The
evaporator is much smaller – its depth is approximately
70 cm, a water surface area – 3000 cm2.
Until recently, the relevant observations have
been carried out at a fairly large number of meteo-
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rological stations. The complexity of the operation
with the evaporation basin has led to the fact that
a significant part of them have broken down and
today (on 01.01.2021) the relevant observations in
Ukraine remain only at two meteorological stations:
in Svitlovodsk and Bolgrad. In addition to these meteorological stations, in the study data were used from
some other meteorological stations where observations have since stopped: Pechenihy, Novodnistrovsk,
Zaporizhzhia, Nova Kakhovka and Klepinine. The
geography of observations with the use of evaporators
is much wider, nowadays their total number is
11. In addition to Svitlovodsk, observations with
their use are carried out at meteorological stations
Svitiaz, Sarny, Brody, Rava-Ruska, Velykyi Bereznyi,
Pokoshychi, Kaniv, Pomichna, Nova Kakhovka and
Vilkove. It is important, that at these meteorological
stations, in addition to evaporation, air and water
temperature, actual vapour pressure, wind speed and
precipitation are measured. In our study we used
mean monthly data.
The data on water temperature in the Dnipro
Reservoirs at hydrological stations in Kyiv and
Nova Kakhovka were used in the study as well. The
observations at these stations have a long duration and
they are representative for the whole Dnipro Cascade.
In addition, observations of meteorological parameters
at Kyiv meteorological station were used, which made
it possible to obtain the relationship between air and
water temperature. The observation points, the data
of which were used in the study, are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Location of observation points for meteorological elements and water temperature:
1 – Pokoshychi, 2 – Kyiv, 3 – Pechenihy, 4 – Svitlovodsk, 5 – Novodnistrovsk, 6 – Zaporizhzhia,
7 – Nova Kakhovka, 8 – Bolgrad and 9 – Klepinine
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The available data were processed using a statistical
method, in particular regression analysis.
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especially noticeable according to observations at the
meteorological station Nova Kakhovka (Fig. 3).

Results and discussion
Observations on the hydrometeorological network
indicate that during the period from the end of the
XIX century the mean annual temperature in Ukraine
increased by about 3.0 °C, which is more than the global
level (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. Long-term changes of evaporation from water surface
in May–September, observed with the use of evaporators at the
meteorological stations Pokoshychi (1) and Nova Kakhovka (2)

Fig. 2. The long-term changes in mean annual air temperature:
1 – in Kyiv, 2 – in Odesa

The warmest year for the whole observation period
was 2020, when the mean annual temperature in Kyiv
reached 10.9 °C, in Odessa – 13.0 °C. This increase
in air temperature affected its norm, which is usually
determined over a 30‑year period. Compared with
1961–1990, in 1991–2020 it increased everywhere. In
particular, in Kyiv it was 7.7 and 9.0 °C, in Odesa –
10.2 and 11.3 °C.
The increase in air temperature has affected many
natural processes, including evaporation from the water
surface. However, these changes can only be determined since the 1950s, when the relevant observations
began. These changes have been studied according to
evaporators, as most meteorological stations have no
other information. Considerable attention is paid to
the mean monthly data at the meteorological stations
Pokoshychi and Nova Kakhovka, which are located in
the north (Chernihiv region) and south (Kherson region)
of the country. In both cases, data for the five warmest
months from May to September were processed. The
choice of this period is due to the fact that observations
are carried out only in the ice-free period. At the
Pokoshychi meteorological station, located in the north,
observations often do not cover the whole of April or
October. In any case, the selected period corresponds
for most of the total evaporation.
According to available data, the total evaporation
initially decreased, but from the late 1980s, and
mainly from the 1990s, began to increase. This is

Note that these data correspond, at least in the majority of cases, but only for part of the ice-free period.
In recent decades, this has lengthened. This means that
the total evaporation is slightly higher. At the same time,
it is known that the data of the evaporator DGI‑3000,
compared to the evaporation basin, are slightly inflated
(Abdul, 2012). Therefore, the data shown in Fig. 3
are quite representative for the long-term changes of
evaporation.
The largest evaporation was recorded in 2020,
which was caused by the abnormally warm spring and
autumn. In that year, the total evaporation according to
the evaporation basin in Svitlovodsk was 841 mm. In
the same year, the total evaporation according to the
evaporator at the meteorological station Pokoshychi
reached 628mm, Nova Kakhovka – 1282 mm.
The identified changes in evaporation determine
the relevance of the question of the factors that
caused them. In this case, it is advisable to analyze
the existing dependencies for its calculation. The
Braslavsky-Vikulina formula (Abdul, 2012, Guidelines,
1969), which is also called the DGI formula, became
widespread in the former USSR:
E = 0.14 (e0 – e)·(1 + 0.72·W200),

(1)

where E – the daily evaporation layer (mm), e0 –
the saturated vapour pressure at water temperature
(hPa), e – the actual vapour pressure (hPa), W200 –
wind speed at a height of 2 m (m/sec).
To calculate the monthly evaporation layer, its
daily value is multiplied by the number of days in the
month. Observational materials using evaporation basins
indicate that the DGI formula generally provides reliable
results. The correlation coefficient between the actual
(Eact) and the calculated data (Ec) is greater than 0.9
(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Relationship between actual evaporation from the evaporation basin (Eact) and calculated evaporation (Ec) according
to the DGI equation: a – meteorological station Svitlovodsk, b – meteorological station Nova Kakhovka

The rather close relationship between the calculated
and actual data indicates that the DGI formula makes
it possible to calculate the evaporation with due
accuracy. It is no coincidence that this formula is used
in the calculations of the water balance of the Dnipro
Reservoirs.

The available observational data allow us not only
to determine the reliability of the DGI formula, but also
to make corrections in it. The relationship between
actual and calculated data becomes closer in the case
of small changes of empirical coefficients:
E = 0.16 (e0 – e) (1 + 0.6 W200).

(2)

Fig. 5. The relationship between the actual data of evaporation from the evaporation basin (Eact) and the calculated evaporation
(Ec) according to the proposed dependence: a – meteorological station Svitlovodsk, b – meteorological station Nova Kakhovka

Although the obtained dependence has become
closer, there is a serious problem of its use due to
the lack of data necessary for the calculation. It will
be recalled that regular wind speed monitoring at
a height of 2 m is carried out in Ukraine only at some
meteorological stations. Therefore, it is often necessary
to use the wind speed at the height of the weather vane
with a coefficient that is not constant.
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The existing problem of lack of data determines
the relevance of finding dependencies that require less
source data. It turned out that a fairly close relationship
between evaporation from the water surface exists in
the case of using difference between the partial pressure
of saturated water vapour, which corresponds to the
water temperature, and the actual water vapour pressure
(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Relationship between actual data of evaporation from the basin (Eact) and the difference between the partial pressure
of saturated water vapour, which corresponds to the water temperature and the actual water vapour pressure (e0 – e):
a – meteorological station Svitlovodsk, b – meteorological station Nova Kakhovka

Comparison of Fig. 6 with Fig. 4 and 5 indicates
that the wind speed has almost no effect on evaporation
from the water surface. This can be explained by the fact
that the components of water vapour are more important
than the wind speed. Indeed, the available data from
observations at hydrological stations indicate that the
water temperature rises (Vyshnevskyi, 2020a, 2020b),
and the corresponding partial pressure of saturated
water vapour increases accordingly. This is observed in
all months of the year and, in particular, during May–
September, when the water temperature is the highest.
This increase is especially noticeable in the last three
to four decades. An example is the data of observations
on the Dnipro Reservoirs, namely in Kyiv and Nova
Kakhovka (Fig. 7).

The increase in water temperature during 1977–2020
is at least 2.5 °C.
Importantly, the relationship between water
temperature and the water vapour pressure
corresponding to it is nonlinear. As a result, even
a relatively small increase in water temperature is
accompanied by a significant increase in the partial
pressure of saturated water vapour, which corresponds
to it. This indicates that the main factor in increasing
evaporation from the water surface is the increase in
water temperature.
At the same time, the wind speed is decreasing
throughout Ukraine. In some cases, it is due to
construction in the areas adjacent to the meteorological
stations and the increase in the height of the trees located nearby. However, this decrease is also observed
where these factors do not exist. Decrease in wind speed
has been reported in many studies in different regions
(Deng et al, 2018, Guo et al, 2011, Lialko et al, 2019,
Spinoni et al, 2015, Vyshnevskyi and Donich, 2021).
It is important that decrease in wind speed is observed
throughout the entire year (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Long-term changes in mean water temperature in
May–September at hydrological stations Kyiv (1) and Nova
Kakhovka (2)

During the period after the filling of the Kanivske
Reservoir (1977), the change in the mean water
temperature in May–September at the Kyiv station
averaged 0.69 °C per decade, and during the same period
for the Kakhovske Reservoir at the Nova Kakhovka station – 0.67 °C per decade. It can be assumed that for the
entire Dnipro Cascade it is 0.65–0.70 °C per decade.

Fig. 8. Long-term changes of mean annual wind speed at
meteorological stations Svitlovodsk (1) and Nova Kakhovka (2)

Evaporation from the water surface can also be
determined from observations using the DGI‑3000
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evaporator, the number of which is much larger than the
evaporation basins. However, the evaporation ratio for
the two instruments for each of the seven meteorological
stations is variable. For the selected period from May
to September, it averages 1.11. Otherwise – evaporation
from the evaporation basin is approximately 0.9 from
the data of the evaporator DGI‑3000.
Actually during the ice-free period, the relationship
between the data for the two devices is not constant. In
spring, the water in a relatively small evaporator heats
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up faster than in an evaporation basin, and in autumn
it cools down just as quickly.
These data show that it is quite problematic to
calculate evaporation – primarily due to the lack of
necessary data, as well as due to their significant spatio-
temporal variability. The only parameter which is quite
stable in the territory is the air temperature. At the same
time, the closeness of the dependence of evaporation on
air temperature is worse than in the case of use several
parameters (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Dependence between evaporation from the water surface according to the evaporation basin and air temperature at
meteorological stations Svitlovodsk (a) and Nova Kakhovka (b)

Fig. 9 indicates that the relationship between air
temperature (as well as water) and evaporation from
the water surface is nonlinear. This once again shows
that a relatively small increase in temperature is
accompanied by a significant increase in evaporation –
especially in the southern part of the country, where
temperatures are the highest.
Analysis of Fig. 9 gives reason to believe that there
is a possibility to calculate the evaporation on a single
basis for the whole country. Such dependence exists, but
its accuracy is worse than for individual meteorological
stations (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Exponential dependence of daily evaporation layer
on air temperature according to the evaporation basins
at the meteorological stations Pechenihy, Svitlovodsk,
Novodnistrovsk, Zaporizhzhia, Nova Kakhovka, Bolgrad
and Klepinine
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The obtained dependence can be used for
calculations, because the correlation coefficient between
the calculated and actual data is close to 0.9. However,
its use at low temperatures causes overestimation of
values, and at high – their underestimation. In this
regard, an empirical curve is drawn, which better
corresponds to the actual values (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Empirical dependence of daily evaporation layer
on air temperature according to the evaporation basins
at the meteorological stations Pechenihy, Svitlovodsk,
Novodnistrovsk, Zaporizhzhia, Nova Kakhovka, Bolgrad
and Klepinine

To simplify the calculations of evaporation from
air temperature, the required data are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The relationship between air temperature and the daily layer of evaporation from the water surface in Ukraine
t °C
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Eact, mm
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3

t °C
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

The use of the data in Table 1 allows us to calculate
evaporation for most of the country. It is possible to use
data from a certain year or mean value of several years.
In particular, the necessary data for the calculation of
evaporation in Kyiv can be found on the website of the
Central Geophysical Observatory named after Borys
Sreznevsky http://cgo-sreznevskyi.kyiv.ua/. According
to the mean monthly values of air temperature in the
last 30 years, the estimated evaporation in Kyiv during
the months with a positive temperature is 650 mm.
This approach is close to that proposed in the study
(Postnikov, 2014), in which the main argument is the
sum of positive mean monthly temperatures divided
by 12. According to the dependences given in this articler, the estimated evaporation in northern Ukraine
(the Kyivske Reservoir) for the period 1991–2020 is
about 800 mm, in the south (the Kakhovske Reservoir) –
about 1090 mm. These values exceed the actual data.
Conclusions
In the last 30–40 years, there has been a significant
increase in evaporation from the water surface,

Eact, mm
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.2

t °C
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Eact, mm
3.4
3.7
4.0
4.3
4.8
5.3
5.9
6.5
7.2

which is primarily caused by the increase in air and
water temperature. At the same time, there has been
a significant decrease in wind speed, and consequently
the role of this factor.
There is a fairly close relationship between
actual and calculated evaporation according to the
DGI formula, but its use requires data which are not
usually available. At the same time, it is possible to
calculate evaporation only by air temperature. The
nonlinearity of this dependence determines that the
increase in temperature causes a significant increase in
evaporation. According to the actual data of observations
using evaporation basins, an empirical curve and
a corresponding table were obtained, which allows us to
carry out calculations of evaporation for most of Ukraine
only on the basis of the mean monthly air temperature.
In 1991–2020 the mean layer of evaporation from the
water surface near Kyiv in the ice-free period was
approximately 650 mm, in the south of Ukraine it
reached 1000 mm.
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Abstract. Insufficient development of the environmental culture of society and the existing
consumer culture leads to an aggravation of the ecological situation on the planet. Therefore,
increasing the awareness and responsibility of the modern consumer society can be a worthy
response to this global challenge. In this regard, the process of forming a green consumer
culture and greening public consciousness becomes an important object of research. In turn, this requires a conceptual analysis of the terms
of environmental culture and consumer one, the features of their formation and development in society in the context of a sustainable
development strategy, as well as the study of their constructive synthesis in the concept of green consumer culture. The authors define
green consumer culture as a culture of behavior of an individual and society as a whole, focused on optimizing industrial and household
consumer activities, taking into account environmental safety, environmentally and economically balanced value orientations based
on the principles of sustainable development. Green consumer culture includes cultural and activity forms of changing the nature of
consumption of natural resources, energy, food, transport, industrial and agricultural goods by individuals and society in the direction of
developing environmentally balanced value orientations and behavioral patterns. In particular, this leads to a reduction of wastes. The
formation of the green consumer culture of an individual by means of education for sustainable development implies a holistic approach
to a human, society and nature, an understanding of the unity of modern scientific knowledge, humanistic and environmental values.
The transformation of the consumer culture of an individual and society as a whole involves changing material and spiritual values,
knowledge, patterns and norms of consumer behavior in the direction of spreading sustainable and environmentally balanced practices.
In the context of educational tasks, this implies creation of conditions for sustainable consumer socialization as a process of developing
environmentally responsible skills in order to reduce wastes, taking into account environmental requirements and socio-cultural needs of
a sustainable development society. The authors prove that green consumer culture is an important factor in the sustainable development
of society, as well as a basis of the modern environmental education and education for sustainable development as a more complex
integrated form of obtaining knowledge and mastering the skills of environmentally balanced behavior.
Keywords: ecology, environmental culture, ecological crisis, consumer culture, environmental safety, sustainable development, green
consumption, education for sustainable development.

Зелена споживча культура як чинник сталого розвитку суспільства
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Анотація. Недостатній розвиток екологічної культури суспільства та наявна споживча культура призводить до загострення
екологічної ситуації на планеті. Тому підвищення усвідомленості та відповідальності сучасного суспільства споживання може
стати гідною відповіддю на цей глобальний виклик. У зв’язку з цим, процес формування екологічної, зеленої споживчої культури
та екологізації суспільної свідомості стає важливим об’єктом дослідження. Своєю чергою, це вимагає концептуального аналізу
понять екологічної та споживчої культури, особливостей їх формування та розвитку в суспільстві в контексті стратегії сталого
розвитку, а також дослідження їх конструктивного синтезу в концепції зеленої споживчої культури. Автори визначають зелену
споживчу культуру як культуру поведінки окремої людини та суспільства в цілому, що зорієнтована на оптимізацію виробничої
та побутової споживчої діяльності з урахуванням екологічної безпеки, екологічно та економічно збалансованих ціннісних
орієнтацій на основі принципів сталого розвитку. Зелена споживча культура включає культурологічні та діяльнісні форми
зміни характеру споживання особистістю та суспільством природних ресурсів, енергії, їжі, транспорту, товарів промисловості
та сільського господарства у бік розвитку екологічно збалансованих ціннісних орієнтацій та моделей поведінки. Це зокрема
призводить до зменшення відходів. Формування зеленої споживчої культури особистості засобами освіти для сталого розвитку
передбачає цілісний підхід до людини, суспільства та природи, розуміння єдності сучасного наукового знання, гуманістичних та
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екологічних цінностей. Трансформація споживчої культури особистості та суспільства в цілому передбачає зміну матеріальних
і духовних цінностей, знань, зразків і норм споживчої поведінки у бік поширення стійких та екологічно збалансованих практик.
В контексті освітніх завдань це передбачає створення умов для стійкої споживчої соціалізації як процесу формування екологічно
відповідальних навичок з метою зменшення відходів з урахуванням вимог та соціокультурних потреб суспільства сталого
розвитку. Автори доводять, що зелена споживча культура є важливим чинником сталого розвитку суспільства, а також основою
сучасної екологічної освіти та освіти для сталого розвитку як більш складної інтегрованої форми отримання знань та опанування
навичками екологічно врівноваженої поведінки.
Ключові слова: екологія, екологічна культура, екологічна криза, споживча культура, екологічна безпека, сталий розвиток,
зелене споживання, освіта для сталого розвитку.

Introduction
The complexity of the relationship between society and nature has been gaining more and more turnovers since the beginning of the XXI century. Human
activity has brought earth’s civilization to the brink of
an ecological catastrophe. Human understanding of the
self-value of nature, responsibility to future generations
in future can solve environmental problems together
with the formation of a new socio-economic structure
of society related to the implementation of the sustainable development strategy, the development of sustainable consumer standards. However, the formation of
an environmental culture of an individual directly depends on the corresponding environmentally balanced
consumer culture (or, green consumer culture). We can
state that the main reasons for the aggravation of the
ecological crisis today are the insufficient development
of the environmental culture of society and the existing consumer culture, which leads to an aggravation
of the ecological situation on the planet.
The process of forming a green consumer culture
and greening consciousness is associated with increasing awareness and responsibility of the modern consumer society. Therefore, there is an urgent need for
a conceptual analysis of the concepts of environmental and consumer culture, the features of their formation and development in society in the context of a sustainable development strategy, as well as the study of
their constructive synthesis within the concept of green
consumer culture.
The aim of the article is to study the essence, features of the formation and significance of green consumer culture as determinants of sustainable development of modern society.
Review of previous research
The formation of such areas as the ethics of
responsibility (Jonas, 2001), the ethics of the “common
world” (Mayer-Abih, 2004), environmental ethics
(Higgins, 1990; White, 1990), environmental axiology,
intrarronmental ethics (Atfield, 1990), environmental
psychology and pedagogy (Deryabo and Yasvin, 1996;
1998), deep ecology (Bender, 2003; Katz, Light, et al.,
2000), ecofeminism, evolutionary ethics (Kropotkin,
1991; Levelock, 1990; Rolston, 1990; Ruse and Wilson,
1987; Ruse, 1989; Lorenz, 1998), ecological theology
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(Boreyko, 2001; Jacobus, 2004), wildlife conservation
ethics (Leopold, 2013), permaculture philosophy
(Fukuoka, 1978; Holzer, 2004), ecological aesthetics
(Mankovskaya, 1992) is of great importance for the
topic we study. They give a multidimensional nature
to our research and allow us to reveal various aspects
of understanding the interaction of society and nature.
In addition, we should note the studies devoted
to various dimensions of consumer culture in the
context of ecological issues. O. Vysotska investigated
the essence of consumer culture, its connection with
the formation of a sustainable development society
(Vysotska, 2011a; 2011b; 2012a; 2012b; 2012c; 2013).
She and her colleagues considered the potential of
education for sustainable development as means of
forming a green consumer culture (Vysotska et al.,
2021), V. Danilov-Danil’yan, I. Reyf considered the
issues of consumer culture against the background
of modern civilizational crisis processes (Danilov-
Danil’yan and Reyf, 2018). S. Rahman and H. Luomala
undertook a cross-c ultural comparative study of
cultural differences in green consumption (Rahman
and Luomala, 2021), P. Halder, E. Hansen, J. Kangas,
T. Laukkanen determined the influence of national
culture and ethics on the values of green consumption
(Halder, Hansen, Kangas, Laukkanen, 2020), Y. Sun
and S. Wang dedicated their works to understanding
the intentions of consumers to purchase green products
(Sun and Wang, 2020; Sun, Li, Wang, 2021), R. Akhtar,
S. Sultana, M. Masud, N. Jafrin, A. Al-Mamun studied
consumers’ environmental ethics, willingness, and
green consumerism between lower and higher income
groups (Akhtar et al., 2021). The scientific recent literature also raises the following topics: the green consumer
behavior (Naidoo and Verma, 2020), heterogeneity in
a dual personal values green consumption commitment
framework (Le, Tran, Nguyen, Cheng, 2019), motivations behind green consumption and the influence of
environmental consciousness on consumer behaviour
(Arruda, Cardoso, Barboza, 2017), green product as
means of expressing green behaviour (Ogiemwonyi et
al., 2020), the effect of ecological congruence on consumers’ adoption intentions (Tran and Paparoidamis,
2020), the effect of national culture on pro-environmental behavioural intentions of tourists (He and Filimonau,
2020), antecedents of green consumerism (Caliskan,
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2020), the emerging green prosumer culture and profiling green prosumers in the green commodity market
(Perera, Hewege, Mai, 2020), the economy of green
consumption, cultural transmission and sustainable
technological change (Bezin, 2019), effects of environmental values on eco-socially conscious consumer
behaviour (Saleem, Eagle, Yaseen, Low, 2018).
The analysis of literature proves the problem of the
essence, role and ways of forming a green consumer
culture as a determinant of the sustainable development
of modern society has not received sufficient coverage.
At the same time, this problem is becoming relevant
in the context of the global spread of mass culture,
the values of which are becoming hedonism and
consumerist psychology.
Research methodology
The key methodological tool of this research is the
cultural approach. It allows us to analyze and compare
such concepts as ecological and consumer culture and
on this basis to justify and legitimize in scientific
discourse such an integrative concept as ecological
consumer culture. Interpretation of environmental and
other global problems according to the cultural approach
point of view allows us to approach understanding their
foundations according to the human-dimensional vision
of aspects of the functioning of the “society-natureˮ
system, as well as solve them on the basis of a person’s
value attitude to the environment and to themself.
This makes possible not only to model the ways of
building a green consumer culture, but also to determine
the model of behavior of humanity as a whole and
each individual in terms of managing their actions.
In accordance with the principles of sustainability
(equilibrium or imbalance), this approach allows us
to determine the balance between human activity, the
pressure of this activity on nature and the rational limits
of this influence.
At the same time, the best practices of
environmental pedagogy and environmental psychology
are important. They allow you to form a holistic view of
the relationships in the world. This view is determined
by activity-based and emotional-value approaches to
natural phenomena and creatures. These approaches
allow to reveal the key elements of the formation of
green consumer culture as a dimension of the general
culture of an individual.
The activity-based approach plays a significant
role in this study. It provides for the possibility of
considering green consumer culture as a type of
human activity, an activity-based way of assimilating
reality. However, in contrast to the modern vision of
the activity-based approach as a transformative way of
human self-affirmation in nature, we proceed from the
idea of a green consumer culture as a way to transform
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human behavior in the direction of a more balanced,
socially and environmentally responsible way of
practical activity.
In addition, the pillars of this study are the
postulates of coevolution of a human and nature, the
principle of environmentally balanced consumption,
as well as the conceptual provisions of the ethics of
“reverence for life”, “new humanism”, and the strategy
of sustainable development as key strategies for the
formation of a green consumer culture of an individual
by means of education.
In methodological terms, the study of the problem
of interaction of society with nature requires the
following three levels of its understanding: 1) the
general socio-cultural situation in modern society,
which involves the analysis of both invariant for western
culture value attitudes in their aspect study, and specific
cultural and historical prerequisites for the formation
of a moral and value attitude to nature; 2) morphology
of strategies of moral and valuable attitude to nature
with the study of their essence, content, relationships
and mutual influence; 3) dynamics and features of the
implementation of these strategies in society, conditions
and means of their legitimization, concretization in the
form of certain ideologies.
Material
In a broad sense, environmental culture (and, ultimately, green consumer culture) is a qualitative indicator of culture as an ideal to strive for, it is a new type
of culture with a rethinking of values that are focused
on finding a mechanism for environmentally sound activities in nature and society.
Culture is the process and result of separating a person from nature, creating a new reality and way of existence, the so-called “second nature”. The content of
culture is the historical change in the natural and social
conditions of human life, the development of human
forces and abilities, that is, the formation and disclosure of the essence of a person both in themself and in
all the richness and diversity of the reality created by
them. Culture is a specific way of organizing and developing human life, represented in the products of material and spiritual work, in the system of social norms and
attitudes, in spiritual values, in the totality of people’s
attitude to nature, to others and to themselves. Culture
as a set of knowledge, skills, ideas, images and ideals,
materialized and ideal values determines the attitude
of people to the natural environment through a range
of needs and interests.
Based on this understanding of culture, it is possible to formulate the concept of environmental culture
as an integral component of universal culture, which
contains social relations, moral values, norms and ways
of human interaction with the environment. Therefore,
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the aggregate concept of environmental culture expresses the unity of culture and the ecological component
of human existence.
In the works of M. Kogan, culture appears in a form
of being, compatibility with its other subsystems – nature, human and society (Kagan, 1994, p.195–197).
According to V. Krysachenko, environmental culture
is a goal-setting activity of a person (including the consequences of such activities) in accordance with their
own needs and intentions (Krysachenko, 2020). Thus,
it is clear that environmental culture is addressed to the
natural environment and the inner world of human in
their unity and interrelation. Most modern researchers
come to the conclusion that environmental culture consists in the internal properties of the individual, which
harmonize the relationship between human and nature
and ensure human self-realization within the ecological framework.
According to M. Moiseev, the ecological component is a tool that forms the worldview of the ecological
stage of development of universal culture. He claimed
that “the ability to use and regulate the power of modern society correctly means “environmental culture”
and “ecological thinking” (Moiseev, 1997, p.5).
Harbingers of modern understanding of ecology can
be considered in the works of naturalists and geographers of the XVIII–XIX centuries. As we know, german
biologist E. Haeckel proposed the term “ecology” in
1866 in his book “General Morphology of Organisms”,
according to which ecology is the science of the organism’s relationship with the surrounding outside world,
which includes in a broader sense all existential conditions (Ocherki, 1970, p.15–16). Thanks to the creativity of E. Haeckel, scientists were increasingly focusing
on the specifics of adaptive relations in the “organism-
environment” system, including in the “society-nature”
system, because of which environmental knowledge
becomes interdisciplinary, expanding the research area
of ecology as a science. Today, the concept of “ecology” has acquired a broader meaning than at the beginning of its existence, which is due to the actualization
of environmental issues, the transfer of environmental
problems to the global level.
Even before the publication of E. Haeckel’s works,
K. Rulier raised the question of the variability of adaptation and migration of living beings depending on the
natural environment, emphasizing the importance of the
influence of human activity on the nature of the Earth.
V. Solovyov drew attention to the moral and valuable
meaning of economic development, and M. Umov emphasized the problem of fundamental limitations of
living space and resources on Earth (Zelenkov, et al.,
2011, p.80).
Since the mid-twentieth century, ecology has been
understood as the science of ecosystems and the bio-
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sphere. V. Vernadsky, V. Dokuchaev, Y. Odum and others considered the Earth’s ecosystem and biosphere as
the highest level of organization of life on the planet. According to scientists, the biosphere, like any living system, is capable of self-regulation, self-preservation, self-reproduction, and evolution. The sphere
of existence of living organisms on Earth (biosphere)
and the sphere of mind (noosphere) were described by
V. Vernadsky in order to determine the nature of the
influence of society as a powerful geological factor on
the natural environment (Vernadsky, 1989; 1990). The
natural environment has a diverse impact on the development of society, and society and nature are a single
dynamic system. M. Reimers carried out research and
systematization of patterns of interaction between society and nature, generalized them in four key areas
(Reimers, 1992; 1994). B. commoner formulated the
laws of ecology that explain the basic principles of the
existence of biotics, as well as contain ideas about the
need to maintain balance in the “nature-culture” system (Commoner, 1974).
The general opinion of researchers is that with the
appearance of human on the planet Earth, with its development, reproduction, migration, adaptation and activation of activity in the biosphere, processes of a special, anthropogenic nature began to develop. From the
very beginning, human behavior in the environment
began to differ from the behavior of other higher beings by special aggressiveness; a person did not manifest themself as an equal cohabitant of the environment, but as a conqueror, rapist, and consumer, not capable of self-restraint (Belyavsky and Furduy, 1997).
At the same time, human and the natural environment are two integral components of life on Earth.
Ignorance of the nature laws, the lack of harmonious relations between human and nature have created
a threat to humanity (Seminozhenko, et al., 2003, p.
241). Human is a part of nature that belongs to his own
social world. The very attitude of human to nature is
not just a natural, but also a social phenomenon. That is
why only social means can solve the problem of the relationship between society and nature (Seminozhenko,
et al., 2003, p.302). Each person is a part of nature,
which constantly feels the influence of both the natural environment and society, which affects nature as
a whole. However, we must recognize that the main
cause of the environmental crisis is the lack of people’s
perception of the reverse effect of the consequences of
society’s influence on nature.
Thus, the formation and development of society
took place together with local and regional environmental crises of anthropogenic origin. The global environmental crisis of our time is a reflection of the essential qualities of the “human-nature-society” system.
E. Fromm asks the question: ‘How did a person who
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received a complete victory over nature turn into a prisoner of them own creations, and even with the threat
of destroying themself?’ (Fromm, 1998, p.33). We can
answer this question by looking at it from two global
aspects: technological and moral. The technological
aspect is a consequence of humanity’s consumer attitude to nature throughout its history. The moral aspect
is a consequence of the spiritual crisis that has engulfed
the very essence of human, who, having lost faith in
God, gradually lost faith in themself and in progress.
In the 1970s, the futurological models of the Club
of Rome turned the attention of the world community with their pessimistic conclusions, which led to discussions about the ecological component of world development. In particular, J. Forrester made a critical
analysis of the first model of world dynamics, proved
the low predictive efficiency of global models of the
future, which are based solely on resource parameters (Forrester, 2018). The following projects of forecasting the future, carried out under the leadership of
D. Meadows, M. Mesarovic, E. Pestel (Zelenkov, et
al., 2011, p. 81; Meadows, 1995; Pestel, 1988; Peccei,
1977), raised the problems of synthesis of expert assessments in the field of socio-economic development
and system modeling of socio-political and value-
ideological aspects of global dynamics.
Discussions of the 1970s and 1980s (the so-called
“ecological decade”), which began during the 1972 UN
Conference on the environment in Stockholm, provided material for understanding the dynamics of both local and regional-global features of the manifestation of
the problem of human, social and biosphere relations.
According to the results of the “ecological twenty-year”, it was recognized that the effect of the system
of measures carried out within the world economy to
improve nature protection and rational use of natural
resources was local in nature, in some countries the environmental situation not only stabilized, but also received a tendency to improve (Seminozhenko, et al.,
2003). However, in the global dimension, the global
socio-ecological situation has not stabilized, but, on the
contrary, tends to worsen, processes that indicate an increase in degradation changes in the global ecosystem
are intensifying, and this indicates that the preservation of modern trends and stereotypes of nature management leads to a violation of the balance of characteristics of socio-natural structures. Therefore, a clear
position was put forward that fixes the need to develop
a national strategy and concretizes global approaches
(Seminozhenko, et al., 2003, p.5).
Since the second half of the twentieth century, the
ideological aspect of socio-economic development, taking into account the environmental factor, has become
an actual topic of philosophical, socio-humanitarian,
cultural studies, the general conclusion of which was
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the idea that changes in society’s relations to the natural environment are impossible without changing “human qualities” (Zelenkov, et al., 2011, p. 81; Peccei,
1977). As a result, there were formed such new scientific directions as ethnic ecology, cultural ecology, and
ecological anthropology.
In particular, A. Kardiner justified the need to take
into account the influence of the natural environment,
environmental conditions of existence on the psychological qualities of an individual. In his opinion, primary social institutions (type of economy, method of
substantive activity, institution of socialization and life
support system) are the result of adaptation of society to specific living conditions, and secondary (religion, mythology, folklore, ritual, technique of thinking,
etc.) are the effect of their influence on human thinking (Kardiner, 1945).
Culture, on the one hand, is the result of the development of relations between human and nature, and on
the other hand – the level of its development depends
on the ways and forms of interaction of humanity with
the environment. A. Makaryan identifies three subsystems in the structure of culture: 1) natural and ecological, 2) socio-ecological, and 3) socio-regulatory
(Markaryan, 1981).
It is necessary to consider environmental culture
from two sides. First, it is a set of certain actions, technologies of human development of nature, which ensure
at least a stable balance in the “human – environment”
system. Secondly, it is a theoretical branch of
knowledge about the place of human in the biosphere
as an active being, which organizes structural and
functional blocks of the biosphere, and as an allgrowing factor in regulating its state.
Scientists identify three components of environmental culture that determine its content: 1) the level
of environmental knowledge (intellectual component);
2) the level of environmental consciousness and behavior in nature (value component); 3) the stock of practical skills and abilities for nature protection (activity
component). It is the combination of these three components (activity, value and intellectual) that determines
the nature and content of the formation of environmental culture. Given them, it is possible to achieve sustainable development of the modern world.
V. Mezhzherin interprets environmental culture as
a reality determined by the time when science, technology, religion, philosophy, astrology, literature, art – all
these things together create a way of life for a person.
A person ensures a state of normality when they interacts with the true world through ecological culture.
Thus, environmental culture is the highest form of human adaptability. The development of environmental
culture means the appearance on the planet Earth of
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a new type of person – ecological man (Mezhzherin,
2002).
According to a number of concepts, environmental
culture is a complex dynamic development system. At
the same time, some authors, reproducing the spatial
model of environmental culture, distinguish such basic components as an ecocentric worldview, ecological consciousness, ecological thinking, environmental
values and attitudes, environmentally sound activities,
and so on. It means, the ecological imperative is generally primitive in relation to the moral one. Human intuitively laid it in the traditions of nature management,
mythological and religious worldview, practical activities and creativity. Consequently, the entire system of
values of environmental culture is guided by the fulfillment by a person of the requirements of the ecological imperative (Ignatova, et al. 2010).
Considering the concept of environmental culture,
scientists distinguish two approaches to its definition:
1) environmental culture as a general philosophical category, which is characterized by the specifics
of the interaction of human, society and nature in various historical times and is the subject of philosophical research. It can be expressed through a system of
such philosophical concepts as public ecological worldview, public ecological consciousness, global ecological thinking, universal humanistic ideas, values and
ideals, beliefs and principles, ways of cognition and
activity, ethical norms and rules, morality, and so on.
2) environmental culture as an integrative personal quality of an individual, which characterizes its behavior and activity in the socio-natural environment,
which is based on the worldview of an individual, is
the result of a complex interaction of social and individual worldview.
According to the first approach, environmental culture is a manifestation of the interaction of human and
nature, which ensures their interrelated sustainable (coevolutionary) development, when the activity and behavior of an individual and all mankind adapts to natural processes and is carried out within the permitted
environmental and moral imperatives (Ignatova, et al.
2010).
We will identify the key provisions that allow to
understand the phenomenon of environmental culture
as a necessary condition for the transition of society to
sustainable (coevolutionary) development:
1. Environmental culture is a systematic concept. It
is considered as a corresponding socio-ecological system, and the process of its formation is considered as
the formation of this system. This approach makes it
possible to determine the role and significance of individual factors that form environmental culture, their
interrelations and relationships.
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2. Environmental culture is a variable concept. Its
content and essential content can be quite variable depending on the category of students, type of professional activity, national traditions, and so on.
3. Environmental culture is an activity-based, behavioral concept. Environmental behavior of specific
people, their actions that are directly related to the impact on the environment and the use of natural resources. This behavior is determined by the peculiarities of
ecological consciousness.
4. Environmental culture is a social concept. It is
the level of environmental culture of the population
that determines the ecological status of the country.
The social meaning of environmental culture is to create conditions for the transition to the information society. There are three components of ecological culture
as a social system that affect the formation of individual environmental culture: a) environmental culture of
the population, b) environmental culture of the social
environment, c) environmental culture of the natural
environment in the place of residence. The quality of
environmental culture depends on the social environment and on the environmental culture of the population. The environmental culture of the social environment is reflected in the objects of material culture that
represent the relationship of society with nature.
5. Environmental culture is an informational concept. Informatization of almost all spheres of life of an
individual and humanity as a whole is one of the main
manifestations of the globalization process. Three factors are determined by which the transition of humanity will acquire new qualities: ecological “limits of
growth”, the trend of moral degradation or “cultural
crisis”, and the social polarization of society. The quality of the information ecological space is reflected in
the number and quality of publications of mass media
covering environmental events. In particular, actions
and protest demonstrations of the environmental direction have a great impact on the information ecological
space. They are a reflection of the society’s opinion.
Thus, we can state the evolutionary transformation of environmental culture into a culture of sustainable development. Culture of sustainable development is a new quality of environmental culture which
is achieved by expanding all components of environmental culture: 1) the cognitive component (that is, the
content, knowledge component) is responsible for integrating environmental, economic and social knowledge
and understanding such a comprehensive phenomenon
as the sustainable development of society; 2) the axiological or value-meaning component is responsible for
shifting the scale of values towards environmental values, environmental education, environmental informational space and environmental citizenship; 3) the activity component (practice-oriented, behavioral com-
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ponent) provides for the integration of various types
of environmental and educational activities, intensive
introduction of information technologies for searching, storing, processing and summarizing information.
For a detailed analysis, it is necessary to pay attention to the structure of production and consumption,
which are the main cause of environmental degradation
in the world. This structure does not provide sustainability, dynamic stability of ecosystems and the biosphere as a whole. Wasteful material and consumer lifestyle is reflected in nature, and environmental culture,
in its significance, offers such a way of life support, in
which society with a system of spiritual values, ethical principles, economic mechanisms, legal norms and
social institutions will form needs and ways to implement them, without causing a threat to life on the Earth.
In order to determine the essence of green consumer culture, it is necessary to consider the content components of the concept of consumer culture. Culture
programs all types of human activity. Therefore, there
is a culture of work, a culture of being, an economic
culture, an artistic culture, a political culture, a sexual culture, a family culture, and a consumer culture.
Consumer culture is very important for humans, because there is no person on the planet who would not
be covered by this culture. Consumer culture is a set
of material and spiritual values, knowledge, ideas and
norms of consumer behavior that have social significance and are implemented in practical activities.
Consumer culture is of great importance in the general culture of the individual and affects the development of all its components (knowledge, quality, value
orientations, etc.). In a broad sense, consumer culture
helps us to understand the totality of achievements of
society in the field of organizing consumption of the
population. In a narrow sense, consumer culture is the
attitude of society and its individual members to consumption, the ability to rationalize it, economically
and carefully treat consumer goods. So, consumer culture is the knowledge, skills, value priorities that provide for the formation of a person’s established, environmentally balanced habits and models of everyday behavior, awareness of legal and social security
of consumer rights, economically feasible activities
(Vysotska, 2011a).
Within the framework of socialist ideology, the concept of consumer culture was considered from the point
of view of social goals. Thus, rational consumption assumed a balance of orientation “on oneself” and “on society”. It was opposed by the philistine type of consumption, based on the dominant orientation “on oneself”. It was contrary to the public interest and the principles of socialist distribution. In turn, the development
of a decent consumer culture provided for the education of a harmoniously developed individual, for whom
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philistinism and consumerism were a path to spiritual
impoverishment and moral disintegration.
Obviously, this view of consumer culture is one-dimensional. Sources of consumer culture are the following: accumulation and transition of knowledge, patterns, norms, and values from one generation to another. Internal innovations (following fashion, changing
lifestyle) and external borrowing (new trends in world
and national culture) enrich consumer culture. Types of
consumer culture include individual (personal) culture,
socio-group culture, and public culture. Each of these
types has its own essential characteristic.
Consumer culture is a super-individual reality that
is directly created by people through social institutions such as the state, business, church, and education.
Therefore, the consumer culture in different countries
differs significantly. In addition, it is constantly changing depending on specific socio-economic conditions.
In contrast to consumer culture, the consumerist
culture (culture of affluenza) is characterized by an extraordinary immersion in material consumer needs that
are artificial and excessive in nature. In the conditions
of market dictates, consumer society departs from the
natural component of satisfaction of needs and creates
conditions for symbolic consumption, when a person
is immersed in the unreal world of signs that, as they
believe, will bring them social prestige and happiness
(Baudrillard, 2006). In these circumstances, the culture
that should give meaning to human existence is suspended or even excluded. Its place is taken by another
culture based on the dictates of things. Thus, people attach excessive importance to property and wealth, as if
great abundance is equivalent to great happiness. The
symbolism of things replaced in the collective unconscious the symbolism of archetypes as generally cultural sacred images, when the prestigious car, like the
champagne-filled bath, themselves were reincarnated
as archetypes. Non-stop consumption makes people
blind in their desires.
Rejection of the consumerist culture is possible due
to the assimilation of a new ecological consumer culture associated with the transition of modern society to
sustainable development as a process of harmonization
of the econoic, social and environmental components
of development. The 2012 United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Development in Rio (also known as
Rio+20) drew attention to the fact that the traditional
model of economy development has lost its effectiveness. Therefore, humanity must significantly change
the model of consumption and socio-economic development towards the principles of sustainable development and the “green economy” model. According to
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
and the United Nations Environment Programme
(UN Environment), a “green economy” should im-
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prove people’s well-being and ensure social justice,
but at the same time significantly reduce risks to the
environment (A new decade of action, 2021). In other
words, a “green economy” is an economy with minimal waste, which makes efficient use of natural resources and meets the interests of all members of society. Within the framework of the “green economy”
model, production should be based on the principles
of the common good and focus on the culture of green
consumption.
“Green consumption” or “environmentally friendly” consumption, environmental consumption, and related terms – ethical consumption, responsible consumption – reveal a relatively new type of consumer
behavior or consumer activism. According to the concept of green consumption, reducing the anthropogenic burden on the environment is possible through the
rational use of natural resources, that is, reducing the
impact of toxic substances on the human body. Green
consumption precedes the consumption of products and
goods manufactured using technologies that do not pose
a threat to the environment and human health. Green
consumption is a certain way of life, which is built on
the knowledge of the need to protect natural resources
and contribute to the preservation of the environment
(Vysotska, 2012a).
The main task of the green consumption is to prevent the negative impact of production, transportation
and disposal of products and goods through the promotion of new environmentally friendly technologies
and the formation of consumers’ conscious attitude to
the obtained goods, understanding the relationship between their daily actions and the impact on the environment (Vysotska, 2012a).
Ethical consumption as a social phenomenon is
quite new for the world community and is practically
absent in Ukraine. This type of consumption originated in consumer societies and consumer cooperatives,
where people united in order to protect their consumer
interests, namely: the quality of goods, informing manufacturers about the real characteristics of their goods
and tightening labeling requirements.
There are following main principles of ethical consumption:
Ethical shopping experience. Every purchase is
a moral choice. Choosing a particular brand, when
choosing goods and services, each person also chooses
the manufacturer’s company, taking into account
personal moral principles.
Ethical use of resources. It is aimed at using
alternative energy sources (insulation of houses for
heat saving purposes, purchase of energy-saving goods,
installation of meters).
Ethical waste consumption. It involves reducing
consumption, re-consuming, maximizing waste
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recycling or disposal, and reducing waste by eliminating
unnecessary items.
In fact, the problem of consumption depends on the
personal ethical principles of each buyer. For example,
here is a dilemma question. Which purchase would be
more ethical: organic vegetables that are grown abroad,
or buying non-organic vegetables that are grown by
a local farmer? In such a situation, there can be no
single ethical principle that applies to all buyers. Thus,
products that are positioned as ethical may not always
be produced by ethical companies.
Based on the above, an important task of
socialization in society of sustainable development is
the formation of an appropriate green consumer culture
both at the level of economic relations and organization
of production, and at the domestic level of certain value
orientations, lifestyle and behavior.
The current environmental crisis is the result of
the dominance of the traditional model of economic
development as endless progress, which did not
take into account the environmental factor of human
development. Harmonization of the economical
and environmental components of development is
impossible without taking into account the moral norms
prevailing in society.
To greenen the modern economy, it is necessary
not only to change the nature of production, but also to
change the consumer culture. Consumer values should
be based primarily on environmental needs and values
and the culture of green consumption.
Consumer culture is a functioning program for
the use of consumer goods by members of society.
It includes various components of culture, including
the idea of consumer values and norms regulating
consumption, education as an essential mechanism
of culture that forms an individual’s level of social
maturity sufficient to ensure the autonomy and
independence of the individual.
Consumption has always served to meet vital needs
for food, clothing, and housing. However, with the
development of industrial relations, the standard of
living Rose, which led to an increase in the demands
of humanity.
The problem of developing consumer culture is
multifaceted. To understand the problem of forming
a cultural personality within consumer behavior, it is
necessary to analyze the ratio of needs and opportunities
of personal life activity of an individual, and then
correlate the results of this analysis with the needs and
opportunities of socially organized activities.
In ancient times, the problems of demonstrative
consumption aroused interest. Even ancient greek
thinkers developed principles for understanding
a person’s attitude to desires and needs. Thus, Plato
preached the need for the soul to seek good, Aristotle
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set the rule of the golden mean in determining piety,
and Epicurus gave a characteristic-classification of the
relationship between pleasure and moral values.
J. Baudrillard formulated the philosophical essence
of the new mode of human existence and culture in the
work “Consumer Society”. It consists in the fact that
people in a society of affluence are surrounded not as
much as it was at all times, by other people, but by objects of consumption. Their daily communication consists not in communicating with their own kind, but
in receiving, in accordance with the growing statistical curve, goods and messages and manipulating them
(Baudrillard, 2006). J. Baudrillard argues that consumption is not limited only by the satisfaction of needs, but
expresses a person’s attitude to things, ideas, other people, to the world as a whole, when the process of consumption is the idea of relationships between people,
which is consumed.
Karl Marx was one of the first to analyze needs. He
divided the needs into several groups: biological and
social needs, individual and collective needs, primary
and industrial needs. K. Marx and F. Engels formulated the “law of increasing needs”. According to it, new
human needs appear in the course of the development
of the material basis that allows them to be satisfied.
After meeting actual needs, higher-level needs take
their place, turning from latent to actual (Marx, 1974).
According to Karl Marx, the main human needs
arise and manifest themselves in the relations of human
with nature and in relations between people. Purposeful
work activity meets all human needs. Labor becomes
the main, fundamental need of the entire human race.
Karl Marx addresses the criticism of capitalism with
its profit values (Marx, 1974).
A. Maslow’s Pyramid of needs is important for
understanding the essence of consumption. According
to the scientist, seven classes of needs appear in the
process of becoming personality. At the same time,
the lower the need is, the more significant it becomes
if it is not implemented (Maslow, 1999). A. Maslow
argued that after satisfying physiological needs,
needs for security, love and respect, the need for selfactualization inevitably becomes more acute. Even if all
these needs are satisfied, often (if not always) we can
expect that soon there will be anxiety and discontent
again if a person does not do what one was created for
(Maslow, 1999).
The analysis of the material on the problem of consumption allowed to develop the following structure
of the consumption culture:
1. Values are the result of the subject’s assessment
of the comparative qualities of several objects from
the point of view of their own or those receiving as
their own public interests. Valuation takes place on
two scales: use value and exchange value. Through the
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lenses of values, a person structures the environment,
decomposing objects and phenomena according to the
criteria of their value and usefulness.
2. Norms are the rules and examples of behavior
that are formed by culture. These are, in particular, ideals, examples, minimal acceptable models, and models
of unacceptable behavior. Norms can manifest themselves in various cultural forms: a) law is the norms of
behavior established by law; b) morality is the norms
of human behavior; c) customs are the norms of everyday life that are passed down from generation to generation; the main feature of customs is continuity; d) religion is a set of norms that are prescribed by God or
gods; e) fashion is formed patterns of certain behavior
depending on a particular reference group; f) language
is a means of communication through symbols; all people of the same culture understand it; g) sanctions are
the reaction of certain culture representatives to the degree of compliance with cultural norms.
Ideas and components of consumer culture can
only be conditionally called sustainable. In fact, they
are in a constant process of change and reproduction.
Consumer culture consists of objective and subjective
factors. Objective factors are the characteristics features of goods, the conditions for their purchase and
sale, that is, what exists regardless of consumption.
Subjective factors are a reflection of an individual’s
attitude to the product and its properties.
We can distinguish three levels of consumer culture: 1. Optimal level – a person consumes material and
spiritual goods in accordance with the level of their
capabilities. 2. Excessive level – a person consumes
significantly more of their capabilities at the expense
of others (that is, they live in debt). 3. Reduced level – a person consumes less than historically concluded norms, limits their consumer opportunities due to
economic or psychological reasons.
A certain type of consumer culture is basically
formed either by the majority of society or by its elite,
which has enough resources to impose its tastes as
a manifestation of the “true” culture. The dynamics of
consumer culture is manifested in the rapid change of
tastes, fashion, set of consumed items and services, in
the form of their presentation and interpretation (“beautiful” can turn into “ugly” and, conversely, “prestigious” – into “old-fashioned”) (Ilyin, 2008). One of
the manifestations of consumer culture is the structure
of goods consumed in the same market. There is a distinction between the culture of consumption housing,
clothing, food, and other consumer goods. The spread
of an excessive level of consumer culture is accompanied by a moral crisis of society, the transformation of
values and behavioral models towards consumerism
(Ilyin, 2008).
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Consumer culture is closely linked to the general
culture and mentality of people. It is reproduced and
passed down from generation to generation. It is from
the first days until the end of life that a person learns to
consume. Therefore, the reasonableness of consumption does not consist in limiting needs, but in satisfying them in a rational way.
A person learns culture throughout life in a certain
social environment. In the course of this process, the
animal core of an individual is socialized, accepts the
framework of norms, values and means of communication accepted in this socio-cultural field. Similarly, the
process of assimilation of consumer culture is the process of socialization of the consumer. Socialization is
a creative process in which an individual selects from
the offered cultural assortment what suits him, discarding unnecessary things. Therefore, socialization has an
individualized form of manifestation.
The problem of forming a consumer culture of the
individual is becoming particularly relevant in the context of the global spread of mass culture. Objective and
subjective factors influence its formation. Objective factors are the country’s economic system and mentality.
Subjective factors are the level of a person’s knowledge of economic and consumer knowledge. Modern
cultural development has positive changes, including
the creation of favorable conditions for an expanded
dialogue of cultures, tolerant relations, and the expansion of the sphere of services and goods. Therefore,
there is a need for consumer education of young people, namely, the formation of consumer culture, starting from school or even from kindergarten and home
education.
Consumer education as an integral subsystem of the
general culture of a person is an integral part of schoolar
education and personal upbringing. The formation of
consumer culture of an individual as one of the aspects
of economic education and the development of the basic culture of a person is a reflection of the transition to
personality-oriented education, which ensures the unity and connection of the socio-cultural and economic
space and the development of personality.
Consumer culture involves the development of
mental, value-normative and behavioral characteristics of an individual in the field of consumer behavior.
Purposeful development of consumer culture is possible through training, in which the potential opportunities of educational practice are used and manifested
in structuring educational material, in expanding the
content and functionality of academic subjects, establishing intersubject coordination, continuity and profiling of training.
The formation of the foundations of consumer culture can be carried out in the following two ways: 1) the
implementation of general education and training of the
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child at any stage of development in the family, school,
daily activities through the saturation of the content
of its internal culture, the crystallization of value attitudes, knowledge and skills of eco-balanced behaviors; 2) training in elective courses or courses of choice
(Vysotska, 2012a).
Results
Having analyzed the phenomenon of green
consumption and its varieties in the context of theories
of the development of society, we can conclude that
the nature of consumption is the cause and condition
of the crisis of personality, society and nature. The
formation of a holistic model of society development
is possible only within the framework of the model
of sustainable economic, environmental and social
development as a systematic approach to changing the
strategies of economic relations, production, methods
of environmental management and household consumer
behavior of a person. Accordingly, the formation of
a green consumer culture is possible on the basis
of taking into account new trends in consumption,
namely, changes in the consumption patterns of natural
resources, energy, food, transport, industrial goods and
agriculture. This implies an attitude to the consumption
process as a whole in the context of the development of
ethical, value and environmentally friendly behaviors.
Consumption is a complex social, economic, cultural and educational phenomenon. The state of the
economy, the level of production, and the system of
individual and collective values that exist in a particular culture determine the nature of the historical development of specific forms of consumption.
Consumer culture gives objects of the natural world
a peculiar symbolic meaning. This allows a person to
create relationships with other people and the environment, as well as design and build their own life.
Consumer culture reflects the needs and requests of
the consumer. It has an iconic character and encourages the creation of a cultural world.
The formation of a green consumer culture of an
individual has an important ideological and social significance. Green consumer culture is an integrated concept that has emerged as a result of the crisis of an industrial type of civilization, the deterioration of the environmental situation and the need to build a new social, economic and environmental policy of consumption, which is based on a model of balanced (sustainable) development. Green consumer culture should be
considered as an integral social phenomenon of human
existence, as a certain socio-natural integrity in the system of social life.
Green consumer culture is formed as a specific
subsystem of society, acting specifically as a historical manifestation of the process of society and nature
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coevolution. Green consumer culture is designed to
characterize environmentally and consumer-balanced
ways of interaction not only with the natural, but also
with the socio-cultural environment, so it plays an integrative role in the interrelationships and interaction
of material and spiritual cultures.
The mass consumption society assumes that all
members of society participate in the process of consumption, as well as various mechanisms are involved
to stimulate consumer needs through the influence of
mass media, advertising, fashion, imposing appropriate
value and symbolic meanings and behaviors. Consumer
culture is created and supported by the entire complex
of economic and socio-political mechanisms as a form
of regulating human behavior and employment in the
economic sphere. A common feature of the consumer society is its focus on excessive consumption. The
globalization of consumption leads to the formation
of global consumerism, which changes the system of
consumer standards and cultural values.
The current model of excessive consumption
threatens traditional national consumer practices and, in
general, destructively affects the integrity of the global
community and the environment. Transformation of the
consumer culture of the individual involves changing
material and spiritual values, knowledge, patterns
and norms of consumer behavior in the direction of
spreading sustainable and eco-balanced practices. In
the context of educational tasks, this implies creating
conditions for sustainable consumer socialization
as a process of forming skills for rational purchase
and use of goods and services, taking into account
environmental requirements and socio-cultural needs
of a sustainable development society.
Understanding consumer culture from the cultural
approach point of view allows to consider it from
the cultural content point of view as an important
component of the general culture of the individual.
The activity-b ased approach to the analysis of
consumer culture reveals the content of sustainable
consumption practices within the framework of the
concepts of sustainable development and “green
economy”, which include sustainable consumption of
food, energy and other natural resources, sustainable
transport, sustainable housing, organic agriculture
and permaculture, green consumption and ethical
consumption.
Sustainable consumption is also basic for green
consumer practices. It provides for such an adjustment
of the individual and society as a whole to the consumption of goods and services that meets urgent needs and
ensures a better quality of life. In addition, such consumption is accompanied by a reduction in the use of
natural resources and hazardous substances, reducing
waste to a minimum throughout the life cycle, so that
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there is no danger to meet the needs of future generations.
In this regard, education for sustainable
development of the XXI century acts as a technology
for forming an ecological consumer culture to achieve
sustainable development in society. Previously, culture,
as a human creation, contrasted itself with nature.
Green consumer culture should become a way of
harmonious combination of man with nature based on
deep knowledge and understanding of modern nature.
Green consumer education as an aspect of education
for sustainable development is one of the most effective
means of creating a green consumer culture. Therefore,
it should be an integral part of socialization and the
education system in order to form a sustainable
development society.
The main result of introducing education for
sustainable development is the development of socially
significant activities aimed at harmonizing relations
with the environment. The formation of a green
consumer culture within the framework of education
for sustainable development implies an individual’s
understanding of the need not only for socio-
economic, but also for ecological changes that meet
environmental requirements. Environmental education
acquires an innovative function in the assimilation of
new value-normative relations that will allow us to
overcome human alienation from nature and learn the
environmental imperatives of sustainable development.
Education for sustainable development as an
integrated form of education involves focusing on
problematic, situational approaches to learning, moving
away from abstract and moving to real, vital knowledge,
active forms of learning. Constant and systematic
acquisition of green consumer knowledge affects the
development of an adequate and competent behavior
in the process of consuming goods and services.
In the conditions of modern development of society,
the formation of the foundations of green consumer
culture in educational institutions should be associated
with the assimilation of socially significant values
and social attitudes, with the construction of a new
value system for the functioning of society, with the
harmonization of relations with the environment.
The main condition for such harmonization is the
correlation of individual needs with the requirements
of the environment – natural and social.
Discussion
Modern scientific literature does not pay enough
attention to the study of the role and essence of green
consumer culture as an integral phenomenon and an
important factor in the formation of a sustainable development society. Therefore, A. Сaliskan, considering green consumption, does not define the concept of
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green consumer culture. At the same time, he defines
consumer culture as a determinant of marketing strategies, and not an object for change (Caliskan, 2020).
V. Naidoo and R. Verma, analyze green consumer behavior as a basis for profit and competitive advantages of producers of green products, but they miss culture from their analysis (Naidoo and Verma, 2020).
E. Bazin justifies the great importance of green consumer culture in the transformation of modern societies and overcoming the consequences of pollution associated with economic development. At the same time,
the scientist does not define the concept of green consumer culture (Bazin, 2019). In general, we can state
that the authors of the works underestimate the definition of the essence, the means of forming a green consumer culture, as well as its impact on the formation
of a sustainable development society. We cannot agree
with the authors who tend to associate the green consumer culture with the national culture of geographical regions and countries (Ogiemwonyi et al., 2020;
Tran and Paparoidamis, 2020; He and Filimonau, 2020;
Perera, Hewege, Mai, 2020). According to our reasoned
position, green consumer culture is the result of educational and propaganda technologies that states provide
in their political strategy for the formation of a sustainable development society.
Conclusion
Based on the comparison and synthesis of the
concepts of environmental and consumer culture, the
following definition can be formulated. Green consumer
culture is a culture of behavior of an individual and
society as a whole, which is focused on optimizing
industrial and household consumer activities, taking
into account environmental safety, environmentally
and economically balanced value orientations based
on the principles of sustainable development.
The formation of a green consumer culture is of
great practical importance. Green consumer culture
is an integrated concept that has emerged as a result
of the crisis of an industrial type of civilization, the
deterioration of the environmental situation and the
need to build a new social, economic and environmental
policy of consumption, which is based on a model of
sustainable development.
Green consumer culture includes cultural and
activity forms of changing the nature of consumption
of natural resources, energy, food, transport, industrial
and agricultural goods by individuals and society in the
direction of developing environmentally balanced value
orientations and behavioral patterns. The formation of
a green consumer culture of the individual by means
of education for sustainable development implies
a holistic approach to human, society and nature,
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an understanding of the unity of modern scientific
knowledge, humanistic and environmental values.
Consumption is a complex of social, economic,
cultural and educational phenomenon. The nature
of the historical development of specific forms of
consumption, the peculiarities of consumer behavior are
largely determined not only by the state of the economy,
the level of production, but also by the corresponding
system of individual and collective values that exist in
a particular culture. The culture of consumption reflects
the needs and requests of the consumer, has an iconic
character and encourages the creation of a world of
culture.
The culture of consumption is created and
supported by the entire complex of economic and
socio-political mechanisms as a form of regulating
human behavior and employment in the economic
sphere. A common feature of the consumer society is
its focus on excessive and deformed consumption. The
globalization of consumption leads to the formation
of global consumerism, which changes the system
of consumer standards and cultural values. Such
types of consumerism as excessive consumption,
commodification, branding, co-optation, oniomania
or shopaholism pose a threat to traditional national
consumer practices and destructively affect the integrity
of the global community and the environment.
The transformation of the consumer culture of the
individual and society as a whole involves changing
material and spiritual values, knowledge, patterns
and norms of consumer behavior in the direction of
spreading sustainable and environmentally balanced
practices. In the context of educational tasks, this
implies creating conditions for sustainable consumer
socialization as a process of forming skills for rational
purchase and use of goods and services, taking into
account environmental requirements and socio-cultural
needs of a sustainable development society.
Green consumption provides society with the
opportunity to meet its needs, while efficiently and
economically using natural resources and preserving
the environment for future generations. In this regard,
green consumer tourism is an important factor in the
formation of a sustainable development society.
The formation of a sustainable development
society implies the unity and integration of its
economic, social and environmental components.
The economic component provides for optimal use
of natural resources and environmental technologies,
creation of environmentally acceptable products,
minimization, processing and disposal of wastes. The
social component is human-oriented and is aimed at
maintaining the stability of social and cultural systems,
including reducing the number of destructive conflicts
between people. The ecological component ensures

Vysotska O. Y., Vysotskyi O.Y.

the integrity and viability of biological and physical
natural systems. The implementation of the sustainable
development strategy provides for the greening of
various spheres of human activity, the formation of
environmental consciousness. This process is designed
to change the way people think, strengthening its
environmental, humanistic, and predictive qualities.
Environmental competence is becoming one of the
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essential characteristics of a future person. The
formation of green consumer culture is an important
factor in the sustainable development of society, as
well as the basis of modern environmental education
and education for sustainable development as a more
complex integrated form of obtaining knowledge
and mastering the skills of environmentally balanced
behavior.
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Military tourism as a peculiarity of tourism development in a post-conflict territory
Galyna M. Zavarika
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Abstract. One peculiarity of tourism development in the post-conflict territories of the
Ukraine-controlled part of Donetsk and Luhansk regions is the possibility of development
of military tourism and this is the urgent problem considered in the proposed article. The
relevance of the article lies in the possibility of exploiting the existing negative factors
in certain eastern territories and turning them into a source of interest and a point of no return. Military tours can have an enormous
educational and instructive value both for the younger generation and for all people’s understanding of what conflict situations can
lead to. The aim of the work is to develop proposals for the creation of innovative military tours as a feature of post-conflict tourism
development in the affected area. General scientific methods, namely analytical, comparative-geographical, historical and marketing
analysis are applied. World experience in organizing military tourism was analyzed and some recommendations for organizing such
tours in Ukraine, and particularly in Luhansk and Donetsk regions, were revealed. The author’s classification of possible military tours in
our country is offered. Recommendations on development of military tours to Ukraine are formed. Ukraine-controlled parts of Luhansk
and Donetsk regions are evaluated as potentially promising areas for military tourism development. We have suggested specific tourist
locations for creating military tours and developed proposals for creating innovative military tours as a feature of post-conflict tourism
development in the affected areas in Ukraine’s eastern regions. The organizational mechanism of creating and promoting military tours
on the tourism market on the example of the eastern territories of Ukraine has been studied. It is determined that military tours in the
post-conflict times can become one of the promising directions of economic development of the eastern regions of Ukraine. The key
provisions, factual material and conclusions of the article can be used for further research into the process of tourism development in
Luhansk and Donetsk regions in order to develop the national tourism industry. In the future, similar tours may be developed throughout
the region after the reintegration process.
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Мілітарі-тури як особливість постконфліктного розвитку туризму території
Г. М. Заваріка
Східноукраїнський національний університет імені Володимира Даля, м. Сєвєродонецьк, Україна, dgalina_10@ukr.net
Анотація. Особливістю розвитку туризму на постконфліктних територіях підконтрольної Україні частині Донецької та Луганської
областей є можливість розвитку мілітарі-туризму, саме ця актуальна проблема і розглянута в запропонованій статті. Актуальність
роботи полягає в можливості використання наявних негативних факторів на певних східних територіях та перетворення їх
в джерело інтересу і точку неповернення. Мілітарі-тури можуть мати величезне виховне, повчальне значення як для молодого
покоління так і для розуміння всіма людьми, до чого можуть призводити конфлікнітні ситуації. Метою роботи є розробка
пропозицій щодо створення інноваційних мілітарі-турів як особливості постконфліктного розвитку туризму постраждалої
території. Застосовано загальнонаукові методи, а саме аналітичний, порівняльно-географічний, історичний, маркетингового
аналізу. Проаналізовано світовий досвід в організації мілітарі-туризму, та виявлено деякі рекомендації, щодо організації таких
турів в Україні та зокрема в Луганській та Донецькій областях. Запропоновано авторську класифікацію можливих мілітарі-
турів в нашій країні. Сформовано рекомендації щодо розвитку мілітарі-турів в Україні. Оцінено підконтрольні Україні частини
Луганської та Донецької областей як потенційно перспективні території для розвитку мілітарі-туризму. Запропоновано конкретні
туристичні локації для створення мілітарі-туру та розроблено пропозиції щодо створення інноваційних мілітарі-турів як
особливості постконфліктного розвитку туризму постраждалої території на прикладі східних регіонів України. Досліджено
організаційний механізм створення та просування на туристичний ринок мілітарі-туру на прикладі східних територій України.
Визначено, що мілітарі-тури у постконфліктну добу можуть стати одним з перспективних напрямків економічного розвитку
східних областей України. Основні положення, фактичний матеріал та висновки статті можуть бути використані для подальших
досліджень процесу розвитку туризму Луганської та Донецької областей з метою розвитку національної туристичної галузі.
В перспективі аналогічні тури можуть будуть розроблені на всій території областей після проведення процесу реінтеграції.
Ключові слова: мілітарі- туризм, військовий тур, маркетинг, постконфліктний розвиток туризму.
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Introduction
Ukraine as a source of military-historical recreation
opportunities is underestimated. This is especially true
of those small towns which have suffered the least
from the technogenic pressure of the industrial era and
where our historical heritage has survived the social
transformation of the Soviet era to a large extent. For
many of these towns, tourism may be the main strategy
for their future development.
Each of the 147 cities, the list of which was
approved by a decree of the Ukrainian Cabinet of
Ministers, is a page in the annals of Ukraine. Many
military and historical events, some of which, without
exaggeration, influenced the course of civilization, took
place on this land over the centuries. Therefore, our
history and cultural heritage is interesting not only to
our closest neighbours. However, this huge potential
of tourism is only marginally used today.
During the fighting in Luhansk and Donetsk regions
in 2014, many towns and villages in the region were
severely damaged. Some of these places remain in the
occupied territories and in the ‘grey zone’, but there
are also some that are in quite safe areas where the
fighting ended a long time ago and demining work has
been carried out. Although these places are completely
safe for people, the war has left many traces both in
the form of various manifestations of damage and in
the memories of people who witnessed or directly
participated in those events. Since 2014, by order of
the civil-military administration, there has been a fouryear ban on trekking, excursions and tourist activities
in many areas of Luhansk and Donetsk regions, but
since 2018, tourism has been allowed in some areas,
which we propose to consider in detail in this article.
The restoration of Ukraine’s constitutional order
and demining work in large parts of Donetsk and
Luhansk regions makes military tourism absolutely safe
for both Ukrainian and foreign nationals. The advantage
of such tours is that tourists can visit not only places
of military operations, but also see the countryside and
natural environment of Ukraine and taste Ukrainian
cuisine.
The issues of development of various aspects of
military tourism are rather actively studied by scientists.
Among foreign scholars, Hrusovsky, M., Noeres, K.
(2011), Marcussen, C. (2009), Papathanassis, Alexis
(2011), Piekarz, M. (2007), Ryan, C., Trauer, B. (2005),
R. Stone, P., Hartmann, R., Seaton, T., Sharpley, R.,
White, L. (2018). Among domestic researchers, the
works of Borisova A. (2015), Holiborod I. (2012),
Koveshnikov V. (2016), Lyapkalo M. (2018),
Melnik A. (2012), Titov E. (2013). However, there is
a lack of works about the possibilities of post-conflict
development of military tourism in the affected eastern
regions of Ukraine.
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Objective of the article: to develop proposals for
innovative military-tours as a feature of post-conflict
tourism development in the affected territory.
Objectives:
– Determine the relevance and focus of militarytour;
– Formulate recommendations for the development
of military tours in Ukraine;
– Analyze the Ukrainian-c ontrolled parts of
Luhansk and Donetsk regions as potentially promising
areas for military tourism development;
– Investigate an organizational mechanism for
creating and promoting military tours io the tourism
market.
Material and research methods
Military tourism is a newcomer to the Ukrainian
travel market, even though it has been developed
internationally. Many seasoned experts are still
afraid of using Luhansk and Donetsk as a tourism
destination because of the events that are taking place
there, although in many places the fighting has long
ceased, the territory has been fully demined and is
quite safe. Tourists’ interest in the events in Ukraine
makes military tourism relevant and profitable, and
a military-tour can contribute to the development of
military tourism in Ukraine.
General scientific and special methods were applied during the research: scientific abstraction, induction and deduction and other methods of cognition of
socio-geographical phenomena, objects and processes; systematic approach, analogy and quantitative and
qualitative comparison. Military tourism, as one of the
possible types of tourism, will promote the development of the post-conflict territory.
Scholars use several approaches to the definition
of “economic development of post-conflict territory”,
namely: transformative, process, integrative, innovative. In our opinion, only a synergetic approach most
fully covers the specifics of this concept and corresponds to modern realities. According to the principles
of synergetics, economic development of the post-conflict territory is a priority of the general set of actions
aimed at creating political, social, economic and environmental conditions for the most efficient use of the
available resources of the post-conflict territory in the
process of peace and national security.
It is the synergetic approach to defining the key
task of this study – the development of post-conflict
territory – on the principle of “creating conditions” that
we will take as a basis for programming a strategy for
tourism development in the context of conflict mitigation. And military tourism will become one of its
components.
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The integration of geographical science, which is
to unite all its branches with common theoretical positions, is becoming especially important. The unity of
geographical science today is manifested as an integral
factor, as the specifics of the relationship “man-biosphere” began to be studied by specialists in many sciences (philosophers, economists, sociologists, mathematicians, biologists, political scientists, etc.), hence
the interdisciplinary scientific approach.
Therefore, systematic research is very important,
which is also related to the idea of the unity of science,
which is that the general categories of thinking that
arise in different fields of science are similar, so similar
and theoretical models are created in them. Of particular interest is the classification of connections of phenomena that occur in systems: 1 – interaction connections; 2 – genetic links; 3 – transformation; 4 – buildings; 5 – functioning; 6 – development; 7 – management.
It is the selection of the level of development of
systems which is especially important in the period of
transformational change. Changing connections within the system encourages the application of the probabilistic approach in the study of complex processes
and phenomena.

The basis of post-conflict development of tourism
as a system should be the law of self-preservation of
mankind, which is based on the principles of sustainable development. This is evidenced by the world practice of post-conflict development of individual countries and regions.
Human self-preservation also depends on people’s
living conditions, their nutrition, the quality of the ecological environment. Green zones of parks, forests and
meadows will help to ensure the self-preservation of
mankind. And military tourism constitutes a certain
antithesis to self-preservation, as a reminder to society of what can happen in the case of non-compliance
with the norms of peaceful existence.
Results and their analysis
Military tourism has begun to develop very
dynamically in the world in recent decades, the
leaders in this type of tourism are the USA, Israel,
Russia, France, Latvia, Germany, Czech Republic,
Finland, China, Sweden, Great Britain and Poland.
As is characteristic of many kinds of tourism, military
tourism also creates associations which coordinate
common activities (Titova, 2013). Today, a great variety
of military tours are offered around the world, the most
interesting examples of which are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.Examples of military tours in the world
Country
France
Germany
Italy
Finland
Croatia
Latvia
Poland
Israel
Russia
Great Britain
USA
Australia
Belgium
Ukraine

Example of tour
The Maginot Line, a system of French fortifications on the border with Germany; an airborne military re-enactment
in Carentan, the Loire Castles.
Siegfried Line tours
Gustav line
Mannerheim Line
Prevlaka peninsula
Starlet
Osowiec Fortress, "Battle of Grunwald" reconstruction, Malbork Castle
Life in the army and participation in military training programmes, Beit HaSharion Armoured Museum
Life in the Army, Military Historical Celebration of the Assault on Koenigsberg (1945), Military Historical Action
"War and Peace", Central Air Force Museum in Monino
Medieval battle re-enactments
Military re-enactment on the Gettysburg battlefield, life in the army, the aircraft carrier Intrepid, National Air and
Space Museum
Australia's National War Memorial
Museum of Military History in Brussels
Strategic Missile Forces Museum in Pervomaisk, Mykolaiv region, Poltava Museum of Long-Range and Strategic
Aviation, National Military Historical Museum of Ukraine and Museum of the Great Patriotic War in Kyiv, Museum
of Military Equipment in Lutsk, Memorial Complex «In Memory of Krut Heroes" in Chernihiv region, Museum
"Heroes of Dnipro" in Ivano-Frankivsk

During analysis of the world experience of countries in the organization of military tourism, we can
highlight some recommendations for the organization
of such tours in Ukraine and, in particular, in Luhansk
and Donetsk regions. This type of tourism is very developed in the USA and Europe, and certainly in our country is a recreational base for its further development:
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– Firstly, we should mention the development of
tours to military-historical museums and performances. This is a military excursion tour. It may include excursions to places where military operations and historical battles took place, visits to places of military
glory, trips to museums devoted to military subjects
(wars, armament exhibitions, etc.). Military tours in-
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clude visits to graves of fallen soldiers. Such tours can
be particularly interesting to the younger generation
who are keen to learn about the history of their country and have an important patriotic-educational role.
These tours will also be interesting to those involved
in the events, or their relatives, as a kind of nostalgic
page of life (Borisova, 2016).
– as a variant can be an event tour in the form of
a military festival or a military history show or a reconstruction of past events (the Battle of Borodino, Battle
of Poltava, Austerlitz, Waterloo, Grunwald). This type
of tour has been gaining momentum recently around
the world, especially among history buffs and more
affluent adults, as it requires considerable preparatory work (costumes, equipment, script, rehearsals, participants, etc.).
– military-themed games are paramilitary games
for children (similar to Zarnitsa and Jura). These are
games with a military-patriotic nature, teaching the participants elements of orienteering, knot tying, sports
stamina, thirst for victory, ability to pass a tourist obstacle course and cooking in the field. Most importantly, it builds team spirit and develops true patriots. Also,
as a variant can be the organization of a field unit, with
tents, based on field conditions of cooking, sports training with elements of military training. By the way, the
organization of such tours can involve veterans of the
ATO, who have been through a difficult path and can
share their real experience. Special attention should
be paid to safety and security of tourists and teaching
them how to handle dangerous objects, rules of conduct in emergency situations and so on. The tour can
be organized as a weekend tour from one to three days
and is designed for middle and older schoolchildren
and students, even for families with children. For families with children, it will be particularly interesting as
it strengthens family ties.
Another option for a militarised game tour might
be one that teaches survival and stamina. As life has
shown, it is precisely that such skills are modern people
lack and they do not endure when faced with extreme
living conditions, as they are very used to “greenhouse”
conditions. So when suddenly, without preparation, life
presents such a challenge, not everyone can cope with
the difficult situation. In such a tour, you can teach participants how to find and recognise edible wild plants,
insects, fish, animals, and how to cook them; teach
how to make a fire without matches; purify water from
a river or lake; create a temporary shelter from improvised material; provide first aid, and so on. Such tours
can be arranged for children in the form of a short hike
under the supervision of an adult instructor as well as
be organized for adults. It is possible to offer elements
of competition in these kinds of tours. It is important
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to remember about the high level of responsibility and
safety rules during organizing such tours.
Game tours also include paintball (paintballs are
used) and airsoftball, where the responsibility for following the rules lies with the players themselves,
and a wide variety of weapons and participation in
role-playing simulations and field games. It can be actively used in Luhansk region, in particular there is
one such club in Severodonetsk, but there are no such
clubs in the districts.
The classification of military tourism proposed
above is depicted in Figure 1.
– Tours using military equipment. All kinds of tourism with the use of balloons, balloons in particular
paraballooning, hang gliders, parachutes, as well as
flights in combat (military) aircrafts, helicopters and
so on. These journeys can be carried out with different variations in the use of muscular power (walking,
mountaineering, skiing, cycling, etc.) as well as with
road transport. Tracked vehicles are used for tank firing
and riding, while wheeled vehicles are used for driving infantry fighting vehicles and armoured personnel carriers. The main service offered on these tours is
shooting with military weapons at ranges and shooting ranges. Depending on the subject of the tour, various kinds of weapon (for example, a tour from “living
history” – “Weapon of the First World”: shooting from
a machine gun “Maxim” + a three-line rifle + “Nagan”)
are offered. This kind of tourism is primarily aimed at
wealthy tourists.
Global experience shows that the tourism industry can develop during economic crises. The potential
tourist considers the following factors when choosing
a country to travel to:
– political and economic stability;
– availability of tourism and recreation potential;
– offers from tourism companies;
– purpose of the trip;
– level of development of material and technical
base of the hospitality industry;
– nature of visa regime;
– pricing policy;
– transport communication;
– feedback from the consumers of the tourist product;
– travel safety issues;
– natural, geographical, cultural and religious features of the country.
For the development of military tourism, it the
availability of cultural and historical resources is
quite important, which can be used in the creation of
a tourist route (Melnik, 2012). For example, here is
a correspondence table for the classification of cultural-
historical resources (Table 2).
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Fig. 1. Classification of military tourism
Table 2. Classification of cultural-historical monuments involved in military tourism
Name of resource
Historical landmarks

Type of landmark
• archaeological sites: burial sites (for military
personnel), execution sites, places where items of
military value have been found, etc.)
• war memorials;
• historical military fortifications;
• technological complexes and installations of
military tourism value;
• places of life and activities of famous people
connected with military activities.

Geography of resources
Ukraine (the Lutsk Barracks in Kiev), Poland (the
Auschwitz Concentration Camp Memorials, a World
Heritage Site commemorating crimes against
humanity), Belarus, Germany (the Soviet Soldier
Liberator in Treptow Park, Berlin), Hungary (the
Budapest Liberation Monument on Mount Gellert),
Romania (Constanta)

Urban and architectural places where significant actions took place Ukraine (National Historical and Memorial Reserve
monuments
indirectly (signing of documents, proclamation of "Field of the Battle of Berestets", Pliasheva village,
acts, commencement of hostilities, etc.)
Rivne region), Poland (the centre of Krakow, which
was saved from destruction by the Nazis, Germany
(the Cecilienhof Palace in Potsdam, where the
important signatures were signed. Potsdam, where
important documents on the post-war arrangement
of Germany and European countries were signed.
Documental
•written documents
Ukraine, Germany, Belarus, Poland, Czech Republic,
Canada, USA and Hungary
Castle buildings
• fortifications, castles and defensive towers.
Ukraine (Upper Volyn Castle), Spain (Alcázar
Castle), Switzerland (Chillon Castle), France (Loire
Castles), France (Bastille Castle), Poland (Malbork
Castle)
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Ukraine’s first military hotel, Gringof, has been
operating in Zakarpattia since 2009. The Arpad Line
passed through this area during the Second World
War and it was this line that became the basis for
the development of the hotel here and the creation
of a military tour. The hotel takes into account this
historical component in the form of appropriate tactical
maps, small arms of that time and bunkers of the
defence system. Even the restaurant takes into account
cross-national culinary traditions from different times
(Golyboroda, 2012).
So this wide range of organisational theoretical possibilities will translate into real proposals for organising a military tour of the Luhansk and Donetsk regions.
This route is safe and it will take place in the territory
fully under Ukrainian control and at a considerable distance from the war zone. But apart from broken houses
and blown-up bridges, a tourist will have an opportunity to see the incredible landscapes of Donbass, these
are the slag heaps authentic for the region, the boundless Luhansk steppes and slopes, green forests, as well
as the Azov Sea.
During the tour, the main sites to visit will be
towns, villages and their surroundings affected by the
2014 hostilities. The journey will be by jeep (off-road
vehicle), due to the state of the roads, and the tour will
be guided by a guide on foot and will include detailed
descriptions of the events that took place at the sites.
At some locations, there will be interaction with eyewitnesses to the events, both locals and soldiers who
took part in the actual fighting. The entire tour will
take place in quite safe areas that have been fully demined by sappers.
One of the locations of the tour could be the outskirts of Lysychansk, where you can see old military
positions (trenches, tank trenches), a bridge blown up
by the militants in 2014, visit some areas of the city
that suffered as a result of the fighting and talk to residents and military personnel. It will be interesting to
see how the town has changed for the better since the
events of 2014. According to official figures from the
city authorities, the registry of those destroyed places
by the fighting included: 361 partially destroyed individual houses and 34 completely destroyed individual
houses of private ownership;157 damaged apartment
blocks of communal ownership, in which 514 flats were
affected; 3 completely destroyed apartment blocks of
communal ownership, in total 119 flats; 2 damaged hospitals and 2 schools; industrial facilities and infrastructure (primarily roads). On the eve of 2017, a new bridge
between the towns of Lysychansk and Severodonetsk
was rebuilt, restoring normal long-distance travel. Also
during this time, with the help of international organisations, a significant part of the destroyed facilities
have been repaired and rebuilt.

The next location is the town of Kreminna.
Although the town was not damaged in the fighting, it has a local history museum with exhibitions on
World War II and the anti-terrorist operation in eastern
Ukraine. After visiting the museum, the tourist can be
shown the railway station in Rubizhne (located nearby), where in May 2014 a battle between Ukrainian
army fighters and militants of pro-Russian illegal armed
groups took place. On site, details of the battle will be
reported and a visit will be made to the monument to
fallen soldiers located on the station square.
The tourist is also encouraged to visit village
Stanytsia Luhanska, where the border with the occupied territory in Luhansk region is now located. The
tourist will not be able to visit the new bridge in the
non-controlled by Ukrainian government area, but will
be able to observe it from a nearby slope. There tourists will see how the exit and entrance to the temporarily uncontrolled territory takes place. Apart from
the observation, there will be a tour of the village itself, where tourists will also talk to the witnesses and
participants of the events, and see the destroyed structures and destroyed forests around. Instead of lunch,
a field lunch can be arranged, where the tourist will be
able to try food from Ukrainian military dry rations.
Afterwards, the tourist will see a strategic facility, the
Luhansk thermal power plant, and listen to the stories
associated with it. The way back will pass through villages that have been badly ruined. In addition to the
destroyed houses along the road, the visitor will enjoy
the beauty of the Luhansk steppes and coniferous forests along the road.
The next destination is the town of Popasna, which
was destroyed in the fighting. Here, a tour of the town
is envisaged on the outskirts of the city, interacting with
witnesses and participants in the events. The tourist
will see some of the destroyed infrastructure, as well
as visit old military positions.
A tour of Kramatorsk is also offered, where a tourist will see buildings damaged as a result of military
operations, and then will go straight to a military facility, the Kramatorsk airfield, where tourists can look
at military equipment and communicate with military
personnel. The cities Kramatorsk and Sloviansk, as
well as the whole study area, were under enemy occupation for almost three months in 2014 and battles
were fought here to liberate the Donbass.
Next up is the city Sloviansk, from which the sad
events began in 2014. It is suggested to visit Karachun
Mountain, the highest point in the city, where the
bloody battles for the city took place six years ago.
There is a monument, a memorial to fallen heroes, and
a small chapel. The name “Karachun” itself – translated
from the Turkic language group – means “Black Soul”,
which is reminiscent of the presence of these people
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in the eastern Ukraine. There are many mystical legends about the mountain, associated with the storage
of treasures that were plundered and hidden here, so
these places have always attracted treasure hunters.
From here the future city began to grow.
Next point is the village Semenivka, almost destroyed in the fighting. The village is still in ruins and
many of its inhabitants have never returned. The place
has been completely cleared of anti-personnel mines
and unexploded ordnance by sappers. The psychiatric
hospital in the village is now being rebuilt with the help
of charities and the International Red Cross.
Heading to Mariupol the tourist has the opportunity
to see the landscapes and slag heaps of Donetsk region,
and in this very place during the tour, the city outskirts
and the beach, will see it transformed from a resting
place to a defence line. All this will be accompanied
by communication with witnesses and participants.
Also in Mariupol you can visit the new modern promenade with a beautiful pier, which was built last year
and already loved by all locals and visitors to the city.
The new military tour requires competent promotion and advertisement as it is crucial for successful
tour realization on the market of tourist services. It is
advisable to promote the tour on specialised websites,
in social networks, on the radio, and in the press.
The tour is oriented on the citizens of Ukraine,
though foreigners also have an opportunity to participate. Tourists can find out about the tour through advertising on various military portals, relevant groups
in social networks. It is anticipated that a website with
all the detailed information will be set up for the tour.
On the same website tourists will be able to book tours
online for their desired dates. The site will also have
advisers who can answer all questions about the tour.
Friendly relations should be established with foreign travel agencies that would be willing to sell this
product outside of Ukraine. Also, apart from mass media and travel agencies, this tour can be promoted at
various relevant conferences abroad, which will enable
more foreign citizens interested in military tourism to
learn about this tour.
Publicity must adhere to basic rules; it must be
truthful, authentic, and meet all ethical standards. At
the stage when the tour appears on the market, it should
not scare off potential consumers, but rather attract attention. At first glance, the tour may seem dangerous,
especially for foreign nationals, but the advertising
must clearly prove otherwise.
For the successful promotion for this tour, the following activities should be implemented:
1) Agreements must be made with the accommodation and catering facilities; if there is no necessary
guide-interpreter for the tour, the agreement should be
made with the tour desk.
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2) It is currently relevant to use for their promotional activities such types of advertising as: advertising in the press (newspapers, magazines, specialized
catalogues) advertising in the World Wide Web; radio
advertising; outdoor advertising; visual advertising.
3) Introduction of unique services and innovative tours, which will increasingly attract new clients.
The proposed measures will make it easier to promote the tour to the potential consumer (Holloway
J. Christopher, 2008).
There is now a problem of insufficient information
about places to visit, about the military-historical past
of the territory. If tourists go and know about the historical wealth of the region, then it will contribute to
the post-conflict development of tourism.
So, as we can see, Luhansk region and Donetsk region have a certain potential for development of military tours, but due to insufficient funding and military
conflict, this type of tourism is not developing.
In the long term, once the reintegration process of
the occupied territories has been carried out, similar
tours could be set up there. Particular attention should
be paid to Luhansk and Donetsk airports, where brutal
battles took place. Certain scans could be created there
that would reproduce those events as a memorial, as
a reminder of how important it is to keep peace in the
world. Such memorials already exist around the world
at the sites of concentration camps (Auschwitz). But
this work requires considerable investment, the search
for investors, and above all the establishment of peace.
Conclusions
Thus, the following conclusions and generalisations
can be drawn from this article. Ukraine is a promising
country for the development of military tourism. The
end of hostilities in certain areas and their demining
makes this type of tourism safe and accessible to
Ukrainians and foreigners alike. The proposed military
tour is a complex of fascinating excursions in Luhansk
and Donetsk regions. The combination of the beauty
of Luhansk and Donetsk regions combined with the
places of military operations will make this adventure
unforgettable and unique.
So far, no such tourist activities have been carried
out in the former war zones. At the moment, militarized tours are most often conducted in other regions
of our country, especially in Zakarpattia, but the proposals presented here will give a strong impetus to the
development of this type of tourism in Donbass as well.
Restoration of territorial integrity, which is one of the
priority tasks for Ukraine, will open up great potential
for the development of military tourism in Luhansk
and Donetsk regions. This will give an opportunity to
develop new and more interesting excursion routes.

Due to high demand for military tourism in the
world, foreigners will definitely pay attention to
Ukraine, which will increase the arrival of tourists to
Ukraine. In the near future foreign travel companies

will be offering Ukrainian extreme tours not only to
Chernobyl exclusion zone or Carpathians, but also to
exciting military tours in Luhansk and Donetsk regions.
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